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Executive summary
The proposal
Roads and Maritime Services proposes to upgrade Briner Bridge over the Coldstream River two kilometres
north west of Tucabia (the proposal) in the Clarence Valley Local Government Area. Tucabia is located 16
kilometres north east of Grafton on Coldstream Terrace. Roads and Maritime manage Briner Bridge as part
of the ex-national bridges. The bridge is currently load limited to 33 tonnes and requires regular ongoing
maintenance. The upgrade will increase the capacity to 42.5 tonnes (T44 traffic loading) and reduce
maintenance requirements while retaining the heritage significance of the truss span and vertical alignment
(or geometry). Briner Bridge is listed on the Roads and Maritime Services Section170 Heritage Register,
the State Heritage Inventory and will be nominated for listing on the State Heritage Register upon
completion of the upgrade works. In developing plans to upgrade the bridge, Roads and Maritime Services
is working closely with the NSW Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH).
Key features of the proposal include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increasing the width of the bridge deck to 5.4 metres between barriers to allow two cars to pass
Restoration and strengthening of the Dare Truss span
Restoration of the deck on the truss span with stress laminated timber
Replacement of the timber approach spans with reinforced concrete and steel girder approach
spans
Replacement of the timber abutments with new reinforced concrete abutments
Replacement of timber piles below ground with new driven piles
Replacement of timber trestle piers with steel trestle piers
Replacement of the timber handrail with a new steel traffic barrier
Installation of a temporary bridge linked to Coldstream Terrace for public access during construction
Establishing site facilities associated with the works.

A temporary two span bridge will be built immediately upstream of Briner Bridge to enable traffic to cross
Coldstream River during upgrade of the bridge. New approach roads will be built to tie in with Coldstream
Terrace. The approach roads will have two lanes, and the bridge will be one lane controlled by temporary
traffic lights. The intersection of Bowlings Road and Coldstream Terrace will be temporarily modified for the
duration of the works to tie in to the temporary bridge approach roads. The temporary bridge will be
removed, and the intersection restored upon completion of the works.
Traffic would have access across the temporary bridge for the majority of the works, however full closure
would be required on occasion to allow a crane to work from the temporary bridge approach road to install
elements to the river spans of the permanent bridge. Full closures will be scheduled to occur on weekends
where possible to minimise impacts to road users. During these closures, traffic would be diverted via
Tyndale or Glenugie to access the Pacific Highway, Ulmarra and Grafton.
Construction is expected to begin in early 2019 and will take about 14 months to complete, including
installation and removal of the temporary bridge and rehabilitation of the proposal area.

Need for the proposal
Briner Bridge is one of 26 bridges identified for conservation in the Roads and Maritime Services Timber
Truss Bridge Conservation Strategy, which was developed in consultation with the Heritage Council of
NSW. The strategy was developed to address the long-term management of these structures and aims to
establish a balance between infrastructure provision and heritage conservation. Given its heritage value,
Briner Bridge was identified to be retained and upgraded to meet the current vehicle load standards while
preserving its heritage features. The bridge will be listed on the State Heritage Register at completion of the
upgrade.
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The NSW Government is funding the Briner Bridge upgrade as part of its $145 million-dollar Bridges for the
Bush commitment to improve road freight productivity in regional NSW by replacing and upgrading bridges
resulting in fewer bridge closures.
Briner Bridge, built in 1908, is a critical link in the road infrastructure of the area as it provides an important
network link for the local community. It is important to Roads and Maritime Services that the bridge remains
in a serviceable condition at all times. The structural upgrade is required to bring Briner Bridge up to T44
loading to accommodate general access for loaded common semi-trailer combinations and rigid truck and
trailer combinations.
The proposal is required to:
•
•
•

Ensure Briner Bridge remains serviceable and complies with current road safety standards (T44)
Maintain safety for road users
Protect the heritage values of the bridge.

Roads and Maritime is responsible for managing road related transport infrastructure and providing safe
and efficient access for the road network for the people of NSW. Briner Bridge is currently a limiting factor
on the local road network.

Proposal objectives and development criteria
The objective of the proposal is to improve safety and increase the service life of Briner Bridge while
retaining its heritage value.
Additional objectives of the proposal are to:
•
•
•
•

Maximise the service life of the bridge and meet customer network needs
Minimise safety risks to the workforce carrying out the works
Minimise impacts to road users by providing a temporary bridge crossing during works
Minimise the environmental impacts from carrying out the works, including specific requirements for
management of a population of microbats (Large-footed Myotis macropus).

The upgrade works would consist of replacing the truss span, approach spans, piers, abutments,
foundations and traffic barrier to ensure the bridge is capable of meeting modern safety standards and load
capacity requirement. The works would be carried out in accordance with:
•
•
•
•
•

Australian Bridge Design Code (Standards Australia, 1996)
Australian Standard AS5100-2017 Bridge Design
Roads and Maritime Services Technical Directions and Specifications
Roads and Maritime Services Timber Truss Bridge Conservation Strategy (2012a)
Roads and Maritime Services Timber Truss Bridge Overarching Conservation Management Plan
(2018).

Options considered
The following options were considered for the proposal:
Option 1: Do nothing
This option involves leaving Briner Bridge in its current state which is load rated to carry 33 tonnes,
undertaking reactive maintenance as required and periodic ‘like for like’ rebuilds. The ‘do nothing’ option
therefore does not meet the objectives of the brief or Roads and Maritime Timber Truss Bridge
Conservation Strategy and the New South Wales Government’s Bridges for the Bush program.
Option 2: Upgrade truss span only
This option involves strengthening the truss span, but the bridge would be unable to be widened as the
width of the approach spans would remain unchanged.
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Option 3: Full bridge upgrade
This option involves upgrade of the truss span and approach spans (with new abutments and piers),
including widening of the bridge to allow two cars to pass and a higher designed load capacity.
Option 3 is the preferred option as it meets the proposal safety requirements, allows heritage values to be
retained and is consistent with Roads and Maritime obligations under the Timber Truss Bridge
Conservation Strategy.

Statutory and planning framework
All relevant statutory planning instruments have been examined in relation to the proposal. The proposal is
categorised as development for the purpose of ‘a road and/or road infrastructure facilities’ and is being
carried out by or on behalf of a public authority. Under clause 94 of the ISEPP the proposal is permissible
without consent. The proposal is not State significant infrastructure or State significant development. The
proposal can be assessed under Division 5.1 of the Environment Planning and Assessment Act 1979
(EP&A Act).
Roads and Maritime is the determining authority for the proposal. This Review of Environmental Factors
(REF) fulfils Roads and Maritime obligation under section 5.5 of the EP&A Act including to examine and
take into account to the fullest extent possible all matters affecting or likely to affect the environment by
reason of the activity.
The proposal has also been assessed against relevant NSW legislation and other environmental planning
instruments and no further statutory approvals are required. The matters of National Environmental
Significance (NES) that are protected under the Commonwealth Environmental Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) have been considered for the proposal and a referral to the Department
of the Environment would not be required.

Community and stakeholder consultation
The Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) has been consulted throughout the proposal design phase.
Consultation around individual design elements of the timber truss were agreed to with OEH and
incorporated into the concept design.
Preliminary consultation with affected stakeholders, landowners, Council and government agencies has
been undertaken and has informed the proposal. The proposal will be placed on public exhibition. Following
the public display period, all submissions will be formally considered, and responses provided in a
submissions report which will also be made available to the public via the project website.
Roads and Maritime Services, Procedure for Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation and Investigation
(PACHCI) has been undertaken for the proposal. Roads and Maritime’s Cultural and Heritage Officer
advised that the proposal was unlikely to have an impact on Aboriginal cultural heritage.
Formal consultation has also been initiated with Clarence Valley Council (CVC) and NSW Department of
Primary Industries (DPI) - Fisheries have been consulted as per the requirements of ISEPP. Advice
received as part of this consultation has been addressed in this REF.
Consultation with key stakeholders affected by the bridge upgrade will be ongoing.

Environmental impacts
The main potential environmental impacts of the proposal are summarised as follows:
•

Biodiversity impacts: the main potential biodiversity impacts include potential impacts on Largefooted Myotis including roosting/ breeding habitat removal, disruption to breeding events, mortality
or injury during removal of bridge components, and foraging habitat degradation. The REF
concluded that the proposal is not likely to significantly impact threatened species, populations or
communities or their habitats. Safeguards and management measures detailed in the REF include
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•

•

•

•
•

best practice micro bat management methods which would ameliorate or minimise expected
impacts.
Heritage impacts: while the material of the approach spans, trestles and abutments are changing,
these alterations are consistent with the overarching Conservation Management Plan. The trusses
will be removed, strengthened and replaced with new materials. The upgrade of the bridge will
ensure survival in a recognisable form that is consistent with the past presentation of the structure.
Socio-economic impacts: the Briner Bridge proposal would reduce the choice of routes when the
temporary bridge is closed during weekends or flood events and the short-term nature of the bridge
closures would create inconveniences to residents and road users. The proposal has the potential
to have cumulative environmental impacts with other existing or likely future activities in the locality.
The proposal’s potential impacts can be managed by safeguards and management measures
presented in the REF. Overall, while the short-term impacts cannot be avoided completely, no
significant or long-term adverse impacts are likely.
Soil and water quality impacts: potential environmental impacts associated with erosion and
sediment would be suitably managed through effective implementation of the safeguards of this
REF.
Traffic disruption: users of Coldstream Terrace would experience occasional delays as well as road
closures during specific components of the proposed work.
Construction noise levels: at sensitive receivers in a number of instances are likely to exceed the
established noise management levels. Noise levels are predicted to exceed the highly affected level
during driven piling. No other exceedances of the highly noise affected level are predicted.

No significant impacts to any Matters of National Environmental Significance (MNES) listed in the
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) will occur as a result of the
proposal.
Other potential environmental impacts would be generally minor in nature. A variety of safeguards have
been developed to minimise the risk and potential magnitude of potential impacts posed by the proposal to
the environment. The proposal would have a number of positive environmental impacts, including
preserving heritage values and improvements to road safety and efficiency.

Justification and conclusion
Upgrade of the Briner Bridge is required to improve safety and increase the service life of the bridge while
retaining its heritage value. Additional objectives of the proposal are to:
•
•
•

Maximise the service life of the bridge and meet customer network needs
Minimise safety risks to personnel completing the works
Minimise environmental impacts from the works, including specific requirements for management of
Large-footed Myotis.

With effective implementation of the safeguards and management measures of this REF, environmental
impacts associated with undertaking the work would be minor. Unavoidable impacts required for the work
are not substantial and would not significantly affect the local environment. Overall the environment would
benefit from the proposal as road safety would be improved.

Next steps
All comments received will be considered before work starts on the upgrade of the existing bridge. A
submissions report summarising the comments made during consultation and a response to each issue will
be available early next year. We will continue to keep the community updated as the project progresses.

Display of the review of environmental factors
The REF is on display for comment from Monday 5 November until Monday 26 November 2018. The
documents can be accessed in the following ways:
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Internet
The documents will be available as pdf files on the Roads and Maritime Services website at:
http://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/projects/northern-nsw/briner-bridge

Display
Static Displays
The REF can be viewed at the following locations:
•
•
•

Tucabia Village General Store – 12 Cordini Street, Tucabia
Roads and Maritime Services Regional Office – 76 Victoria Street, Grafton
Clarence Valley Council offices, 2 Prince Street, Grafton and 50 River Street, Maclean.

Staffed Displays
Wednesday 14 November 2018 from 12:00 pm to 2:00 pm and 4:00 pm to 7:00 pm, Tucabia Community
Hall, Clarence Street.

How can I make a submission?
To make a submission on the proposal, please send your written comments to:
Mail: Briner Bridge project REF, PO Box 576, Grafton NSW 2460
Email: Grafton.Regional.Office@rms.nsw.gov.au
Fax: (02) 6640 1301
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1.

Introduction

1.1 Proposal identification
Roads and Maritime Services proposes to upgrade Briner Bridge over the Coldstream River two kilometres
north west of Tucabia (the proposal) in the Clarence Valley Local Government Area. Tucabia is located 16
kilometres north east of Grafton on Coldstream Terrace which is managed and maintained by Clarence
Valley Council. The bridge is currently load limited to 33 tonnes and requires regular ongoing maintenance.
The upgrade will increase the capacity to 42.5 tonnes (T44 traffic loading) and reduce maintenance
requirements while retaining the heritage significance of the truss span and vertical alignment (or
geometry). Briner Bridge is listed on the Roads and Maritime Services Section170 Heritage Register, the
State Heritage Inventory and will be nominated for listing on the State Heritage Register upon completion of
the upgrade works. In developing plans to upgrade the bridge, Roads and Maritime Services is working
closely with the NSW Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH).
Key features of the proposal include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increasing the width of the bridge deck to 5.4 metres between barriers to allow two cars to pass
Restoration and strengthening of the Dare Truss span
Restoration of the deck on the truss span with stress laminated timber
Replacement of the timber approach spans with reinforced concrete and steel girder approach
spans
Replacement of the timber abutments with new reinforced concrete abutments
Replacement of timber piles below ground with new driven piles
Replacement of timber trestle piers with steel trestle piers
Replacement of the timber handrail with a new steel traffic barrier
Installation of a temporary bridge linked to Coldstream Terrace for public access during construction
Establishing site facilities associated with the works.

Construction is expected to begin in early 2019 and will take about 14 months to complete, including
installation and removal of the temporary bridge and rehabilitation of the proposal area.
The study area is located within the South East Corner bioregion (Interim Biogeographic Regionalisation of
Australia – IBRA), within the Clarence Lowlands subregion. The site is located on the Coldstream River, a
major branch of the Clarence River within the Clarence Valley Local Government Area (LGA) and is shown
in Figure 1-1.
The main land uses within the locality include:
•
•

Rural land predominantly used for cattle
Rural residential land associated with the township of Tucabia.

The study area itself is located within a modified landscape to the north-west of the township of Tucabia on
the Coldstream River. The river flows effectively north from the site where it makes a confluence with the
South Arm of the Clarence River, south of Tyndale. The surrounding land occurs as part of the broader
Clarence floodplain which has been significantly historically modified by clearing and drainage activities to
facilitate cattle production.
An overview of the proposal is provided in Figure 1-2. Chapter 3 describes the proposal in more detail.
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1.2 Purpose of the report
This review of environmental factors (REF) has been prepared by GeoLINK on behalf of Roads and
Maritime Services (Northern Region). For the purposes of these works, Roads and Maritime is the
proponent and the determining authority under Division 5.1 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment
Act 1979 (EP&A Act).
The purpose of the REF is to describe the proposal, to document the likely impacts of the proposal on the
environment, and to detail mitigation and management measures to be implemented.
The description of the proposed work and assessment of associated environmental impacts has been
undertaken in the context of clause 228 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment (EP&A) Regulation
2000, the factors in Is an EIS Required? Best Practice Guidelines for Part 5 of the Environmental Planning
and Assessment Act 1979 (Is an EIS required? guidelines) (DUAP, 1995/1996), Roads and Related
Facilities EIS Guideline (DUAP 1996), the Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016 (BC Act), the Fisheries
Management Act 1994 (FM Act), and the Australian Government’s Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act).
In doing so, the REF helps to fulfil the requirements of:
•

Section 5.5 of the EP&A Act including that Roads and Maritime examine and take into account to
the fullest extent possible, all matters affecting or likely to affect the environment by reason of the
activity.

The findings of the REF would be considered when assessing:
•

•

•

•

Whether the proposal is likely to have a significant impact on the environment and therefore the
necessity for an environmental impact statement to be prepared and approval to be sought from the
Minister for Planning under Division 5.2 of the EP&A Act
The significance of any impact on threatened species as defined by the BC Act and/or FM Act, in
section 1.7 of the EP&A Act and therefore the requirement for a Species Impact Statement or a
Biodiversity Development Assessment Report
The significance of any impact on nationally listed biodiversity matters under the EPBC Act,
including whether there is a real possibility that the activity may threaten long-term survival of these
matters, and whether offsets are required and able to be secured
The potential for the proposal to significantly impact any other matters of national environmental
significance or Commonwealth land and the need, subject to the EPBC Act strategic assessment
approval, to make a referral to the Australian Government Department of the Environment and
Energy for a decision by the Commonwealth Minister for the Environment on whether assessment
and approval is required under the EPBC Act.
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2.

Need and options considered

2.1 Strategic need for the proposal
Briner Bridge is one of 26 bridges identified for conservation in the Roads and Maritime Timber Truss
Bridge Conservation Strategy, which was developed in consultation with the Heritage Council of NSW. The
strategy was developed to address the long-term management of these structures and aims to establish a
balance between infrastructure provision and heritage conservation. Given its heritage value, Briner Bridge
was identified to be retained and upgraded to meet the current vehicle load standards while preserving its
heritage features. The bridge will be listed on the State Heritage Register at completion of the upgrade.
The NSW Government is funding the Briner Bridge upgrade as part of its $145 million-dollar Bridges for the
Bush commitment to improve road freight productivity in regional NSW by replacing and upgrading bridges
resulting in fewer bridge closures.
Briner Bridge, built in 1908, is a critical link in the road infrastructure of the area as it provides an important
network link for the local community. It is important to Roads and Maritime that the bridge remains in a
serviceable condition at all times. The structural upgrade is required to bring Briner Bridge up to T44
loading to accommodate general access for loaded common semi-trailer combinations and rigid truck and
trailer combinations.
The proposal is required to:
•
•
•

Ensure Briner Bridge remains serviceable and complies with current road safety standards (T44)
Maintain safety for road users
Protect the heritage values of the bridge.

The proposal may be undertaken with low environmental impacts, and construction activities would be
guided by the safeguards described in this REF.
Roads and Maritime are responsible for managing road related transport infrastructure and providing safe
and efficient access for the road network for the people of NSW. The proposal incorporates Roads and
Maritime’s environment policy (2012), which states that:
Roads and Maritime Services is committed to carrying out its business in an environmentally responsible
manner by effectively identifying and managing any risks which may potentially impact the environment.
Roads and Maritime Services will take all reasonably practical steps to ensure there is continuous
improvement in environmental performance, including ongoing communication and awareness raising,
active reporting of environmental incidents and continuous learning from experience.
The overall intended outcome of the proposal is to deliver increases in the service life of the bridge
resulting in fewer bridge closures. This is consistent with the Bridge Maintenance Strategic Plan and the
Government’s policy to deliver value for money.

2.2 Existing infrastructure
Briner Bridge, built in 1908, is a nine-span timber bridge of 114 metres total length. The bridge consists of a
single 27.7 metres Dare type truss span. The bridge is currently limited to a single lane with the width
between the kerbs being 4.66 metres. The arc like vertical alignment (or geometry) of the bridge limits the
site distance for vehicles approaching and crossing the bridge. The bridge is currently load limited to a
gross mass of 33 tonne and has a speed limit of 40 kilometres per hour. Briner Bridge links the village of
Ulmarra to Tucabia and is located on Coldstream Road/Coldstream Terrace. This route is often used by
travellers and local residents to access the coastal villages of Wooli and Minnie Water and is sometimes
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used as an alternative to the Pacific Highway or as a tourist route for vehicles travelling north or south.
Briner Bridge is the only crossing of Coldstream River in the locality (refer to Figure 1-1).
Significant modifications to the bridge substructure have previously been undertaken, including the
installation of reinforced concrete pile caps extending approximately 300 millimetres above the water level
at the four river piers in 2002.
A redundant CVC water stop valve is located on the Ulmarra side abutment and would be removed as part
of the works. A CVC submarine watermain pipeline is located along the northern side of the bridge. Above
ground and buried Telstra cable is also located along the northern side of the bridge associated with the
approach span.

2.3 Proposal objectives and development criteria
2.3.1 Proposal objectives
The objective of the proposal is to improve safety and increase the service life of Briner Bridge whilst
retaining its heritage value.
Additional objectives of the proposal are to:
•
•
•
•

Maximise the service life of the bridge and meet customer network needs
Minimise impacts to road users by providing a temporary bridge crossing
Minimise safety risks to personnel completing the works
Minimise the environmental impacts from carrying out the works, including specific requirements for
management of Large-footed Myotis.

2.3.2 Development criteria
The upgrade works would consist of replacing the truss span, approach spans, piers, abutments,
foundations and traffic barrier to ensure the bridge is capable of meeting modern safety standards and load
capacity requirements. The works would be carried out in accordance with:
•
•
•
•

Australian Bridge Design Code (Standards Australia, 1996)
Australian Standard AS5100- 2017 Bridge Design
Roads and Maritime Services Technical Directions and Specifications
Roads and Maritime Timber Truss Bridge Conservation Strategy (2012a).

2.3.3 Urban design objectives
RMS is committed to adopting an urban design approach suitable for all road and maritime transport
infrastructure. Urban design has been integrated into the process of developing and designing Briner
Bridge upgrade with the following objectives:
•
•
•
•

Retain the historic timber truss and other heritage significant details in the bridge upgrade design
Contribute to the accessibility and connectivity of communities
Contribute to the overall quality of the public domain for the community
Promote road safety through integrated urban and bridge design.
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2.4 Alternatives and options considered
2.4.1 Methodology for selection of preferred option
The Roads and Maritime Timber Truss Bridge Conservation Strategy was developed in 2012 and outlines
the requirements of Roads and Maritime controlled timber truss bridges. Through consultation with
identified stakeholders each timber truss bridge under the control of Roads and Maritime was identified and
assessed as operational (suitable to be retained) or operational (unsuitable to be replaced). Briner Bridge
was identified through the strategy as operational suitable to be retained. The Strategy identifies the
requirement to meet current load carrying requirements (T44) which is typically general access for loaded
common semi-trailer combinations and rigid truck and trailer combinations (42.5 tonne).
With the above Strategy and load rating in mind, available options were considered in meetings by the
NSW Roads and Maritime Services Bridge Rehabilitation Design Section and Northern Region. Three
options were identified and then considered against the following criteria:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.

Ability of the option to satisfy the proposal objectives
Cost
Constructability
Impacts on road users
Impacts on the environment
Impacts on heritage values
Longevity of the bridge
Duration of work
Safety to workers
Resource availability and ability of the work to meet the objectives of ecologically sustainable
development
Impacts on stakeholders and neighbours.

The preferred method was then chosen in consultation with OEH so that the performance of Briner Bridge,
in terms of environmental, economic and social impacts, is improved.

2.4.2 Identified options
Option 1: Do nothing
This option involves leaving Briner Bridge in its current state which is load rated to carry 33 tonnes,
undertaking reactive maintenance as required and periodic ‘like for like’ rebuilds. The ‘do nothing’ option
therefore does not meet the objectives of the brief or Roads and Maritime Timber Truss Bridge
Conservation Strategy and the New South Wales Government’s Bridges for the Bush program.
Option 2: Upgrade truss span only
This option involves strengthening the truss span, but the bridge would be unable to be widened to improve
safety as the width of the approach spans would remain unchanged.
Option 3: Full bridge upgrade
This option involves upgrade of the truss span and approach spans (including new abutments and piers),
including widening of the bridge to allow two cars to pass and a higher designed load capacity.
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Option 3 is the recommended option as it meets the proposal safety requirements, allows heritage values
to be retained and is consistent with RMS’ obligations under the Timber Truss Bridge Conservation
Strategy.
The option to install a temporary bridge during construction was selected to address community concerns
over potential bridge closures and detour delays discussed during 2017 consultation.

2.4.3 Analysis of options
An options assessment matrix (refer to Table 2-1) was undertaken to compare each option against the
options consideration criteria (listed from A-K in Section 2.4.1). The results are discussed further below.
Table 2-1: Options assessment matrix
Option

Criteria
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

1

X

✓

✓

X

✓

✓

X

✓

✓

✓

X

2

✓

✓

X

✓

✓

✓

X

✓

✓

✓

✓

3

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Option 1: Do nothing
This option fails to meet the assessment criteria for the proposal:
•
•
•
•

Does not satisfy proposal objectives
Unacceptable impacts on road users
Does not increase longevity of the bridge
Unacceptable impacts on stakeholders and neighbours.

To ‘do nothing’ was not a viable option as it would leave Briner Bridge load rated to carry 33 tonnes which
does not meet the requirements of the Timber Truss Bridge Conservation Strategy or modern standards for
bridge capacity. ‘Do nothing’ contravenes Roads and Maritime’s responsibility to maintain road safety and
environmental health in accordance with Roads and Maritime policies and guidelines. It would also not
address the need for ongoing maintenance on the timber truss bridge.
Option 2: Upgrade truss spans only
This option fails to meet the assessment criteria for the proposal:
•
•

Does not meet constructability requirements
Does not increase longevity of the bridge (due to constructability).

Option 3: Full bridge upgrade
This option meets the assessment criteria for the proposal:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Satisfies proposal objectives
Satisfies constructability requirements
Increases longevity of the bridge
Acceptable impacts on road users
Ensures a safe road environment
Acceptable impacts on heritage and environmental values.
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2.5 Preferred option
The preferred Option 3 – Full bridge upgrade - has been designed to meet the proposal safety objectives
whilst balancing the requirement of retaining the heritage significance of the bridge. The proposal would
see extant bridge elements removed and then replaced with stronger, more durable componentry that is up
to code and would increase the safety, functionality and lifespan of the structure. Major design features
associated with the upgrade are discussed in Section 3.
The proposal has been developed to minimise impacts to local traffic associated with road closures and
detours, by providing a temporary bridge to facilitate traffic flow throughout the majority of the proposal.
The nature of the proposal is such that environmental mitigation measures are available to reduce any
negative impacts to local biodiversity.
The proposal would be undertaken in a manner that is safe to workers and does not require any tasks
which pose a greater than normal safety risk. Resources required for the proposal are readily available and
are not in short supply, nor does their procurement result in significant environmental harm. The impacts on
stakeholders and the community are considered minor.
The objectives of the EP&A Act encourage Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD). The ‘integration’
principle of ESD requires the integration of economic, social development and environmental
considerations into the decision-making process for all developments. These factors are consistent with the
preferred options for the proposal.

2.6 Design refinements
The following design refinements have been incorporated into the proposal:
•
•
•
•

Increased load capacity and durability of the permanent bridge whilst meeting heritage requirements
Incorporation of microbat habitat into the temporary and upgraded bridge
Refinement of the temporary bridge roadway design as a result of road safety audit
Refinement of the piling design for the temporary bridge as a result of geotechnical investigations.
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3.

Description of the proposal

3.1 The Proposal
Roads and Maritime Services propose to upgrade Briner Bridge over the Coldstream River two kilometres
north west of Tucabia (the proposal) in the Clarence Valley Local Government Area. Tucabia is located 16
kilometres north east of Grafton on Coldstream Terrace which is managed and maintained by Clarence
Valley Council. The bridge is currently load limited to 33 tonnes and requires regular ongoing maintenance.
The upgrade will increase the capacity to 42.5 tonnes (T44 traffic loading) and reduce maintenance
requirements while retaining the heritage significance of the truss span and vertical alignment (or
geometry). Briner Bridge is listed on the Roads and Maritime Services Section170 Heritage Register, the
State Heritage Inventory and will be nominated for listing on the State Heritage Register upon completion of
the upgrade works. In developing plans to upgrade the bridge, Roads and Maritime Services is working
closely with the NSW Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH).
The general arrangement of the proposal is shown in Figure 3-1.
Key features of the proposal include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increasing the width of the bridge deck to 5.4 metres between barriers to allow two cars to pass
Restoration and strengthening of the Dare Truss span
Restoration of the deck on the truss span with stress laminated timber
Replacement of the timber approach spans with reinforced concrete and steel girder approach
spans
Replacement of the timber abutments with new reinforced concrete abutments
Replacement of timber piles below ground with new driven piles
Replacement of timber trestle piers with steel trestle piers
Replacement of the timber handrail with a new steel traffic barrier
Installation of a temporary bridge linked to Coldstream Terrace for public access during construction
Establishing site facilities associated with the works.

A temporary two span bridge will be built immediately upstream of Briner Bridge (refer to Plate 3-2) to
enable traffic to cross Cold Stream River during construction of the new bridge. New approach roads will be
built to tie in with Coldstream Terrace. The approach roads will have two lanes, and the bridge will be one
lane controlled by temporary traffic lights. The intersection of Bowlings Road and Coldstream Terrace will
be temporarily modified for the duration of the works to tie in to the temporary bridge approach roads. The
temporary bridge will be removed, and the intersection restored upon completion of the works. The location
of the temporary bridge is shown in Figure 3-2.
Traffic would have access across the temporary bridge for the majority of the works, however full closure
would be required on occasion to allow a crane to work from the temporary bridge approach road to install
elements to the river spans of the permanent bridge. Full closures will be scheduled to occur on weekends
where possible to minimise impacts to road users. During closures, traffic would be diverted via Tyndale or
Glenugie to access the Pacific Highway, Ulmarra and Grafton.
Construction is expected to begin in early 2019 and will take about 14 months to complete, including
installation and removal of the temporary bridge and rehabilitation of the proposal area. At the completion
of works, all waste would be removed from the site and the compound areas would be rehabilitated to
original condition.
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Figure 3-1: General arrangement of Briner Bridge
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Figure 3-2: Location of temporary bridge
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Plate 3-1 View of Briner Bridge from eastern side
of Coldstream River

Plate 3-2 Location where temporary bridge would
be constructed for duration of construction

3.2 Design
3.2.1 Design criteria
The upgrade works would consist of replacing the truss span, approach spans, piers, abutments,
foundations and traffic barrier to ensure the bridge is capable of meeting modern safety standards and load
capacity requirements. The works would be carried out in accordance with:
•
•
•
•
•

Australian Bridge Design Code (Standards Australia, 1996)
Australian Standard AS5100-2017 Bridge Design
Roads and Maritime Services Technical Directions and Specifications
Roads and Maritime Timber Truss Bridge Conservation Strategy (2012a)
Roads and Maritime Timber Truss Bridge Overarching Conservation Management Plan (2018).

3.2.2 Engineering constraints
The main engineering constraints related to the proposal are
•
•
•
•

Balancing modern safety and structural requirements whilst retaining the heritage significance of the
bridge
Working over Coldstream River
Flooding in Coldstream and Clarence River
Avoiding undue traffic delays during upgrade work.

3.2.3 Major design features
The preferred Option 3 – upgrading of the truss and approach spans - has been designed as ‘… an
outcome that meets the proposal safety objectives whilst balancing the requirement of retaining the
heritage significance of the bridge’. The proposal would see extant bridge elements removed and then
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replaced with stronger, more durable componentry that meets modern standards, increasing the bridge
capacity, safety, functionality and lifespan of the structure. The bridge would be widened to 5.4 metres
between barriers to allow two cars to pass increasing the safety of the bridge for road users.
Major design features associated with the upgrade are discussed below.
Upgraded Truss Span
Relatively minor changes are required to the truss span to achieve T44 loading, with the provision of steel
cross girders instead of timber, variations to the size of timber components to accommodate the higher load
and replacement of some brittle cast iron elements with ductile cast steel. Cast iron shoes will be replaced
with new ductile cast iron shoes but retain their original detailing and dimension. The timber ordinance rail
will be replaced with a stronger steel traffic barrier, and a Stress Laminated Timber (SLT) deck will be
installed in place of the original timber plank deck with a new asphalt running surface provided atop.
Upgraded Approach Spans
The existing timber beam approach spans will be replaced with new approach spans featuring steel girders
and a reinforced concrete deck with new steel traffic barriers. The timber abutments will be replaced with
new reinforced concrete abutments on new driven steel piles. At the piers, the existing driven timber land
piles will be cut off and replaced with new driven steel piles under a new reinforced concrete pile cap which
supports new steel trestle piers in place of the existing timber trestle piers. The existing span lengths and
deck levels will be retained.

3.3 Construction activities
3.3.1 Work methodology
The proposal would involve the following indicative methodology:
The final methodology would be determined in detailed design, including the sequence of construction
steps.
Establishment
•
•
•
•
•

Establishment of site compound/fabrication/works areas
Minor vegetation clearing (0.0789 hectares)
Utility relocation (Telstra)
Installation of two temporary jetty’s (pontoons)
Installation of a temporary bridge crossing (10 metres upstream of extant bridge) comprising:







Approach roadworks tying in to Coldstream Terrace and Bowlings Road
Sheet pile abutments
River piling for sheet pile abutments and the river pier
A two-span temporary bridge span of approximately 48 metres total. The temporary bridge
would be approximately three metres above mean high water level (MHWL). The existing Briner
Bridge is approximately six metres above MHWL
Temporary traffic signals.
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Microbat Management
•
•
•
•
•

Microbat exclusion from habitat occurring on the Briner Bridge prior to upgrade works commencing
Relocation of existing microbat boxes from beneath Briner Bridge onto the temporary bridge prior to
upgrade works commencing
In-situ management of microbats/bat boxes during the proposal in accordance with the Microbat
Management Plan (GeoLINK, 2018)
Relocation of bat boxes on to the upgraded Briner Bridge at the completion of the proposal
Provision of compensatory microbat habitat within the upgraded Briner Bridge structure.

Deconstruction
•
•
•
•
•
•

Removal of truss span super structure
Removal of approach span superstructure
Removal of truss span timber trestle piers
Removal of approach span timber trestle piers
Removal of approach span walers and cutting-off of timber piles
Removal of timber abutments at both ends.

Groundworks
•
•

Excavation of the land approach span footings and cutting-off timber piles
Excavation of abutment footings and cutting-off of timber piles.

Construction
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Driving of steel piles for new land approach span piers
Driving of steel piles for new abutments
Forming and pouring of reinforced concrete pile caps (around new steel piles) to form the land
approach span foundations
Forming and pouring of reinforced concrete abutments (around new steel piles) to form abutments
Installation of new steel trestle piers to new approach span pile caps and existing river pile caps.
The steel trestles would retain the geometry of the current timber trestles.
Installation of elastomeric bearings to the top of piers and abutments
Installation of new steel girders to approach spans
Forming and pouring new reinforced concrete deck for approach spans
Fabrication of new timber trusses with steel cross girders and the lifting into position on the truss
span
Fabrication of the SLT (Stress Laminated Timber) deck and installation on the truss span
Creation of deck joints and installation of Asphalt Concrete (AC) wearing course.

Completion
•
•
•
•

Switching of traffic to upgraded bridge
Removal of temporary crossing
Removal of pontoon (concrete anchor blocks may remain on the river bank for the future
maintenance work access)
Site remediation to remove waste, compounds, rehabilitation of areas impacted.

All work would be undertaken according to Roads and Maritime Specifications B223 (Management of Lead
Chromium and Asbestos in Bridge Maintenance Painting), B220 (Protective treatment of Bridge Steel
Work) and AS4361.1: Guide to lead paint management, Part 1: Industrial Application.
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3.3.2 Construction hours and duration
Construction is expected to begin in early 2019 and will take approximately 14 months to complete,
including installation and removal of the temporary bridge and rehabilitation of the proposal area.
Work would be undertaken during the hours detailed below:
Monday – Friday:

7:00 am to 6:00 pm

Saturday:

7:00 am to 6:00 pm. Noisy work would be planned from 8.00 am to 4.00 pm

Sunday and Public Holidays:

Generally no work (with the exception of works required during temporary
bridge closures). 7:00 am to 6:00 pm when required. Noisy work would be
planned from 8.00 am to 4.00 pm

Full closure of the temporary bridge would be required on occasion to allow a crane to work from the
temporary bridge approach road to install elements to the river spans of the permanent bridge. Full
closures will be scheduled to occur on weekends where possible to minimise impacts to road users. Work
would be undertaken on weekends to minimise traffic impacts on the community.

3.3.3 Plant and equipment
The main equipment and plant required for the proposal would include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Piling rigs
Large cranes
Drill rig
Earthmoving equipment including excavators, graders and rollers
Hiab crane mounted truck
Franna crane
Excavator
Delivery trucks (eg for equipment and materials)
Compressors
Generators
Power tools including chainsaws and pneumatic air tools
Temporary jetty (comprising floating pontoon, gangway and one metre cube precast concrete
anchor blocks)
Floating pontoons
Scaffolding
Jacks
Barges
Elevated Work Platforms (on bridge and on barge)
Site sheds and containers (including fuel storage).

Key materials associated with the work includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Timber
Steel
Concrete
Paint/solvents
Fuel
Asphalt
Quarry materials (blue metal, gravel and rock).
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3.3.4 Earthworks
Earthwork would be limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creating approach roads to access the temporary bridge from Coldstream Terrace
Providing a level surface to fabricate bridge components and provide platforms to be used as crane
pads
Excavation of the land approach span footings
Excavation of abutment footings
Minor excavation of the riverbank to install temporary jetty’s anchor blocks
Relocation of buried utility assets
Site remediation.

3.3.5 Source and quantity of materials
Blue metal, gravel or rock for the site compound/fabrication/stockpile areas and crane pads would be
sourced locally from licensed bulk landscape suppliers or quarries where possible. Timber concrete, steel
and all other materials would be commercially sought, certified uncontaminated and environmentally safe.

3.3.6 Traffic management and access
A temporary two span bridge will be built immediately upstream of Briner Bridge to enable traffic to cross
Coldstream River during the upgrade of Briner bridge. New approach roads will be built to tie in with
Coldstream Terrace. The approach roads will have two lanes, and the bridge will be one lane controlled by
temporary traffic lights. The intersection of Bowlings Road and Coldstream Terrace will be temporarily
modified for the duration of the works to tie in to the temporary bridge approach roads. The temporary
bridge will be removed, and the intersection restored upon completion of the works.
Traffic would have access across the temporary bridge for the majority of the works, however full closure
would be required on occasion to allow a crane to work from the temporary bridge approach road to install
elements to the river spans of the permanent bridge. Full closures will be scheduled to occur on weekends
where possible to minimise impacts to road users.
Potential traffic management impacts include:
•

•
•

Potential road closures and detours for short periods (on occasional weekends) when the temporary
bridge may be closed to traffic. Traffic would be diverted via Tyndale or Glenugie to access Ulmarra
and Grafton respectively
Increased construction traffic locally
Short-term reduction in speed limits.

Without the work and associated construction delays being undertaken, necessary bridge maintenance
work could not proceed. Should Briner Bridge become unserviceable, this would have a much more
substantial impact on the local community. Consequently, the short-medium term disruptions are justifiable.
Traffic will be managed according to the Roads and Maritime’s Traffic Control at Work Sites Manual
Version 5 (RMS 2018). A site-specific Traffic Management Plan (TMP) will be prepared detailing the
specifics of the site and any hazards and constraints. Work would not begin until the plan is approved and
strategies to manage traffic within and around the work site are in place.
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3.4 Ancillary facilities
A site compound/fabrication/stockpile hardstand area would be located within private property (Lot 1 DP
1104017), west of Coldstream River, north of Briner Bridge (refer to Plate 3-3). This property is accessed
from Gilletts Ridge Road and has previously been used for this purpose. An additional site
compound/fabrication/stockpile area would be located within private property (Lot 1 DP 1071695), east of
Coldstream River, north of Briner Bridge (refer to Plate 3-4). This property would be accessed from
Coldstream Terrace.
Both sites would be constructed as hardstand areas of gravel or rock and used for site offices, toilets, car
parking, storage of materials and plant and construction and fabrication of bridge components.

Plate 3-3: Compound Site west of Coldstream
River

Plate 3-4: Compound Site east of Coldstream
River

Possible stockpiling at the sites may be undertaken of the following materials:
•
•
•
•
•

Vegetation/mulch
Excavated material
Potential Acid Sulfate Soils (ASS) which would be managed at the site in accordance with an Acid
Sulfate Management Plan.
New bridge materials.
Chromated Copper Arsenate (CCA) treated cross girders and longitudinal girders, which will be
stored and managed in accordance with OEH’s Protocols for Recycling Redundant Utility Poles and
Bridge Timbers in New South Wales.

Stockpiles would be managed in accordance with Roads and Maritime’s Stockpile Site Management
Guideline(EMS-TG-10) and the QA Specification R44 – Earthwork. Ancillary sites would be required for
about fourteen months from February 2019. Barges and boats will be launched from the public boat ramp
in Tucabia.
As the compound sites are located on the floodplain, the sites would be vacated when floods are forecast
and a flood contingency plan detailing how materials would be removed in the event of a flood would be
included in the Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP).
Two temporary jetty’s comprising floating pontoons, gangway and one metre cube precast concrete anchor
blocks are to be provided during construction on either side of the Coldstream River, to the north of Briner
Bridge (refer to Figure 1-2). The location of the temporary jetty’s is shown in Plate 3-5 and Plate 3-6.
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Plate 3-5: Location of temporary jetty on
Tucabia side of bridge

Plate 3-6: Location of temporary jetty on
Ulmarra side of bridge

3.5 Public utility adjustment
A redundant CVC water stop valve is located on the Ulmarra side bridge abutment and would be removed
as part of the works. A CVC submarine water main pipeline is located along the northern side of the bridge.
The submarine water main pipeline would not be affected by the proposal. A site meeting will be
undertaken with CVC regarding relocation/removal of the stop valve in proximity to the proposed work.
CVC have advised of the presence of a water pipe (‘poly pipe’) which supplies a house in Bowlings Road
which may be impacted by the works. Council records do not show the configuration where the underbore
was undertaken. A discussion with the landholder will take place to identify the location of the pipe and if
required, potholing (vacuum excavation) will be completed to ensure that no adverse impacts occur.
Above ground Telstra cables are located along the northern side of the bridge and would not be affected by
the proposal. Subterranean cables located running underneath the approach spans on the Ulmarra side of
the bridge require relocation to install the temporary bridge approach road.

3.6 Property acquisition
No property acquisition is required for the proposal.
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4.

Statutory and planning framework

4.1 Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979
4.1.1 State Environmental Planning Policies
State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007
State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007 (ISEPP) aims to facilitate the effective delivery of
infrastructure across the State. Clause 94 of ISEPP permits development on any land for the purpose of a
road or road infrastructure facilities to be carried out by or on behalf of a public authority without consent.
As the proposal is for a road and road infrastructure facilities and is to be carried out on behalf of Roads
and Maritime, it can be assessed under Division 5.1 of the EP&A Act. Development consent from Council is
not required.
The proposal is not located on land reserved under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 and does not
affect land or development regulated by State Environmental Planning Policy (State and Regional
Development) 2011, State Environmental Planning Policy (State Significant Precincts) 2005 or Coastal
Wetlands or Littoral Rainforest mapped under State Environmental Planning Policy (Coastal Management)
2018.
Part 2 of ISEPP contains provisions for public authorities to consult with local councils and other public
authorities prior to the commencement of certain types of development. Consultation, including consultation
as required by ISEPP (where applicable), is discussed in Chapter 5 of this REF.
State Environmental Planning Policy 44 – Koala Habitat Protection
SEPP 44 aims to encourage the conservation and management of natural vegetation areas that provide
habitat for Koalas, to ensure permanent free-living populations would be maintained over their present
range. Clause 6 of SEPP 44 states that the SEPP applies only to land ‘in relation to which a development
application has been made’. Clause 94 of ISEPP precludes the proposal from requiring consent therefore
Part 2 of SEPP 44 does not apply to the proposal. It is Roads and Maritime policy, however, to consider
environmental issues relating to their work to the fullest extent possible, including impacts on Koalas. While
the proposal requires the removal of one isolated Koala feed tree (a mature Forest Red Gum); no impacts
to Koalas or Koala habitat is expected to occur as a result of the proposal.
State Environmental Planning Policy (Rural Lands) 2008
State Environmental Planning Policy (Rural Lands) 2008 (RSEPP) aims to facilitate the orderly and
economic use and development of rural lands for rural and related purposes. Part of this objective relates to
the maintenance of the social, economic and environmental welfare of the state and the reduction of land
use conflicts.
The proposal would not impose any significant environmental impacts to local agricultural land.
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4.1.2 Local Environmental Plans
Clarence Valley Local Environmental Plan 2011
The proposal is located on land governed by the Clarence Valley Local Environmental Plan (LEP) 2011,
where the following zones apply:
•
•

RU1 Primary Production (site compound/stockpile site)
W2 Recreational Waterway.

The proposal is not inconsistent with the objectives of these zones.
The proposal is precluded from requiring development consent under Clause 94 of the ISEPP.
In addition, the Clarence Valley LEP2011 includes a mapping layer which indicated the potential for Acid
Sulfate Soils (ASS) classes in the proposal area. The potential impacts and safeguards for ASS are
discussed further in Section 6.3 of this REF.

4.2 Other relevant NSW legislation
Table 4-1 lists other NSW legislation relevant to the assessment of the proposal and provides comment on
implications for the proposal.
Table 4-1: Other relevant NSW legislation
Legislation

Section(s)

Comment
RMS' use and occupation of Crown land within the project footprint can
proceed with notification to the department under s175 Roads Act 1993.
Notification should include environmental approvals / the determined REF,
prior to commencement of works. It appears that there are no other
parties with an interest in the impacted Crown land that would also require
notification. Crown Lands have concurred this is the most appropriate
method to access the site for the proposal.

Crown Land
Management
Act 2016

Fisheries
Management
Act 1994

Sections 199

The proposal involves works in and around the Coldstream River including
sheet piling to facilitate construction of a temporary bridge and minor
excavation associated with the banks to facilitate bridge abutments and
temporary jetty’s. Therefore, written notification by a public authority (other
than a local government authority) must be provided to the Minister
(Department of Primary Industries - DPI) for dredging and reclamation
work on land that is periodically inundated by water.

Fisheries
Management
Act 1994

Sections 219- A permit is required when barriers to the movement of fish including water
220
course crossings are to be constructed or modified.

Fisheries
Management
Act 1994

Sections 204- It is not expected that any mangroves, seagrass or other marine
205
vegetation would be damaged as a result of the proposal therefore a
Permit to Harm is not required from DPI prior to commencement.

Fisheries
Management
Act 1994

Schedules 4,
4A, 5 and 6

The proposal does not involve creating a barrier to fish movement.
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Legislation

Section(s)

Heritage Act
1977

Comment
Briner Bridge is listed on Roads and Maritime’s s170 Heritage and
Conservation Register as a representative example of Dare timber truss
road bridges, and is regionally significant, primarily on the basis of its
technical and historical significance.
A Statement of Heritage Impact (SOHI) has been prepared for the
proposal including recommended safeguards to avoid any adverse
heritage impacts.
Subsurface historical archaeological remains associated with the prebridge punt may be present immediately upstream of the works. Should
unexpected in situ items of historical archaeological value be unearthed
during the upgrade process, Roads and Maritime’s Standard Management
Procedure: Unexpected Heritage Items (2015) should be instigated and
adhered to as a means of appropriately addressing such finds.
All relics are afforded automatic statutory protection by the relic’s
provisions of the Act. Sections 139 to 145 within Division 9 of The Act
prevent the excavation or disturbance of land for the purpose of
discovering, exposing or moving a relic, except by a qualified
archaeologist to whom an excavation permit from the Heritage Council of
NSW has been issued. Section 146 of The Act requires that the
inadvertent discovery of relics be reported to the Heritage Council in a
timely and appropriate manner.

National Parks Sections
and Wildlife
87(1), 90
Act 1974

The provisions of the Act are unlikely to be triggered by the proposal.
Indigenous heritage investigations found that the proposal is unlikely to
have an impact on Indigenous heritage.
Work would cease if an artefact or place of significance is disturbed or
encountered during the proposal and the appropriate Local Aboriginal
Land Council (LALC) and OEH Cultural Heritage Division notified
immediately.

Biosecurity Act
2015

In NSW, the administration of weed control is the responsibility of the
Minister for Primary Industries under the Biosecurity Act 2015. The Act is
implemented and enforced by the Local Control Authority for the area,
usually local government or NSW Agencies. Roads and Maritime are
therefore required to control declared weeds on land under their control.
A search of the WeedWise database (18/09/2018) within the CVC LGA
control area identified 135 priority weed species. Two of these were
observed on site (Lantana, Fireweed). The mitigation measures in place
as part of this REF are consistent with the aims and objectives of the
Biosecurity Act.

Protection of
the
Environment
Operations Act
1997
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Legislation

Section(s)

Comment

Protection of
Section 115
the
Environment
Operations Act
1997

It is an offence to negligently dispose of waste in a manner that harms the
environment. Waste would be managed in accordance with the Waste
Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2001. The proposal would aim to
reduce the environmental impact of dumping waste and include
mechanisms to recover resources and reduce the production of waste
where possible.

Protection of
Section 120
the
Environment
Operations Act
1997

It is an offence to pollute any waters of the State. The REF includes
safeguard and mitigations measures to ensure that the proposal does not
result in pollution of waters.

Protection of
Section 143
the
Environment
Operations Act
1997

A signed s.143 Notice must be submitted prior to transporting waste
generated by or for Roads and Maritime to a place that is not owned by
Roads and Maritime and is not a licensed landfill or resource recovery
facility.
The proposal does not require disposal of waste to a place that is not
owned by Roads and Maritime or is not a licensed landfill or resource
recovery facility.

Biodiversity
Conservation
Act 2016

Schedules 1,
1A, 2 and 3

Schedules of threatened species and communities were reviewed and are
unlikely to be significantly impacted upon by the proposal (refer to Section
6.2). The threatened microbat species, Large-footed Myotis is known to
use bat boxes below Briner Bridge and utilise components of the bridge,
therefore a Microbat Management Plan has been prepared to guide the
work to minimise impacts (refer to Appendix A). The proposal would
incrementally contribute to Anthropogenic Climate Change, through the
generation of carbon dioxide during operation of machinery and vehicles
and associated fuel consumption. No other Key Threatening Processes
(KTPs) listed in the Act would be noticeably contributed to by the proposal.

Water
Management
Act 2000

Section 91 (2) Work within water lands or those comprising of extraction or management
of water may be subject to approval if they constitute a ‘controlled activity’.
Roads and Maritime is, however, exempt from the need to obtain a
Controlled Activity Approval.
The proposal is located within water lands and does not involve the
extraction or management of water. Should Roads and Maritime decide to
extract water from the Clarence River or its associated tributaries, a permit
under s56 of the Act would be required.
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4.3 Commonwealth legislation
4.3.1 Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
Under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) a referral is required
to the Australian Government for proposed actions that have potential to significantly impact on matters of
national environmental significance or the environment of Commonwealth land. These are considered in
Appendix B and Chapter 6 of the REF.
A referral is not required for proposed road activities that may affect nationally listed threatened species,
endangered ecological communities and migratory species. This is because requirements for considering
impacts to these biodiversity matters are the subject of a strategic assessment approval granted under the
EPBC Act by the Australian Government in September 2015.
Potential impacts to these biodiversity matters are also considered as part of Chapter 6 of the REF and
Appendix C.
Findings – matters of national environmental significance (MNES)
Assessment of potential impacts of the proposal on MNES and the environment of Commonwealth land
determined there is unlikely to be a significant impact on MNES or Commonwealth land. Accordingly, the
proposal has not been referred to the Australian Government Department of the Environment and Energy
under the EPBC Act.
Findings – nationally listed biodiversity matters (where the strategic assessment applies)
Assessment of the proposal determined there is unlikely to be a significant impact on relevant matters of
national environmental significance with regard to biodiversity (threatened species, endangered ecological
communities and migratory species). Chapter 6 of the REF describes the safeguards and management
measures to be applied to minimise any potential biodiversity impacts.

4.3.2 Native Title Act 1993
Notification is required to any representative Aboriginal/Torres Strait Islander bodies for an area concerned
where an act is to take place.
Review of the National Native Title Tribunal (NNTT) Online Register (September 2018) identifies that the
proposal site compound/fabrication area is subject to NCD2015/003 - Yaegl People #2. Roads and
Maritime Services is therefore required to issue notification to representatives of the Native Title holders for
their consideration and comment a minimum of 28 days prior to undertaking the works.

4.4 Confirmation of statutory position
The proposal is categorised as development for the purpose of ‘a road and/or road infrastructure facilities’
and is being carried out by or on behalf of a public authority. Under clause 94 of the ISEPP the proposal is
permissible without consent. The proposal is not State significant infrastructure or State significant
development. The proposal can be assessed under Division 5.1 of the EP&A Act.
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Roads and Maritime is the determining authority for the proposal. This REF fulfils Roads and Maritime’s
obligation under Section 5.5 of the EP&A Act including to examine and take into account to the fullest
extent possible all matters affecting or likely to affect the environment by reason of the activity.
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5.

Consultation

5.1 Consultation strategy
A communications officer has been appointed to the proposal. A project-specific consultation strategy will
be developed and implemented in accordance with the Roads and Maritime Community Involvement Practice Notes and Resource Manual and Roads and Maritime Minor Project procedure, Communications
for minor projects (ILC-MP-TP0-301).
The bridge is located on Coldstream Terrace which is the most direct route from Tucabia to Ulmarra and
Grafton. In consideration of this, the key aim of the consultation strategy is:
•
•
•
•

To inform the local community and other key stakeholders about the proposal in an effective and
timely manner
To keep the local community and other key stakeholders regularly updated with relevant information
To encourage participation from the community and other stakeholders, and enable effective
feedback on the proposal
To increase stakeholder understanding of the project and its objectives.

5.2 Community involvement
As part of the REF process, Roads and Maritime has undertaken preliminary community consultation with
various parties and key stakeholders to inform them of the proposal and gauge potential impacts and how
they might be managed. This consultation started in 2016 and included a community update in September
2016, followed by community drop in sessions held on Monday 10 October and Tuesday 11 October 2016.
Key messages were around bridge closures and the need to retain the key features of the bridge.
Feedback forms were collected with the main concern from the community being the closure of the
crossing during construction. In April 2017 a community update provided an overview of the project
following consultation and advised that construction was not likely to take place until 2018. The project
website has been updated with project news, documents and other relevant information. The outcomes of
this consultation are discussed in the Socio-economic Assessment (Appendix H). Consultation with various
parties and key stakeholders will be ongoing in the lead up to the start of works and throughout the duration
of work.
The proposal will be placed on public exhibition to inform members of the community and invite comments/
feedback. Following the public display period, all submissions will be formally considered, and responses
provided in a submissions report, which will also be made available to the public.
The project website would also be updated throughout the project’s duration.

5.3 Aboriginal community involvement
The Roads and Maritime Procedure for Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation and Investigation
(PACHCI – Stage 1) was previously undertaken in September 2018 by Roads and Maritime’s Aboriginal
Cultural and Heritage Officer. Advice received indicated that the proposal was unlikely to have an impact
on Aboriginal cultural heritage (refer to Appendix D).
Review of the National Native Title Tribunal (NNTT) Online Register (September 2018) indicates the
proposal site compound/fabrication area is subject to NCD2015/003 - Yaegl People #2. Notification is
required to any representative Aboriginal/Torres Strait Islander bodies for an area concerned where an act
is to take place. Roads and Maritime Services is therefore required to issue notification to representatives
Briner Bridge upgrade
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of the Native Title holders for their consideration and comment a minimum of twenty-eight days prior to
undertaking the works.

5.4 ISEPP consultation
A statutory consultation checklist id included in Appendix E. Clarence Valley Council have been consulted
as per the requirements of clause 13 and 15 of the ISEPP due to the potential impacts on ‘Council related
infrastructure or services’ and ‘development with impacts on flood liable land’.
Roads and Maritime - Maritime Division have been consulted as per the requirements of clause 16 of the
ISEPP due to the use of a fixed or floating structure in or over navigable waters. Maritime Division are
currently considering the proposal.
A summary of the results of consultation with CVC and Roads and Maritime is included in Table 5-1.
Copies of consultation advice received is included in Appendix E.
Table 5-1: Issues raised through ISEPP consultation
Agency

Issue raised

Response/where
addressed in REF

CVC

Addressed in
The water stop valve located on the Ulmarra side abutment is redundant
Section 6.10.3
and would be removed as part of the project. A waterpipe (‘poly pipe’)
which supplies water to a house in Bowlings Road may be impacted by
the works. Council records do not show the configuration where the
underbore was undertaken. A discussion with the landholder will take
place to identify the location of the pipe and if required, potholing (vacuum
excavation) will be completed to ensure that no adverse impacts occur.

RMS
Coldstream River is predominantly used by small sized recreational
Addressed in
(Maritime) vessels that are launched from upstream at the boat ramp at Tucabia and Section 6.4
then proceed downstream to the main river system. RMS Maritime require (Traffic)
a number of conditions to be met during the construction period of the
temporary bridge and during the upgrade works on the Briner Bridge.
These are included in Section 6.4 of the REF.
Roads and Maritime will arrange a Marine Notice to be advertised on the
Roads and Maritime Services websites.
SES

Given the presence of the project on flood liable land, notification of the
proposal is required to the local branch of the State Emergency Services
(SES) email: erm@ses.nsw.gov.au.

Section 7.3

5.5 Government agency and stakeholder involvement
Consultation with the NSW Office of Environment & Heritage (OEH) has been undertaken by the RMS
Environmental team during the development of the proposal. Consultation around individual design
elements of the timber truss were agreed to with OEH and incorporated into the concept design.
A site meeting with OEH occurred on 22nd February where the proposal design scope was discussed.
OEH and RMS reviewed the Briner Bridge upgrade design plans. RMS highlighted the proposed changes
to the bridge, which would include new land piers/foundations, steel beam approach spans, stress
laminated timber (SLT) decking, larger section truss members, reinforced concrete abutments. RMS also
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discussed the proposal to construct a temporary crossing during the works to minimise disruption to the
community.
OEH provided clear direction in March 2018 to RMS regarding Briner Bridge upgrade. OEH was presented
with and agreed to the design. OEH specified that Briner Bridge should meet the requirements of RMS
policies, procedures and priorities, Australian Standards and CMPs. Direction from OEH included:
•
•
•
•
•

Community consultation to be captured in the SOHI
SOHI to be prepared and submitted prior to construction of the new bridge
CMP to be completed after the new bridge is built
No further formal consultation required on the design
Conflicting requirements to be assessed through the process of project development.

In addition to the above, monthly meetings between with RMS and OEH regarding the project have also
occurred, as well as ad hoc impromptu phone calls discussing the design of the project. As recently as 12
October 2018, OEH confirmed in communications with the RMS team that design of the modern
handrail/safety barrier was considered an appropriate modification commensurate with the upgrade.
NSW DPI Crown Lands and Water Division and NSW DPI Fisheries were consulted in relation to the
proposal. Responses are summarised in Table 5-2. A copy of the REF would be provided to both agencies
for further comment during the public display period.
Table 5-2: Issues raised through stakeholder consultation
Agency

Issue raised

Response/where
addressed in REF

DPI Fisheries

A copy of the final REF is to be provided to NSW DPI
Fisheries to provide additional comments on the proposal.

Any additional
comments will be
addressed after the
public display period.

The proposal should first aim to avoid impacts to fisheries
resources, particularly key fish habitats. Where impacts to
key fish habitats cannot be avoided, the preference is to
impact less sensitive key fish habitats over more highly
sensitive key fish habitats.

Addressed in REF

For this proposal, the REF should include the following
Addressed in REF
information:
• An explanation of how the proposed works are the least
impact option for the site
• Details of the impacts of the works on aquatic habitats
including the permanent and temporary components of
the construction footprint
• Detailed plans of the works; Construction methodology
and timeframes
• Environmental impact mitigation measures to be
implemented during the works. These are best explained
through the development of an environmental work
method statement that covers all aspects of the works.
The Coldstream River at this location is mapped as known
Addressed in
or indicative habitat for the threatened fish species Southern Biodiversity Assessment
Purple Spotted Gudgeon (Mogurnda adspersa). The REF
should include a test of significance to determine of the
proposal will have any significant impact on this species.
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Agency

NSW DPI Crown
Lands and Water
Division

Issue raised

Response/where
addressed in REF

DPI Fisheries’ standard minimum information requirements
for environmental assessment are clearly detailed in
section 3.3 of the policy and guidelines. Please ensure that
the proponent addresses these requirements in their
environmental studies. This will facilitate effective
assessment of the proposal and reduce delays.

Addressed in
Biodiversity Assessment

RMS' use and occupation of Crown land within the project
Section 7.3
footprint can proceed with notification to the department
under s175 Roads Act.
Notification should include environmental approvals/the
determined REF, prior to commencement of works. It
appears that there are no other parties with an interest in the
impacted Crown land that would also require notification.
Crown Lands have concurred this is the most appropriate
method to access the site for the proposal.

5.6 Ongoing or future consultation
As indicated above, community consultation is proposed regarding the scope of work and proposed traffic
disruptions. All submissions received from the exhibition of the proposal will be formally considered and
responses provided within a submissions report, which will also be made available to the public.
Planned traffic disruptions during the proposed work will be advised through advertising using the Roads
and Maritime Traffic Alert system, as well as other means identified via the Consultation Strategy
developed for the proposal.
Ongoing stakeholder and community consultation would be undertaken in accordance with the Roads &
Maritime Communication Toolkit during the development and implementation of the project. Consultation
would include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NSW DPI Fisheries
NSW DPI Crown Lands and Water Division
Roads and Maritime (Maritime)
Clarence Valley Council
NSW Office of Environment and Heritage
Native Title representatives
Residents and businesses within a minimum of one kilometre of the proposal
Emergency services
Tucabia Rural Fire Service
Bus operators
Local schools.
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6.

Environmental assessment

6.1 Biodiversity
6.1.1 Methodology
A specialist Biodiversity Assessment was completed for the proposal by GeoLINK and is provided at
Appendix C. The methodology used for the biodiversity assessment included:
•
•
•

Searches of relevant databases
Literature review
Field surveys on three occasions utilising the following methodology:
- Random meander searching for threatened flora and completing a general flora inventory
- Targeted survey for Threatened Ecological Communities (TECs)
- Recording the occurrence and extent of any priority weeds listed in the Biosecurity Act 2016
(Clarence Valley Council Local Control Area)
- Opportunistic survey of all fauna based on visual or aural observations.

Given the lack of vegetation/habitat at the site and the highly disturbed/modified environment grazed by
cattle, the level of investigation is considered adequate.
Direct inspections of the bridge targeting roosting microbats were completed. Searches of the underside of
the bridge were undertaken via barge and scaffold with direct observation of the underside of Briner Bridge
made from approximately three metres below bridge deck level using torches. Searches focused on
potential microbat habitat (over water spans on the bridge) including decking gaps, split timbers and
previously installed bat boxes.
Surveys for other Large-footed Myotis colonies within a 10-kilometre radius of Briner Bridge were
undertaken as part of the Biodiversity Assessment prepared for a previous proposal at Briner Bridge
(GeoLINK, 2017) to assess alternative habitat available for microbats in order to assist with a determination
of the assessment of significance. This involved direct inspection (torch searches) of accessible road
drainage structures (bridges and culverts >600 millimetres diameter) on public land. Drainage structures
were identified via GIS analysis (topographic maps, drainage layer and aerial photographs); targeting
drainage structures under public roads on second order streams or above. Surveys were completed on 6
and 21 June 2016 totalling 30-person hours. A total of 72 drainage structures were surveyed with the
following information recorded at each site:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Type and size of structure (ie 2 x 600 CPC, 1 x 900 RCBC, concrete plank bridge etc)
Foraging habitat present (ie permanent water, forest etc)
Potential microbat roosting features (ie jointing gaps, lift holes, rough concrete, earth cavities etc)
Number of microbats and species present
Evidence of microbat usage (ie bat bugs, staining, guano)
Suitability as breeding habitat for Myotis macropus
Comments.
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6.1.2 Existing environment
Vegetation
Vegetation along the banks of Coldstream River comprises highly modified riparian vegetation that has
been cleared and thinned and is dominated by Forest Red Gum (Eucalyptus tereticornis) with occasional
Swamp Oak (Casuarina glauca), Tuckeroo (Cupaniopsis anacardioides), Foambark (Jagera pseudorhus
var. pseudorhus) and Rough Fruit Pittosporum (Pittosporum revolutum). Weed species within this
community include ‘priority weeds’ including Lantana (Lantana camara) and Fireweed (Senecio
madagascariensis). The south-western bank comprises Common Reed (Phragmites australis), Swamp Lily
(Crinum pedunculatum) and regrowth Forest Red Gum.
This community is analogous with Plant Community Type (PCT) 837 (Forest Red Gum - Swamp Box of the
Clarence Valley lowlands of the NSW North Coast Bioregion) in the BioNet Vegetation Classification. PCT
837 is characteristic of the TEC Subtropical coastal floodplain forest of the NSW North Coast Bioregion as
listed in Part 3 of Schedule 1 of the BC Act. The proposal would require clearing of a small area (0.0789
hectares) of this TEC alongside the existing Briner Bridge.
Parts of the study area and surrounding Clarence floodplain comprise areas of seasonally inundated
grasslands/ sedgelands dominated by Couch (Cynodon dactylon) with a range of other water tolerant
species such as Pin Rush (Juncus usitatus). It is likely these areas would formerly have been occupied by
a mosaic of swamp forest and wetland communities. This community is most analogous with a derived form
of PCT 1145 (Swamp Oak swamp forest of the coastal lowlands of the NSW North Coast Bioregion).
The wetland community occurring within the study area is a highly disturbed and poor-quality
representation of the TEC Freshwater wetlands on coastal floodplains of the NSW North Coast, Sydney
Basin and South East Corner bioregions. An ancillary site and access track occur immediately adjacent to
areas of this TEC. The proposal currently avoids direct impacts on this TEC however given the ephemeral
boundaries of this community in response to rainfall, this assessment assumes that a small area
(<0.05 hectares) may be impacted by the works.
Vegetation occurring either side of Coldstream Terrace and within the proposed compound sites comprises
grassland and pasture dominated by introduced grasses such as Pigeon Grass (Setaria sphacelata) and
Kikuyu (Cenchrus clandestinus) and herbaceous weeds such as Purpletop (Verbena bonariensis), Castor
Oil Plant (Ricinus communis) and Coastal Morning Glory (Ipomoea cairica). This vegetation does not
comprise native vegetation.
No threatened flora species occur within the study area.
Microbats
As part of maintenance work being conducted on Briner Bridge in 2013, Greenloaning Biostudies (GBS)
detected two threatened microbat species (Large-footed Myotis and Eastern Cave Bat) utilizing parts of the
bridge for roosting habitat. Over a number of occasions GBS identified groups of predominantly Largefooted Myotis (between 7 and 30) representing a likely breeding population of the species, utilizing mainly
hollows and crevices in deteriorating timber elements of the bridge structure. Similar timber truss bridges to
Briner Bridge such as Sportsmans Creek Bridge, McFarlanes Bridge and Glebe Bridge are known to
provide important roosting/breeding sites for microbats, particularly for Large-footed Myotis which have
preferred roosting/breeding sites over water. It is highly likely that Briner Bridge has historically provided
important roosting/breeding habitat for a population of Large-footed Myotis within gaps and crevices within
the timber bridge structure.
As maintenance works in 2013 proposed to remove some deteriorating elements of the bridge being used
as habitat, in line with standard microbat mitigation measures a number of bat boxes were installed on
Briner Bridge to provide replacement habitat. Surveys of these bat boxes undertaken sporadically since
2013 have identified ongoing usage of these boxes. As microbats often make use of multiple roosting sites,
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shifting between roosts regularly (Evans, 2009), it is considered likely that Large-footed Myotis currently
utilize both bat boxes and parts of the timber bridge structure throughout the year.
Surveys of drainage structures conducted within ten kilometres of Briner Bridge (GeoLINK, 2017) identified
a lack of suitable breeding roost sites, highlighting the importance of Briner Bridge to the local population.
Microbat surveys undertaken for the proposal recorded a total of 107 Large-footed Myotis (Myotis
macropus) roosting in Briner Bridge, or within bat boxes installed on the bridge. No other microbat species
were detected during the survey. A total of 83 Large-footed Myotis were found in all of the four bat-boxes
on the bridge. Large-footed Myotis were also observed in gaps/cracks in timber cross girders and stringers.
Based on the survey results, Briner Bridge provides one of the most significant habitats for Large-footed
Myotis in the locality. Briner Bridge also offers potential opportunistic non-breeding roosting habitat for three
other threatened species: Little Bentwing-bat, Eastern Bentwing-bat and Eastern Cave Bat. The site is
unlikely to be used as significant non-breeding habitat for these species which have a preference for
concrete or subterranean habitat. No potential breeding habitat for the bentwing bats occurs within the
study area.
Fauna (excluding microbats)
The following threatened fauna species (excluding microbats) are considered known or potential
occurrences within the study area and have potential to be impacted by the proposal:
•
•
•
•
•

Grey-headed Flying-Fox
Eastern Osprey
White-bellied Sea-eagle
Brolga
Black-necked Stork.

Aquatic fauna
Coldstream River is a tributary of the Clarence River and is mapped as key fish habitat, with suitable
habitat mapped for one threatened fish species (Purple Spotted Gudgeon). No habitat for threatened
species, populations or communities listed under the FM Act is likely to occur at the site based on the
habitat present and river characteristics. The proposal is considered unlikely to have significant adverse
impact on any FM Act listed threatened species, populations or communities.

6.1.3 Potential impacts
Removal of native vegetation
Vegetation to be removed for the proposal (refer to Figure 6-1 and Plates 6-1 to 6-4) include a small area of
Forest Red Gum floodplain forest (PCT 837) comprising the following trees/saplings:
•
•
•
•

Forest Red Gum (single tree)
Camphor Laurel (single tree)
Swamp Oak (single tree)
Native undergrowth saplings.

In addition, the proposal would require removal of areas of non-native vegetation including a planted fruit
tree (Prunus species) at the intersection of Bowlings road and Coldstream Terrace and roadside/pasture
grassland to construct the temporary bridge, access tracks and ancillary sites. An ancillary site and access
track occurs immediately alongside areas of degraded Swamp Oak Forest/Freshwater Wetland (PCT 1145)
comprising mainly Pin Rush and Slender Knotweed. Additional wetland species would be likely to occur in
this vegetation in response to wetter seasonal conditions.
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The corresponding areas of likely impacts for PCTs are provided in Table 4-1. While the proposed
vegetation removal constitutes the Key Threatening Process (KTP) Clearing of Native Vegetation (as listed
in the BC Act) the magnitude to which the proposal contributes to this KTP is minor.
The following Threatened Ecological Communities (TECs) are likely to be impacted by the proposal:
•
•

Subtropical Coastal Floodplain Forest – an area of 0.0789 ha of this community would be cleared as
part of the proposal.
Freshwater wetlands on coastal floodplains - the proposal currently avoids direct impacts on this
TEC however given the ephemeral boundaries of this community in response to rainfall, this
assessment assumes that a small area (<0.05 hectares) may be impacted by the works.

Plate 6-1: Vegetation to be cleared for
temporary jetty on Tucabia side of bridge

Plate 6-2: Vegetation to be cleared for
temporary jetty on Ulmarra side of bridge

Plate 6-3: Vegetation to be cleared on the
north east side of the bridge

Plate 6-4: Planted fruit tree (Prunus sp) which
may require clearing on the intersection of
Bowlings Rd and Coldstream Terrace
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Figure 6.1

Removal of fauna habitat
The construction footprint comprises predominantly cleared land with limited native vegetation or
threatened fauna habitat value. The vegetative habitat directly affected by the proposal is minor in a local
context. Potential fauna (excluding microbat bridge habitat) removal impacts of the proposal include:
•

•

Minor loss of potential foraging (fruit and nectar and pollen) resources or sheltering/roosting habitat
from the proposed native vegetation removal. The subject vegetation does not contain tree hollows
and no nests were present at the time of the survey. Relative to the extent of habitat available within
the study area and broader locality, the habitat loss is negligible
Loss/modification of the current perching/nesting/sheltering opportunities provided by Briner Bridge.
Post construction, the bridge will continue to provide habitat of similar value, however less cavities
are likely. Overall, this impact is unlikely to significantly affect the local biodiversity.

The results of a threatened fauna potential occurrence assessment indicated the following threatened
fauna species were considered known or potential occurrences within the Study Area and have potential to
be impacted by the proposal:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large-footed Myotis
Little Bentwing-bat
Eastern Bentwing-bat
Eastern Cave Bat
Grey-headed Flying-Fox
Eastern Osprey
White-bellied Sea-eagle
Brolga
Black-necked Stork.

Impacts to Large-footed Myotis
Potential impacts from the proposal on Large-footed Myotis are summarised below. A detailed Microbat
Management Plan has been prepared to mitigate these impacts (refer to Annexure F).
•

•

•

•

Habitat removal/relocation: The proposal would require removal of the existing timber truss bridge

structure which currently provides habitat for a population of Large-footed Myotis within bat boxes
installed on the bridge and within gaps/crevices within the existing bridge structure. The proposal would
involve relocating existing microbat boxes from Briner Bridge to an adjacent temporary bridge during
construction. These boxes would then be permanently relocated back onto the refurbished Briner
Bridge after the completion of construction. Habitat associated within gaps/crevices in the existing
bridge structure would be removed permanently as these components of the bridge would be renewed.
Disruption to breeding (mating or birthing) cycle: The proposal poses a risk of disruption to the breeding
cycle of Large-footed Myotis from disturbance/removal of the habitat which currently occurs at Briner
Bridge during the breeding season. The proposal aims to minimise the potential for this by scheduling
the initial relocation of bat boxes outside of the breeding season however the final relocation of bat
boxes (upon completion of the project) may need to be undertaken within the breeding season.
Increased Flooding Frequency: As the temporary bridge where bat boxes are to be relocated to during
construction is lower than the existing Briner Bridge (three metres as opposed to six metres) the
population of Large-footed Myotis would be at increased risk of disruption to breeding events by floods.
Mortality or injury during bridge removal: The proposal poses a high risk of mortality and injury to
microbats roosting at the bridge during removal of the above pier elements. There is a particular risk to
juvenile microbats if the removal or exclusion work is scheduled during the Myotis breeding period or
when juveniles are flightless and dependent.
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•
•

•

•

Fly-way impacts: Microbat flyways are routes regularly used by number of microbats. The proposal is

located at the existing bridge and adjacent modified areas. No fly-way impacts are considered likely.
Noise and vibration: Indirect impacts may arise from noise, vibration and light. Higher risk activities
include piling for the temporary bridge and construction work proposed on the Briner Bridge once bat
boxes are relocated on to the temporary bridge.
Foraging habitat degradation: During construction work, there is a minor risk of water quality impacts
which could reduce foraging habitat values of the Coldstream River for Myotis (eg from chemical spills,
erosion and turbidity impacts, etc). The proposal would involve river piling as part of the construction of
a temporary bridge and works over water for upgrade of the existing Briner Bridge. Impacts to
waterways and aquatic habitats are not expected to result from the proposal.
Reduction in habitat connectivity: Capacity upgrade work at Briner Bridge may result in disturbance to
the linkage of the network of roost sites locally, however no significant physical barriers to mobility or
dispersal would occur as part of the proposal.

Assessment of significance of impacts
The proposal is not likely to significantly impact threatened species, populations or communities or their
habitats, within the meaning of the Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016 or Fisheries Management Act 1994
and therefore a Species Impact Statement or Biodiversity Development Assessment Report is not required.
The proposal is not likely to significantly impact threatened species, communities or migratory species,
within the meaning of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.

6.1.4 Safeguards and management measures
Impact

Environmental safeguards

Microbat
impacts

All personnel
Provisions of the MMP (Annexure F) will be
undertaken as part of the proposal. Key
management actions of the MMP are summarised
below.
Pre-construction monitoring of Large-footed
Myotis numbers to determine baseline population
estimates

Responsibility Timing

Ecologist

Detailed design,
during construction
and post construction

Two breeding season
surveys (ie October to
mid-April inclusive)
prior to construction
commencing.
It is noted that an
August 2018 survey
has already been
completed by
GeoLINK, 2018.

Provide an additional four bat boxes with four
chambers per box under Briner Bridge at least
one month prior to construction commencing to
encourage further use of these boxes as opposed
to gaps/cavities within the bridge structure. The
primary aim of this action is to assist with
microbat exclusion.

Project
construction
manager
Ecologist

At least one month
prior to construction
commencing
(preferably as soon
as possible).

Bat boxes to be used are to be designed in
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Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility Timing

consultation with the ecologist and manufacturer
to achieve an increased life, particularly with
respect to the attachment of the top plate to the
bat box which has been found to fail on bat boxes
currently installed on Briner Bridge.
Install five bat boxes within the most appropriate
locations adjacent to the bridge (within 100 m).
Locations to be selected by the Ecologist and
would target sites which could act as flood refuge
habitat. If the boxes are installed in trees, they
would be positioned so they:

Project
construction
manager
Ecologist

At least one month
prior to construction
commencing
(preferably as soon
as possible).

• Are >30 m from the construction footprint.
• Overhang the Coldstream River
• Are shaded and protected from the weather as
best as possible
• Have a flood immunity similar to the existing
Briner Bridge (ie are installed at a similar
height above the river to the bridge decking).
Bat boxes to be used are to be designed in
consultation with the ecologist and manufacturer
to achieve an increased life particularly with
respect to the attachment of the top plate to the
bat box which has been found to fail on bat boxes
currently installed on Briner Bridge.
The following microbat compensatory habitat
would be incorporated into the refurbished Briner
Bridge:
• Microbat habitat type 1 – Cylindrical recesses
roughened (16) (65mm x 150 mm) built into
the thickened underside of the kerb on
approach spans of the bridge over water (refer
to MMP).
• Microbat habitat type 2 – Local roughened
areas (16) under the deck/ above girders are
to be provided on approach spans over water.
Concrete pipe sections (65mm x 150 mm) are
to be adhered to the underside of the deck in
these locations (refer to MMP).
• Microbat habitat type 3 – Attachment lugs for
bat boxes are to be attached to each cross
girder over water to accommodate bat boxes
at the completion of the project (refer to MMP).
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Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility Timing

Undertake staged microbat exclusion so all
potential microbat habitat within the bridge
structure (excluding bat boxes) is no longer
available for microbat roosting.

Project
construction
manager.
Ecologist

For parts of the
bridge being used by
microbats - outside
the Large-footed
Myotis breeding
season (ie between
mid-April and
October) avoiding
periods of prolonged
torpor.
For parts of Briner
Bridge not being
utilised by microbats
(as evidenced by
ecologist surveys),
exclusion can occur
within the breeding
season without an
increased risk to
breeding Largefooted Myotis.

Once microbat exclusion is installed, temporarily
relocate bat boxes from Briner Bridge to beneath
the temporary bridge, in appropriate locations
over water as agreed by the Project Ecologist.
Relocation of the bat boxes would be undertaken
by the ecologist with assistance from the
construction team. Bat boxes supporting <20
roosting bats can be relocated by:

Project
construction
manager.

Upon completion of
microbat exclusion
(refer above).

Ecologist

Outside Large-footed
Myotis breeding
period.

• Securely covering the base of the box with
cloth material (eg taped on pillow case) to
block the entrance
• Remove the box from the existing roost
location
• Relocating the box as quickly and steadily as
possible to the new location
• Once the bats have settled, removing the cloth
material.
Where =/>20 roosting microbats are roosting in a
bat box, relocation would occur at night once the
bats have flown out for the night.
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Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility Timing

Work areas would be inspected daily during the
Briner Bridge upgrade, including:

Project
construction
manager

• Morning inspections to ensure exclusion is
intact and no potential microbat breaches have
occurred. An ecologist would carry out
inspections if potential exclusion breaches
have occurred
• Afternoon inspections carried out to ensure
that exclusion measures are functional at the
end of each day to prevent microbats
accessing the bridge at night.

Ecologist
Team leader
Work
Supervisor

At the commencement of high noise activities (eg
piling, construction of rock platform contained
within the sheetpiles), a spotter is to be placed to
observe bat boxes and make observations on
microbat behaviour responses. Should microbats
be observed leaving roost sites (during the day)
the ecologist will be advised and will assess the
need for further mitigation measures for noise/
vibration (eg material screening etc).

Project
construction
manager

Upon completion of the works, bat boxes on the
temporary bridge would be moved to appropriate
locations on the refurbished bridge over water as
agreed by the Project Ecologist.

Project
construction
manager

Where this cannot be undertaken outside of the
breeding season, this will be undertaken outside
of periods when flightless young are present
within boxes (as evidenced by ecologist surveys).
Monitor the MMP management actions to assess
their effectiveness.

Daily during bridge
upgrade work

Ecologist

Construction
team
Ecologist

Project
construction
manager

At the
commencement of
high noise activities
or in the event that
microbats are
observed leaving the
roost site during the
day.

Upon completion of
works.
Outside the breeding
season if possible (ie
between mid-April
and October).

Pre, during and post
construction

Ecologist
At the completion of the monitoring program, bat
boxes installed within the riparian zone, adjacent
to Briner Bridge would be removed by the
ecologist. Where bat boxes are occupied the
ecologist will undertake exclusion in accordance
with the requirements of Section 2.2 of the MMP.
Removal of
native
vegetation

Native vegetation removal will be minimised
through detailed design.
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Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility Timing

The footprint of the site (including site compound, RMS Project
Engineer
accesses and construction areas) will be clearly
delineated in accordance with Guide 2: Exclusion
zones of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting
and managing biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA
2011). Exclusion zones will include tree protection
zones around trees to be retained in proximity to
the proposed work (such as at the site
compounds) in accordance with the Australian
Standard 4970-2009 Protection of trees on
development sites.

Construction

RMS Project
Engineer
RMS
Environmental
Officer
Ecologist

Prior to construction

RMS Project
Engineer

During construction

The unexpected species find procedure is to be
followed under Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting
and managing biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA
2011) if threatened ecological communities, not
assessed in the biodiversity assessment, are
identified in the proposal site.

RMS Project
Manager
RMS Project
Engineer

During construction

Habitat removal will be undertaken in accordance
with Guide 4: Clearing of vegetation and removal
of bushrock of the Biodiversity Guidelines:
Protecting and managing biodiversity on RTA
projects (RTA 2011).

RMS Project
Manager
RMS Project
Engineer

During construction

Pre-clearing surveys will be undertaken in
accordance with Guide 1: Pre-clearing process of
the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and
managing biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA
2011). These guidelines cover the felling of both
non-habitat and habitat trees and the rescue and
relocation of fauna.
An experienced, licensed ecologist or
appropriately trained RMS staff is to undertake
Pre-clearing surveys prior to vegetation removal
to inspect trees for the presence of fauna. If
fauna is identified a licensed ecologist is to be
engaged to perform any spotter catcher duties
required.
Vegetation removal will be undertaken in
accordance with Guide 4: Clearing of vegetation
and removal of bushrock of the Biodiversity
Guidelines: Protecting and managing biodiversity
on RTA projects (RTA 2011).
Manual removal of vegetation is preferred to
avoid mulch entering the river.

Removal of
threatened
species
habitat and
habitat
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Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility Timing

features

Habitat will be replaced or re-instated in
accordance with Guide 5: Re-use of woody debris
and bushrock and Guide 8: Nest boxes of the
Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing
biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA 2011).

RMS Project
Manager
RMS Project
Engineer

During construction

The unexpected species find procedure is to be
followed under Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting
and managing biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA
2011) if threatened fauna, not assessed in the
biodiversity assessment, are identified in the
proposal site.

RMS Project
Manager
RMS Project
Engineer

During construction

Pre-clearing surveys will be undertaken in
accordance with Guide 1: Pre-clearing process of
the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and
managing biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA
2011).

RMS Project
Manager

During construction

RMS Project
The unexpected species find procedure is to be
followed under Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting Engineer
and managing biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA
2011) if threatened flora species, not assessed in
the biodiversity assessment, are identified in the
proposal site.

During construction

Aquatic habitat will be protected in accordance
with Guide 10: Aquatic habitats and riparian
zones of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting
and managing biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA
2011) and Section 3.3.2 Standard precautions
and mitigation measures of the Policy and
guidelines for fish habitat conservation and
management Update 2013 (DPI (Fisheries NSW)
2013).

RMS Project
Manager
RMS Project
Engineer

During construction

Stumps of trees removed must be left insitu to
protect bank stability.

RMS Project
Manager
RMS Project
Engineer

During construction

Controls (such as drop nets and shade cloths) will
be used when required during overwater activities
to prevent entry of construction sourced debris
entering Coldstream River.

RMS Project
Manager
RMS Project
Engineer

During construction

Interruptions to water flows associated with
groundwater dependent ecosystems will be
minimised through detailed design.

RMS Project
Manager

Detailed design

Removal of
threatened
plants

Aquatic
impacts

Groundwater
dependent
ecosystems
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Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility Timing

Changes to
hydrology

Changes to existing surface water flows will be
minimised through detailed design.

RMS Project
Engineer

Fragmentation
of identified
habitat
corridors

RMS Project
Exclusion zones will be set up at the limit of
Manager
clearing in accordance with Guide 2: Exclusion
zones of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting
and managing biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA,
2011).

During construction

Edge effects
on adjacent
native
vegetation
and habitat

Exclusion zones will be set up at the limit of
clearing in accordance with Guide 2: Exclusion
zones of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting
and managing biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA
2011).

RMS Project
Manager
RMS Project
Engineer

During construction

Injury and
mortality of
fauna

Fauna will be managed in accordance with Guide
9: Fauna handling of the Biodiversity Guidelines:
Protecting and managing biodiversity on RTA
projects (RTA 2011). Should injured fauna be
located on the site during the work, local wildlife
care groups and/or local veterinarians must be
contacted immediately, and arrangements made
for the immediate welfare of the animal. The
phone number of the local fauna rescue group
must be known to the project foreman.

RMS Project
Engineer
Ecologist

During construction

Invasion and
spread of
weeds

Weed species will be managed in accordance
with Guide 6: Weed management of the
Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing
biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA 2011).

RMS Project
Manager
RMS Project
Engineer

During construction

Invasion and
spread of
pests

Pest species will be managed in accordance with
the Biosecurity Act 2015.

RMS Project
Manager
RMS Project
Engineer

During construction

Invasion and
spread of
pathogens
and disease

Pathogens will be managed in accordance with
Guide 2: Exclusion zones of the Biodiversity
Guidelines: Protecting and managing biodiversity
on RTA projects (RTA 2011).

RMS Project
Manager
RMS Project
Engineer

During construction

Noise, light
and vibration

Shading and artificial light impacts will be
minimised through detailed design.

Detailed design

Detailed design

6.1.5 Biodiversity offsets
Roads and Maritime will provide biodiversity offsets or where offsets are not reasonable or feasible,
supplementary measures for impacts that exceed the following thresholds:
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a) any amount of a national or NSW listed critically endangered ecological community in moderate to good
condition (except for vegetation planted as part of a road corridor landscaping program); or
b) greater than 1 hectare of any national or NSW listed endangered ecological community in moderate to
good condition (except for vegetation planted as part of a road corridor landscaping program); or
c) national or NSW listed threatened species habitat (except for vegetation planted as part of a road
corridor landscaping program) where either the species is a species credit species or an ecosystem
credit species under the Office of Environment and Heritage’s (OEH’s) Threatened Species Profile
Database (TSPD) and where:
i.

the species is confirmed or (in the absence of survey) assumed to be present; and

ii.

the expected losses exceed the number considered to be negligible under the TSPD; or where
expected losses cannot be reliably estimated, where the habitat to be impacted exceeds 1
hectare.

d) net loss of key fish habitats (as defined in Appendix 3 of the Department of Primary Industries Policy
and guidelines for fish habitat conservation and management: Update 2013).
The proposal would not exceed these thresholds and hence biodiversity offsets are not required.

6.2 Water quality hydrology and flooding
6.2.1 Existing environment
Briner Bridge spans the Coldstream River on the North Coast of NSW confluences with the South Arm of
the Clarence River at Tyndale. The Coldstream River is a distinct feature of the local landscape and
supports aesthetic, environmental and recreational value and activities.
The site compound/stockpile areas are located directly adjacent to the river within a mostly cleared
floodplain landscape. As such the works sites have the potential to be impacted by flooding. The Lower
Clarence Flood Model Update 2013 BMT WBM, indicates the Coldstream River flooding is dominated by
floodwaters from the Clarence River backing up the Coldstream and inundating the Coldstream basin.
Therefore, flooding is most likely to rise slowly from downstream and afflux is not anticipated to be an issue
for local landholders.

6.2.2 Potential impacts
Construction
Potential impacts to water quality, hydrology and flooding that could arise from the proposal include:
•
•
•
•

•

Erosion and sedimentation that may affect the Coldstream River
Turbidity and sedimentation of local aquatic habitats and waterways
Pollution of local water quality from machinery and construction materials and spills and dewatering.
A variety of dispersible liquid materials would be used which pose a potential pollutant threat to local
water quality. These liquids include but are not limited to diesel, unleaded petrol, machinery oils and
lubricants. The nature of these liquids and their ability to disperse away from the site means that
they could have a negative impact on ground or surface water on or adjacent to the site, especially
during rain
Lead flakes (if present) may enter the waterway (refer to Section 6.10). Lead is a naturally occurring
heavy metal, often used in industry. It can be dispersed widely in the environment through
contamination of water, dust and soil, and is present in some paints. Any lead paint removal would
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•

be undertaken in accordance with AS4361.2 Guide To Lead Paint Management Preventing Lead
Poisoning in Australia
Flood events within the catchment have the potential to impact the compound sites next to Briner
Bridge, and there is the potential for water entering the compound sites to become contaminated.
This is likely to occur if waste, vehicles and machinery and any fuels stored at the compound sites
are not removed from the compound site should flood waters breach the Clarence and Coldstream
Rivers.

The above impacts have the potential to cause environmental harm. However, with the implementation of
the management measures and safeguards contained herein the risk associated with such impacts is
considered low.
Hydrological impacts are unlikely as the flow of the Coldstream River would not be altered.
Overall, with the safeguards and management measures described in Section 6.2.3 significant water
quality, hydrology and flooding impacts from the proposal are not expected.
Operation
Following completion of the proposal it is not expected that the operation of the refurbished Briner Bridge
would have any impact on water quality, hydrology or flooding.

6.2.3 Safeguards and management measures
Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Hydrological
impacts

A CEMP must be prepared in
accordance with the
specifications set out in the QA
Specification G36 Environmental Protection
(Management) System to guide
the implementation of
environmental impact mitigation
measures, identify key roles and
responsibilities for environmental
monitoring and methods of
reporting incidents.

RMS Project
Manager

Pre-construction

Erosion
sedimentation

A site-specific Erosion and
Sediment Control Plan is to be
prepared and implemented as
part of the CEMP.

RMS Project
Manager

Pre-construction,
construction

The plan is to identify detailed
measures and controls to be
applied to minimise erosion and
sediment control risks including
(where relevant) but not limited to:
runoff, diversion and drainage
points, sumps, scour protection;
stabilising disturbed areas as
soon as possible; check dams,
fencing and swales and staged
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Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

implementation arrangements.
The plan is to also include
arrangements for managing wet
weather events, including
monitoring of potential high-risk
events (such as storms) and
specific controls and follow-up
measures to be applied in the
event of wet weather.
Work in areas where soil may be
disturbed is to only commence
once all relevant erosion and
sediment controls have been
established. The controls are to
be maintained in place until the
work is complete and all exposed
erodible materials are stable.
Erosion and sedimentation
RMS Project
controls must be checked and
Engineer
maintained (including clearing of
sediment from behind barriers) on
a regular basis (including after
any precipitation events) and
records kept and provided on
request.

Pre-construction,
construction

An Environmental Work Method
RMS Project
Statement (EWMS) is required for Manager
proposed instream works
(including piling installation and
removal) and dewatering of any
areas prior to commencement of
those activities. The EWMS would
include measures to avoid or
minimise risks from erosion,
sedimentation, ASS and PASS to
water quality and biodiversity.
The EWMS would be approved
by the Roads and Maritime
Environment Officer and form part
of the Construction Environment
Management Plan.

Pre-construction,
construction

Dewatering would be undertaken
in accordance with RMS
Environmental Fact Sheet 10:
Dewatering and the EWMS.
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Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

For all works likely to generate
sediment within the waterway or
on the adjacent banks of
Coldstream River (including all
temporary access works and
piling), a full depth sediment/silt
curtain and floating hydrocarbon
boom will be placed in
Coldstream River to isolate the
work area, weighted to the bed
and secured to accommodate
tidal flow. The hydrocarbon boom
will be installed inside of the silt
curtain when both are in
operation. Install the curtain prior
to commencement of instream
works and retain until works that
risk mobilising sediment are
completed. This will remain in
place until the completion of
sediment generating activities.

RMS Project
Engineer

Pre-construction,
construction

Disturbance of natural sediments
and vegetation must be
minimised.

RMS Project
Engineer

Pre-construction,
construction

Erosion and sediment control
measures must not be removed
until the work is complete or
disturbed areas are stabilised.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction, postconstruction

Maintenance of site compounds
must be in accordance with the
RMS Stockpile Site Management
Guideline (EMS-TG-10).

RMS Project
Engineer

Pre-construction,
construction

Reference

Silt curtains/floating booms are to
be installed, monitored and
maintained as needed to contain
any sediment.
If sediment plumes are observed
outside the containment system,
then the activity will stop until the
containment system has been
repositioned to encompass the
area of disturbance.
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Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Cleaning of tools and equipment
RMS Project
must occur within a designated
Engineer
wash-down bay. The wash-down
bay must be bunded and placed
so that water does not flow
directly into Coldstream River, but
is captured and contained or
filtered and allowed to soak into
the ground.

Construction

Water utilised for cleaning of tools RMS Project
must be minimised and obtained Engineer
from a licensed location or town
water supply.

Construction

Clean equipment and vehicles
must be used, with equipment
being cleaned down before being
brought to the site

RMS Project
Engineer

Pre-construction,
construction

A site-specific emergency spill
RMS Project
plan will be developed and
Manager
include spill management
measures in accordance with the
Roads and Maritime Code of
Practice for Water Management
(RTA, 1999) and relevant EPA
guidelines. The plan will address
measures to be implemented in
the event of a spill, including
initial response and containment,
notification of emergency services
and relevant authorities (including
Roads and Maritime and EPA
officers).

Detailed design/
Pre-construction

A spill containment kit for aquatic
and terrestrial spills must be
available at all times. The spill kit
must be appropriately sized for
the volume of substances at the
work site. All personnel must be
made aware of the location of the
kit and trained in its effective
deployment.

Pre-construction,
construction
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Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Reduced water
quality

If a spill occurs, the Roads and
RMS Project
Pre-construction,
Maritime’s Environmental Incident Manager/
construction
Classification and Reporting
Project Engineer
Procedure must be followed, and
the Roads and Maritime Project
Manager notified as soon as
practicable.
Locate stockpiles of dispersible
material away from areas of
concentrated overland flow.

RMS Project
Construction
Manager/
Project Engineer

Required fuels and other liquids
must be stored in self-safe
chemical storage containers.

RMS Project
Pre-construction,
Manager/
construction
Project Engineer

Unnecessary storage of fuels,
lubricants or other compounds
on-site must be avoided.

RMS Project
Pre-construction,
Manager/
construction
Project Engineer

Reference

Refuelling of plant and equipment RMS Project
Construction
is to occur in impervious bunded
Manager/
areas located a minimum of 50
Project Engineer
metres from drainage lines or
waterways otherwise a double
bund is required.
All equipment must be maintained RMS Project
in good working order and
Engineer
operated according to
manufacturer’s specifications.

Pre-construction,
construction

All work must be undertaken
RMS Project
according to RMS Specifications Engineer
B223 (Management of Lead
Chromium and Asbestos in
Bridge Maintenance Painting) and
B220 (Protective treatment of
Bridge Steel Work) and
AS4361.1: Guide to lead paint
management, Part 1: Industrial
Application.

Construction

Visual monitoring of local water
quality (ie turbidity, hydrocarbon
spills/slicks) is to be undertaken
on a regular basis to identify any
potential spills or deficient silt
curtains or erosion and sediment
controls.

Construction
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Impact

Flooding

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Construction vessels (including
barges) are only to be used at
suitable tides when no less than
600 mm clearance is available
between the underside of the
vessel and the bed of the
waterway.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

Prepare an emergency response RMS Project
plan for flood events for the
Manager
proposed work. Include a
procedure for rapid removal in the
emergency response plan and
location for the material.

Pre-construction

Establish the compound site in
such a way to limit potential
impacts from flooding (eg on as
high a ground as possible and
that are readily removed in the
event of a flood).

RMS Project
Manager

Construction

Include a Work Method
Statement (WMS) in CEMP on
compound site evacuation
procedure. Issues to be
addressed in the WMS include:

RMS Project
Manager

Pre-construction

Reference

Responsibility for monitoring
flood threat/flood warning
information and how it is to be
done
• Training for staff on
evacuation
• Demonstrate that specific
equipment for evacuation is
readily available
Detail where compound site
equipment, waste, materials, site
sheds etc.
•

6.3 Soils
6.3.1 Methodology
The following methodology was undertaken:
•
•

Review of Mitchell Landscape Mapping (2002)
Review of the OEH contaminated land database and DPI cattle dip site locator
(www.epa.nsw.gov.au/prclmapp/aboutregister.aspx) (https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/animals-and-
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•

livestock/beef-cattle/health-and-disease/parasititic-and-protozoal-diseases/ticks/cattle-dip-sitelocator) (both accessed 18 September 2018)
Review of Department of Land and Water Conservation (1997) Acid Sulfate Soil (ASS) risk mapping
(accessed in October 2018).

6.3.2 Existing environment
One Mitchell Landscape occurs within the study area and is described as follows:
Clarence – Richmond Alluvial Plains: wide valleys, channels, floodplains, terraces and estuaries of the
Clarence and Richmond Rivers and other coastal streams on Quaternary alluvium, general elevation 0 to
50 metres, local relief 15 metres. Deep brown earths and structured brown clay on floodplains. Terrace with
yellow texture-contrast soil containing ironstone concretions.
Briner Bridge and the proposed site compounds are located within an alluvial floodplain comprising lowlying erosional sediments. Department of Land and Water Conservation (1997) Acid Sulfate Soil (ASS) risk
mapping identifies the site compound and bridge access areas as having a high probability of ASS material
within the soil profile between one to two and two to four metres below the ground surface. The site
compound on the western side of the bridge is identified as having potential for class 2 and 3 ASS.
No records of contaminated land within close proximity to the site are recorded in the OEH contaminated
land database (accessed 18 September 2018) identifies six cattle dip sites within the Tucabia locality, two
of which occur on Coldstream Road. ‘McCallums’ is the closest cattle dip site to Briner Bridge being located
about 430 metres to the north-east, outside of the study area. On this basis, the proposal is not expected to
impact on contaminated land.

6.3.3 Potential impacts
Construction
Earthwork as part of the proposal would be limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creating approach roads to access the temporary bridge from Coldstream Terrace
Providing a level surface and accesses for compound sites to fabricate bridge components and
provide platforms to be used as crane pads
Excavation of the land approach span footings
Excavation of abutment footings
Minor excavation of the riverbank to install temporary jetty’s anchor blocks
Relocation of buried utility assets
Site remediation.

Potential impacts related to soils from the proposal include:
•
•

•

Erosion and sedimentation impacts which could affect receiving environments such as Coldstream
River. The impacts and relevant safeguards are detailed in Section 6.2
The presence of Acid Sulfate Soils (ASS) has the potential to result in water quality impacts
including acidification of waterways, fish kills and sedimentation. Given that the site is mapped as
having ASS material between 1 and 4 metres below surface level the risk of encountering ASS
during excavation is considered moderate to high. ASS (including any stockpiling of this material)
will be managed in accordance with an Acid Sulfate Management Plan to be included in the CEMP
The disturbance of contaminated land has the potential to cause impacts to humans and pollutions
to nearby environments.
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Operation
Following completion of the proposal it is not expected that operation of the upgraded Briner Bridge would
have any impact on soils.

6.3.4 Safeguards and management measures
Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility Timing

Reference

Contaminated
land

If contaminated areas are
encountered during construction,
appropriate control measures will
be implemented to manage the
immediate risks of contamination.
All other works that may impact on
the contaminated area will cease
until the nature and extent of the
contamination has been confirmed
and any necessary site-specific
controls or further actions identified
in consultation with the Roads and
Maritime Environment Manager
and/or EPA.

RMS Project
Manager

Detailed
design/Preconstruction

Section 4.2 of QA
G36 Environment
Protection

Acid sulfate
soils

Potential or actual acid sulfate soils
are to be managed in accordance
with the Roads and Maritime
Services Guidelines for the
Management of Acid Sulfate
Materials 2005.

RMS Project
Manager

Preconstruction

An Acid Sulfate Management Plan
(ASSMP) will be prepared by
Roads and Maritime and approved
by the Environment Officer before
the commencement of any activities
likely to expose ASS/PASS and at a
minimum, the plan will include:
•

•

Management measures for the
safe excavation and timing to
cover excavation, isolated
storage and treatment area,
neutralisation and re-use or
disposal of neutralised soils
Requirements for additional
testing to determine predicted
liming rates of excavated spoil
once quantities are determined.

Specific controls to be implemented
will include:
•
•

Capping exposed surfaces with
clean fill to prevent oxidation
Placing excavated ASS
separately in a lined, bunded
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Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility Timing

Reference

and covered area
Neutralising ASS for reuse on
site (where appropriate) by
using additives such as lime
• Disposal at a licensed waste
facility.
The ASSMP will be included in the
CEMP.
•

Soils

Imported site compound/stockpile
base materials must be sourced as
clean-fill from a licensed quarry or
approved site (if required).

RMS Project
Manager

Preconstruction

Upon completion of the work and
usage of the site compound, these
areas must be re-established to
similar existing conditions.

RMS Project
Manager

Postconstruction

6.4 Traffic and transport
6.4.1 Existing environment
Road traffic
Briner Bridge is a single lane bridge with a vertical alignment (or geometry) such that a vehicle at one end
of the bridge cannot see a vehicle coming the other way. The bridge is currently load limited to a gross
mass of 33 tonne and has a speed limit of 40 kilometres per hour. Briner Bridge links the village of Ulmarra
to Tucabia and is located on Coldstream Road/Coldstream Terrace. This route is often used by travellers
and local residents to access the coastal villages of Wooli and Minnie Water and is sometimes used as an
alternative to the Pacific Highway or as a tourist route for vehicles travelling north or south. Briner Bridge is
the only crossing of Coldstream River in the locality.
The Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) for vehicles on Briner Bridge in 2016 was 612 with comprising of
8% heavy vehicles. There have been two recorded crashes on Briner Bridge since 2013. Both were single
car incidents involving vehicles colliding with the bridge. One was a non-casualty tow away incident, the
second was classified as a moderate injury crash. There have been a number of complaints to Roads and
Maritime Services and Clarence Valley Council, from concerned road users, about the safety of Briner
Bridge. Anecdotal evidence suggests there are more vehicle collisions and near miss incidents on the
Bridge then what have been recorded formally. The main safety issues identified are the lack of site
distance due to the vertical alignment (or arc) of the bridge, and the width of the bridge being too narrow for
vehicles to pass one another.
Traffic would be managed according to the Roads and Maritime’s Traffic Control at Work Sites Manual
Version 5 (RMS, 2018). A site-specific TMP will be prepared detailing the specifics of the work and any
hazards and constraints. Work would not begin until the plan is approved and strategies to manage traffic
within and around the work site are in place. During times of traffic disruptions, liaison with local road users
would occur through standard Roads and Maritime’s communication protocols (eg Roads and Maritime
website postings using the Traffic Alert system).
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Maritime traffic
Coldstream River in the vicinity of the Briner Bridge is predominantly used by small recreational vessels
that are launched from upstream at the boat ramp at Tucabia and then proceed downstream to the main
river system.

6.4.2 Potential impacts
Road traffic during construction
A temporary two span bridge will be built immediately upstream of Briner Bridge to enable traffic to cross
Coldstream River during the upgrade of Briner bridge. New approach roads will be built to tie in with
Coldstream Terrace. The approach roads will have two lanes, and the bridge will be one lane controlled by
temporary traffic lights. The intersection of Bowlings Road and Coldstream Terrace will be temporarily
modified for the duration of the works to tie in to the temporary bridge approach roads. The temporary
bridge will be removed, and the intersection restored upon completion of the works.
Traffic would have access across the temporary bridge for the majority of the works, however full closure
would be required on occasion to allow a crane to work from the temporary bridge approach road to install
elements to the river spans of the permanent bridge. Full closures will be scheduled to occur on weekends
where possible to minimise impacts to road users.
Potential traffic management impacts include:
•

•
•

Potential road closures and detours for short periods (on occasional weekends) when the temporary
bridge may be closed to traffic. Traffic would be diverted via Tyndale or Glenugie to access Ulmarra
and Grafton respectively
Increased construction traffic locally
Short-term reduction in speed limits.

Without the work and associated construction delays being undertaken, necessary bridge maintenance
work could not proceed. Should Briner Bridge become unserviceable, this would have a much more
substantial impact on the local community. Consequently, the short-medium term disruptions are justifiable.
Maritime traffic during construction
A temporary two span bridge will be built immediately upstream of Briner Bridge to enable traffic to cross
Coldstream River during the upgrade of Briner bridge. The temporary bridge would be approximately three
metres above mean high water level (MHWL). The existing Briner Bridge is approximately six metres above
MHWL. Accordingly, during construction, vessels passing beneath Briner Bridge will have reduces
overhead clearance.
Although construction works will be undertaken associated with the river in accordance with RMS
(Maritime) requirements, one navigable channel span (at least six metres) will be open to navigation at all
times. Reduced speed limits in proximity to Briner Bridge (4-knots) will be in place during the project.
Access to the public boat ramp in Tucabia will be restricted temporarily during the launching of boats and
barges for the proposal.
Operation
The proposal would result in the following positive impacts:
•

The truss span of Briner Bridge would be widened to allow a minimum of 5.4 metres between
barriers, sufficient to allow two light vehicles to pass
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•
•

Increased traffic loading on the bridge from 33 to 42.5 tonnes (T44 traffic loading)
Reduced future maintenance and therefore reduced delays and detours.

The upgraded Briner Bridge would not alter conditions for any maritime traffic.

6.4.3 Safeguards and management measures
Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

Traffic and
transport

A Traffic Management Plan (TMP)
will be prepared and implemented
as part of the CEMP. The TMP will
be prepared in accordance with
the Roads and Maritime Traffic
Control at Work Sites Manual
(RTA, 2010), Australian Standard
1742.3 Manual of uniform control
devices and QA Specification G10
Control of Traffic (Roads and
Maritime, 2008). The TMP will
include:

RMS Project
Manager

Detailed design/
Pre-construction

Section 4.8 of
QA G36
Environment
Protection

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

Confirmation of haulage routes
Measures to maintain access
to local roads and properties
Site specific traffic control
measures (including signage)
to manage and regulate traffic
movement
Methods to consult and inform
the local community of impacts
on the local road network
Access to construction sites
including entry and exit
locations and measures to
prevent construction vehicles
queuing on public roads.
A response plan for any
construction traffic incident
Consideration of other
developments that may be
under construction to minimise
traffic conflict and congestion
that may occur due to the
cumulative increase in
construction vehicle traffic
Monitoring, review and
amendment mechanisms.

Where possible, current traffic
movements must be maintained
during the work. Any disturbance
must be minimised to prevent
unnecessary traffic delays.
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Impact

Maritime

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

A project-specific consultation
strategy must be developed and
implemented in accordance with
the RMS Community Involvement
– Practice Notes and Resource
Manual and RMS Minor Project
procedure, Communications for
minor projects (ILC-MP-TP0-301).

RMS Project
Manager

Pre-construction

Approved navigational marks,
signage and Marine Notices to be
implemented and updated during
the period of works.

RMS Project
Manager/ RMS
Project Engineer

Pre-construction, RMS
construction
Maritime
Navigational
Requirements

RMS Maritime will prepare and
RMS Project
advertise the Marine Notice online. Manager
The Marine Notice may be
RMS (Maritime)
required to be placed in the local
press and to be advertised at local
boat ramps.

Pre-construction

Consultation will be required
throughout the duration of the
works to develop forward plans for
the on-water traffic management
whilst the works are carried out
and as plant and structures are
deployed in different locations.

RMS Project
Manager
RMS (Maritime)

Pre-construction,
construction

All navigation aids and traffic
management plans must be
approved by RMS Maritime.

RMS Project
Manager
RMS (Maritime)

Pre-construction,
construction

Any work vessels involved in the
project must comply with the
relevant NSW Marine Legislation
(ie day shapes, lights etc.).

RMS Project
Manager

Construction

Barges, work vessels and crew
involved with the project must
comply with the Marine Safety
(Domestic Commercial Vessels)
National Law Act 2012.

RMS Project
Manager

Construction

A minimum of one navigable
RMS Project
channel span (at least 6 m) must
Manager
be open to navigation at all times
unless approved by RMS Maritime.

Construction

A 4-knot lit Special Mark buoyage
OR signage is to be installed at an
appropriate distance (200 m) from

Construction
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Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

the structure/s.
Any submerged hazards must be
RMS Project
marked with yellow aqua buoys
Manager
sign written “Warning Submerged
Hazard”. These aqua buoys must
be lit with yellow flashing lights if
hazards are present before sunrise
and after sunset.

Construction

Twenty-Eight (28) days prior to
works commencing the applicant
must provide RMS Maritime with a
full scope of works including maps
noting all obstructions to
navigation associated with the
proposed works, (vessel/barge
anchoring, scaffolding and silt
curtain locations etc.) so a Marine
Notice can be prepared and
advertised.

Pre-construction

RMS Project
Manager

Channel blocked day shapes and
RMS Project
lights to be suspended in the
Manager
centre of all blocked spans of the
bridge ie any works that impact the
current bridge navigation channel
must be closed. These signals
mean vessels will NOT attempt to
navigate in that part of the
channel: Bridge span blocked or
Channel is blocked.

Construction

6.5 Noise and vibration
6.5.1 Methodology
A noise and vibration impact assessment has been prepared by SoundIN (refer to Appendix F) for the
proposal. This assessment references long-term noise monitoring undertaken at the site in June 2016 by
Wilkinson Murray (October 2016) as part of an earlier proposal for the upgrade of Briner Bridge.
The noise and vibration impact assessment considers potential noise impacts from operations and both
noise and vibration impacts from construction. It is noted that the proposal would not result in a realignment
of the road, nor a significant increase in the traffic carrying capacity of the road. As such no increase in
traffic noise levels is anticipated.
Work would be undertaken during the hours detailed below:
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Monday – Friday:

7:00 am to 6:00 pm

Saturday:

7:00 am to 6:00 pm. Noisy work would be planned from 8:00 am to
4:00 pm.

Sunday and public holidays:

Generally no work (with the exception of works required during temporary
bridge closures). 7:00 am to 6:00 pm when required. Noisy work would be
planned from 8:00 am to 4:00 pm.

Some stages of the project will require weekend work in order to maximise productivity and limit the
duration and impact of road closures (eg to school buses). At these times general construction work could
be required Saturday and Sunday from 8:00 am to 4:00 pm, with low-intensity (ie low noise emitting) work
during the periods 7:00 am to 8:00 am and 4:00 pm to 6:00 pm. Occasionally, in order to reopen the
temporary bridge for Monday, weekend construction may be required beyond these times (eg with general
construction in the period 7:00 am to 8:00 am or 4:00 pm to 6:00 pm). This would only arise if work during a
closure has been delayed or has otherwise not progressed as quickly as planned.
The proposal is anticipated to take approximately 14 months to complete.
Methodology for the assessment comprised:
•
•

Long-term noise monitoring at sensitive receivers to measure existing levels of traffic noise, and to
identify Rating Background Levels (RBL) in support of the construction noise assessment
Long-term noise monitoring was also undertaken on Tucabia-Tyndale Road and Wooli Road to
determine existing traffic noise levels on the alternate routes available during the proposed road
closure.

The noise monitoring equipment used for the measurements consisted of environmental noise loggers set
to A-weighted, fast response, continuously monitoring over 15-minute sampling periods. The logger
determines LA1, LA10, LA90, and LAeq levels of ambient noise. LA1, LA10, and LA90 are the levels
exceeded for one per cent, 10 per cent, and 90 per cent of the sample time, respectively. The LA1 is
indicative of maximum noise levels due to individual noise events such as the occasional pass-by of a
heavy vehicle. This is typically used for the assessment of sleep disturbance. The LA90 level is typically
taken as the background noise level during the sample period.

6.5.2 Existing environment
The area is generally rural, and land-use is predominantly agricultural; the topography is generally flat.
Tucabia is located about 1.2 kilometres east of the site and Ulmarra 7.6 kilometres west. The nearest
sensitive receiver to the work is 6 Bowlings Road, Ulmarra (Receiver 1), which is about 80 metres from
Briner Bridge. Receivers 2, 3 and 4 are located about 340 metres, 460 metres and 550 metres from the
bridge, respectively. Existing background noise levels are shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2.
Table 6-1: Existing background noise levels
Monitoring location

Rating background level (dBA)

ID

Address

Daytime*

Evening*

Night*

1

6 Bowlings Road, Ulmarra

30

32

30 (27)

* Daytime = 7.00am – 6.00pm, Evening = 6.00pm – 10.00pm, Night = 10.00pm – 7.00am
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Table 6-2: Existing road noise levels
Monitoring location

Rating noise levels (dBA)

ID

Address

Daytime*

Night*

1

6 Bowlings Road, Ulmarra

49.2

40.7

2

Wooli Road, Tucabia (7m)

59.8

52.9

3

Tucabia-Tyndale Road, Tucabia (7m)

59.8

53.6

* Daytime = 7.00am – 10.00pm, Night = 10.00pm – 7.00am

6.5.3 Criteria
The noise and vibration impact assessment was conducted in general accordance with the following NSW
Government guidelines and policies:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Construction Noise and Vibration Guideline (RMS, 2016)
Noise Criteria Guideline (RMS, 2015)
NSW Road Noise Policy (DECCW, 2011)
NSW Industrial Noise Policy (EPA, 2000)
Interim Construction Noise Guideline (DECC, 2009)
Assessing Vibration: a technical guideline (DEC, 2006).

Vibration goals for building damage were adopted from relevant international standards.

6.5.4 Potential impacts
Construction
Construction works associated with the proposal will result in construction activities in close proximity to
residential receivers. Construction noise levels at sensitive receivers have been predicted for a number of
typical construction scenarios, and in a number of instances are likely to exceed the established noise
management levels. Noise levels are predicted to exceed the highly affected level of 75 dBA at Receiver 1
during driven piling. No other exceedances of the highly noise affected level are predicted.
Review of the various plant and equipment required for the work indicates the potential for construction
noise levels to exceed the acceptable noise management levels (NMLs) during all scenarios. Driven piling
is anticipated to exceed the highly noise affected level (75 dBA) at the nearest receiver. The presented
noise levels for driven piling are based on the upper range of noise levels that could be expected. Driven
piling is dependent on several factors, including the drop energy (height and mass), drop rate, the material
being driven into and the pile itself. Many of these factors were unknown at the time of assessment;
however, the use of concrete piles means that noise levels could readily be expected to be below the upper
range presented. Nonetheless, given the unknown factors, the noise assessment has conservatively
presented the full range of possible emissions for the piling activity. None of the other scenarios are
anticipated to exceed the highly noise affected level (LAeq,15 min 75dBA) at surrounding residential
receivers. While boats and a barge may be used for the works, the contribution of this equipment to the
overall noise emissions would generally be negligible considering activities that are likely to be concurrent
such as piling and craning.
Construction-related traffic is expected to increase traffic noise levels by no more than 1.3 dBA during the
construction phase. This level of increase is within the screening criterion detailed in the Construction Noise
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and Vibration Guideline and as such is considered acceptable and impacts from construction related traffic
are not anticipated.
Vibration emitted during construction is predicted to be within appropriate criteria for the protection of
human comfort and building damage. As vibration generated by driven piling is highly dependent on the
piling rig and ground conditions, it is suggested these emissions are considered by the piling contractor,
once details of the methodology to be used are known. Overall, vibration emitted during construction is
predicted to be within appropriate criteria for the protection of human comfort and building damage.
Operation
The works would not alter the alignment of the road nor significantly increase the number of movements or
heavy vehicle percentage.
The sign posted speed limit on the bridge will increase from 40 kilometres per hour to 60 kilometres per
hour. The commonly used Calculation of Road Traffic Noise algorithm (CoRTN 1988) predicts an increase
of approximately 1.6 dB from this speed increase. Much of this increase would be offset by the elimination
of transitional acceleration and deceleration, though this is difficult to quantify.
Improvements to the running surface, by reducing the number or severity of discontinuities such as bolt
heads, could reduce the traffic noise level and also reduce the prevalence of impact noises.
On the basis of the above factors the project would not increase the traffic noise level by more than
2.0 dBA, thus further assessment of operational traffic noise is not warranted.

6.5.5 Safeguards and management measures
Impact

Environmental safeguards

Airborne
noise/
ground-borne
vibration

•

•
•
•
•
•

Provide phone calls or specific
notification for Receiver 1-4,
particularly relating to driven piling
activities and activities scheduled
outside standard construction hours
Periodic notification of all receivers
(monthly letterbox drop or
equivalent)
Website
Project info line
Construction Response Line
Email distribution list.

All employees, contractors and
subcontractors will receive an
environmental induction. The induction
must at least include:
•
•
•
•

Responsibility

Timing

RMS Project
Manager

Preconstruction,
construction

Reference

RMS Project
PreManager/RMS
construction,
Project Engineer construction

All relevant project specific and
standard noise and vibration
mitigation measures
Relevant licence and approval
conditions
Permissible hours of work
Any limitations on high noise
generating activities
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Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Project team

Construction

Verification noise monitoring is required RMS Project
to be undertaken for driven piling.
Manager

Construction

•
•
•
•
•

Reference

Location of nearest sensitive
receivers
Construction employee parking
areas
Designated loading/unloading areas
and procedures
Site opening/closing times
(including deliveries)
Environmental incident procedures.

No swearing of unnecessary shouting
or loud stereos/radios on site.
No dropping of materials from height,
throwing of metal items and slamming
of doors.

Verification noise monitoring is required
for noisy activities outside standard
construction hours.
An environmental noise monitor would
be suitable for verification noise
monitoring, noting the anticipated
emergence of construction noise above
the ambient noise environment and
also the remoteness of the site. This
monitoring could be undertaken by
RMS, the construction contractor or a
third party.
Monitoring of noise and vibration
should be undertaken upon receipt of
complaints.
Where feasible and reasonable,
construction should be carried out
during the standard daytime working
hours. Work generating high noise
and/or vibration levels should be
scheduled during less sensitive time
periods.

RMS Project
Manager

Construction

The periods 7:00 am – 8:00 am and
1:00 pm – 6:00 pm Saturday and all of
Sunday and public holidays are outside
standard construction hours.
Scheduling noisy activities during these
periods should be avoided where
practical. It is noted that work during
these periods will be required on
occasion.
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Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Respite should be negotiated with
RMS Project
Receivers 1-4 during driven piling and
Engineer/RMS
other high noise and vibration
Project Manager
generating activities. Respite agreed by
negotiation may vary from the typical
respite period detailed below (ie more
or less respite may be agreed with
impacted residents).

Timing

Reference

Construction

In general, the following respite is
provided unless otherwise agreed with
the relevant receivers. High noise and
vibration generating activities – eg
driven piling – may only be carried out
in continuous blocks, not exceeding 3
hours each, with a minimum respite
period of one hour in between each
block.
Use quieter and less vibration emitting
construction methods where feasible
and reasonable.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

The noise levels of plant and
equipment will have operating Sound
Power or Sound Pressure Levels
compliant with the criteria in Table F.1
of the CNVG.

RMS Project
Engineer

Preconstruction,
construction

The noise levels of plant and
equipment items are to be considered
in rental decisions and in any case
cannot be used on site unless
compliant with the criteria in Table F.1
of the CNVG.

RMS Project
Manager

Pre-construction

Simultaneous operation of noisy plant
within discernible range of a sensitive
receiver will be avoided.

RMS Project
Engineer

During work

The offset distance between noisy plant RMS Project
and adjacent sensitive receivers will be Engineer
maximised.

During work

Plant used intermittently will be throttled RMS Project
down or shut down when not in use.
Engineer

During work

Noise-emitting plant will be directed
away from sensitive receivers.

RMS Project
Engineer

During work

Plan traffic flow, parking and
loading/unloading areas to minimise

RMS Project
Engineer/ RMS

During work
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Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

reversing movements within the site.

Project Manager

Non-tonal reversing beepers (or an
equivalent mechanism) will be fitted
and used on all construction vehicles
and mobile plant regularly used on site
and for any out of hours work.

RMS Project
Engineer

During work

Loading and unloading of
materials/deliveries will occur as far as
possible from sensitive receivers.

RMS Project
Engineer

During work

Select site access points and roads as
far as possible away from sensitive
receivers.

RMS Project
Engineer/ RMS
Project Manager

Pre-work

Dedicated loading/unloading areas will
be shielded if close to sensitive
receivers.

RMS Project
Engineer

During work

Delivery vehicles will be fitted with
straps rather than chains for unloading,
wherever possible.

RMS Project
Engineer/ RMS
Project Manager

During work

Stationary noise sources will be
RMS Project
enclosed or shielded whilst ensuring
Engineer
that the occupational health and safety
of workers is maintained. Appendix D of
AS 2436: 2010 lists materials suitable
for shielding.

Timing

Reference

During work

6.6 Aboriginal heritage
6.6.1 Existing environment
The Roads and Maritime Procedure for Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation and Investigation
(PACHCI) was undertaken by Roads and Maritime’s Aboriginal Cultural and Heritage Officer (refer to
Appendix D). The PACHCI included a search of the Aboriginal Heritage Information System database
(AHIMS). The results of the PACHCI are summarised as follows:
“The project, as described in the Stage 1 assessment checklist (and detailed in figs 1 - 4) was assessed as
being unlikely to have an impact on Aboriginal cultural heritage. The assessment is based on the following
due diligence considerations:
•
•

The project is unlikely to harm known Aboriginal objects or places.
The AHIMS search did not indicate any known Aboriginal objects or places in the immediate project
areas.
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•

•
•

The study area does not contain landscape features that indicate the presence of Aboriginal
objects, based on the Office of Environment and Heritage’s Due Diligence Code of Practice for the
Protection of Aboriginal objects in NSW and the Roads and Maritime Services’ procedure.
The cultural heritage potential of the study area appears to be reduced due to past disturbance.
There is an absence of sandstone rock outcrops likely to contain Aboriginal art”.

Review of the National Native Title Tribunal (NNTT) Online Register (September 2018) identified that the
proposal site compound/fabrication area is subject to NCD2015/003 - Yaegl People #2. Roads and
Maritime Services is therefore required to issue notification to representatives of the Native Title holders for
their consideration and comment a minimum of 28 days prior to undertaking the works.

6.6.2 Potential impacts
Construction
Minor excavation required at the site has potential to uncover unexpected Aboriginal objects (including
skeletal remains). Safeguards are provided.
Operation
It is not expected that following completion of the proposal the operation of Briner Bridge would have any
impact on Aboriginal heritage.

6.6.3 Safeguards and management measures
Impact

Environmental safeguards

Aboriginal
heritage

•

•

•

Responsibility Timing

Contactor
The Standard Management
Procedure - Unexpected
Heritage Items (Roads and
Maritime,) will be followed in the
event that an unknown or
potential Aboriginal object/s,
including skeletal remains, is
found during construction. This
applies where Roads and
Maritime does not have
approval to disturb the object/s
or where a specific safeguard
for managing the disturbance
(apart from the Procedure) is
not in place
All works in the vicinity of the
find must cease and the Roads
and Maritime Services
Aboriginal cultural heritage
officer and regional environment
manager contacted immediately
Work will only re-commence
once the requirements of that
Procedure have been satisfied.
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Reference
Section 4.9 of
QA G36
Environment
Protection
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Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility Timing

All personnel working on site must
be advised of their responsibilities
under the NPW Act.

All personnel
on site

Reference

Preconstruction

6.7 Non-Aboriginal heritage
6.7.1 Methodology
A Statement of Heritage Impact (SoHI) has been prepared for the proposal (Tuck 2018; refer to Appendix
G). A summary of this assessment is included in the sections below.
Searches were made of relevant Commonwealth, State and local heritage resisters on which historical
heritage places are entered on 16 October 2018. Results are as follows:
•
•
•
•

NSW State Heritage Register: Briner Bridge is listed as a s170 item (SGOV) managed by Roads
and Maritime
Clarence Valley Local Environment Plan: no heritage items or heritage conservation areas are
mapped as occurring in proximity to the site (within 5 kilometres)
Commonwealth Heritage List: no results were returned within the Clarence Valley LGA.
National Trust heritage list: no results were returned within 10 kilometres of the site.

6.7.2 Existing environment
Briner Bridge
Briner Bridge is a single-lane, Dare truss bridge set above the (Upper) Coldstream River near its junction
with Sweenys Creek. The Dare Truss bridge was the fifth, and last, timber truss road bridge design. Largely
attributed to notable PWD highway bridge designer Harvey Dare, the truss is a composite truss-type that drew
on the American Howe Truss arrangement of the earlier Allan Truss design but substituted a pair of steel
channels for the timber bottom chord. It also included a redesign of the bottom chord joints to eliminate the pins
characteristic of the DeBurgh truss. Dare Truss bridges were produced from 1905 to 1936. Forty-four such
bridges were erected in the course of thirty years, of which about half survive. The Dare Truss design is
considered to mark the end of the timber truss evolutionary process and is remembered for its cost
effectiveness and the relative ease with which timber members could be replaced due to Dare’s
enhancements.
Briner Bridge was designed by Harvey Dare, with the tender for construction awarded to J. McPhillips of
Coffs Harbour. Construction materials were sourced from local suppliers including W. Bailey (who provided
the timber piles) and the Fraser & Co Sawmill (who supplied the sawn timbers). Work on the bridge was
underway by September 1907 and completed in the following year. The official opening ceremony was held
on 5 August 1908. The bridge was named after local MP G.S. Briner who was a significant player in
lobbying for its construction. As part of the opening, the ceremonial ribbon was cut by his wife. The official
cost of the bridge on completion is reported to have been £3000.
The significance of the bridge was initially assessed as part of the Study of the Heritage Significance of All
Timber Truss Bridges in NSW undertaken by McMillan Britton & Kell Pty Ltd (MBK 1998) which is
reproduced within the SoHI. The Statement of Significance for the bridge concluded: “The Briner Bridge
is an excellent example of a Dare type timber truss bridge which remains highly original and in good
condition. The establishment of the bridge reflects the historical development of the Clarence River region
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of NSW and is closely related to the development of the dairy industry in northern NSW in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The story of the local agitation and government responses
leading up to the erection of the Briner Bridge provides a representative example of the historical context
and motivation for state government investment in local infrastructure in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries.
As a timber truss road bridge, it has strong associations with the expansion of the road network and
economic activity throughout NSW and also with Harvey Dare, the designer of this type of truss. The Dare
truss contained a range of engineering enhancements over its predecessors and represented a significant
evolution of the design of timber truss bridges”.
Briner Bridge is listed as a built heritage item of State significance on the Roads and Maritime s170
Heritage and Conservation Register (Briner Bridge over the Upper Coldstream River: Item 4300158). The
bridge is also listed on the State Heritage Inventory (SHI): a consequence of its s170 listing.
Briner Bridge has been identified as one of six Dare Truss bridges to be retained in the Roads and
Maritime’s Timber Truss Bridge Conservation Strategy.
Punt Site
During the 1880s, the area immediately south of the western bridge approach was where the cross-stream
punt operation was located. It comprised a metalled access road (c.1884) with a flat-bottomed punt that
hand-winched between a pole on each bank via a cable/rope. Unlike the larger punt and ferry operations on
the bigger rivers, such as the Clarence and the Richmond, infrastructure was minimal, there was no
associated jetty or pontoon, and the punt merely rested on the bank for passenger dismount.
There is no visible evidence of landscaping or infrastructure associated with the former punt operation, and
there are unlikely to be significant, buried relics associated with its construction and use. Onsite appraisal
and aerial photo review suggest that there was significant earthmoving and landscaping involved in
creating the eastern bridge abutment and building the elevated, battered, earthen road approaches. In
addition, there has been post-construction works that have increased the width of the verge on the eastern
bridge approach road and improved its geometry, as well as reconstruction of the eastern abutment and
erosion control works. Collectively, these initial and subsequent bridge-road works are likely to have
significantly impacted, and likely removed, the limited physical evidence that once denoted the punt
operation’s former footprint.
South of the bridge’s eastern approach spans, near the river bank, is a timber pole. Initial appraisal of this
item by Bill Jordan & Associates (2016a) raised the possibly that it was associated with the pre-bridge punt
operation. A review of the original bridge plans and recent reappraisal by RMS engineers, however,
suggest that:
a) The pole is not in the right position to have been a punt rope anchor post
b) The item is in fact a former bridge member (likely discarded during a maintenance program and
erected nearby for an unknown purpose).
Bridge bolts evident on the pole, in addition to evenly spaced bitumen staining, suggest it was once part of
the bridge sub-deck/soffit.
Historic plans show the ferryman’s cottage, constructed to house the punt operator in c.1884. This simple
structure was however outside of the study area. Like the other punt elements, it is considered highly
unlikely that physical evidence of this structure exists in situ due to its simple ad hoc construction coupled
with the cumulative impacts of flooding, landscaping and an active riverside revegetation program.
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Old road formation
The Western bank (Ulmarra side) features an old road formation: on the northern side of the western
approach. It is sealed with rounded gravels and bitumen in part. This was the old approach road to the
bridge and formerly connected with Bowlings Road (an unsealed track that runs south, along the western
bank of the Creek). The road has since been cut off by construction of the extant western bridge approach
formation. The time at which the extant approach road was built, and the former made redundant, is
uncertain. There was Council agitation for improved, raised approaches in the 1920s and 1930s (eg Daily
Examiner 8 August 1929: 3), which suggests that the revised road alignment likely dates to 1930s.
The south side of the approach has been heavily impacted by flooding and there is scour protection works
evident (battered rockwork) between the bridge and the formalised concrete headwall of Sweeneys Creek.

6.7.3 Potential impacts
The upgrade of Briner Bridge will result in parts of the bridge being renewed. While this will alter the
structure physically, it is consistent with the modern approach to timber truss bridge management as per
the NSW Heritage Office-endorsed, Timber Truss Bridge Overarching Conservation Management Plan
(CMP) (2018). Importantly, the recognisable heritage form of the bridge (including its iconic Dare trusses)
will be retained, and survival and safe operation of the bridge well into the future will be assured.
Consultation with the NSW Office of Environment & Heritage (OEH) has been undertaken by the RMS
Environmental team during the development of the proposal. Consultation around individual design
elements of the timber truss were agreed to with OEH and incorporated into the concept design.
OEH provided clear direction in March 2018 to RMS regarding the Briner Bridge upgrade. OEH was
presented with and agreed to the design. OEH specified that Briner Bridge should meet the requirements of
RMS policies, procedures and priorities, Australian Standards and CMPs.
The upgrade proposal will see Briner Bridge retained and is consistent with the Timber Truss Bridge
Overarching CMP (2018) in the following ways:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The bridge will be retained
The significance of the bridge will be further acknowledged with application to have the bridge listed
on the State Heritage Register (SHR) on completion of the works program
Use of the bridge as an operational vehicular thoroughfare will continue
Works to upgrade bridge capacity will incorporate ‘new work’ that will be sympathetic to the overall
design and form of the bridge and make use of contemporary design and modern materials
The bridge setting will be returned to a pre-works state (or better) at completion of works
While the bridge will effectively be replaced, both its form (including its distinctive Dare trusses) and
functionality, and the nature of its rural setting, will endure. Furthermore, the use of modern
materials to upgrade the capacity of the bridge, such as concrete and steel composite – which has
recent historic precedent in the remediation of Monkerai Bridge (Karuah River) – will ensure that the
bridge survives into the future without the recurrent maintenance expenditure typically associated
with full-timber truss bridges.

Overall, the changes resultant of the capacity upgrade will not devalue the heritage significance of the
bridge, nor impact the application to have the bridge listed in the SHR.
The temporary crossing will be constructed in part where the former punt eastern approach was located.
There is no indication of any in situ or significant archaeology associated with the former punt on account of
its ephemeral nature and the high level of impact to the locale, both at the time of bridge construction and
from bridge, road and bank works hence. The erection of the temporary bridge will therefore have no
impact on the overall heritage values of the bridge and its broader setting.
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6.7.4 Safeguards and management measures
Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

Non-Aboriginal
heritage

The bridge and its setting will be
subject to a pre and post-works
archival photographic recording. The
recording will be undertaken by a
suitably qualified professional and
meet NSW Heritage Office standards
as per:

RMS Project
Manager

Preconstruction

Policy11 of
RMS’ Timber
Truss Bridge
Overarching
CMP (2018),

RMS Project
Manager

Construction

Application to the NSW Heritage
RMS Project
Office for the SHR listing of Briner
Manager
Bridge be undertaken as planned and
as recommended in the Briner Bridge
Heritage Assessment (Futurepast
2014) which complies with the Timber
Roads and Maritime Truss Bridge
Conservation Strategy.

Postconstruction

NSW Heritage Office. 2005.
Photographic Recording of Heritage
Items using Film or Digital Capture.
When the archival record is complete,
it will be made available to the
Clarence River Historical Society;
Clarence Valley Council & Library
(Local History Collection) and NSW
Heritage Office.
Roads and Maritime implement its
Recycling of Used Bridge Timbers
Policy, when dismantling the bridge.
Roads and Maritime or its contractors
are able to recover timber suitable for
research or reuse purposes.

Updated listing information should
acknowledge the history and original
form of the bridge but be amended to
reflect alterations associated with the
proposed program of works (if
approved). The Roads and Maritime
s170 listing for the site will also be
altered accordingly.
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Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Although any remains associated with RMS Project
the former 1880s ferryman’s
Manager
cottage/hut are likely to be minimal
and are outside of the immediate
works impact area, an exclusion zone
and appropriate buffer will be
established at the approximate
location of the structure prior to the
commencement of any works in
consultation with a Heritage Specialist
(refer to figure 58 within SoHI).

Postconstruction

The Standard Management
Procedure - Unexpected Heritage
Items (Roads and Maritime, 2015) will
be followed in the event that any
unexpected heritage items,
archaeological remains or potential
relics of Non-Aboriginal origin are
encountered.

Detailed
design / preconstruction

RMS Project
Manager
RMS Project
Engineer

Reference

Section 4.10
of QA G36
Environment
Protection

Work will only re-commence once the
requirements of that Procedure have
been satisfied.

6.8 Landscape character and visual impacts
6.8.1 Existing environment
The locality comprises a mostly cleared and fragmented floodplain landscape.

6.8.2 Potential impacts
Construction
Some minor amenity impacts to adjoining properties are possible during construction. These could include:
•
•
•
•
•

Noise and vibration
Air quality
Water quality
Habitat/vegetation removal
Visual impacts.

Whilst the work, site compound/stockpile site would be obvious to road users, this impact would be minor
and temporary.
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Operation
The aesthetic qualities or value of the locality are not expected to be impacted by the proposal. The
character of the general area would largely remain the same post-construction and no significant visual
impact is expected with the upgrade of the bridge to resemble the extant structure.
Table 6-3: Visual impact checklist
Criteria
Is the proposal adjacent to an important physical or cultural element or
landscape? (heritage items and areas, distinctive or historic built form,
National Parks, conservation areas, scenic highways etc).

Yes

No

N/A

√

Briner Bridge is an item of local heritage significance as well as being
located over the Coldstream River which is an important physical landscape
feature. Briner Bridge is listed as an s170 item (SGOV). The SoHI has
assessed the significance of the proposal and concluded that: “Overall, the
changes resultant of the capacity upgrade will not devalue the heritage
significance of the bridge, nor impact the application to have the bridge
listed in the SHR”.
Does the proposal obstruct or intrude upon the character or views of a
valued landscape or urban area. For example, local significant topography,
a rural landscape or a park, a river lake or the ocean or a historic or
distinctive townscape or landmark?

√

The proposed work on Briner Bridge over the Coldstream River would not
obstruct or intrude upon the character or views of a valued landscape in the
long-term. Minor, short-term impacts upon the visual landscape would be
changes to the visual amenity of the site associated with a new temporary
bridge, presence of compound sites and machinery/ construction works
associated with the upgrade of the bridge.
Does the proposal require the removal of mature trees or other significant
stands of vegetation, either native or introduced?

√

Vegetation to be removed for the proposal (refer to Figure 6-1) comprises a
small area of Forest Red Gum floodplain forest (PCT 837) comprising the
following trees/saplings:
•
•
•
•

Forest Red Gum (single tree)
Camphor Laurel (single tree)
Swamp Oak (single tree)
Native undergrowth saplings

In addition, the proposal would require removal of areas of non-native
vegetation including a planted fruit tree (Prunus species) and
roadside/pasture grassland to construct the temporary bridge, access tracks
and ancillary sites.
Vegetation removal for the proposal is minor and unlikely to affect the visual
amenity of the site substantially in the long-term.
Does the proposal result in large areas of shotcrete visible from the road or
adjacent properties?

√

Does the proposal involve new noise walls or visible changes to existing
noise walls?

√
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Criteria

Yes

No

N/A

Does the proposal involve the removal or reuse of large areas of road
corridor landscape, either verges or medians?

√

Does the proposal involve significant changes to the appearance of a bridge
(including piers, girders, abutments and parapets) that are visible from the
road or residential areas?
The proposal would see extant bridge elements removed and then replaced
with stronger, more durable componentry that meets modern standards,
increasing the bridge capacity, safety, functionality and lifespan of the
structure. The bridge would be widened to 5.4 metres between barriers to
allow two cars to pass increasing the safety of the bridge for road users.
Changes to the appearance of the bridge have been minimised in the
design process to retain the original character of the bridge.

√

If involving lighting, will the proposal create unwanted light spillage on
residential properties at night?

√

Would any new structures or features being constructed result in over
shadowing to adjoining properties or areas?

√

6.8.3 Safeguards and management measures
Impact

Environmental safeguards

Landscape
character and
visual impact

All working areas will be maintained, RMS Project
kept free of rubbish and cleaned up Engineer
at the end of each working day.

Construction

Soil disturbance will be minimised
where possible.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

The bridge will be re-painted in
appropriate heritage colours.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

Any temporary site lighting is to be
installed and operated in
accordance with AS4282:1997
Control of the Obtrusive Effect of
Outdoor Lighting.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

Bridge works are to be managed in
accordance with Roads and
Maritime Bridge Aesthetics
guidelines, 2012.

RMS Project
Manager

Construction
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6.9 Socio-economic
6.9.1 Methodology
A socio-economic impact assessment was prepared for the proposal in accordance with the Roads and
Maritime Environmental Impact Assessment Practice Note – Socio-economic Assessment (EIA-N05) and
the Roads and Maritime draft methodology for assessing significance of socio-economic impacts (refer to
Appendix H). The assessment of social and economic impact included:
1. Scoping: identify the range of issues of concern relevant to the social and economic environment of the
study area and the nature of the likely impact of the proposal.
2. Social and economic environment: describe the existing social and economic environment of the
study area to provide an understanding of the potentially affected individual, groups or communities.
This can involve both quantitative and qualitative indicators to describe the socio-economic profile.
3. Assessment: identify and assess the social and economic benefits or impacts of the proposal, who is
affected, to what extent and for how long.
4. Developing management and mitigation measures: including measures to enhance the proposal’s
benefits and avoid, minimise or mitigate its potential adverse impacts.

6.9.2 Existing environment
Briner Bridge is located in the Clarence Valley LGA which has a dispersed settlement pattern over a
sizeable area (10,440 square kilometres). In addition to numerous small villages and rural localities,
settlement is based around the City of Grafton, which is the primary focus of commercial, industrial,
institutional and administrative activities. Other main towns include Yamba, Maclean and Iluka. The LGA
includes a number of smaller villages and towns along the coast or inland, particularly near the Clarence
River. Tucabia, which is the closest settlement to Briner Bridge, is located approximately 1.5 kilometres
southeast of the bridge site.
The Clarence River provides a link between several rural villages and communities. The rural area is used
for forestry, agriculture and grazing, including beef and sugarcane growing. Fishing is an important industry
on the Clarence. Tourism and recreation have become a major industry in recent years, particularly in
coastal areas, national parks, State forest and nature reserves including beaches, rainforests, mountains
and rivers.
The Clarence Valley is strongly reliant on road transport, with a road system which radiates out from
Grafton and includes the Pacific and Gwydir highways and Summerland Way. The Clarence River is a
highly valuable natural resource and represents the region’s key competitive advantage. Council has
identified the role of the Clarence River as a link between settlements in council’s strategic planning
initiatives. The Clarence River Way Master Plan (2009) is council’s main document that outlines the
importance of the Clarence River and establishes the river as the primary driver for destination
development. The initiatives, strategies, actions and objectives conveyed in the plan identify the value that
the Clarence River and its tributaries provides to the region in terms of environmental, economic,
community and social activity.
Briner Bridge is located over Coldstream River, which is a major tributary of the Clarence River and
separates the villages of Tucabia and Ulmarra. Briner Bridge therefore plays a critical role in connecting the
two villages. Tucabia does not have a specific commercial area and has a limited number of commercial
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uses. The main commercial premise in town is Tucabia general store, which also operates as the local
petrol station, newsagency, bottle shop, café, chemist and post office. Tucabia also has a public primary
school, a community preschool, a community hall and sporting fields and facilities.
Ulmarra is served by a small traditional commercial area focused on Coldstream Street, west of the Pacific
Highway. Commercial premises include a service station, hotel, coffee shops/restaurants, tourist
accommodation, tourist related and other retail shops, post office, newsagency, the Clarence Valley NSW
Rural Fire Service Control Centre. Ulmarra also has a public primary school and sporting facilities.
There are variations in the socio-economic structure of communities of Tucabia and Ulmarra compared to
Grafton. The two villages have a higher proportion of residents on low incomes and more vulnerable
sections of the community. There is a dependence on Grafton and Maclean for services to meet the needs
of both communities.
Additional details on the existing environment can be found in the Socio-economic Assessment (refer to
Appendix H).

6.9.3 Potential impacts
Access and connectivity
The proposal has potential to affect access and connectivity for road users, including residents,
businesses, tourists and transport. A second temporary bridge would be constructed to reduce access and
connectivity impacts during works on the Briner Bridge. Traffic would have access across the temporary
bridge for the majority of the works, however full closure would be required on occasion to allow a crane to
work from the temporary bridge approach road to install elements to the river spans of the permanent
bridge. Full closures will be scheduled to occur on weekends where possible to minimise impacts to road
users. During closures, traffic would be diverted via Tyndale or Glenugie to access the Pacific Highway,
Ulmarra and Grafton. The alternate detour routes via Tyndale and Glenugie would add 18 kilometres and
10 kilometres to travel distances (respectively). In most instances, the impact would be an inconvenience,
with minor additional travel time and fuel cost incurred.
The bridge closure and detour options are not expected to adversely disadvantage people as there is a lack
of reliance on alternative modes of transport in the local community which could otherwise be impacted.
People have access to private vehicles for their transport, meaning most people can effectively use the
detours. Any closure and detour could generally be tolerated in the short-term. It is largely acknowledged
that the works have a long-term benefit for the bridge’s longevity and serviceability.
Briner Bridge would be a designated construction site during the construction phase. Therefore, access to
Coldstream River would be restricted around the bridge during construction. Access under the bridge via
watercraft would also be restricted during certain periods of construction. This would be communicated to
the users of the river as part of the consultation phase of the proposal.
The works are important to maintain the bridge and connectivity for the local community into the future. Not
undertaking the works may result in additional degradation and could lead to bridge closure and larger and
long-term socio-economic impacts.
The sensitivity of the community to access and connectivity is moderate due to the dependence of locals on
their vehicles and local roads. The magnitude of impacts is considered to be low due to the provision of a
temporary bridge immediately adjacent to the existing bridge and the short-term impacts on access and
connectivity. Overall, the level of significance of impacts on access and connectivity during construction is
considered to be moderate.
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Local business, industry and economy
Impacts to businesses stem from reduced transport links across the Coldstream River due to the temporary
bridge closure on some weekends and during flooding events, requiring local traffic to use detours.
Subsequent effects of this on business and local economic activity can relate to reduced efficiency,
increased travel time, fuel costs and the need for additional logistics planning or resourcing. Additional
planning and appropriate notice to the community would enable businesses to adequately plan for the
changed road conditions during the works. No long-term or unmanageable impacts are considered likely.
The sensitivity of local business, industry and economy are considered to be moderate. The magnitude of
impacts is considered to be low, due to the short-term impacts during construction, the provision of the
temporary bridge to minimise impacts, and the provision of detours during the temporary bridge closures.
The level of significance of impacts is moderate- low.
Tourism
Any closure of the temporary bridge reduces route options to access a tourist site or business within
Tucabia (eg bed and breakfast), these sites would still be accessible via the detour routes of Tyndale and
Glenugie. This would ensure that tourism places and businesses remain accessible. Both routes travel
through Tucabia so it would be unlikely that there would be a decrease in tourists travelling through the
town as a result of the proposal. Both options also provide a scenic route to Wooli/Diggers Camp or Minnie
Water. Whilst some inconvenience could be experienced, it is not expected to be significant. People
planning to visit a place would continue to be able to readily access them. Despite inconvenience, the
detours would ensure that tourism places and businesses remain accessible.
The sensitivity of tourist sites in the area is considered to be moderate. The magnitude of the impacts is
considered to be low due to the short-term nature of the impacts, the provision of the temporary bridge and
continued access to the sites provided by the detours. The level of significance of impacts on tourism is
moderate- low.
Local amenity
The local environment and amenity could be adversely impacted because of the works. Water quality,
biodiversity, noise and vibration, air quality, traffic and parking and visual impacts all have the potential to
be affected. In most of these contexts, the potential impacts posed by the proposal are not significant and
would be of a temporary duration. Noise generated by the works could adversely impact nearby sensitive
receivers (dwellings). However, specific safeguards and management measures would be implemented to
minimise and appropriately manage any such impacts.
Property and land use
No property acquisition would be required for the proposal. The site compounds would be primarily located
within agricultural land (cattle grazing) adjacent to the proposal. There would be some short-term
occupation of private property for the fabrication and storage of bridge elements and positioning of cranes.
Other land use and property impacts relate to the road closure and detours, as well as construction related
amenity impacts, as assessed further in this report.
The sensitivity of property and land use to the proposal is low due to the short-term occupation of private
property that ultimately does not diminish the rural activity for the landholders. The magnitude of impacts is
also considered to be low due to the limited capacity of the works to affect the rural activity of the
landholder. Overall, the level of significance of impacts on property and land use is considered to be low.
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Utilities and services
A redundant Clarence Valley Council water valve is located on the Ulmarra side abutment and a Clarence
Valley Council submarine watermain pipeline is located along the northern side of the bridge. The
submarine watermain pipeline would not be affected by the proposal. Consultation would be undertaken
with Clarence Valley Council regarding relocation/removal of the water valve in proximity to the proposed
work. Above ground Telstra cables are also located along the northern side of the bridge and would not be
affected by the proposal. Subterranean cables located running underneath the approach spans on the
Ulmarra side of the bridge would require relocation in order to install the temporary bridge approach road
and avoid impacts when piling the new pier foundations.
The sensitivity of the community to the relocation of utilities and services to the proposal is low due to the
ability of the utility works to be accommodated without impacts on local services. The magnitude of impacts
is also considered to be low due to the limited capacity of the works to affect services locally. Overall, the
level of significance of impacts on utilities and services is considered to be low.
Social and recreational infrastructure
Briner Bridge would be a designated construction site during the construction phase. Therefore, access to
Coldstream River would be restricted around the bridge during construction. Access under the bridge via
watercraft would also be restricted during certain periods of construction. This would need to be
communicated to the users of the river as part of the consultation phase of the proposal. The sensitivity of
the community requiring river access in the area is considered to be moderate. The magnitude of the
impacts is considered to be moderate due to the noticeable yet short-term nature of the impacts. The level
of significance of impacts on river access and recreation is moderate.
The proposal may impact on students who live west of Briner Bridge and attend Tucabia Primary School
and Coldstream Community Pre-school, however this would only occur during flood events. The temporary
bridge would be removed during flood events and would take up to one week to reinstate post flood event.
The worst-case scenario is for the students closest to Briner Bridge who would have to travel approximately
30 minutes (30 kilometres) extra each way to school while the temporary bridge in not available. This is
considered a moderate inconvenience during construction phase and only while the temporary bridge is
closed during flood events. Roads and Maritime would consult with the schools and other stakeholders
regarding the potential impacts. The temporary bridge would otherwise provide access across the river
during school days (Monday to Friday).
The sensitivity of Tucabia Primary School and Coldstream Community Pre-school are considered to be
moderate. The magnitude of impacts is considered to be low, due to the short-term impacts during
construction, the provision of the temporary bridge to minimise impacts, and the provision of detours during
the temporary bridge closures. The level of significance of impacts is moderate- low.
Community and cultural (heritage) values
Road infrastructure is generally highly valued and relied upon in rural and regional contexts. The proposal
is consistent with the community value linked to the provision and maintenance of quality road
infrastructure. However, in the short-term the closure and detours could affect values associated with
connectivity and severance of this local river crossing. Any such impact would be managed and would be
removed at the completion of the works. While construction activities could detract from the amenity of the
surrounding environment, this would be short-term and such values would be maintained postconstruction/long-term.
Although Briner Bridge is a listed heritage item under Section 170 register listing under Heritage Act, the
proposal does not present any significant adverse impact to the existing bridge. The changes resultant of
the capacity upgrade would not devalue the heritage significance of the bridge, nor impact application to
have the bridge listed in the State Heritage Register.
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The proposal’s potential impacts can be managed by safeguards and management measures presented in
this REF and subsequent CEMP. Overall, while the short-term impacts cannot be avoided completely, no
significant or long-term adverse impacts are likely. The proposal is necessary to maintain the long-term
function of the bridge which is important to the local community.

6.9.4 Safeguards and management measures
Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Communication Plan

A Communication Plan (CP) would be
prepared and implemented as part of the
CEMP to help provide timely and accurate
information to the community during
construction. The CP would include (as a
minimum):

Contractor

Pre-construction

•

•

Mechanisms to provide details and
timing of proposed activities to affected
residents, including changed traffic and
access conditions
Contact name and number for
complaints.

The CP would be prepared in accordance
with the Community Involvement and
Communications Resource Manual (RTA,
2008).
Notification

All businesses, residential properties and
other key stakeholders (eg schools,
council, bus operators) affected by the
activity would be notified at least 10
working days prior to commencement of
the activity. Project/community updates
would be provided throughout the duration
of works as relevant.

Roads and
Pre-construction
Maritime project and during
manager and
construction
communications
officer

Notification would utilise both digital and
conventional (non-digital) modes of
communication (eg media release, letter
box drops, newsletters and regular updates
to a project website).
Notification would include an information
package, including contact name and
number for enquiries or complaints, the
expected timeframe of works and any
planned or potential disruptions to
utilities/services and changed road and
traffic conditions. The package is also to
include details on the Tucabia Briner
Bridge/road closure and the available
detours.
As part of the notification process,
advanced warning signage would be
established prior to and during the work to
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Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

ensure road users are aware of the road
closure and detours. Directional signage is
to be placed along the detour routes.
Additional and immediate notification to all
affected stakeholders would also be
undertaken during anticipated closure of
the temporary bridge due to flood events
including anticipated timeframes and dates
for reinstatement of the temporary bridge
post flood event.
Roads and Maritime Services shall issue
notification to representatives of the Native
Title holders (NCD2015/003 - Yaegl
People #2) for their consideration and
comment prior to undertaking the works
within Lot 1 DP 1104017.
Consultation

Ongoing stakeholder and community
consultation would be undertaken in
accordance with the Roads & Maritime
Communication Toolkit. Consultation would
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Noise and vibration
specific notification and
consultation

•
•
•
•
•

Traffic

Clarence Valley Shire Council
Residents and businesses within a
minimum of 2.7 kilometres of the
proposal
Emergency services
Tucabia Rural Fire Service
Bus operators
Local schools.

Implement notification and community
consultation measures with regard to
airborne noise and ground-borne vibration
impacts from the works, including:
•

Periodic notification of all identified
receivers (letterbox drop or equivalent)
Website
Project info line
Construction Response Line
Email distribution list
For highly noise emitting activities and
activities scheduled outside of standard
construction hours, provide phone calls
or specific notification for each of the
identified receivers (this is an additional
measure as per noise assessment).

As per the notification process, advanced
warning signage would be established prior
to and during the work to ensure road
users are made aware of changed traffic
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Roads and
Pre-construction
Maritime project and during
manager and
construction
communications
officer

Roads and
Pre-construction
Maritime project and during
manager and
construction
communications
officer

Roads and
Pre-construction
Maritime project and during
engineer and
construction
work supervisor
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Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

conditions and detour directions.
Excluding the required detours, where
possible, current traffic movements and
property accesses would be maintained
during the work. Any disturbance would be
minimised to prevent unnecessary traffic
delays.
Waterway

Advanced warning signage and/or beacons
(appropriate for any applicable day and
night time maritime requirements) would be
established prior to and during the work to
ensure any users of the Coldstream River
are aware of restricted access, changed
navigational conditions or hazards within
the work area and waterway. Signage will
be provided at boat ramp to inform
waterway users of changed access
conditions at the bridge.

Roads and
Pre-construction
Maritime project and during
engineer and
construction
work supervisor

School bus services

Maintain ongoing consultation and
cooperation between Roads and Maritime
and School Bus Services prior to and for
the duration of the project, to ensure no
adverse or unmanageable impact to
important services. Any anticipated closure
of the temporary bridge during flood events
would need to be communicated to the
affected School Bus Service.

Roads and
Pre-construction
Maritime project and during
manager,
construction
communications
officer, project
engineer and
work supervisor

Complaints

A complaint handling procedure and
register would be included in the CEMP
and would include that all complaints would
be responded to within 24 hours.

Roads and
During
Maritime project construction
manager and
communications
officer

Health and safety

Suitable site induction relating to site
specific hazards would be undertaken for
all contractor and Roads and Maritime
staff.

Roads and
Pre-construction
Maritime project and during
engineer and
construction
work supervisor

The work would be undertaken in
accordance with all NSW health and safety
legislative requirements and relevant
Australian Standards.
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6.10 Other impacts
6.10.1 Existing environment and potential impacts
Environmental factor

Existing environment

Potential impacts

Air quality

There are no OEH air quality records for northern
NSW; however, given` the site comprises a low
usage bridge, it would be expected that low
volumes of vehicle emissions would occur on a
regular ongoing basis and dust emissions are likely
to be very low.

The works would result in elevated emissions during construction from plant
and equipment; however, it is unlikely this would be significant when
compared to background emissions from regular vehicle movements.
The proposal has potential for minor emissions associated with lead paint
flakes from Briner Bridge. Safeguards for the management of lead paint flakes
are included in Section 6.10.2.

Waste and resource
use

The works site occurs on the Coldstream River
which has potential to be polluted and transport
pollution to areas away from the site.

Waste generated from the proposal is expected to include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Off cuts from SLT deck
Redundant bridge materials
Lead-based paint flakes
Packaging materials (eg machinery oil/lubricant packaging etc), off-cuts etc
Chromated copper arsenate (CCA) treated cross girders and longitudinal
girders, timber offcuts and saw dust
Concrete waste
Liquid waste from portable toilets.

Uncontained waste has the potential to disperse into the surrounding
environment and cause visual impacts and potential harm to aquatic flora and
fauna. Waste products may also transport contaminants that may degrade
local water quality (eg fuels and oils).
The proposal would be undertaken to ensure minimal impacts are generated
from waste material produced on site by ensuring that all waste is collected
and disposed of or recycled in accordance with Roads and Maritime waste
disposal protocols and OEH guidelines. No materials would be used in a
manner that poses a risk to public safety.
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Environmental factor

Existing environment

Potential impacts
Hazardous waste would be separated from other waste on site which would
subsequently reduce the risk of contamination of non-hazardous waste
streams. Separation on site also reduces the volume of waste to be stored on
site and assists with secure storage of waste, which in-turn reduces the risk of
contamination of the surrounding environment due to loss of containment of
waste. To further reduce risks associated with waste, the volume of waste
stored on site would be limited to an amount which could be removed from site
within a short timeframe; thereby allowing for complete removal of all waste in
the event of a flood warning.

Utilities

A redundant water stop valve is located on the
Damage to utilities in the vicinity of the proposal.
Ulmarra side bridge abutment and a Council
submarine water main pipeline is located along the
northern side of the bridge. The submarine water
main pipeline would not be affected by the proposal.
A site meeting will be undertaken with CVC
regarding relocation/removal of the stop valve in
proximity to the proposed work.
A waterpipe (‘poly pipe’) which supplies water to a
house in Bowlings Road may be impacted by the
works. Council’s records do not show the
configuration when the underbore was undertaken,
so potholing (vacuum excavation) is required when
construction is closer to confirm the arrangements
and ensure there are no adverse impacts.
Above ground Telstra cables are located along the
northern side of the bridge and would not be
affected by the proposal. Subterranean cables
located running underneath the approach spans on
the Ulmarra side of the bridge would require
relocation in order to install the temporary bridge
approach road.
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6.10.2 Safeguards and management measures
Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Air quality

Vegetation or other materials are not to be burnt on site.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

Vehicles transporting waste or other materials that may produce odours or
dust are to be covered during transportation.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

Stockpiles or areas that may generate dust are to be managed to suppress
dust emissions in accordance with the Roads and Maritime Services
Stockpile Site Management Guideline (EMS-TG-10).

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

If vegetation is to be mulched and transported off site for beneficial reuse, it
is to be assessed for the presence of weeds, pest, and other disease and a
Mulch Management Plan prepared in accordance with the Roads and
Maritime Technical Procedure: Mulch Management. Note that there may be
restrictions to applying mulch to land outside the road reserve.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

Potentially contaminated waste/ hazardous waste is to be stored separately
from other waste streams generated at the site.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

To minimise the risk of impacts from flooding, the quantity of waste stored
on site is not to exceed the volume of waste that can be removed in one to
two days.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

Potentially contaminated waste/ hazardous waste is to be stored separately
from other waste streams generated at the site.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

To minimise the risk of impacts from flooding, the quantity of waste stored
on site is not to exceed the volume of waste that can be removed in a short
timeframe.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

Resource management hierarchy principles are to be followed:

RMS Project
Engineer

Pre-construction,
construction.

Waste
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Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Working areas are to be maintained, kept free of rubbish and cleaned up at
the end of each working day.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

There is to be no disposal or re-use of construction waste on to other land.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

Waste is not to be burnt on site.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

All wastewater from vessels is to be discharged at an approved vessel
wastewater disposal facility. No vessel wastewater is to be discharged (ie
pumped out) directly into the water or onto any land adjacent.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

Waste material is not to be left on site once the work has been completed.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

Non-recyclable wastes are to be collected and disposed of at licenced
waste facilities only.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

Temporary storage of contaminated waste at the site compound is to be in
sealed containers within a self-safe storage container and double bunded
and sign posted as contaminated waste.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

Storage of hazardous waste (ie removed lead paint flakes and dust),
restricted solid waste or liquid waste (or a combination of these) on site at
any time is not to exceed five tonnes otherwise an Environment Protection
Licence under the POEO Act is required.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

Any contaminated waste generated by the proposal is to be disposed of in

RMS Project

Construction

Reference

• Avoid unnecessary resource consumption as a priority
• Avoidance is followed by resource recovery (including reuse of
materials, reprocessing, recycling and energy recovery)
• Disposal is undertaken as a last resort.
(in accordance with the Waste Avoidance & Resource Recovery Act 2001).
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Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

accordance with the EPA approved methods of waste disposal.

Engineer

Bulk project waste (eg fill) sent to a site not owned by Roads and Maritime
(excluding Office and Environment and Heritage licensed landfills) for land
disposal is to have prior formal written approval from the landowner, in
accordance with Environmental Direction No. 20 – Legal Off-site disposal of
Bulk RTA Project Wastes.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

CCA treated girders, off cuts and saw dust will be stored in a dedicated
storage area in the site compound for as short a duration as possible.
Where possible, CCA timber will be stacked clear of the ground and
preferably covered to avoid an increase in moisture content as a result of
contact and to lessen any possibility of leaching of substances to the
ground.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

All work will be undertaken according to Roads and Maritime Specifications
B223 (Management of Lead Chromium and Asbestos in Bridge
Maintenance Painting) and B220 (Protective treatment of Bridge Steel
Work) and AS4361.1: Guide to lead paint management, Part 1: Industrial
Application.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

Prior to the commencement of works:

RMS Project
Manager

Detailed design/preconstruction

Reference

Disposal of off-cuts and waste treated timber will follow OEH’s Protocols for
Recycling Redundant Utility Poles and Bridge Timbers in New South Wales.
For CCA and /or creosote preservative treated offcuts, the disposal facility is
a lined landfill with an appropriate leachate management system with
license conditions to receive waste.

Utilities

• the location of existing utilities and relocation details will be confirmed
following consultation with the affected utility owners
• If the scope or location of proposed utility relocation works falls outside
of the assessed proposal scope and footprint, further assessment will be
undertaken.
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6.11 Cumulative impacts
Under Clause 228 of the EP&A Regulation 2000, any cumulative environmental effect with other existing or
likely future activities must be taken into account when assessing the impact of an activity for the purposes
of Part 5 of the EP&A Act.

6.11.1 Broader program of work
Briner Bridge is one of 26 bridges identified for conservation in the Roads and Maritime Timber Truss
Bridge Conservation Strategy, which was developed in consultation with the Heritage Council of NSW. The
strategy was developed to address the long-term management of these structures and aims to establish a
balance between infrastructure provision and heritage conservation. Given its heritage value, Briner Bridge
was identified to be retained and upgraded to meet the current vehicle load standards while preserving its
heritage features. The bridge will be listed on the State Heritage Register at completion of the upgrade.
The NSW Government is funding the Briner Bridge upgrade as part of its $145 million-dollar Bridges for the
Bush commitment to improve road freight productivity in regional NSW by replacing and upgrading bridges
resulting in fewer bridge closures.

6.11.2 Other projects and developments
The proposal has the potential to have cumulative environmental impacts with other existing or likely future
activities in the locality. The most notable project in the locality is the upgrade to the Pacific Highway from
Woolgoolga to Ballina (W2B). The proposal is in the vicinity of Glenugie to Tyndale section of this project.
The W2B project is a State significant infrastructure project that would see significant changes to traffic
conditions, speed limits, increased construction traffic and other impacts to the general locality. All of these
impacts were assessed as part of the Project approval and are being addressed by way of various
construction environmental management plans for each section of the project. W2B is currently under
construction and is due to open to traffic by 2020.
Another significant project in the locality is the new Grafton Correctional Centre. The new Grafton
Correctional Centre would be a safe and secure correctional facility servicing the northern part of NSW. It
would be located on a 195-hectare site at Lavadia approximately 12.5 kilometres south-east of Grafton and
about 10 kilometres south-west of Tucabia. Construction of the new correctional complex is underway and
estimated to be completed by 2020. The new Grafton Correctional Centre project is also a State significant
infrastructure project that would also see changes to local traffic conditions, speed limits, increased
construction traffic during the construction phase.
The Briner Bridge proposal would reduce the choice of routes when the temporary bridge is closed during
weekends or flood events. However, as discussed in previous sections, the short-term nature of the bridge
closures would create minor inconveniences to residents and road users.
It is considered that other impacts from the bridge works would not significantly contribute to negative
cumulative impacts in the locality. Any potential impacts on the environment from the proposal would also
be minimised with the implementation of safeguards provided in the REF for the project. When finished the
project would result in social economic benefits for the local and broader community (refer Section 4.15).
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6.11.3 Potential impacts
The proposal is expected to add to a number of cumulative impacts during construction including resource
consumption, disruption to traffic, noise impacts and generation of greenhouse gas emissions (eg through
operation of vehicles and equipment). However, the extensive mitigation measures stated within Section 6
aim to minimise the extent to which the proposal contributes to cumulative adverse environmental impacts.
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7.

Environmental management

7.1 Environmental management plans (or system)
A number of safeguards and management measures have been identified in the REF to minimise adverse
environmental impacts, including social impacts, which could potentially arise as a result of the proposal.
Should the proposal proceed, these safeguards and management measures would be incorporated into the
detailed design and applied during the construction and operation of the proposal.
A Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) will be prepared to describe the safeguards and
management measures identified. The CEMP will provide a framework for establishing how these
measures will be implemented and who would be responsible for their implementation.
The CEMP will be prepared prior to construction of the proposal and must be reviewed and approved by
the Roads and Maritime Environment Officer, Northern Region prior to the commencement of any on-site
works. The CEMP will be a working document, subject to ongoing change and updated as necessary to
respond to specific requirements. The CEMP would be developed in accordance with the specifications set
out in the QA Specification G36 – Environmental Protection (Management System), QA Specification G10
– Traffic Management.
The proposal would also be undertaken in accordance with the Microbat Management Plan (refer to
Annexure A).
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7.2 Summary of safeguards and management measures
Environmental safeguards and management measures outlined in this REF will be incorporated into the detailed design phase of the proposal and during
construction and operation of the proposal, should it proceed. These safeguards and management measures will minimise any potential adverse impacts
arising from the proposed works on the surrounding environment. The safeguards and management measures are summarised in Table 7-1.
Table 7-1: Summary of safeguards and management measures
No.

Impact

1

2

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Microbat impacts Provisions of the MMP (Annexure F) will be undertaken as part of the
proposal. Key management actions of the MMP are summarised below.

All personnel

Detailed design,
during construction
and post
construction

Microbat impacts Pre-construction monitoring of Large-footed Myotis numbers to
determine baseline population estimates

Ecologist

Two breeding
season surveys (ie
October to mid-April
inclusive) prior to
construction
commencing.

Reference

It is noted that an
August 2018 survey
has already been
completed by
GeoLINK, 2018.
3

Microbat impacts Provide an additional four bat boxes with four chambers per box under
Briner Bridge at least one month prior to construction commencing to
encourage further use of these boxes as opposed to gaps/cavities within
the bridge structure. The primary aim of this action is to assist with
microbat exclusion.

Project
construction
manager
Ecologist

At least one month
prior to construction
commencing
(preferably as soon
as possible).

Bat boxes to be used are to be designed in consultation with the
ecologist and manufacturer to achieve an increased life, particularly with
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

respect to the attachment of the top plate to the bat box which has been
found to fail on bat boxes currently installed on Briner Bridge.
4

Microbat impacts Install five bat boxes within the most appropriate locations adjacent to the Project
bridge (within 100 m). Locations to be selected by the Ecologist and
construction
would target sites which could act as flood refuge habitat. If the boxes
manager
are installed in trees, they would be positioned so they:
Ecologist
• Are >30 m from the construction footprint
• Overhang the Coldstream River
• Are shaded and protected from the weather as best as possible
• Have a flood immunity similar to the existing Briner Bridge (ie are
installed at a similar height above the river to the bridge decking).

At least one month
prior to construction
commencing
(preferably as soon
as possible).

Bat boxes to be used are to be designed in consultation with the
ecologist and manufacturer to achieve an increased life particularly with
respect to the attachment of the top plate to the bat box which has been
found to fail on bat boxes currently installed on Briner Bridge.
5

Microbat impacts The following microbat compensatory habitat would be incorporated into
the refurbished Briner Bridge:
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Roads and
Maritime
design and
• Microbat habitat type 1 – Cylindrical recesses roughened (16) (65 mm construction
x 150 mm) built into the thickened underside of the kerb on approach team
spans of the bridge over water (refer to MMP)
• Microbat habitat type 2 – Local roughened areas (16) under the
deck/above girders are to be provided on approach spans over water.
Concrete pipe sections (65 mm x 150 mm) are to be adhered to the
underside of the deck in these locations (refer to MMP)
• Microbat habitat type 3 – Attachment lugs for bat boxes are to be
attached to each cross girder over water to accommodate bat boxes
at the completion of the project (refer to MMP).

Detailed design
phase, construction
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

6

Microbat impacts Undertake staged microbat exclusion so all potential microbat habitat
Project
within the bridge structure (excluding bat boxes) is no longer available for construction
microbat roosting.
manager.
Ecologist

Timing

Reference

For parts of the
bridge being used
by microbats outside the Largefooted Myotis
breeding season (ie
between mid-April
and October)
avoiding periods of
prolonged torpor.
For parts of Briner
Bridge not being
utilised by
microbats (as
evidenced by
ecologist surveys),
exclusion can occur
within the breeding
season without an
increased risk to
breeding Largefooted Myotis.

7

Microbat impacts Once microbat exclusion is installed, temporarily relocate bat boxes from
Briner Bridge to beneath the temporary bridge, in appropriate locations
over water as agreed by the Project Ecologist.
Relocation of the bat boxes would be undertaken by the ecologist with
assistance from the construction team. Bat boxes supporting <20
roosting bats can be relocated by:

Project
construction
manager.

Upon completion of
microbat exclusion
(refer above).

Ecologist

Outside Largefooted Myotis
breeding period.

• Securely covering the base of the box with cloth material (eg taped on
pillow case) to block the entrance
• Remove the box from the existing roost location
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Project
construction
manager

Daily during bridge
upgrade work

Reference

• Relocating the box as quickly and steadily as possible to the new
location
• Once the bats have settled, removing the cloth material.
Where =/>20 roosting microbats are roosting in a bat box, relocation
would occur at night once the bats have flown out for the night.
8

Microbat impacts Work areas would be inspected daily during the Briner Bridge upgrade,
including:
• Morning inspections to ensure exclusion is intact and no potential
microbat breaches have occurred. An ecologist would carry out
inspections if potential exclusion breaches have occurred
• Afternoon inspections carried out to ensure that exclusion measures
are functional at the end of each day to prevent microbats accessing
the bridge at night.

9

10

Ecologist
Team leader
Work
Supervisor

Microbat impacts At the commencement of high noise activities (eg piling, construction of
rock platforms etc), a spotter is to be placed to observe bat boxes and
make observations on microbat behaviour responses. Should microbats
be observed leaving roost sites (during the day) the ecologist will be
advised and will assess the need for further mitigation measures for
noise/ vibration (eg material screening etc).

Project
construction
manager

Microbat impacts Upon completion of the works, bat boxes on the temporary bridge would
be moved to appropriate locations on the refurbished bridge over water
as agreed by the Project Ecologist.

Project
construction
manager

Where this cannot be undertaken outside of the breeding season, this
will be undertaken outside of periods when flightless young are present
within boxes (as evidenced by ecologist surveys).
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Construction
team
Ecologist

At the
commencement of
high noise activities
or in the event that
microbats are
observed leaving
the roost site during
the day.
Upon completion of
works.
Outside the
breeding season if
possible (ie
between mid-April
and October).
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards

11

Microbat impacts Monitor the MMP management actions to assess their effectiveness.

Responsibility

Timing

Project
construction
manager

Pre, during and
post construction

Reference

Ecologist
12

Microbat impacts At the completion of the monitoring program, bat boxes installed within
the riparian zone, adjacent to Briner Bridge would be removed by the
ecologist. Where bat boxes are occupied the ecologist will undertake
exclusion in accordance with the requirements of Section 2.2 of the
MMP.

Project
construction
manager

13

Removal of
Native vegetation removal will be minimised through detailed design.
native vegetation

RMS Project
Manager
RMS Project
Engineer

14

RMS Project
Removal of
The footprint of the site (including site compound, accesses and
native vegetation construction areas) will be clearly delineated in accordance with Guide 2: Engineer
Exclusion zones of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing
biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA 2011). Exclusion zones will include
tree protection zones around trees to be retained in proximity to the
proposed work (such as at the site compounds) in accordance with the
Australian Standard 4970-2009 Protection of trees on development sites.

15

Removal of
Pre-clearing surveys will be undertaken in accordance with Guide 1: Prenative vegetation clearing process of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing
biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA 2011). These guidelines cover the
felling of both non-habitat and habitat trees and the rescue and relocation
of fauna.
An experienced, licensed ecologist or appropriately trained RMS staff is
to undertake pre-clearing surveys prior to vegetation removal to inspect
trees for the presence of fauna. If fauna is identified a licensed ecologist
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works.

Ecologist

RMS Project
Engineer
RMS
Environmental
Officer
Ecologist

Detailed design

Construction

Prior to construction
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

RMS Project
Engineer

During construction

Reference

is to be engaged to perform any spotter catcher duties required.
16

Removal of
Vegetation removal will be undertaken in accordance with Guide 4:
native vegetation Clearing of vegetation and removal of bushrock of the Biodiversity
Guidelines: Protecting and managing biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA
2011).
Manual removal of vegetation is preferred to avoid mulch entering the
river.

17

Removal of
The unexpected species find procedure is to be followed under
native vegetation Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing biodiversity on RTA
projects (RTA 2011) if threatened ecological communities, not assessed
in the biodiversity assessment, are identified in the proposal site.

RMS Project
Manager
RMS Project
Engineer

During construction

18

Removal of
threatened
species habitat
and habitat
features

Habitat removal will be undertaken in accordance with Guide 4: Clearing
of vegetation and removal of bushrock of the Biodiversity Guidelines:
Protecting and managing biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA 2011).

RMS Project
Manager
RMS Project
Engineer

During construction

19

Removal of
threatened
species habitat
and habitat
features

Habitat will be replaced or re-instated in accordance with Guide 5: Reuse of woody debris and bushrock and Guide 8: Nest boxes of the
Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing biodiversity on RTA
projects (RTA 2011).

RMS Project
Manager
RMS Project
Engineer

During construction
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

20

Removal of
threatened
species habitat
and habitat
features

The unexpected species find procedure is to be followed under
Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing biodiversity on RTA
projects (RTA 2011) if threatened fauna, not assessed in the biodiversity
assessment, are identified in the proposal site.

RMS Project
Manager
RMS Project
Engineer

During construction

21

Removal of
Pre-clearing surveys will be undertaken in accordance with Guide 1: Pre- RMS Project
threatened plants clearing process of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing Manager
biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA 2011).

During construction

22

Removal of
The unexpected species find procedure is to be followed under
threatened plants Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing biodiversity on RTA
projects (RTA 2011) if threatened flora species, not assessed in the
biodiversity assessment, are identified in the proposal site.

RMS Project
Engineer

During construction

23

Aquatic impacts

Aquatic habitat will be protected in accordance with Guide 10: Aquatic
habitats and riparian zones of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and
managing biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA 2011) and Section 3.3.2
Standard precautions and mitigation measures of the Policy and
guidelines for fish habitat conservation and management Update 2013
(DPI (Fisheries NSW) 2013).

RMS Project
Manager
RMS Project
Engineer

During construction

24

Aquatic impacts

Stumps of trees removed must be left insitu to protect bank stability.

RMS Project
Manager
RMS Project
Engineer

During construction

25

Aquatic impacts

Controls (such as drop nets and shade cloths) will be used when
required during overwater activities to prevent entry of construction
sourced debris entering Coldstream River.

RMS Project
Manager
RMS Project
Engineer

During construction
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

26

Groundwater
dependent
ecosystems

Interruptions to water flows associated with groundwater dependent
ecosystems will be minimised through detailed design.

RMS Project
Manager

Detailed design

27

Changes to
hydrology

Changes to existing surface water flows will be minimised through
detailed design.

RMS Project
Engineer

Detailed design

28

Fragmentation of Exclusion zones will be set up at the limit of clearing in accordance with
identified habitat Guide 2: Exclusion zones of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and
corridors
managing biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA, 2011).

RMS Project
Manager

During construction

29

Edge effects on
adjacent native
vegetation and
habitat

RMS Project
Manager
RMS Project
Engineer

During construction

30

Injury and
RMS Project
Fauna will be managed in accordance with Guide 9: Fauna handling of
mortality of fauna the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing biodiversity on RTA Engineer
Ecologist
projects (RTA 2011). Should injured fauna be located on the site during
the work, local wildlife care groups and/or local veterinarians must be
contacted immediately, and arrangements made for the immediate
welfare of the animal. The phone number of the local fauna rescue group
must be known to the project foreman.

During construction

31

Invasion and
spread of weeds

Weed species will be managed in accordance with Guide 6: Weed
management of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing
biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA 2011).

RMS Project
Manager
RMS Project
Engineer

During construction

32

Invasion and
spread of pests

Pest species will be managed in accordance with the Biosecurity Act
2015.

RMS Project
Manager
RMS Project
Engineer

During construction
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Exclusion zones will be set up at the limit of clearing in accordance with
Guide 2: Exclusion zones of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and
managing biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA 2011).

Reference
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards

33

Invasion and
spread of
pathogens and
disease

Pathogens will be managed in accordance with Guide 2: Exclusion zones RMS Project
Manager
of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing biodiversity on
RMS Project
RTA projects (RTA 2011).
Engineer

During construction

34

Noise, light and
vibration

Shading and artificial light impacts will be minimised through detailed
design.

Detailed design

35

Hydrological
impacts

A CEMP must be prepared in accordance with the specifications set out
in the QA Specification G36 - Environmental Protection (Management)
System to guide the implementation of environmental impact mitigation
measures, identify key roles and responsibilities for environmental
monitoring and methods of reporting incidents.

RMS Project
Manager

Pre-construction

36

Erosion
sedimentation

A site-specific Erosion and Sediment Control Plan is to be prepared and
implemented as part of the CEMP.

RMS Project
Manager

Pre-construction,
construction

The plan is to identify detailed measures and controls to be applied to
minimise erosion and sediment control risks including (where relevant)
but not limited to: runoff, diversion and drainage points, sumps, scour
protection; stabilising disturbed areas as soon as possible; check dams,
fencing and swales and staged implementation arrangements.

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

Section 2.2 of
QA G38 Soil
and Water
Management

The plan is to also include arrangements for managing wet weather
events, including monitoring of potential high-risk events (such as
storms) and specific controls and follow-up measures to be applied in the
event of wet weather.
Work in areas where soil may be disturbed is to only commence once all
relevant erosion and sediment controls have been established. The
controls are to be maintained in place until the work is complete and all
exposed erodible materials are stable.
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

37

Erosion
sedimentation

Erosion and sedimentation controls must be checked and maintained
RMS Project
(including clearing of sediment from behind barriers) weekly (including 24 Engineer
hours after any precipitation events) and records kept and provided on
request.

Pre-construction,
construction

38

Erosion
sedimentation

An Environmental Work Method Statement (EWMS) is required for
RMS Project
proposed instream works (including piling installation and removal) and
Manager
dewatering of any areas prior to commencement of those activities. The
EWMS would include measures to avoid or minimise risks from erosion,
sedimentation, ASS and PASS to water quality and biodiversity. The
EWMS would be approved by the Roads and Maritime Environment
Officer and form part of the Construction Environment Management Plan.

Pre-construction,
construction

Reference

Dewatering would be undertaken in accordance with RMS Environmental
Fact Sheet 10: Dewatering and the EWMS.
39

Erosion
sedimentation

For all works likely to generate sediment within the waterway or on the
RMS Project
adjacent banks of Coldstream River (including all temporary access
Engineer
works and piling), a full depth sediment/silt curtain and floating
hydrocarbon boom will be placed in Coldstream River to isolate the work
area, weighted to the bed and secured to accommodate tidal flow. The
hydrocarbon boom will be installed inside of the silt curtain when both are
in operation. Install the curtain prior to commencement of instream works
and retain until works that risk mobilising sediment are completed. This
will remain in place until the completion of sediment generating activities.

Pre-construction,
construction

Silt curtains/floating booms are to be installed, monitored and maintained
as needed to contain any sediment.
If sediment plumes are observed outside the containment system, then
the activity will stop until the containment system has been repositioned
to encompass the area of disturbance.
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

40

Erosion
sedimentation

Disturbance of natural sediments and vegetation must be minimised.

RMS Project
Engineer

Pre-construction,
construction

41

Erosion
sedimentation

Erosion and sediment control measures must not be removed until the
work is complete or disturbed areas are stabilised.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction, postconstruction

42

Erosion
sedimentation

Maintenance of site compounds must be in accordance with the RMS
Stockpile Site Management Guideline (EMS-TG-10).

RMS Project
Engineer

Pre-construction,
construction

43

Erosion
sedimentation

Cleaning of tools and equipment must occur within a designated washRMS Project
down bay. The wash-down bay must be bunded and placed so that water Engineer
does not flow directly into Coldstream River, but is captured and
contained or filtered and allowed to soak into the ground.

Construction

44

Erosion
sedimentation

Water utilised for cleaning of tools must be minimised and obtained from
a licensed location or town water supply.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

45

Erosion
sedimentation

Clean equipment and vehicles must be used, with equipment being
cleaned down before being brought to the site

RMS Project
Engineer

Pre-construction,
construction

46

Reduced water
quality

A site-specific emergency spill plan will be developed and include spill
management measures in accordance with the Roads and Maritime
Code of Practice for Water Management (RTA, 1999) and relevant EPA
guidelines. The plan will address measures to be implemented in the
event of a spill, including initial response and containment, notification of
emergency services and relevant authorities (including Roads and
Maritime and EPA officers).

RMS Project
Manager

Detailed design/
Pre-construction

47

Reduced water
quality

A spill containment kit for aquatic and terrestrial spills must be available
at all times. The spill kit must be appropriately sized for the volume of
substances at the work site. All personnel must be made aware of the
location of the kit and trained in its effective deployment.

RMS proposal
Manager

Pre-construction,
construction
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48

Reduced water
quality

If a spill occurs, the Roads and Maritime’s Environmental Incident
Classification and Reporting Procedure must be followed, and the Roads
and Maritime Project Manager notified as soon as practicable.

RMS Project
Manager/
Project
Engineer

Pre-construction,
construction

49

Reduced water
quality

Locate stockpiles of dispersible material away from areas of
concentrated overland flow.

RMS Project
Manager/
Project
Engineer

Construction

50

Reduced water
quality

Required fuels and other liquids must be stored in self-safe chemical
storage containers.

RMS Project
Manager/
Project
Engineer

Pre-construction,
construction

51

Reduced water
quality

Unnecessary storage of fuels, lubricants or other compounds on-site
must be avoided.

RMS Project
Manager/
Project
Engineer

Pre-construction,
construction

52

Reduced water
quality

Refuelling of plant and equipment is to occur in impervious bunded areas RMS Project
located a minimum of 50 metres from drainage lines or waterways
Manager/
otherwise a double bund is required.
Project
Engineer

Construction

53

Reduced water
quality

All equipment must be maintained in good working order and operated
according to manufacturer’s specifications.

Pre-construction,
construction
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Reference
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54

Reduced water
quality

All work must be undertaken according to RMS Specifications B223
(Management of Lead Chromium and Asbestos in Bridge Maintenance
Painting) and B220 (Protective treatment of Bridge Steel Work) and
AS4361.1: Guide to lead paint management, Part 1: Industrial
Application.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

55

Reduced water
quality

Visual monitoring of local water quality (ie turbidity, hydrocarbon
spills/slicks) is to be undertaken on a regular basis to identify any
potential spills or deficient silt curtains or erosion and sediment controls

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

56

Reduced water
quality

Construction vessels (including barges) are only to be used at suitable
tides when no less than 600mm clearance is available between the
underside of the vessel and the bed of the waterway

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

57

Flooding

Prepare an emergency response plan for flood events for the proposed
work. Include a procedure for rapid removal in the emergency response
plan and location for the material

RMS Project
Manager

Pre-construction

58

Flooding

Establish the compound site in such a way to limit potential impacts from
flooding (eg on as high a ground as possible and that are readily
removed in the event of a flood).

RMS Project
Manager

Construction

59

Flooding

Include a Work Method Statement (WMS) in CEMP on compound site
evacuation procedure. Issues to be addressed in the WMS include:

RMS Project
Manager

Pre-construction

•
•
•
•
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Responsibility for monitoring flood threat/flood warning information
and how it is to be done
Training for staff on evacuation
Demonstrate that specific equipment for evacuation is readily
available
Detail where compound site equipment, waste, materials, site sheds
etc.
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards

60

Contaminated
land

61

Acid sulfate soils

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

If contaminated areas are encountered during construction, appropriate
RMS Project
control measures will be implemented to manage the immediate risks of Manager
contamination. All other works that may impact on the contaminated area
will cease until the nature and extent of the contamination has been
confirmed and any necessary site-specific controls or further actions
identified in consultation with the Roads and Maritime Environment
Manager and/or EPA.

Detailed design/
Pre-construction

Section 4.2 of
QA G36
Environment
Protection

Potential or actual acid sulfate soils are to be managed in accordance
with the Roads and Maritime Services Guidelines for the Management of
Acid Sulfate Materials 2005.

Pre-construction

RMS Project
Manager

An Acid Sulfate Management Plan (ASSMP) will be prepared by Roads
and Maritime and approved by the Environment Officer before the
commencement of any activities likely to expose ASS/PASS and at a
minimum, the plan will include:
•
•

Management measures for the safe excavation and timing to cover
excavation, isolated storage and treatment area, neutralisation and
re-use or disposal of neutralised soils
Requirements for additional testing to determine predicted liming
rates of excavated spoil once quantities are determined.

Specific controls to be implemented will include:
•
•
•
•

Capping exposed surfaces with clean fill to prevent oxidation
Placing excavated ASS separately in a lined, bunded and covered
area
Neutralising ASS for reuse on site (where appropriate) by using
additives such as lime
Disposal at a licensed waste facility.

The ASSMP will be included in the CEMP.
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62

Soils

Imported site compound/stockpile base materials must be sourced as
clean-fill from a licensed quarry or approved site (if required).

RMS Project
Manager

Pre-construction

63

Soils

Upon completion of the work and usage of the site compound, these
areas must be re-established to similar existing conditions.

RMS Project
Manager

Post-construction

64

Traffic and
transport

A Traffic Management Plan (TMP) will be prepared and implemented as
part of the CEMP. The TMP will be prepared in accordance with the
Roads and Maritime Traffic Control at Work Sites Manual (RTA, 2010),
Australian Standard 1742.3 Manual of uniform control devices and QA
Specification G10 Control of Traffic (Roads and Maritime, 2008). The
TMP will include:

RMS Project
Manager

Detailed design/
Pre-construction

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
65

Traffic and
transport

Briner Bridge upgrade
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Reference

Section 4.8 of
QA G36
Environment
Protection

Confirmation of haulage routes
Measures to maintain access to local roads and properties
Site specific traffic control measures (including signage) to manage
and regulate traffic movement
Methods to consult and inform the local community of impacts on the
local road network
Access to construction sites including entry and exit locations and
measures to prevent construction vehicles queuing on public roads.
A response plan for any construction traffic incident
Consideration of other developments that may be under construction
to minimise traffic conflict and congestion that may occur due to the
cumulative increase in construction vehicle traffic
Monitoring, review and amendment mechanisms.

Where possible, current traffic movements must be maintained during
the work. Any disturbance must be minimised to prevent unnecessary
traffic delays.

100

No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards

66

Traffic and
transport

A project-specific consultation strategy must be developed and
RMS Project
implemented in accordance with the RMS Community Involvement –
Manager
Practice Notes and Resource Manual and RMS Minor Project procedure,
Communications for minor projects (ILC-MP-TP0-301).

Pre-construction

67

Maritime

Approved navigational marks, signage and Marine Notices to be
implemented and updated during the period of works.

RMS Project
Manager/ RMS
Project
Engineer

Pre-construction,
construction

RMS
Maritime
Navigational
Requirements

68

Maritime

RMS Maritime will prepare and advertise the Marine Notice online. The
Marine Notice may be required to be placed in the local press and to be
advertised at local boat ramps.

RMS Project
Pre-construction
Manager
RMS (Maritime)

RMS
Maritime
Navigational
Requirements

69

Maritime

Consultation will be required throughout the duration of the works to
develop forward plans for the on-water traffic management whilst the
works are carried out and as plant and structures are deployed in
different locations.

RMS Project
Pre-construction,
Manager
construction
RMS (Maritime)

RMS
Maritime
Navigational
Requirements

70

Maritime

All navigation aids and traffic management plans must be approved by
RMS Maritime.

RMS Project
Pre-construction,
Manager
construction
RMS (Maritime)

RMS
Maritime
Navigational
Requirements

71

Maritime

Any work vessels involved in the project must comply with the relevant
NSW Marine Legislation (ie day shapes, lights etc.).

RMS Project
Manager

RMS
Maritime
Navigational
Requirements

Briner Bridge upgrade
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72

Maritime

Barges, work vessels and crew involved with the project must comply
with the Marine Safety (Domestic Commercial Vessels) National Law Act
2012.

RMS Project
Manager

Construction

RMS
Maritime
Navigational
Requirements

73

Maritime

A minimum of one navigable channel span (at least 6 metres) must be
open to navigation at all times unless approved by RMS Maritime.

RMS Project
Manager

Construction

RMS
Maritime
Navigational
Requirements

74

Maritime

A 4-knot lit Special Mark buoyage OR signage is to be installed at an
appropriate distance (200 metres) from the structure/s.

RMS Project
Manager

Construction

RMS
Maritime
Navigational
Requirements

75

Maritime

Any submerged hazards must be marked with yellow aqua buoys sign
RMS Project
written “Warning Submerged Hazard”. These aqua buoys must be lit with Manager
yellow flashing lights if hazards are present before sunrise and after
sunset.

Construction

RMS
Maritime
Navigational
Requirements

76

Maritime

Twenty-Eight (28) days prior to works commencing the applicant must
provide RMS Maritime with a full scope of works including maps noting
all obstructions to navigation associated with the proposed works,
(vessel/barge anchoring, scaffolding and silt curtain locations etc.) so a
Marine Notice can be prepared and advertised.

RMS Project
Manager

Pre-construction

RMS
Maritime
Navigational
Requirements

77

Maritime

Channel blocked day shapes and lights to be suspended in the centre of
all blocked spans of the bridge ie any works that impact the current
bridge navigation channel must be closed. These signals mean vessels
will NOT attempt to navigate in that part of the channel: Bridge span
blocked or Channel is blocked.

RMS Project
Manager

Construction

RMS
Maritime
Navigational
Requirements
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78

Airborne noise/
ground-borne
vibration

•
•
•
•
•
•

79

Airborne noise/
ground-borne
vibration

All employees, contractors and subcontractors will receive an
environmental induction. The induction must at least include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

80

81

Provide phone calls or specific notification for Receiver 1-4,
particularly relating to driven piling activities and activities scheduled
outside standard construction hours
Periodic notification of all receivers (monthly letterbox drop or
equivalent)
Website
Project info line
Construction Response Line
Email distribution list.

All relevant project specific and standard noise and vibration
mitigation measures
Relevant licence and approval conditions
Permissible hours of work
Any limitations on high noise generating activities
Location of nearest sensitive receivers
Construction employee parking areas
Designated loading/unloading areas and procedures
Site opening/closing times (including deliveries)
Environmental incident procedures.

Airborne noise/
ground-borne
vibration

No swearing of unnecessary shouting or loud stereos/radios on site.

Airborne noise/
ground-borne
vibration

Verification noise monitoring is required to be undertaken for driven
piling.

Responsibility

Timing

RMS Project
Manager

Pre-construction,
construction

RMS Project
Manager/RMS
Project
Engineer

Pre-construction,
construction

Project team

Construction

RMS Project
Manager

Construction

Reference

No dropping of materials from height, throwing of metal items and
slamming of doors.

Verification noise monitoring is required for noisy activities outside
standard construction hours.
An environmental noise monitor would be suitable for verification noise
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RMS Project
Manager

Construction

RMS Project
Engineer/RMS
Project
Manager

Construction

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

Reference

monitoring, noting the anticipated emergence of construction noise
above the ambient noise environment and also the remoteness of the
site. This monitoring could be undertaken by RMS, the construction
contractor or a third party.
Monitoring of noise and vibration should be undertaken upon receipt of
complaints.
82

Airborne noise/
ground-borne
vibration

Where feasible and reasonable, construction should be carried out
during the standard daytime working hours. Work generating high noise
and/or vibration levels should be scheduled during less sensitive time
periods.
The periods 7:00 am - 8:00 am and 1:00 pm - 6:00 pm Saturday and all
of Sunday and public holidays are outside standard construction hours.
Scheduling noisy activities during these periods should be avoided where
practical. It is noted that work during these periods will be required on
occasion.

83

Airborne noise/
ground-borne
vibration

Respite should be negotiated with Receivers 1-4 during driven piling and
other high noise and vibration generating activities. Respite agreed by
negotiation may vary from the typical respite period detailed below (ie
more or less respite may be agreed with impacted residents).
In general, the following respite is provided unless otherwise agreed with
the relevant receivers. High noise and vibration generating activities eg
driven piling may only be carried out in continuous blocks, not exceeding
3 hours each, with a minimum respite period of one hour in between
each block.

84

Airborne noise/
ground-borne
vibration

Briner Bridge upgrade
Review of Environmental Factors

Use quieter and less vibration emitting construction methods where
feasible and reasonable.
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85

Airborne noise/
ground-borne
vibration

The noise levels of plant and equipment will have operating Sound
Power or Sound Pressure Levels compliant with the criteria in Table F.1
of the CNVG.

RMS Project
Engineer

Pre-construction,
construction

86

Airborne noise/
ground-borne
vibration

The noise levels of plant and equipment items are to be considered in
RMS Project
rental decisions and in any case cannot be used on site unless compliant Manager
with the criteria in Table F.1 of the CNVG.

Pre-construction

87

Airborne noise/
ground-borne
vibration

Simultaneous operation of noisy plant within discernible range of a
sensitive receiver will be avoided.

RMS Project
Engineer

During work

88

Airborne noise/
ground-borne
vibration

The offset distance between noisy plant and adjacent sensitive receivers
will be maximised.

RMS Project
Engineer

During work

89

Airborne noise/
ground-borne
vibration

Plant used intermittently will be throttled down or shut down when not in
use.

RMS Project
Engineer

During work

90

Airborne noise/
ground-borne
vibration

Noise-emitting plant will be directed away from sensitive receivers.

RMS Project
Engineer

During work

91

Airborne noise/
ground-borne
vibration

Plan traffic flow, parking and loading/unloading areas to minimise
reversing movements within the site.

RMS Project
Engineer/ RMS
Project
Manager

During work

92

Airborne noise/
ground-borne
vibration

Non-tonal reversing beepers (or an equivalent mechanism) will be fitted
and used on all construction vehicles and mobile plant regularly used on
site and for any out of hours work.

RMS Project
Engineer

During work
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93

Airborne noise/
ground-borne
vibration

Loading and unloading of materials/deliveries will occur as far as
possible from sensitive receivers.

RMS Project
Engineer

During work

94

Airborne noise/
ground-borne
vibration

Select site access points and roads as far as possible away from
sensitive receivers.

RMS Project
Engineer/ RMS
Project
Manager

Pre-work

95

Airborne noise/
ground-borne
vibration

Dedicated loading/unloading areas will be shielded if close to sensitive
receivers.

RMS Project
Engineer

During work

96

Airborne noise/
ground-borne
vibration

Delivery vehicles will be fitted with straps rather than chains for
unloading, wherever possible.

RMS Project
Engineer/ RMS
Project
Manager

During work

97

Airborne noise/
ground-borne
vibration

Stationary noise sources will be enclosed or shielded whilst ensuring that RMS Project
the occupational health and safety of workers is maintained. Appendix D Engineer
of AS 2436: 2010 lists materials suitable for shielding.

98

Aboriginal
heritage

•

•
•
99

Aboriginal
heritage

Briner Bridge upgrade
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Contactor
The Standard Management Procedure - Unexpected Heritage Items
(Roads and Maritime,) will be followed in the event that an unknown
or potential Aboriginal object/s, including skeletal remains, is found
during construction. This applies where Roads and Maritime does not
have approval to disturb the object/s or where a specific safeguard for
managing the disturbance (apart from the Procedure) is not in place
All works in the vicinity of the find must cease and the Roads and
Maritime Services Aboriginal cultural heritage officer and regional
environment manager contacted immediately
Work will only re-commence once the requirements of that Procedure
have been satisfied.

All personnel working on site must be advised of their responsibilities
under the NPW Act.

Reference

During work

Detailed design/
pre-construction

Section 4.9 of
QA G36
Environment
Protection

All personnel on Pre-construction
site
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100

Non-Aboriginal
heritage

The bridge and its setting will be subject to a pre and post-works archival
photographic recording. The recording will be undertaken by a suitably
qualified professional and meet NSW Heritage Office standards as per:

RMS Project
Manager

Pre-construction

Policy11 of
RMS’ Timber
Truss Bridge
Overarching
CMP (2018),

NSW Heritage Office. 2005. Photographic Recording of Heritage Items
using Film or Digital Capture.
When the archival record is complete, it will be made available to the
Clarence River Historical Society; Clarence Valley Council & Library
(Local History Collection) and NSW Heritage Office.
101

Non-Aboriginal
heritage

Roads and Maritime implement its Recycling of Used Bridge Timbers
Policy, when dismantling the bridge. Roads and Maritime or its
contractors are able to recover timber suitable for research or reuse
purposes.

RMS Project
Manager

Construction

102

Non-Aboriginal
heritage

Application to the NSW Heritage Office for the SHR listing of Briner
Bridge be undertaken as planned and as recommended in the Briner
Bridge Heritage Assessment (Futurepast 2014) which complies with the
Timber Roads and Maritime Truss Bridge Conservation Strategy.

RMS Project
Manager

Post-construction

Updated listing information should acknowledge the history and original
form of the bridge but be amended to reflect alterations associated with
the proposed program of works (if approved). The Roads and Maritime
s170 listing for the site will also be altered accordingly.
103

Non-Aboriginal
heritage

Although any remains associated with the former 1880s ferryman’s
cottage/hut are likely to be minimal and are outside of the immediate
works impact area, an exclusion zone and appropriate buffer will be
established at the approximate location of the structure prior to the
commencement of any works in consultation with a Heritage specialist
(refer to figure 58 within SoHI).

RMS Project
Manager

Post-construction

104

Non-Aboriginal
heritage

The Standard Management Procedure - Unexpected Heritage Items
(Roads and Maritime, 2015) will be followed in the event that any
unexpected heritage items, archaeological remains or potential relics of

RMS Project
Manager
RMS Project

Detailed design/
pre-construction
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Non-Aboriginal origin are encountered.

Engineer

Timing

Reference
Protection

Work will only re-commence once the requirements of that Procedure
have been satisfied.
105

Landscape
character and
visual impact

All working areas will be maintained, kept free of rubbish and cleaned up
at the end of each working day.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

106

Landscape
character and
visual impact

Soil disturbance will be minimised where possible.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

107

Landscape
character and
visual impact

The bridge will be re-painted in appropriate heritage colours.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

108

Landscape
character and
visual impact

Any temporary site lighting is to be installed and operated in accordance
with AS4282:1997 Control of the Obtrusive Effect of Outdoor Lighting.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

109

Landscape
character and
visual impact

Bridge works are to be managed in accordance with Roads and Maritime RMS Project
Bridge Aesthetics guidelines, 2012.
Manager

Construction

110

Communication
Plan

A Communication Plan (CP) would be prepared and implemented as part Contractor
of the CEMP to help provide timely and accurate information to the
community during construction. The CP would include (as a minimum):

Pre-construction

•
•

Mechanisms to provide details and timing of proposed activities to
affected residents, including changed traffic and access conditions
Contact name and number for complaints.

The CP would be prepared in accordance with the Community
Involvement and Communications Resource Manual (RTA, 2008).
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111

Notification

All businesses, residential properties and other key stakeholders (eg
schools, council, bus operators) affected by the activity would be notified
at least 10 working days prior to commencement of the activity.
Project/community updates would be provided throughout the duration of
works as relevant.

Roads and
Pre-construction
Maritime project and during
manager and
construction
communications
officer

Reference

Notification would utilise both digital and conventional (non-digital)
modes of communication (eg media release, letter box drops,
newsletters and regular updates to a project website).
Notification would include an information package, including contact
name and number for enquiries or complaints, the expected timeframe of
works and any planned or potential disruptions to utilities/services and
changed road and traffic conditions. The package is also to include
details on the Tucabia Briner Bridge/road closure and the available
detours.
As part of the notification process, advanced warning signage would be
established prior to and during the work to ensure road users are aware
of the road closure and detours. Directional signage is to be placed along
the detour routes.
Additional and immediate notification to all affected stakeholders would
also be undertaken during anticipated closure of the temporary bridge
due to flood events including anticipated timeframes and dates for
reinstatement of the temporary bridge post flood event.
Roads and Maritime Services shall issue notification to representatives of
the Native Title holders (NCD2015/003 - Yaegl People #2) for their
consideration and comment prior to undertaking the works within Lot 1
DP 1104017.
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112

Consultation

Ongoing stakeholder and community consultation would be undertaken
in accordance with the Roads & Maritime Communication Toolkit.
Consultation would include:

Roads and
Pre-construction
Maritime project and during
manager and
construction
communications
officer

•
•
•
•
•
•

Clarence Valley Shire Council
Residents and businesses within a minimum of 2.7 kilometres of the
proposal
Emergency services
Tucabia Rural Fire Service
Bus operators
Local schools.

Timing

113

Noise and
vibration specific
notification and
consultation

Implement notification and community consultation measures with regard Roads and
Pre-construction
to airborne noise and ground-borne vibration impacts from the works,
Maritime project and during
including:
manager and
construction
communications
• Periodic notification of all identified receivers (letterbox drop or
officer
equivalent)
• Website
• Project info line
• Construction Response Line
• Email distribution list
• For highly noise emitting activities and activities scheduled outside of
standard construction hours, provide phone calls or specific
notification for each of the identified receivers (this is an additional
measure as per noise assessment).

114

Traffic

As per the notification process, advanced warning signage would be
established prior to and during the work to ensure road users are made
aware of changed traffic conditions and detour directions.
Excluding the required detours, where possible, current traffic
movements and property accesses would be maintained during the work.
Any disturbance would be minimised to prevent unnecessary traffic
delays.
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Roads and
Pre-construction
Maritime project and during
engineer and
construction
work supervisor
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115

Waterway

Advanced warning signage and/or beacons (appropriate for any
applicable day and night time maritime requirements) would be
established prior to and during the work to ensure any users of the
Coldstream River are aware of restricted access, changed navigational
conditions or hazards within the work area and waterway. Signage will be
provided at boat ramp to inform waterway users of changed access
conditions at the bridge.

Roads and
Pre-construction
Maritime project and during
engineer and
construction
work supervisor

116

School bus
services

Maintain ongoing consultation and cooperation between Roads and
Maritime and School Bus Services prior to and for the duration of the
project, to ensure no adverse or unmanageable impact to important
services. Any anticipated closure of the temporary bridge during flood
events would need to be communicated to the affected School Bus
Service.

Roads and
Pre-construction
Maritime project and during
manager,
construction
communications
officer, project
engineer and
work supervisor

117

Complaints

A complaint handling procedure and register would be included in the
CEMP and would include that all complaints would be responded to
within 24 hours.

Roads and
During construction
Maritime project
manager and
communications
officer

118

Health and
safety

Suitable site induction relating to site specific hazards would be
undertaken for all contractor and Roads and Maritime staff.

Roads and
Pre-construction
Maritime project and during
engineer and
construction
work supervisor

The work would be undertaken in accordance with all NSW health and
safety legislative requirements and relevant Australian Standards.

Timing

119

Air quality

Vegetation or other materials are not to be burnt on site.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

120

Air quality

Vehicles transporting waste or other materials that may produce odours
or dust are to be covered during transportation.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction
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121

Air quality

Stockpiles or areas that may generate dust are to be managed to
suppress dust emissions in accordance with the Roads and Maritime
Services Stockpile Site Management Guideline (EMS-TG-10).

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

122

Waste

If vegetation is to be mulched and transported off site for beneficial
RMS Project
reuse, it is to be assessed for the presence of weeds, pest, and other
Engineer
disease and a Mulch Management Plan prepared in accordance with the
Roads and Maritime Technical Procedure: Mulch Management. Note that
there may be restrictions to applying mulch to land outside the road
reserve.

Construction

123

Waste

Potentially contaminated waste/ hazardous waste is to be stored
separately from other waste streams generated at the site.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

124

Waste

To minimise the risk of impacts from flooding, the quantity of waste
stored on site is not to exceed the volume of waste that can be removed
in one to two days.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

125

Waste

Potentially contaminated waste/ hazardous waste is to be stored
separately from other waste streams generated at the site.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

126

Waste

To minimise the risk of impacts from flooding, the quantity of waste
stored on site is not to exceed the volume of waste that can be removed
in a short timeframe.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

127

Waste

Resource management hierarchy principles are to be followed:

RMS Project
Engineer

Pre-construction,
construction.

• Avoid unnecessary resource consumption as a priority
• Avoidance is followed by resource recovery (including reuse of
materials, reprocessing, recycling and energy recovery)
• Disposal is undertaken as a last resort.
(in accordance with the Waste Avoidance & Resource Recovery Act
2001).
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128

Waste

Working areas are to be maintained, kept free of rubbish and cleaned up
at the end of each working day.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

129

Waste

There is to be no disposal or re-use of construction waste on to other
land.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

130

Waste

Waste is not to be burnt on site.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

131

Waste

All wastewater from vessels is to be discharged at an approved vessel
RMS Project
wastewater disposal facility. No vessel wastewater is to be discharged (ie Engineer
pumped out) directly into the water or onto any land adjacent.

Construction

132

Waste

Waste material is not to be left on site once the work has been
completed.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

133

Waste

Non-recyclable wastes are to be collected and disposed of at licenced
waste facilities only.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

134

Waste

Temporary storage of contaminated waste at the site compound is to be
in sealed containers within a self-safe storage container and double
bunded and sign posted as contaminated waste.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

135

Waste

Storage of hazardous waste (ie removed lead paint flakes and dust),
restricted solid waste or liquid waste (or a combination of these) on site
at any time is not to exceed five tonnes otherwise an Environment
Protection Licence under the POEO Act is required.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

136

Waste

Any contaminated waste generated by the proposal is to be disposed of
in accordance with the EPA approved methods of waste disposal.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction
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137

Waste

Bulk project waste (eg fill) sent to a site not owned by Roads and
RMS Project
Maritime (excluding Office and Environment and Heritage licensed
Engineer
landfills) for land disposal is to have prior formal written approval from the
landowner, in accordance with Environmental Direction No. 20 - Legal
Off-site disposal of Bulk RTA Project Wastes.

Construction

138

Waste

CCA treated girders, off cuts and saw dust will be stored in a dedicated
RMS Project
storage area in the site compound for as short a duration as possible.
Engineer
Where possible, CCA timber will be stacked clear of the ground and
preferably covered to avoid an increase in moisture content as a result of
contact and to lessen any possibility of leaching of substances to the
ground.

Construction

Reference

Disposal of off-cuts and waste treated timber will follow OEH’s Protocols
for Recycling Redundant Utility Poles and Bridge Timbers in New South
Wales.
For CCA and/or creosote preservative treated offcuts, the disposal facility
is a lined landfill with an appropriate leachate management system with
license conditions to receive waste.
139

Waste

All work will be undertaken according to Roads and Maritime
Specifications B223 (Management of Lead Chromium and Asbestos in
Bridge Maintenance Painting) and B220 (Protective treatment of Bridge
Steel Work) and AS4361.1: Guide to lead paint management, Part 1:
Industrial Application.

RMS Project
Engineer

Construction

140

Utilities

Prior to the commencement of works:

RMS Project
Manager

Detailed design/preconstruction

• the location of existing utilities and relocation details will be confirmed
following consultation with the affected utility owners
• If the scope or location of proposed utility relocation works falls
outside of the assessed proposal scope and footprint, further
assessment will be undertaken.
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7.3 Licensing and approvals
Roads and Maritime do not require a licence from Department of Primary Industries – Lands to access
Briner Bridge (which is located within Crown land). Access to Roads and Maritime would be under s158 of
the Roads Act 1993. Roads and Maritime Services however require consent of the owner of any land under
s158 of the Roads Act 1993 (rather than a licence) to access Coldstream River which is crown land.
Licensing and approvals for the proposal are summarised in Table 7-2.
Table 7-2: Summary of licensing and approvals required
Instrument

Requirement

Timing

Fisheries Management Notification to the Minister for Primary Industries prior
Act 1994 (s199)
to any dredging or reclamation works.

A minimum of 28 days
prior to the start of work.

Crown Land
RMS' use and occupation of Crown land within the
Management Act 2016 project footprint can proceed with notification to the
department under s175 Roads Act.
Notification should include environmental approvals/
the determined REF, prior to commencement of
works. It appears that there are no other parties with
an interest in the impacted Crown land that would also
require notification. Crown Lands have concurred this
is the most appropriate method to access the site for
the proposal.

Prior to construction

Native Title Act 1993

Notification is required to any representative
Aboriginal/Torres Strait Islander bodies for an area
concerned where an act is to take place.

A minimum of 28 days
prior to undertaking the
works.

Review of the National Native Title Tribunal (NNTT)
Online Register (September 2018) identifies that the
proposal site compound/fabrication area is subject to
NCD2015/003 - Yaegl People #2. Roads and Maritime
Services is therefore required to issue notification to
representatives of the Native Title holders for their
consideration and comment.
Infrastructure SEPP
(ISEPP)

Given the presence of the project on flood liable land, Prior to construction
notification of the proposal is required to the local
branch of the State Emergency Services (SES), email:
erm@ses.nsw.gov.au.

Protection of the
Environment
Operations Act 1997

A signed s.143 Notice must be submitted prior to
transporting waste generated by or for Roads and
Maritime to a place that is not owned by Roads and
Maritime and is not a licensed landfill or resource
recovery facility.
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8.

Conclusion

This chapter provides the justification for the proposal taking into account its biophysical, social and
economic impacts, the suitability of the site and whether or not the proposal is in the public interest. The
proposal is also considered in the context of the objectives of the EP&A Act, including the principles of
ecologically sustainable development as defined in Schedule 2 of the EP&A Regulation 2000.

8.1 Justification
Upgrade of the Briner Bridge is required to improve safety and increase the service life of the bridge whilst
retaining its heritage value.
Additional objectives of the proposal are to:
•
•
•

Maximise the service life of the bridge and meet customer network needs
Minimise safety risks to personnel completing the works
Minimise the environmental impacts from carrying out the works, including specific requirements for
management of Large-footed Myotis.

With effective implementation of the safeguards and management measures of this REF, environmental
impacts associated with undertaking the work would be minor. Unavoidable impacts required for the work
are not substantial and would not significantly affect the local environment. Overall the environment would
benefit from the proposal as road safety would be improved.

8.2 Objects of the EP&A Act
Object

Comment

1.3(a) To promote the social and economic welfare
Factored into the design of the proposal.
of the community and a better environment by the
proper management, development and conservation
of the State’s natural and other resources.
1.3(b) To facilitate ecologically sustainable
development by integrating relevant economic,
environmental and social considerations in decisionmaking about environmental planning and
assessment.

Ecologically sustainable development is considered
in Sections 8.21 - 8.24 below.

1.3(c) To promote the orderly and economic use and Not relevant to the proposal.
development of land.
1.3(d) To promote the delivery and maintenance of
affordable housing.

Not relevant to the proposal.

1.3(e) To protect the environment, including the
conservation of threatened and other species of
native animals and plants, ecological communities
and their habitats.

This REF provides a thorough assessment of the
environment and recommends extensive safeguards
to minimise impacts to the environment with a
specific focus on reducing the impacts on the local
threatened microbat population.

1.3(f) To promote the sustainable management of
built and cultural heritage (including Aboriginal
cultural heritage).

This REF provides a thorough assessment of the
environment and recommends extensive safeguards
to minimise impacts to the environment.
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Object

Comment

1.3(g) To promote good design and amenity of the
built environment.

Factored into the design of the proposal.

1.3(h) To promote the proper construction and
maintenance of buildings, including the protection of
the health and safety of their occupants.

Not relevant to the proposal.

1.3(i) To promote the sharing of the responsibility for
environmental planning and assessment between
the different levels of government in the State.

Not relevant to the proposal.

1.3(j) To provide increased opportunity for
community participation in environmental planning
and assessment.

The public will be consulted about the proposal.

8.2.1 The precautionary principle
Schedule 2 of the EP&A Regulation 2000 states that “the ‘precautionary principle’, namely, that if there are
threats of serious or irreversible environmental damage, lack of full scientific certainty should not be used
as a reason for postponing measures to prevent environmental degradation. In the application of the
precautionary principle, public and private decisions should be guided by:
i.
ii.

‘Careful evaluation to avoid, wherever practicable, serious or irreversible damage to the
environment.
An assessment of the risk-weighted consequences of various options’.

The precautionary principle has been applied as part the Environmental Assessment (Section 6)
undertaken for the proposal. Potential environmental impacts of the proposal will be minimised by the
implementation of mitigation measures provided in Section 6.

8.2.2 Intergenerational equity
Schedule 2 of the EP&A Regulation 2000 defines inter-generational equity as “the present generation
should ensure that the health, diversity and productivity of the environment are maintained or enhanced for
the benefit of future generations”.
The proposal would not significantly affect the viability of local or threatened species or any TECs.
Therefore, local biodiversity values would not be substantially adversely affected by the proposal and would
be maintained for future generations. Without the works proceeding, traffic safety and efficiency would
rapidly decline. Overall, the socio-economic, safety and environmental safety benefits of the proposal would
occur only at limited minimal potential environmental expense.

8.2.3 Conservation of biological diversity and ecological integrity
Schedule 2 of the EP&A Regulation 2000 requires the “conservation of biological diversity and ecological
integrity”, namely, that conservation of biological diversity and ecological integrity should be a fundamental
consideration.
The impacts to ecological integrity and conservation of biological diversity at the site have been thoroughly
assessed as part of this REF. No threatened species or communities are likely to be significantly affected
by the proposal. No populations of native species are likely to be made locally rare or unviable as a result
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of the proposal. Consequently, the ecological integrity and biological diversity would be maintained at the
site.

8.2.4 Improved valuation, pricing and incentive mechanisms
The following principles of valuation, pricing and incentive as per Schedule 2 of the EP&A Regulation 2000
are acknowledged as part of this review:
i.
ii.

iii.

Polluter pays, that is, those who generate pollution and waste should bear the cost of containment,
avoidance or abatement.
The users of goods and services should pay prices based on the full life cycle of costs of providing
goods and services, including the use of natural resources and assets and the ultimate disposal of
any waste.
Environmental goals, having been established, should be pursued in the most cost-effective way, by
establishing incentive structures, including market mechanisms that enable those best placed to
maximise benefits or minimise costs to develop their own solutions and responses to environmental
problems.

It is difficult, however, to assign a monetary value to the environment of a locality or to environmental
resources not considered for commercial use. Roads and Maritime has taken an approach to manage the
potential environmental impacts of the proposal by identifying appropriate safeguards (this REF) to mitigate
adverse environmental effects with financial support for implementation.

8.3 Conclusion
The proposed upgrade of Briner Bridge over Coldstream River on Coldstream Terrace at Tucabia is subject
to assessment under Division 5.1 of the EP&A Act. The REF has examined and taken into account to the
fullest extent possible all matters affecting or likely to affect the environment by reason of the proposed
activity.
This has included consideration (where relevant) of conservation agreements and plans of management
under the NPW Act, biodiversity stewardship sites under the BC Act, wilderness areas, areas of
outstanding value, impacts on threatened species and ecological communities and their habitats and other
protected fauna and native plants. The REF has also considered potential impacts to matters of national
environmental significance listed under the Federal EPBC Act.
A number of potential environmental impacts from the proposal have been avoided or reduced during the
concept design development and options assessment. The proposal as described in the REF best meets
the project objectives but would still result in some impacts on biodiversity, heritage and socio-economic
factors. Safeguards and management measures as detailed in this REF would ameliorate or minimise
these expected impacts. The proposal would in the long-term improve the traffic safety of Briner Bridge and
reduce ongoing maintenance requirements. On balance the proposal is considered justified and the
following conclusions are made.
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Significance of impact under NSW legislation
The proposal would be unlikely to cause a significant impact on the environment. Therefore, it is not
necessary for an environmental impact statement to be prepared and approval to be sought from the
Minister for Planning under Division 5.2 of the EP&A Act. A Biodiversity Development Assessment Report
or Species Impact Statement is not required. The proposal is subject to assessment under Division 5.1 of
the EP&A Act. Consent from Council is not required.
Significance of impact under Australian legislation
The proposal is not likely to have a significant impact on matters of national environmental significance or
the environment of Commonwealth land within the meaning of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999. A referral to the Australian Department of the Environment and Energy is not
required.
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9.

Certification

This review of environmental factors provides a true and fair review of the proposal in relation to its
potential effects on the environment. It addresses to the fullest extent possible all matters affecting or likely
to affect the environment as a result of the proposal.

David Havilah
Senior Ecologist
GeoLINK
Date: 26 October 2018

I have examined this review of environmental factors and accept it on behalf of Roads and Maritime
Services.

Rochelle Hicks
Roads and Maritime Senior Project Manager
Regional Maintenance Delivery, Northern Region
Date:
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Terms and acronyms used in this REF
Term / Acronym

Description

AusLink

Mechanism to facilitate cooperative transport planning and funding by
Commonwealth and state and territory jurisdictions

BC Act

Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016 (NSW)

CEMP

Construction environmental management plan

EIA

Environmental impact assessment

EP&A Act

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (NSW). Provides the legislative
framework for land use planning and development assessment in NSW

EPBC Act

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Commonwealth).
Provides for the protection of the environment, especially matters of national
environmental significance, and provides a national assessment and approvals
process.

ESD

Ecologically sustainable development. Development which uses, conserves and
enhances the resources of the community so that ecological processes on which
life depends, are maintained and the total quality of life, now and in the future, can
be increased

FM Act

Fisheries Management Act 1994 (NSW)

Heritage Act

Heritage Act 1977 (NSW)

ISEPP

State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007

LALC

Local Aboriginal Land Council

LEP

Local Environmental Plan. A type of planning instrument made under Part 3 of the
EP&A Act.

LoS

Level of Service. A qualitative measure describing operational conditions within a
traffic stream and their perception by motorists and/or passengers.

MNES

Matters of national environmental significance under the Commonwealth
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999

NPW Act

National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (NSW)

Roads and Maritime

NSW Roads and Maritime Services

SEPP

State Environmental Planning Policy. A type of planning instrument made under
Part 3 of the EP&A Act

QA Specifications

Specifications developed by Roads and Maritime Services for use with road work
and bridge work contracts let by Roads and Maritime Services
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Appendix A
Microbat management plan
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Microbat Management
Plan
Briner Bridge upgrade, Tucabia
Roads and Maritime Services | October 2018
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1.

Background

1.1. Introduction
Roads and Maritime Services propose to upgrade Briner Bridge over the Coldstream River near Tucabia
(the proposal). The bridge is currently load limited to 33 tonnes and requires regular, ongoing maintenance.
The upgrade will increase the capacity to 42.5 tonnes and reduce maintenance requirements whilst
retaining the heritage significance of the truss span. Briner Bridge is listed on the Roads and Maritime S170
Heritage Register and will be nominated for listing on the State Heritage Register upon completion of the
upgrade works. In developing plans to upgrade the bridge, Roads and Maritime Services are working
closely with the NSW Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH).
The Proposal would involve the following key features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increasing the width of the bridge deck to 5.4 metres between barriers to allow two cars to pass
Restoration and strengthening of the Dare Truss span
Restoration of the deck on the truss span with stress laminated timber
Replacement of the timber approach spans with reinforced concrete and steel girder approach spans
Replacement of the timber abutments with new reinforced concrete abutments
Replacement of timber piles below ground with new driven piles
Replacement of timber trestle piers with steel trestle piers
Replacement of the timber handrail with a new steel traffic barrier
Installation of a temporary bridge linked to Coldstream Terrace for public access during construction
Establishing site facilities associated with the works.

The construction is expected to begin in early 2019 and will take approximately 14 months to complete,
including installation and removal of the temporary bridge and rehabilitation of the project area.
Further details of the bridge location, structural form and the proposal are provided in the corresponding
Review of Environmental Factors (REF) prepared by GeoLINK (2018).

1.2. Aim and objective
The objective of the Microbat Management Plan (MMP) is to minimise impacts of the Briner Bridge upgrade
(the proposal) to the resident population of Large-footed Myotis (Myotis macropus). The management
measures proposed are based on the methodology, observations and outcomes achieved during similar
projects where concrete culverts and timber bridges which support roosting microbats have been disturbed
for upgrade works.
Specifically, the MMP aims to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide details of permanent Large-footed Myotis compensatory breeding/ roosting habitat to be
provided within the refurbished bridge structure
Provide details on the temporary relocation of microbat habitat (bat boxes) from Briner Bridge onto an
adjacent temporary bridge prior to work commencing on Briner Bridge and then back onto Briner Bridge
at the completion of the project
Provide advice for construction personnel on how to manage microbat conflicts during construction
Reduce potential for microbat injury or mortality
Minimise disturbances to breeding microbats
Provide exclusion techniques and management.
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1.3. Briner Bridge microbats
As part of maintenance work being conducted on Briner Bridge in 2013, Greenloaning Biostudies (GBS)
detected two threatened microbat species (Large-footed Myotis and Eastern Cave Bat) utilizing parts of the
bridge for roosting habitat. Over a number of occasions GBS identified groups of predominantly Largefooted Myotis (between seven and thirty) representing a likely breeding population of the species, utilizing
mainly hollows and crevices in deteriorating timber elements of the bridge structure. Similar timber truss
bridges to Briner Bridge such as Sportsmans Creek Bridge, McFarlanes Bridge and Monkerai Bridge are
known to provide important roosting/breeding sites for microbats, particularly for Large-footed Myotis which
have preferred roosting/breeding sites over water. It is highly likely that Briner Bridge has historically
provided important roosting/breeding habitat for a population of Large-footed Myotis within gaps and
crevices within the timber bridge structure.
As maintenance works in 2013 proposed to remove some deteriorating elements of the bridge being used
as habitat, in line with standard microbat mitigation measures a number of bat boxes were installed on
Briner Bridge to provide replacement habitat. Surveys of these bat boxes undertaken sporadically since
2013 have identified ongoing usage of these boxes. As microbats often make use of multiple roosting sites,
shifting between roosts regularly (Evans, 2009), it is considered likely that Large-footed Myotis currently
utilize both bat boxes and parts of the timber bridge structure throughout the year.
Briner Bridge currently supports a relatively large population of approximately 100 Large-footed Myotis
(Myotis macropus) (refer to GeoLINK, 2018). Large-footed Myotis are listed as a ‘vulnerable’ species under
the Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016 (BC Act). Recent surveys indicate that four bat boxes installed
under the Briner Bridge provide the primary roosting locations for Large-footed Myotis on the bridge, with
gaps in the timber stringers also being utilised to a lesser extent (GeoLINK, 2018).
It is noted that this microbat population has been effectively managed during previous maintenance and
emergency works undertaken on Briner Bridge (Greenloaning Biostudies, 2013 and 2016).

1.4. The approach
In general, management measures involve the following main components:
1

Design and construct in situ voids into the concrete elements of the bridge as permanent compensatory
breeding/roosting habitat, based on known Large-footed Myotis breeding habitat structures.

2

Provide an additional four bat boxes under Briner Bridge at least one month prior to exclusion (but
preferably sooner) to encourage further use of these boxes as opposed to gaps/cavities within the
existing timber bridge structure, to assist with microbat exclusion.

3

Provide additional microbat habitat (bat boxes) in proximity to Briner Bridge along the riparian zone at
least one month prior to exclusion (but preferably sooner). The aim of this habitat is to:
•
•

Provide additional flood refuge habitat
Provide additional Large-footed Myotis roosting habitat locally during construction.

4

Outside of the Large-footed Myotis breeding season (defined as October – mid-April), undertake staged
microbat exclusion prior to removing above pier bridge elements. The aim is to have bat boxes on
Briner Bridge being the only habitat being utilised.

5

Outside of the Large-footed Myotis breeding season, temporarily relocate bat boxes occurring on Briner
Bridge to beneath the temporary bridge to appropriate locations over water as directed by the Project
Ecologist.

6

Upon completion of the upgrade of Briner Bridge, permanently relocate bat boxes (from the temporary
bridge) to appropriate locations beneath Briner Bridge as directed by the Project Ecologist.

7

Monitor microbat numbers before, during and after construction.

8

Implement corrective actions if necessary.
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2.

Microbat management

Recommended management actions are provided in Table 2-1. Management measures have been
developed based on GeoLINK’s previous experience with microbats and similar Roads and Maritime
projects. Projects that GeoLINK have been involved in that have increased Roads and Maritime’s
understanding about Large-footed Myotis include Binna Burra culvert, Marom Creek culvert, Lions Park and
Baileys Bridge Road culverts, McFarlane Bridge, Sportsmans Creek Bridge and Mororo Bridge.

Plate 2-1 Example of four chambered bat boxes
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Table 2-1 Management actions
Safeguard

Pre-construction
monitoring of
Large-footed
Myotis numbers

Details
Direct inspection of the entire Briner Bridge using torch and
pole mounted camera from a boat with scaffolding at
spans/piers over water; and a ladder at spans/piers over
land; documenting:
• Species present
• Locations of roosting microbats
• Total number of individuals and groups per occupied
roost site
• Description of occupied roost sites
• Breeding status of the colony, including approximate
adult to juvenile ratios.
Prior to construction commencing, any roost sites on the
bridge structure itself would be marked to allow for easy
detection and awareness for construction personnel during
exclusion.

Timing

Responsibility

Accurately record numbers of the
population over different
seasonal times to determine
Two breeding season surveys baseline population estimates.
(ie October to mid-April
As population numbers vary
inclusive) prior to construction seasonally, baseline population
commencing.
estimates are best defined by the
Ecologist
It is noted that an August
population number at a particular
2018 survey has already
time of year. The most
been completed by GeoLINK, comparable seasonal survey
2018.
result will be used as a baseline
population estimate to compare
construction monitoring results
to.

Install additional
bat boxes onto
Briner Bridge to
aid exclusion

Provide an additional four bat boxes with four chambers per
box (refer to Plate 2-1) under Briner Bridge at least one
month prior to construction commencing to encourage
further use of these boxes as opposed to gaps/cavities
within the bridge structure. The primary aim of this action is At least one month prior to
construction commencing
to assist with microbat exclusion.
(preferably as soon as
Bat boxes to be used are to be designed in consultation
possible).
with the ecologist and manufacturer to achieve an
increased life, particularly with respect to the attachment of
the top plate to the bat box which has been found to fail on
bat boxes currently installed on Briner Bridge.

Provide
additional flood
refuge habitat
near Briner
Bridge

Install five bat boxes within the most appropriate locations
adjacent to the bridge (within 100 m). Locations to be
selected by the Ecologist and would target sites which
could act as flood refuge habitat. If the boxes are installed
in trees, they would be positioned so they:
• Are >30 m from the construction footprint
• Overhang the Coldstream River
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Performance indicators

At least one month prior to
construction commencing
(preferably as soon as
possible).

Additional four (four chambered)
bat boxes are installed.

Project
construction
manager
Ecologist

Additional five (four chambered)
bat boxes are installed (refer to
Plate 2-1).
Habitat is utilised by the
population during a flood event.

Project
construction
manager
Ecologist

Safeguard

Details

Timing

Performance indicators

Responsibility

• Are shaded and protected from the weather as best as
possible
• Have a flood immunity similar to the existing Briner
Bridge (ie are installed at a similar height above the river
to the bridge decking).
Bat boxes to be used are to be designed in consultation
with the ecologist and manufacturer to achieve an
increased life particularly with respect to the attachment of
the top plate to the bat box which has been found to fail on
bat boxes currently installed on Briner Bridge.

Provision of
permanent
compensatory
habitat in
refurbished
Briner Bridge

The following microbat compensatory habitat (shown in
Appendix A) would be incorporated into the refurbished
Briner Bridge:
• Microbat habitat type 1 – Cylindrical recesses
roughened (16) (65mm x 150 mm) built into the
thickened underside of the kerb on approach spans of
the bridge over water
• Microbat habitat type 2 – Local roughened areas (16)
under the deck/above girders are to be provided over
water on approach spans. Concrete pipe sections
(65mm x 150 mm) are to be adhered to the underside of
the deck in these locations
• Microbat habitat type 3 – Attachment lugs for bat boxes
are to be attached to each cross girder over water to
accommodate bat boxes at the completion of the
project.

During upgrade of bridge.

Site induction

All construction personnel would be trained on the MMP
including their responsibilities, signs of and how to search
for microbats, what to do if microbats are encountered
within the works area and personal safety practices when
working around bats.

Prior to commencement of
construction works.

All relevant construction
personnel receive, understand,
sign-off and adhere to the
requirements of the MMP.

Project
construction
manager

Staged microbat
exclusion

Refer to Section 2.2. Install exclusion so all potential
microbat habitat within the bridge structure (excluding bat
boxes) is no longer available for microbat roosting. At the
completion of exclusion works, relocate the bat boxes onto

For parts of the bridge being
used by microbats - outside
the Large-footed Myotis
breeding season (ie between

Microbats completely excluded
from Briner Bridge prior to
upgrade.

Project
construction
manager.
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Components of the refurbished
bridge are occupied as breeding/
roosting habitat by Large-footed
Myotis upon completion of the
project.
Habitat on the bridge (including
bat boxes) is occupied by Largefooted Myotis as
breeding/roosting habitat by a
significant proportion (>65% of
most comparable baseline
population number) postconstruction.

Roads and
Maritime design
and construction
team

Safeguard

Details

Timing

Performance indicators

Responsibility

the temporary bridge (refer below).

mid-April and October)
avoiding periods of prolonged
torpor.
For parts of Briner Bridge not
being utilised by microbats
(as evidenced by ecologist
surveys), exclusion can occur
within the breeding season
without an increased risk to
breeding Large-footed Myotis.

Exclusion from known habitat
carried out outside the Largefooted Myotis breeding season
(October to mid-April inclusive).
Exclusion from these parts of the
bridge may therefore occur only
from mid-April to September
(inclusive).

Ecologist

Once microbat exclusion is installed, temporarily relocate
bat boxes from Briner Bridge to beneath the temporary
bridge, in appropriate locations over water as agreed by the
Project Ecologist.
Relocation of the bat boxes would be undertaken by the
ecologist with assistance from the construction team. Bat
Temporarily
relocation of bat boxes supporting <20 roosting bats can be relocated by:
• Securely covering the base of the box with cloth material
boxes on Briner
(eg taped on pillow case) to block the entrance
Bridge to
• Remove the box from the existing roost location
beneath
temporary bridge • Relocating the box as quickly and steadily as possible to
the new location
• Once the bats have settled, removing the cloth material.

No or very low morality/injury
occurs as a result of exclusion.

No microbat injuries or
mortalities.
Upon completion of microbat
exclusion (refer above).
Outside Large-footed Myotis
breeding period.

Bat boxes relocated to the
temporary bridge are occupied
by Large-footed Myotis as
breeding/roosting habitat by a
significant proportion (>65% of
most comparable baseline
population number) during
construction.

Project
construction
manager.
Ecologist

Where =/>20 roosting microbats are roosting in a bat box,
relocation would occur at night once the bats have flown
out for the night.

Daily inspections
during removal
of above pier
elements of
Briner Bridge

Refer to Section 2.1. Work areas would be inspected daily
during the Briner Bridge upgrade, including:
• Morning inspections to ensure exclusion is intact and no
potential microbat breaches have occurred. An ecologist
would carry out inspections if potential exclusion
breaches have occurred
• Afternoon inspections carried out to ensure that
exclusion measures are functional at the end of each
day to prevent microbats accessing the bridge at night.
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Daily during bridge upgrade
work.

Exclusion inspected and remains Project
intact.
construction
manager
Ecologist inspects bridge if
potential exclusion breaches
have occurred and provide
appropriate management
advice/actions if microbats are
present.

Ecologist
Team leader
Work Supervisor

Safeguard

Details

Timing

Performance indicators

Responsibility

Monitoring/
management of
high noise/
vibration
activities

At the commencement of high noise activities (eg piling,
construction of rock platforms etc), a spotter is to be placed
to observe bat boxes and make observations on microbat
behaviour responses. Should microbats be observed
leaving roost sites (during the day) the ecologist will be
advised and will assess the need for further mitigation
measures for noise/ vibration (eg material screening etc).

At the commencement of high
noise activities or in the event
that microbats are observed
leaving the roost site during
the day.

Additional mitigation measures to
minimise impacts from noise/
vibration and light (eg material
screening provided and
effective).

Project
construction
manager

Upon completion of the works, bat boxes on the temporary
bridge would be moved to appropriate locations on the
refurbished bridge over water as agreed by the Project
Ecologist.

Permanent
relocation of bat
boxes from
temporary bridge Where this cannot be undertaken outside of the breeding
season, this will be undertaken outside of periods when
to Briner Bridge
flightless young are present within boxes (as evidenced by
ecologist surveys).

Vet/Wires
contact details

Removal of
additional flood
refuge habitat
installed near
Briner Bridge

No microbat injuries or
mortalities.
Upon completion of works.
Outside the breeding season
if possible (ie between midApril and October).

Injured fauna would be taken to WIRES. The contact details
of WIRES (Clarence Valley – 02 6643 4055) would be
Throughout project.
known to the site supervisor and ecologist.

At the completion of the monitoring program, bat boxes
installed within the riparian zone, adjacent to Briner Bridge
would be removed by the ecologist. Where bat boxes are
occupied the ecologist will undertake exclusion in
accordance with the requirements of Section 2.2.

Ecologist

At the completion of the
monitoring program.

Habitat on the bridge (including
bat boxes) is occupied by Largefooted Myotis as breeding/
roosting habitat by a significant
proportion (>65% of most
comparable baseline population
number) post-construction (after
18 months/3 monitoring events).

Project
construction
manager
Construction team

Contact details of WIRES known
to construction manager and the
project ecologist.

Project
construction
manager

Injured bats are promptly cared
for.

Construction team

No microbat injuries or
mortalities.

Ecologist

Ecologist
Project
construction
manager
Construction team
Ecologist

Note: *significant proportion (> 65 per cent of baseline population estimates) – this definition of a ‘significant proportion’ of the population has been used on other microbat
monitoring projects on timber bridges (eg Sportsmans Creek Bridge) and is considered to be an appropriate criteria accounting for seasonal and natural changes in Largefooted Myotis populations over time.
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2.1. Daily inspections and microbat relocation/exclusion
Daily inspections for microbats would be undertaken by the works crew using the RMS Daily Bat Inspection
Checklist (refer to Attachment B) when working below the deck or disturbing below deck elements
(including deck removal), covering that day’s work area and the surrounding five metres of the bridge. The
inspection would include actively looking for microbats and/or signs of their presence using a torch and
inspection camera. The inspection procedure is shown in Table 2-2.
Table 2-2 Daily Bat Inspection Procedure
Action

Timing

Responsibility

Alternative procedure

Daily pre-work
microbat
inspection

Prior to starting work for the day using a
flexible pole mounted inspection camera
and torch.

An inspection sheet would be
signed-off by the
Construction
construction team daily to
manager or delegate
indicate that the inspection
was completed.

Outcome of
inspections

Response

Timing

Responsibility

No microbats

Proceed with work

-

Construction
manager or delegate

Prior to
any work

Construction
manager and/or
delegate, ecologist
to remove/ exclude
microbats

Steps/notes

Contact ecologist and
decide:
• if works can cautiously
continue provided that
microbats are not at risk
of harm,
Microbats
present

• to avoid microbats by
working elsewhere
(greater than 10 m from
microbats),

Handling of bats only in
accordance with s132c
licence and Section 2.3.

• to have ecologist remove
microbat/s, or
• to have ecologist install
exclusion (refer to Section
2.2).

2.2. Roost exclusion
Staged microbat exclusion from habitat associated with Briner Bridge (gaps/crevices in the structure) would
be completed during or immediately after construction of the temporary bridge with the aim of removing all
roost habitat within Briner Bridge except for bat boxes. Once the exclusion has been completed, the bat
boxes would be relocated to the temporary bridge while rehabilitation works are being undertaken on Briner
Bridge.
An ecologist would be engaged to help manage and provide advice throughout the project on microbat
exclusion and relocation.
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Exclusion would aim to effectively seal/wrap the subject spans or bridge elements to prevent microbat
access. This would be undertaken using industrial plastic which microbats are unable to grip onto. Other
materials such as expandable foam and timber may also be used to block off rotted timber girder ends. If
expandable foam is used (particularly at night), exposed areas would be covered to prevent bats trying to
access the bridge making contact with the foam prior to it hardening. For localised exclusion, cloth material
may also be used, for example to plug decking gaps above stringers.

2.2.1. Timing
The potential for injury and death to microbats would be much higher during the breeding period due to the
presence of dependant young and/or juveniles. Dependant young are less likely to vacate the roost and
there is a high risk that juveniles would be abandoned in the roost by adults. There is a high risk that
attempts to remove juveniles from the roost are more likely to result in death or injury due to stress.
Exclusion of microbats outside of the breeding season therefore reduces potential impacts on dependant
young and/or juveniles. On this basis, exclusion of parts of the bridge occupied by microbats must be
completed outside the breeding season for Large-footed Myotis (October to mid-April inclusive). Exclusion
of these parts of the bridge therefore can occur only from May to September (inclusive).
For parts of Briner Bridge not to being utilised by microbats (as evidenced by ecologist surveys), exclusion
of these areas can occur within the breeding season without an increases risk to breeding Large-footed
Myotis.
Exclusion installation programming would allow for some flexibility (ie potential short delays during cold/wet
weather) during this period to avoid disturbing microbats during torpor periods or for example if the
microbats were still active then exclusion may proceed.
Four bat boxes would be installed below Briner Bridge and five bat boxes would be installed within
appropriate riparian vegetation at least one month prior to exclusion to encourage microbats to utilise bat
boxes as opposed to the bridge structure.

2.2.2. Methodology
The exclusion process would include the following stages:
1

Install temporary microbat roosting habitat below the decking of Briner Bridge in the form of four
additional bat boxes with four chambers each, a minimum of one month prior to exclusion (but
preferably sooner).

2

Install exclusion measures on sections of Briner Bridge without roosting microbats (eg decking gaps,
gaps in timber stringers). This would occur following inspection by an ecologist to confirm no microbats
are present. The ecologist would ensure the exclusion is impenetrable to microbats before starting
further exclusion work.

3

Exclude microbats from the remainder of Briner Bridge in stages depending on the number of microbats
present (refer to Section 2.1).
The ecologist would inspect the subject section of the bridge from a barge with scaffolding prior to
installing the exclusion. Installation of exclusion measures in areas with no microbats or small groups of
bats (<20) may occur during the day following removal of the microbats by the ecologist. Installation of
exclusion measures, in areas with larger groups of bats (>20) or where smaller groups are not able to
be removed, would be completed at night. Once the microbats have flown-out or are removed by the
ecologist and the subject section of the bridge is confirmed to be free of bats (following inspection with
an inspection camera, torch and/or thermal imagery device), exclusion can be installed, accompanied
by ongoing inspection by the ecologist to ensure no microbats enter the exclusion area.
After the first night of exclusion when roosting microbats have been displaced, the ecologist would
return to the site at least one hour prior to dawn and check for trapped microbats and observe the
behaviour of microbats when returning to roost. Attempts at re-entry would be observed and any
breaches noted for repair/alteration.
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Any microbats attempting to roost in inappropriate locations would be removed and released if still dark
or held until they could be placed into the bat boxes on the temporary bridge, or held for release the
following evening. Bats would not be held for longer than 24 hours.
When exclusion installation occurs at night, the exclusion would be removed the following morning to
allow inspection to ensure no microbats were able to penetrate the exclusion. The exclusion would then
be replaced.
By the end of this stage, the below deck area of Briner Bridge should be effectively impenetrable for
microbats, with only the bat boxes remaining accessible to the bats.
4

Transfer bat boxes from Briner Bridge to the temporary bridge. The rate and timing of the transfer would
follow advice from the ecologist. Should small numbers (<20 per bat box) of microbats be occupying the
bat boxes, the base would be covered and sealed with a non-transparent breathable material (eg
fabric), removed and installed directly onto the new bridge provided the process does not result in
significant harm or stress to resident bats (eg from significant noise and vibration).
Should large numbers (>20 per bat box) of microbats be present, the relocation would occur at night
once the bats have flown out.

Flexibility in the microbat exclusion process would be required following advice from the ecologist. The
ecologist would be responsible for managing the microbats, including capture and release of microbats
throughout the exclusion process, identify if there are potential issues with bats in torpor and the need for
the exclusion to be delayed, etc.
The ecologist would also need to identify if individual bridge structures (eg with deep cavities that would not
be able to be confidently inspected to ensure they are free of bats) need to be fitted with a one-way
exclusion device that allows bats to escape but not re-enter, prior to installing the non-penetrable exclusion
which covers large sections of the bridge (note: based on existing information of microbat usage at the site,
this is unlikely to be necessary).
The exclusion would aim to effectively seal/wrap the underside of Briner Bridge to prevent microbat access
using industrial plastic which bats are unable to grip onto (refer to Plate 2-1 and Plate 2-2), with only the
temporarily installed roosting habitat remaining accessible. Other materials such as expandable foam and
timber may also be used. If expandable foam is used (particularly at night), exposed areas would be
covered with gaffer/silver ductile tape to prevent bats trying to access the bridge making contact with the
foam prior to it hardening. The exclusion design would allow for water drainage where necessary and be
durable enough to ensure it stays in place throughout the exclusion/bridge removal period.

Plate 2-2 Effective plastic microbat exclusion installation at McFarlane Bridge, a similar structured timber
bridge
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Underneath is a single sheet of plastic with small holes to allow drainage. At the piers, smaller sheets of
plastic hang down from the decking between the corbels and stringers to ‘seal’ the exclusion.

Plate 2-3 McFarlane Bridge microbat exclusion viewed from side-on
Timber was placed to cover the gaps between the stringers and transverse decking. This may be
completed in preparation for installation of the plastic exclusion sheeting.

Plate 2-4 Sportsmans Creek Bridge microbat exclusion viewed from beneath
Timber was placed to cover the gaps between timbers.
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3.

Contingency measures

3.1. Adaptive procedures
Animals can display unpredicted or unexpected behaviour, so management plans such as this need to be
adaptable to deal with a range of potential outcomes. The procedures of this plan may be adapted in
response to factors such as the pace of the work, or results of inspections and monitoring. Additionally,
modifications to the exclusion procedure may be carried out, for example, minor modification may be
required to the exclusion devices to improve their success.
The aim of adaptive procedures is to facilitate the identification of the best course of action for the particular
situation, including time and logistical constraints, as well as any biological constraints posed by the bats.
This requires open communication between the work supervisor, project manager, Roads and Maritime
environmental officer and an ecologist.

3.2. Capturing and releasing healthy microbats
All handling of live microbats would be carried out by a qualified and vaccinated ecologist experienced in
handling microbats. The ecologist must hold an Animal Care and Ethics Committee approval, an OEH
National Parks and Wildlife Service scientific licence for handling native flora and fauna and be vaccinated
against Lyssavirus. Any microbats captured during nocturnal or diurnal inspections would be housed in
small cloth bags and either:
•
•

Relocated into bat boxes on the temporary bridge, or
Housed in a dark, cool, dry, quiet location for nocturnal release on the evening/night following capture.

The ecologist would determine the most appropriate option, giving consideration to the animal’s welfare.
Bags containing microbats would be hung in a cool, dry place off the ground, preferably within a wire box
(eg a cat carry cage) for safety. Microbats housed in this way can be taken off site if required. Microbats of
the same species would be housed together with no more than five in any one bag. In the unlikely event
that other species are captured, large bats (head and body 75-95 millimetres) would not be grouped with
smaller bats (head and body <75 millimetres) as some larger species predate on smaller species. The
ecologist would be responsible for releasing any microbats in the evening at the site.
Housed microbats awaiting nocturnal release or relocation into the bat boxes would be placed in a dry and
undisturbed place out of the direct sun. Microbats would be kept in a cool, shaded environment (< 25oC)
and be assessed for heat stress as required. If temperatures exceed 30oC, a cooler location within a local
building would be sought.
Any microbats captured at night would be released that night if still dark or held until they could be placed
into the bat boxes on the temporary bridge or held for release the following evening. Bats would not be held
for longer than 24 hours.
Note: Any microbats captured during the work must be released at the site (ie released at Briner Bridge not
released elsewhere within the study area or locality).

3.3. Injured or dead microbats
It is the responsibility of any worker that identifies a dead or injured microbat during the work, to notify
Roads and Maritime’s work supervisor, project manager and environmental officer immediately. Work
within the area of the find (to be defined by the ecologist) would stop until the microbat is removed from the
work area.
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Where possible, all injured/ dead microbats would be removed by the ecologist and if the ecologist is not
available, by a vaccinated local wildlife carer group and retained for the ecologist. Where both the ecologist
or wildlife carer are not available, construction personnel may remove the injured/dead microbat only after
receiving advice from Roads and Maritime environmental officer. The measures outlined below for handling
bats must be undertaken during any handling of bats. The local wildlife carer group or ecologist would then
be contacted immediately for collection of bat/s. For injured bats, options for treatment and future release
would be decided at the discretion of the wildlife carer, ecologist or veterinarian (if necessary). Any costs for
treatment of the injured microbat would be the responsibility of Roads and Maritime.
The ecologist would be responsible for storage and lodgement of any dead microbats. The Australian
Museum Mammal Section (pers. comm Anja Divljan) recommends freezing the specimen if a fresh
specimen cannot be lodged. Avoid thawing and re-freezing the microbat if possible. The ecologist would
lodge bodies with the Australian Museum Mammal Section (contact Dr Sandy Ingleby) as specimens for
future research and study.
Additional general bat handling mitigation measures:
•

•
•
•
•

Construction personnel are prohibited from handling bats unless bats are injured or killed during work
and advice has been sought from Roads and Maritime environmental officer about the collection of the
injured/dead microbat. In the case of above, the construction worker would wear gloves and carefully
remove the injured/dead bat with a cloth (eg cloth bag), by gently encasing the animal and turning the
cloth over or inside-out over the bat to encase it
The microbats would be placed in a cloth bag that is carefully tied off so that parts of the microbats are
not crushed and stored in a cool (not cold), quiet and dark location for collection by the local care group
ie WIRES, ecologist or Roads and Maritime environmental officer
Large bats (75-95 millimetres head and body length) would not be placed with small bats
(<75 millimetres) to avoid predation
Arrangements for the care and welfare of captured bats must be made immediately upon discovery/
capture of injured bat
Bat rescue equipment and personal protective equipment for workers must be available on site.
Equipment includes pillowcases, small cloth bags (eg soil sample bags), string to tie off pillowcase/
storage bags, thick rubber gloves or Nitrile Grip rubber gloves, soap and water to wash hands and
laminated information sheet on Lyssavirus.

3.4. Risks
Some of the procedures detailed within the plan pose various risks to human safety. Microbats can carry
diseases, particularly Lyssavirus which can be passed onto humans if bitten. It is therefore mandatory that
any persons handling microbats have the relevant vaccinations and annual boosters as required. A recent
titre level test result should be submitted by the ecologist before work starts. It is recommended that
appropriate bat rescue equipment/personal protective equipment is available on site before work starts
(cotton bags, gloves, soap and water to wash hands).

3.5. Roles and responsibilities
The construction personnel, ecologist, project manager and environmental officer form a team that work
together to deliver the aims of this MMP. Roads and Maritime or the construction contractor would be
responsible for providing exclusion material (if required) and assistance in relocating the bat boxes (EWP
and hand tools if required).
Roads and Maritime or the construction contractor would carry out daily bat checks prior to the
commencement of work to ensure that microbats had not returned to the bridge elements or were roosting
in exposed/unsafe locations. Any resident microbats would be captured by the ecologist by hand and
released in accordance with prescriptions in Section 3.2. Roads and Maritime and the ecologist would
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communicate proactively with the work supervisor and Roads and Maritime environmental officer if work
needs to cease, be modified and/or to report all observations.
The ecologist is to provide guidance to Roads and Maritime such that the aims of the MMP are achieved
and impact to microbats is minimised. Any decision relating to Roads and Maritime meeting its statutory
obligations would be discussed or referred to the project manager and environmental officer in the earliest
instance.
It is the responsibility of any worker that identifies a dead or injured microbat to notify Roads and Maritime’s
work supervisor, project manager and environmental officer immediately. Work may need to stop in the
area of the find (as advised by the ecologist).
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4.

Monitoring

A summary of recommended monitoring requirements is provided in Table 4-1. Microbat monitoring would
be carried out by the ecologist pre, during and post construction, with the objectives of:
•
•
•
•
•

Gathering data before construction to accurately define a baseline population number for microbats
roosting at Briner Bridge
Determining whether the Proposal has been successful in relocating the subject Large-footed Myotis
breeding colony from Briner Bridge to the temporary bridge and back and thus avoiding a significant
impact on the local population
Identifying whether and how the microbat management safeguards of this report have been
implemented and their success
Identifying the need to implement additional contingency measures in consultation with Roads and
Maritime to minimise impacts to the subject Large-footed Myotis colony should relocation to the
temporary bridge and refurbished Briner Bridge not be successful
Providing further recommendations for consideration on future projects with similar impacts on
threatened microbats.

For the purposes of the monitoring program, a significant proportion of the population is regarded as >65
percent of the Large-footed Myotis numbers recorded from baseline surveys. As population numbers vary
seasonally, baseline population estimates are best defined by the population number at a particular time of
year. The most comparable baseline (seasonal) survey result will be used as a baseline population number
to compare monitoring results to.
Environmental variability and natural fluctuations would be considered when establishing baseline
population numbers as well as quantifying the overall success of the project. Throughout the monitoring
and implementation of the Proposal, the ecologist would be responsible for identifying the need to trigger
and implement contingency/corrective measures, as outlined in Table 4-1.
The Proposal would be considered successful if:
•
•
•

A significant proportion of the Large-footed Myotis population persist within bat boxes relocated onto the
temporary bridge and within adjacent vegetation within the riparian zone during construction
A significant proportion of the Large-footed Myotis population is present on habitat associated with
Briner Bridge including bat boxes installed in adjacent riparian vegetation
Compensatory habitat to be constructed on the refurbished Briner Bridge is utilised as breeding/roosting
habitat for Large-footed Myotis.

4.1. Reporting and communication
The results of each monitoring phase would be emailed to the Roads and Maritime project manager,
environmental officer, and Environment Branch biodiversity specialist along with a summary of key
outcomes/findings to date. A comprehensive report would be provided upon completion of the monitoring
program.
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Table 4-1 Summary of monitoring schedule
Monitoring
phase

Objective

Monitoring effort

Timing and frequency

Contingency triggers and potential
measures

Prior to
construction
(baseline)

Identify microbat numbers
in bat boxes and additional
potential roost locations
prior to commencement of
works. Check condition of
bat boxes and if any
require replacement.

Direct inspection at Briner Bridge from a barge with
scaffolding, documenting:
• Species present
• Locations of roosting microbats
• Total number of individuals and groups
• Locations of roosting microbats
• Breeding status of the colony, including
approximate adult to juvenile ratios (if relevant).

Two breeding season
surveys (ie October to midApril inclusive) prior to
construction commencing.

Accurately record numbers of the
population over different seasonal
times to determine a baseline
population estimate.

Direct inspection of Briner Bridge from a barge with
scaffolding, documenting:
• Species present
• Locations of roosting microbats
• Total number of individuals and groups
• Locations of roosting microbats
• Breeding status of the colony, including
approximate adult to juvenile ratios (if relevant).

Prior to commencement of
exclusion installation.
The morning prior to
installing each exclusion
stage where >20 bats are
displaced.
The morning following
installing each exclusion
stage where >20 bats are
displaced.

Following exclusion if >65% of baseline
numbers are not locatable within bat
boxes on Briner bridge, the ecologist is
to investigate the whereabouts of the
microbats (conduct searches in habitat
in proximity to the site) and consider
additional management measures
including:
• Reviewing and modify the exclusion
method (eg reducing the rate and
extent of bridge excluded during
each exclusion stage).

The day before bat box
relocation.
The day after bat box
relocation.
Every two months after
relocation of bat boxes
during construction.

Following relocation of bat boxes if
>65% of baseline numbers are not
locatable on the Briner Bridge site
consider additional mitigation measures
including:
• Modifying compensatory roosting
habitat (eg moving bat boxes)
• Installing additional compensatory
roosting habitat on Briner bridge.

During
microbat
exclusion

Monitor Large-footed
Myotis roosting behaviour
response to exclusion
activities.
Document exclusion
activities and outcomes to
identify the effectiveness
of exclusion activities.

After
temporary
relocation of
bat boxes

Identify microbat numbers
in bat boxes and compare
to population numbers
from the pre-construction
survey.

Direct inspection of bat boxes under bridge from a
barge with scaffolding, documenting:
• Species present.
• Locations of roosting microbats
• Total number of individuals and groups
• Locations of roosting microbats
• Breeding status of the colony including
approximate adult to juvenile ratios (if relevant).
Monitoring is to include additional bat boxes
installed in proximity to the bridge site.

Post

Identify microbat numbers

Direct inspection of Briner Bridge from a barge with The timing of the monitoring
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Should <65% of microbats be located

Monitoring
phase
Construction

Objective

Monitoring effort

Timing and frequency

in bat boxes and
compensatory habitat
provided in refurbished
bridge structure.

scaffolding, documenting:
• Species present
• Locations of roosting microbats
• Total number of individuals and groups
• Locations of roosting microbats
• Breeding status of the colony, including
approximate adult to juvenile ratios (if relevant).

program will be adaptive
and determined in
consultation with the
ecologist based on results.
As a concept the monitoring
would include six monitoring
events over three years
post-construction, with three
events during breeding
seasons and three outside
of breeding season.

Surveys to include all bat boxes on the bridge and
adjacent riparian vegetation as well as
compensatory habitat provided on the bridge.
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Contingency triggers and potential
measures
in Briner Bridge after 18 months (3
monitoring events) the ecologist is to
investigate the whereabouts of the bats
(inspect other drainage structures
within a 10 km radius of Briner Bridge),
as well as consider additional
management measures including:
• Modifying the compensatory
roosting habitat (eg moving bat
boxes)
• Installing additional compensatory
roosting habitat on Briner Bridge
• Extend the monitoring period.
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Appendix A – Microbat Compensatory Habitat

Note: Concrete pipe sections (65mm x 150 mm) would be adhered to local roughened areas under deck as shown above.

Appendix B – RMS Daily Bat Inspection Checklist
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Daily bat inspection checklist
Project

Project Number

Area inspected (pier/span number)
Inspector’s name

Inspection date

Inspection

Check

Inspection time

Comments

Look between gaps in the cross decking above the
girders.

Look in cracks and crevices in timber:
Corbels.
Headstocks.
Girders.

Look between the joint at the girders.

Look for any Guano (bat faeces) around work area.

Listen for any chatter/calls.

Any other dark or protected areas that bats might be?

Any bats or evidence of bats found?

Yes

No

If “Yes” work MUST stop. PDM or Works Supervisor MUST be contacted immediately.
Certification
Inspected by
Name

Signature

Date

Name

Signature

Date

Sighted by
(site supervisor)

Large-Footed Myotis

Fine Bat Guano

Colony of Bats in 2cm Crevice

Pellet Bat Guano

OHS considerations
o Do not handle bats. Bats may be carrying diseases such as the Australian Lyssavirus
which is closely related to Rabies. If you need to handle bats as per the Section 6:
Emergency Rescue Procedure for Microbats of the microbat management plan,
ensure your hand is covered with a thick rubber glove and appropriate bat rescue
equipment/PPE is present.
Avoid breathing in guano. Histoplasmosis refers to infections due to the fungus Histoplasma
capsulatum found in soil enriched with bird or microbat droppings. The disease is rare in Australia
and most cases have been associated with cavers or overseas travelers from endemic areas. This
is considered a low risk given the good ventilation at the site and that only small volumes of guano.

•
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•
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•
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Appendix B
Consideration of clause 228(2) factors and matters of national
environmental significance

Briner Bridge upgrade
Review of Environmental Factors
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Clause 228(2) checklist
In addition to the requirements of the Is an EIS required? guideline (DUAP 1995/1996) and the Roads and
Related Facilities EIS Guideline (DUAP 1996) as detailed in the REF, the following factors, listed in clause
228(2) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000, have also been considered to
assess the likely impacts of the proposal on the natural and built environment.
Factor

Impact

a) Any environmental impact on a community?

Negligible

The community would not be affected through declines in the local environment as
a result of the proposal. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed to
reduce environmental impacts on the community to negligible levels (refer to
Section 6).
b) Any transformation of a locality?
Temporary transformations of the locality are restricted to the site and comprise
of:
•
•
•
•

Negligible

Construction and operation of site compound/ stockpile.
Construction of a temporary bridge
Presence and operation of heavy machinery.
Removal of components of Briner Bridge.

After completion of the work, permanent transformations would be restricted to
Briner Bridge, including new stress-laminated deck, and paintwork and the
possible retention of concrete anchor blocks on the river bank. No significant
transformation of the locality would occur as a result of the proposal.
c) Any environmental impact on the ecosystems of the locality?
The ecosystems of the locality would not be affected through declines in local
environmental values (eg biodiversity, physical environment) as a result of the
proposal. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed to reduce
environmental impacts (refer to Section 6).

Negligible

d) Any reduction of the aesthetic, recreational, scientific or other environmental
quality or value of a locality?
The bridge design will retain its current appearance and alignment. The aesthetic,
recreational, scientific or other environmental qualities or value of the locality are
not expected to be impacted by the proposal. The character of the general area
would largely remain the same post-construction and no significant visual impact
or recreational impediment is expected. No reduction in the quality of
environmental values associated with noise, water, soil and air quality or
significant decreases in biodiversity are likely to occur due to the mitigation
measures provided in Section 6 of this REF. No significant changes to the locality
are expected to occur.

Negligible
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Factor

Impact

e) Any effect on a locality, place or building having aesthetic, anthropological,
Negligible
archaeological, architectural, cultural, historical, scientific or social significance
or other special value for present or future generations?
The proposal increases the longevity of Briner Bridge which has identified special
value (heritage) for present or future generations. The proposal has been
designed and is accompanied by mitigation measures which ensure that a viable
breeding colony of Large-footed Myotis remains active and present within Briner
Bridge post-construction.
No other long-term changes in the character or nature of Briner Bridge or its
immediate environs are expected as a result of the proposal.
f)

Any impact on the habitat of protected fauna (within the meaning of the
National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974)?
The proposal introduces the potential for a number of negative impacts on
roosting microbats within the bridge. With implementation of the Microbat
Management Plan (refer to Appendix A), these impacts are reduced to low levels
and provide a low risk to roosting and breeding microbats utilising nest boxes
installed at Briner Bridge.

Negligible

With effective implementation of the safeguards provided in Section 6 of this REF,
the proposal is not considered likely to have a significant negative impact on the
habitat of any other protected fauna.
g) Any endangering of any species of animal, plant or other form of life, whether
Negligible
living on land, in water or in the air?
With effective implementation of the safeguards provided in Section 6 of this REF,
the proposal is not considered likely to significantly endanger any species of
animal, plant or other form of life.
h) Any long-term effects on the environment?
No significant negative long-term impacts are considered likely with effective
implementation of the proposed mitigation measures in Section 6 of this REF.

Negligible

i) Any degradation of the quality of the environment?
No significant degradation of the quality of the environment is expected with
effective implementation of the safeguards in Section 6 of this REF.

Negligible

j) Any risk to the safety of the environment?
The objective of the proposal is to improve safety and increase the service life of
Briner Bridge whilst retaining its heritage value. The proposal is unlikely to pose
any significant risk to the safety of the environmental attributes outlined in Section
6. Any possible impacts would be minimised with the implementation of the
safeguards in Section 6 of this REF.

Negligible

k) Any reduction in the range of beneficial uses of the environment?
The proposal is not likely to result in any reduction in the range of beneficial uses
of the environment.

Negligible
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Impact

l) Any pollution of the environment?
Waste materials, lead based paint flakes, fuel spills and sediment have the
potential to cause pollution to the environment. However, given the proposed
safeguards detailed in Section 6 of this REF, pollution to the environment is
unlikely to occur.

Negligible

m) Any environmental problems associated with the disposal of waste?
Negligible
All waste generated by the proposal would be disposed of in a manner which
would not damage or disturb any native flora or fauna or the physical environment.
The disposal of waste would be in accordance with Roads and Maritime and EPA
approved methods of waste disposal. Safeguards detailed in Section 6 of this
REF would protect the environment from problems associated with all waste
disposal.
n) Any increased demands on resources (natural or otherwise) that are, or are
likely to become, in short supply?
The proposal does not create any demand for resources that are in short supply
nor is it likely to result in an increased demand on any natural resources that are
likely to become in short supply. Roads and Maritime would attempt to draw
supplies and resources from established suppliers having appropriate
environmental approvals and standards.

Negligible

o) Any cumulative environmental effect with other existing or likely future
Negligible
activities?
The proposal would have minor cumulative impacts (eg resource consumption) but
is unlikely to significantly contribute to any cumulative impacts.
p) Any impact on coastal processes and coastal hazards, including those under
projected climate change conditions?
The proposal is not expected to have any impacts to coastal processes and
coastal hazards, including those under projected climate change conditions.
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Matters of national environmental significance
Under the environmental assessment provisions of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999, the following matters of national environmental significance and impacts on
Commonwealth land are required to be considered to assist in determining whether the proposal should be
referred to the Australian Government Department of the Environment and Energy.
A referral is not required for proposed actions that may affect nationally listed threatened species,
endangered ecological communities and migratory species. Impacts on these matters are still assessed as
part of the REF in accordance with Australian Government significant impact criteria and taking into
account relevant guidelines and policies.
Factor

Impact

a) Any impact on a World Heritage property?
The proposal is not in proximity (10 km search radius) to any World Heritage
Properties and as such the proposal is not expected to impact on any World
Heritage Properties.

Nil

b) Any impact on a National Heritage place?
The proposal is not in proximity (10 km search radius) to any National Heritage
places and as such the proposal is not expected to impact on any National
Heritage places.

Nil

c) Any impact on a wetland of international importance?
The proposal is not in proximity (10 km search radius) to any Wetlands of
International Importance, and as such the proposal is not expected to impact on
any Wetlands of International Importance.

Nil

d) Any impact on a listed threatened species or communities?
Nil
Two threatened ecological communities and 49 listed threatened species are listed
as occurring within 10 km of Briner Bridge. No commonwealth listed threatened
flora, fauna or ecological communities however are likely to be significantly
affected by the proposal (refer to Section 6.1 and Appendix C).
e) Any impacts on listed migratory species?
Thirty-four listed migratory species are listed as occurring within 10 km of Briner
Bridge. No commonwealth listed migratory species however are likely to be
significantly affected by the proposal (refer to Section 6.1 and Appendix C).

Nil

f) Any impact on a Commonwealth marine area?
The proposal is not in proximity (10 km search radius) to any Commonwealth
marine areas and as such the proposal is not expected to impact upon any
Commonwealth marine areas.

Nil

g) Does the proposal involve a nuclear action (including uranium mining)?
The proposal does not involve a nuclear action.

Nil
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Factor

Impact

h) Additionally, any impact (direct or indirect) on Commonwealth land?
Nil
Two Commonwealth lands being Australian Telecommunications Commission and
Defence Service Homes Corporation are listed as occurring within 10 km of Briner
Bridge. The proposal however is not expected to impact upon these lands as the
work is restricted to the bridge, site compound and mitigation measures would be
implemented to minimise indirect impacts.
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Appendix C
Biodiversity assessment
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Executive summary
Roads and Maritime Services proposes to upgrade Briner Bridge over the Coldstream River near Tucabia
(the proposal). The bridge is currently load limited to 33 tonnes and requires regular, ongoing maintenance.
The upgrade will increase the capacity to 42.5 tonnes and reduce maintenance requirements whilst
retaining the heritage significance of the truss span. Briner Bridge is listed on the Roads and Maritime
S170 Heritage Register and will be nominated for listing on the State Heritage Register upon completion of
the upgrade works. In developing plans to upgrade the bridge, Roads and Maritime Services are working
closely with the NSW Office of Environment and Heritage.
Based on the site assessment and consideration of the works required, the following biodiversity matters
apply to the proposal:
•

The works would require clearing of a small area (0.0789 hectares) of riparian vegetation (PCT 837)
which comprises the Threatened Ecological Community (TEC) Subtropical coastal floodplain forest of
the NSW North Coast Bioregion as listed in Part 3 of Schedule 1 of the Biodiversity Conservation Act
2017 (BC Act).

•

An ancillary site and access track occur immediately alongside areas of degraded PCT 1145, which
comprises the Threatened Ecological Community (TEC), Freshwater wetlands on coastal floodplains of
the NSW North Coast Bioregion as listed in Part 3 of Schedule 1 of the Biodiversity Conservation Act
2017 (BC Act). The proposal currently avoids direct impacts on this TEC however given the ephemeral
boundaries of this community in response to rainfall, this assessment assumes that a small area
(<0.05 hectares) may be impacted by the works.

•

No threatened flora species listed in the BC Act or Commonwealth Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) would be impacted by the proposal.

•

Briner Bridge supports a relatively large and important local Large-footed Myotis breeding colony in the
locality (ie within 10 kilometres of the site). This species is listed as vulnerable under the BC Act and is
not listed under the EPBC Act. Based on surveys of drainage structures/bridges within 10 kilometres of
the site, the occurrence of other identified likely/potential breeding colonies within the locality in
drainage structures is uncommon. Large-footed Myotis currently occupy bat boxes beneath Briner
Bridge as primary habitat with habitat associated with gaps/cracks in the timber bridge appearing to be
utilised to a lesser extent as secondary habitat.

•

A number of other threatened fauna species are considered to have potential to occur at the site and
have a low likelihood of being impacted by the proposal. Statutory assessments of significance (fivepart tests) were undertaken for these species as well as the Large-footed Myotis.

•

The proposal is unlikely to significantly affect any species, populations, communities or their habitats
and therefore a species impact statement is not required, nor is the proposal subject to the EPBC Act
Strategic Assessment.

•

Management measures for microbats developed as part of the proposal build on the experience of
Roads and Maritime in managing microbats on timber bridge projects over the past ten years. These
measures, detailed within a site-specific Microbat Management Plan (MMP) for the proposal broadly
involve:
-

Excluding microbats from all timber components of Briner Bridge prior to construction, leaving
existing bat boxes on the bridge as the only available habitat
Relocating bat boxes (including microbats) onto the temporary bridge for the duration of
construction
Relocating bat boxes permanently (including microbats) back onto the rehabilitated Briner Bridge at
the completion of works
Replacing roosting/breeding habitat within timber components of the bridge being removed,
compensatory habitat would be provided in the upgraded Briner Bridge comprising in situ voids in
the concrete elements of the bridge.
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Glossary of Terms
Term

Definition

Biodiversity offsets

Management actions that are undertaken to achieve a gain in biodiversity
values on areas of land in order to compensate for losses to biodiversity
values from the impacts of development (OEH 2017).

Construction footprint

The area to be directly impacted by the proposal during construction activities.
Analogous with subject land (see definition for subject land).

Cumulative impact

The impact on the environment which results from the incremental impact of
the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
future actions. Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but
collectively significant actions taking place over a period of time. Refer to
Clause 228(2) of the EP&A Regulation 2000 for cumulative impact
assessment requirements.

Direct impact

Direct impacts on biodiversity values include those related to clearing native
vegetation and threatened species habitat and impacts on biodiversity values
prescribed by the Biodiversity Conservation Regulation 2017 (the BC
Regulation) (BAM 2017).

Habitat

An area or areas occupied, or periodically or occasionally occupied, by a
species, population or ecological community, including any biotic or abiotic
component.

Indirect impact

Indirect impacts include but not limited to:
(a) indirect impacts on adjacent vegetation and habitat during construction
(b) indirect impacts on adjacent vegetation and habitat during operation
(c) impacts on adjacent vegetation and habitat arising from a change in landuse patterns (BAM 2017).

Local population

The population that occurs in the study area. In cases where multiple
populations occur in the study area or a population occupies part of the study
area, impacts on each subpopulation must be assessed separately (OEH
2017).

MNES

A matter of national environmental significance (MNES) protected by a
provision of Part 3 of the EPBC Act.

Mitchell landscape

Landscapes with relatively homogeneous geomorphology, soils and broad
vegetation types, mapped at a scale of 1:250,000 (OEH 2014).

Mitigation

Action to reduce the severity of an impact (OEH 2014).

Mitigation measure

Any measure that facilitates the safe movement of wildlife and/or prevents
wildlife mortality or injury.

Native vegetation

(a) Trees (including any sapling or shrub or any scrub).
(b) Understorey plants.
(c) Groundcover (being any type of herbaceous vegetation).
(d) Plants occurring in a wetland.
A plant is native to New South Wales if it was established in New South Wales
before European settlement (BC Act).
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Term

Definition

OEH BAM calculator

An online application of the Biodiversity Assessment Method (BAM). The
calculator uses the rules and calculations outlined in the BAM and allows the
user to apply the BAM at a site and observe the results of the assessment.

Operational footprint

The area that will be subject to ongoing operational impacts from the proposal.
This includes the road, surrounding safety verges and infrastructure, fauna
connectivity structures and maintenance access tracks and compounds.

Population

A group of organisms, all of the same species, occupying a particular area
(BAM 2017).

proposal area/proposal
site/development
footprint

The area of land that is directly impacted on by the proposal that is being
assessed under the EP&A Act, including access roads, and areas used to
store construction materials (OEH 2014). It includes the construction and
operational areas for the proposal.

Study area

The area directly affected by the development and any additional areas likely
to be affected by the development, either directly or indirectly (OEH 2014).

Target species

A species has been identified within the study area or is considered to have a
moderate to high likelihood of occurrence and may be impacted by the
proposal.
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Acronyms
Abbreviations
BC Act

Biodiversity Conservation Act 2017

BOS

Biodiversity Offset Scheme under the BC Act

CEEC

Critically Endangered Ecological Community

CEMP

Construction Environmental Management Plan

DoEE

Department of Environment and Energy

DP&E

Department of Planning and Environment

DPI

Department of Primary Industries

EEC

Endangered ecological community

EPBC Act

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Commonwealth)

FM Act

Fisheries Management Act 1994 (NSW)

GDE

Groundwater dependent ecosystems

IBRA

Interim Biogeographically Regionalisation of Australia

MNES

Matters of National Environmental Significance

OEH

Office of Environment and Heritage

PCT

Plant Community Type

REF

Review of Environmental Factors

SEPP

State Environmental Planning Policy

TECs

Threatened Ecological Communities

TBDC

Threatened Biodiversity Data Collection

VEC

Vulnerable Ecological Community

VIS

Vegetation information system
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1. Introduction
1.1 Proposal background
Roads and Maritime Services propose to upgrade Briner Bridge over the Coldstream River near Tucabia
(the proposal). The bridge is currently load limited to 33 tonnes and requires regular, ongoing
maintenance. The upgrade will increase the capacity to 42.5 tonnes and reduce maintenance
requirements whilst retaining the heritage significance of the truss span. Briner Bridge is listed on the
RMS S170 Heritage Register and will be nominated for listing on the State Heritage Register upon
completion of the upgrade works. In developing plans to upgrade the bridge, Roads and Maritime
Services are working closely with the NSW Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH).

1.2 The proposal
The proposal would involve the following key features:
•

Increasing the width of the bridge deck to 5.4 metres between barriers to allow two cars to pass

•

Refurbishment and strengthening of the Dare Truss span

•

Refurbishment of the deck on the truss span with stress laminated timber

•

Replacement of the timber approach spans with reinforced concrete and steel girder approach spans

•

Replacement of the timber abutments with new reinforced concrete abutments

•

Replacement of timber piles below ground with new driven piles

•

Replacement of timber trestle piers with steel trestle piers

•

Replacement of the timber handrail with a new steel traffic barrier

•

Installation of a temporary bridge linked to Coldstream Terrace for public access during construction

•

Establishing site facilities associated with the works.

The construction is expected to begin in early 2019 and will take approximately 14 months to complete,
including installation and removal of the temporary bridge and rehabilitation of the project area.
The location of the proposal is shown in Figure 1-1 and an overview of the proposal is provided in Figure
1-2.

1.3 Previous Microbat Management at Briner Bridge
As part of maintenance work being conducted on Briner Bridge in 2013, Greenloaning Biostudies (GBS)
detected two threatened microbat species (Large-footed Myotis and Eastern Cave Bat) utilizing parts of
the bridge for roosting habitat. Over a number of occasions GBS identified groups of predominantly Largefooted Myotis (between 7 and 30) representing a likely breeding population of the species, utilizing mainly
hollows and crevices in deteriorating timber elements of the bridge structure. Similar timber truss bridges
to Briner Bridge such as Sportsmans Creek Bridge, McFarlanes Bridge and Monkerai Bridge are known to
provide important roosting/breeding sites for microbats, particularly for Large-footed Myotis which have
preferred roosting/breeding sites over water. It is highly likely that Briner Bridge has historically provided
important roosting/breeding habitat for a population of Large-footed Myotis within gaps and crevices of the
timber bridge structure.
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As maintenance works in 2013 proposed to remove some deteriorating elements of the bridge being used
as habitat, in line with standard microbat mitigation measures a number of bat boxes were installed on
Briner Bridge to provide replacement habitat. Surveys of these bat boxes undertaken sporadically since
2013 have identified ongoing usage of these boxes. As microbats often make use of multiple roosting
sites, shifting between roosts regularly (Evans, 2009), it is considered likely that Large-footed Myotis
currently utilize both bat boxes and parts of the timber bridge structure throughout the year.

1.4 Legislative context
A Review of Environmental Factors (REF) is prepared to satisfy Roads and Maritime Services duties
under s.111 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) to “examine and take
into account to the fullest extent possible all matters affecting or likely to affect the environment by reason
of that activity” and s.112 in making decisions on the likely significance of any environmental impacts. This
biodiversity impact assessment forms part of the REF being prepared for the Briner Bridge Upgrade and
assesses the biodiversity impacts of the proposal to meet the requirements of the EP&A Act.
Sections 7.2 A of the Biodiversity Conservation Act 2017 (BC Act) and Part 7A of the Fisheries
Management Act 1994 (FM Act) require that the significance of the impact on threatened species, and
endangered ecological communities is assessed using a five-part test. Where a significant impact is likely
to occur, a species impact statement (SIS) must be prepared in accordance with the Director-General’s
requirements or a Biodiversity Development Assessment Report (BDAR) must be prepared by an
accredited assessor in accordance with the Biodiversity Assessment Method (BAM).
In September 2015, a “strategic assessment” approval was granted by the Federal Minister in accordance
with the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act). The approval applies
to Roads and Maritime activities being assessed under Part 5.1 (formerly Part 5) of the EP&A Act with
respect to potential impacts on nationally listed threatened species, ecological communities and migratory
species.
As a result, Roads and Maritime proposals assessed via an REF:
•

must address and consider potential impacts on nationally listed threatened species, populations,
ecological communities and migratory species, including application of the “avoid, minimise, mitigate
and offset” hierarchy

•

do not require referral to the Federal Department of the Environment for these matters, even if the
activity is likely to have a significant impact.

To assist with this, assessments are required in accordance with the Matters of National Environmental
Significance: Significant impact guidelines 1.1. Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act
1999 (DoE 2013).
The commencement of the BC Act has affected the operation of the strategic assessment in the following
ways:
•

The previous biodiversity assessment method, the Framework for Biodiversity Assessment, (FBA) has
been superseded by the BA

•

Department of Environment and Energy (DoEE) have not (yet) endorsed the BAM as a suitable
method to assess impacts or calculate offsetting requirements

•

DoEE have not (yet) endorsed the Biodiversity Offset Fund as a suitable avenue to meet offset
obligations.

Until DoEE have endorsed the BAM, a BDAR should not be used to assess project impacts or calculate
offset requirements for Division 5.1 REF projects that are likely to have a significant impact on nationally
listed species and communities without consultation with DoEE.
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2. Methods
2.1 Personnel
Qualifications and experience of personnel involved in the assessment is provided in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Qualifications and experience of personnel

Name

Qualification/s

Years of
experience

Role

David Havilah

Bachelor of Science (Biology)

10

Field surveys and biodiversity
assessment content

Veronica Silver

Bachelor of Environmental Science
(Environmental Management)
Graduate Diploma of Urban and
Regional Planning

13

Technical advice

Ian Colvin

Bachelor of Applied Science
(Environmental Resource Management)

14

Review

David Andrighetto

Bachelor of Applied Science
(Environmental Resource Management)

10

Technical advice

2.2 Background research
2.2.1 Database searches
As part of background research, searches of the databases listed in Table 2-2 were completed. Database
search results are included in Annexure A.
Table 2-2: Database searches

Source

Database name

Accessed

Search area

Date
conducted

OEH

BioNet

http://www.bionet.nsw.gov.au/

20 km x 20 km
grid centred on
the site

3 September
2018

BioNet
Vegetation
Classification

http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/NSWVCA2 Clarence
0PRapp/LoginPR.aspx
Lowlands Subregion

3 September
2018

SEED datasets

https://geo.seed.nsw.gov.au/

3 September
2018

Fish Records
Viewer

http://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/fisheries/speciesprot Clarence
ection/records/viewer
Valley LGA

NSW
Department
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Source

Database name

Accessed

Search area

Date
conducted

of Primary
Industries
(DPI)
Fisheries

NSW WeedWise

http://weeds.dpi.nsw.gov.au/WeedDeclarations
?RegionId=27

Clarence
Valley LGA

3 September
2018

List of aquatic
TECs and
threatened
species

https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/fishing/threatenedspecies/what-current

The site

19
September
2018

Key Fish Habitat
mapping

http://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_fil Clarence
e/0011/634286/Clarence.pdf

3 September
2018

Protected
Matters Search
Tool (PMST) for
Matters of
National
Environmental
Significance
(MNES)

http://environment.gov.au/erin/ert/epbc/index.ht
ml

10 km radius of
the site

10
September
2018

Directory of
important
wetlands

http://www.environment.gov.au/cgibin/wetlands/search.pl?smode=DOIW

Tucabia

3 September
2018

Critical habitat
register

http://www.environment.gov.au/cgibin/sprat/public/publicregisterofcriticalhabitat.pl

Australia

3 September
2018

Atlas of
Groundwater
Dependent
Ecosystems
(GDE)

http://www.bom.gov.au/water/groundwater/gde/
map.shtml

Tucabia

3 September
2018

Australian
Government
Department
of
Environment

2.2.2 Literature review
The following reports were reviewed as part of background research for the project. These reports were
prepared as part of previous maintenance projects at Briner Bridge.
Greenloaning Biostudies: Briner Bridge (B2680) over Upper Coldstream River Rehabilitation Minor
Works Review of Environmental Factors (May 2013)
Biodiversity related matters arising from the MWREF included:
•

Assessment that no threatened ecological communities (TECs) occurred at the site

•

Black-necked Storks and Brolgas had been recorded near the vicinity of Briner Bridge

•

No fisheries habitat had been recorded in Coldstream River.

Microbat surveys of Briner Bridge were undertaken by Greenloaning Biostudies on 24 April and 1 May
2013. The surveys recorded two threatened microbat species (Myotis macropus and Vespadelus
troughtoni) by Anabat detection. Bridge components that appeared to be utilised included:
•

Hollow cross girder in span 4

•

Timber stringer in span 5

•

Northern end of span 3.
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Greenloaning Biostudies: Summary of Field Survey Procedures and Management Actions at Briner
Bridge (17 September 2013)
As a result of previous surveys, seven bat boxes were installed at Briner Bridge as follows:
•

Two in span 4

•

Three in span 5

•

Two in span 3.

Seven microbats were observed exiting a cross girder hollow during surveys on 11 September 2013. Once
all individuals had exited, the entrance was then sealed.
Greenloaning Biostudies: Email correspondence (2 February 2016)
Inspections for microbats were undertaken on 28 January 2016 prior to emergency works on Briner
Bridge. Results were as follows:
•

Spans 7-9: no microbats

•

Spans 3-5: one microbat (likely Myotis macropus but not confirmed) in span 3 (2-chamber box); 30
microbats in span 5 (4-chamber box).

Ground crews were advised that there should be no problems to proceed with the proposed emergency
works, although they should proceed with caution.
Ben Lewis: Microbat seven-part test (30 April 2016)
Lewis concluded that the proposed emergency works, which involved test boring, deck repairs, repairs to
damaged timber kerb members, replace missing bolts and general cleaning, were of insufficient
magnitude to warrant an EIS or SIS on the grounds of significant impacts to either Myotis macropus or
Vespadelus troughtoni as:
•

Works were planned for May which occurs outside the known breeding season for both species

•

Bats are using the bat boxes which are not subject to maintenance works

•

Surveys in January 2016 indicate that past maintenance activities have had little impact on the
population of either species, as both continue to utilise the bridge as a roost site

•

The roost location occurs on a regularly trafficked bridge, indicating the colony or colonies are tolerant
to increased rates of disturbance, particularly noise, vibration and movement.

GeoLINK (2017a): Biodiversity Assessment for Restoration of Briner Bridge
Based on the site assessment and consideration of the works proposed at the time (works did not
proceed), the following biodiversity matters were identified:
•

The proposed works would result in removal of 0.05 ha of plant community type (PCT) 837, which
comprises the TEC Subtropical floodplain forest. This community is in poor condition

•

One threatened bat species (Myotis macropus) had been physically observed roosting within two bat
boxes beneath Briner Bridge

•

A number of mitigation measures were recommended to manage potential impacts relating to
biodiversity. Further details regarding microbat management were detailed within a site-specific
Microbat Management Plan (MMP)

•

Microbat management measures included temporary relocation of the existing bat boxes to bridge
piers within the river during the work, localised exclusion from specific bridge structures (such as any
rotting timbers) and following completion of works, relocation of the bat boxes, in order of preference,
to either the two internal steel girders in the middle span of the bridge (proposed to have the least
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maintenance), leave the bat boxes on the bridge piers to which they were relocated during the work or
with permission of Clarence Valley Council, transfer the bat boxes to White Bridge or culvert 85
•

The proposal was considered unlikely to significantly affect any species, populations, communities or
their habitats and therefore a species impact statement was not required, nor was the proposal subject
to the EPBC Act Strategic Assessment.

GeoLINK (2017b): Microbat Management Plan – Briner Bridge Restoration
Based on works required under the previous proposal at Briner Bridge the following management
approach was proposed:
•

Monitor microbat numbers in bat boxes at Briner Bridge

•

Install two bat boxes (in addition to those currently beneath Briner Bridge) into culvert 85, located
75 metres east of Briner Bridge (with permission of CVC)

•

Temporarily relocate the existing bat boxes beneath the bridge deck, to the bridge piers located within
the river

•

If monitoring identified that works are impacting breeding microbats, temporarily relocate bat boxes off
Briner Bridge to culvert 85

•

Conduct localised exclusion (as required) from specific bridge structures such as rotted timber girder
ends

•

Manage bat boxes by either (in preference order):
- Transferring the bat boxes to the two internal steel girders in the middle span of the bridge (which
are proposed to have the least maintenance)
- Leave the bat boxes on the bridge piers located within the river

•

Monitor

•

Implement corrective actions if necessary.

2.3 Habitat assessment
A preliminary evaluation of the likelihood of occurrence of threatened flora, fauna and populations within
the study area based on the background research is provided in Annexure C. This evaluation considers
the broad habitat types within the study area, ecology of threatened species/populations and occurrence
of local records. The initial habitat assessment forms the basis for targeted surveys and consideration of
potential impacts of the proposal and was revised upon completion of the field surveys.

2.4 Field survey
Field surveys were undertaken by two GeoLINK ecologists on 20 August 2018 and included:
•

Random meander searching for threatened flora and completing a general flora inventory

•

Vegetation surveys (refer to Section 2.4.1)

•

Recording the occurrence and extent of any ‘priority weeds’ listed in the Biodiversity Security Act 2015
(Clarence Valley Council Local Control Area)

•

Opportunistic survey of all fauna based on visual or aural observations

•

Targeted microbat surveys via direct inspection from a barge and scaffold of the existing Briner Bridge.

Survey methodologies and effort are described in the following sections. Adopted surveys methods were
undertaken with reference to the methodology detailed in the NSW Threatened Biodiversity Survey and
Assessment: Guidelines for Developments and Activities (Working Draft) (DEC, 2004).
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Detailed microbat surveys have previously been undertaken at Briner Bridge as part of studies cited in
Section 2.2.2 including a full census of culverts/bridges occurring within a 10 km radius of the Briner
Bridge (refer to GeoLINK, 2017).

2.4.1 Vegetation surveys
Vegetation surveys of the study area were conducted to:
•

Identify and map vegetation communities within the study area

•

Identify the presence or absence of Threatened Ecological Communities (TECs) listed under the BC
Act and/or EPBC Act

•

Assess the habitat values of study area for protected habitat and species listed under the FM Act.

Due to the small and modified state of the site, the random meander method (DEC, 2004) was chosen as
the most appropriate method to survey vegetation. A total of three-person hours of survey was undertaken
on 20 August 2018.
Plant species were identified and recorded in the field, with samples collected for later identification using
relevant keys as required. The structure of vegetation communities was also recorded, as well as the
cover of each species within their respective community.
Vegetation types recorded were compared with TEC descriptions in final determinations of the NSW
Scientific Committee under the NSW BC Act and by the Commonwealth Threatened Species Scientific
Committee under the EPBC Act.

2.4.2 Targeted flora surveys
Targeted threatened flora surveys were undertaken within the study area to identify threatened flora
species listed under the BC Act and/or EPBC Act occurring at the site. Species identified as having a
moderate to high chance of occurring at the site from the desktop assessment (refer to Annexure C) were
targeted in areas of preferred habitat. Due to the small and modified state of the site, the random meander
method (DEC, 2004) was chosen as the most appropriate method to survey for potentially occurring
threatened flora.

2.4.3 Fauna surveys
A fauna habitat assessment was undertaken on the site on 20 August 2018 to identify the fauna habitat
values of the study area, in addition to microbat survey (refer below). Fauna assessment was based on a
review of database records and fauna habitat features within the study area. This methodology was
deemed appropriate due to the modified nature of the local landscape and minimal native
vegetation/habitat occurring at the site. Two hours were dedicated to fauna habitat assessment.
Fauna habitat surveys targeted the following fauna habitat features and resources. Where they were
encountered, a close examination was made in relation to threatened species and their habitat
requirements, including:
•

Vegetation structure

•

Dominant plant species and plant diversity

•

Levels of disturbance

•

Leaf litter

•

Fauna scats
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•

Fauna tracks, diggings and burrows

•

Signs of fauna feeding

•

Tree scratch/claw marks

•

Tree hollows, stags and fallen logs

•

Vegetation connectivity

•

Rock outcrops and ledges

•

Availability of water.

The surveys included Koala scat searches below all trees directly affected by the work and seven
additional Forest Red Gum (Eucalyptus tereticornis) located adjacent to the work footprint.

2.4.4 Microbat surveys
Inspection of Briner Bridge
Direct inspections of the bridge targeting roosting microbats were carried out as part of the field survey on
20 August 2018 by two GeoLINK ecologists (David Havilah, Grant McLean). Searches of the underside of
the bridge were undertaken via barge and scaffold with direct observation of the underside of Briner
Bridge made from approximately three metres below bridge deck level using torches. Searches focused
on potential microbat habitat (over water spans on the bridge) including decking gaps, split timbers and
previously installed bat boxes.
Where observations of microbats were made the following information was recorded:
•

Potential microbat roosting features

•

Species present

•

Location and size of microbat colonies

•

Description of occupied roost sites.

Culvert/Bridge Population Assessment (GeoLINK 2017)
Surveys for other Large-footed Myotis colonies within a 10-kilometre radius of Briner Bridge were
undertaken as part of the Biodiversity Assessment prepared for a previous proposal at Briner Bridge
(GeoLINK, 2017) to assess alternative habitat available for microbats to assist with a determination of the
assessment of significance. This involved direct inspection (torch searches) of accessible road drainage
structures (bridges and culverts >600 millimetres diameter) on public land. Drainage structures were
identified via GIS analysis (topographic maps, drainage layer and aerial photographs); targeting drainage
structures under public roads on second order streams or above. Surveys were completed 6 and 21 June
2016 totalling 30-person hours. A total of 72 drainage structures were surveyed with the following
information recorded at each site:
•

Type and size of structure (ie 2 x 600 CPC, 1 x 900 RCBC, concrete plank bridge etc)

•

Foraging habitat present (ie permanent water, forest etc)

•

Potential microbat roosting features (ie jointing gaps, lift holes, rough concrete, earth cavities etc)

•

Number of microbats and species present

•

Evidence of microbat usage (ie bat bugs, staining, guano)

•

Suitability as breeding habitat for Myotis Macropus

•

Comments.
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2.4.5 Survey effort
A summary of the field survey effort undertaken at Briner Bridge (including GeoLINK assessment
completed in 2016) is provided in Table 2-3. Weather conditions during the August 2018 surveys by
GeoLINK are provided in Table 2-4.
Table 2-3: Summary of survey effort

Species

Target species

Date/s

Effort

Microbat survey (direct inspection)

Microbats

20/08/2018

Survey undertaken from barge
and on land for 3 hours

Vegetation surveys (random meander
method)

Flora

20/08/2018

2 hours

Habitat assessment (random
meander)

Fauna

20/08/2018

2 hours

06/06/2016 and
21/06/2016

30 hours

Culvert/bridge population assessment Microbats

Table 2-4: Weather conditions during GeoLINK surveys

Date

Max temperature (ºC)

Min temperature

Rainfall

Cloud cover

Wind

20/08/2018

20

6

Nil

<25%

Light

2.4.6 Survey limitations
The main limitation of the field assessment completed is associated with microbat species
behaviour/ecology. Microbat roosts are important for providing shelter, protection from predators and an
appropriate microclimate for energy conservation and reproduction. To satisfy different seasonal and
lifecycle requirements and to respond to ecological interactions with other species (eg parasites),
microbats often make use of multiple roosting sites, shifting between roosts regularly (Evans, 2009),
though this varies per species and is dependent on lifecycle periods. To counter these limitations, this
assessment has used both desktop assessment, results of previous surveys, current surveys of Briner
Bridge and previous surveys within a 10-kilometre radius to maximise the validity of information gathered
to date, upon which this impact assessment is based.
In addition to the above, two significant rain events were experienced in the locality on 4-5 June 2016
(170 millimetres) and 19-20 June 2016 (53.2 millimetres) (Grafton weather station - BoM, 2016). These
events occurred prior to undertaking microbat surveys of drainage structures in the locality, resulting in
some culverts not being able to be surveyed due to deep water within channels or partial/full inundation of
the drainage structure. Rainfall events are also likely to have affected numbers and roosting locations of
microbats. These events emphasised the floodplain landscape and demonstrated the inundation potential
for a number of drainage structures indicating their unsuitability for microbat roosting.
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It should also be noted that due to restrictions imposed by the (current) proposal timeframe, no microbat
surveys have been undertaken during the Large-footed Myotis breeding season (October to mid-April
inclusive) at Briner Bridge. However, Large-footed Myotis have been observed breeding within bat boxes
at other sites (McFarlanes Bridge, Sportsmans Creek, Mororo and Binna Burra) in the broader locality. It is
therefore assumed that the microbats present at Briner Bridge would utilise the bat boxes present as a
breeding roost site.
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3. Existing environment
3.1 Landscape
The study area is located within the south-east corner bioregion (Interim Biogeographic Regionalisation of
Australia - IBRA; refer to Figure 1-1), within the Clarence Lowlands subregion. The site is located on the
Coldstream River, a major branch of the Clarence River.
One Mitchell Landscape occurs within the study area (refer to Figure 1-1) and is described as follows:
•

Clarence - Richmond Alluvial Plains: wide valleys, channels, floodplains, terraces and estuaries of the
Clarence and Richmond Rivers and other coastal streams on Quaternary alluvium, general elevation
0 to 50 metres, local relief 15 metres. Deep brown earths and structured brown clay on floodplains.
Terrace with yellow texture-contrast soil containing ironstone concretions.

The main land uses within the locality include:
•

Rural land predominantly used for grazing of cattle

•

Rural residential land associated with the township of Tucabia.

The study area itself is located within a modified landscape to the north-west of the township of Tucabia
on the Coldstream River. The river flows effectively north from the site where it makes a confluence with
the South Arm of the Clarence River, south of Tyndale. The surrounding land occurs as part of the broader
Clarence floodplain which has been significantly historically modified by clearing and drainage activities to
facilitate cattle production.
The local section of the Coldstream River is mapped as a Key Fisheries Habitat (DPI 2018a) and
comprises Class 1 Major Fish habitat, mapped as having a ‘good’ freshwater fish community status (DPI
2018b).

3.2 Database search results
The results of database searches undertaken are summarised in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1: Database search results

Source

Database name

Search area

Results

OEH

BioNet

20 km x 20 km
grid centred on
the site

1,221 records of 42 threatened fauna species and 854
records of 13 threatened flora species (refer to
Annexure A).

OEH vegetation
information system
(VIS) database

Northern
Rivers CMA

Identifies a range of vegetation communities occurring
on the Clarence floodplain.

Vegetation Types
Databases

Northern
Rivers CMA

As above

SEED Datasets

The site

One Mitchell Landscape identified at the site as well as
five of areas of SEPP Coastal Wetlands occurring
within 5 km of the Briner bridge (refer to section 3.8.1).
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Source

Database name

Search area

Results

NSW
Department
of Primary
Industries
(DPI)
Fisheries

Fish Records Viewer

Clarence
Valley LGA

Three threatened fish species (Eastern Cod, Oxleyan
Pygmy Perch and Silver Perch) are known within
Clarence Valley LGA however none are known from
Coldstream River.

NSW WeedWise

Clarence
Valley LGA

135 priority weed species are listed in Clarence Valley
LGA. Four of these were observed on site; Lantana,
Camphor Laurel, Small-leaved Privet and Fireweed.

Key Fish Habitat
mapping

Clarence

Coldstream River is mapped as key fish habitat.

Australian
Government
Department
of
Environment

Protected Matters
10 km radius of
Search Tool (PMST)
the site
for Matters of National
Environmental
Significance (MNES)

Habitat for two threatened ecological communities, 49
threatened species (ten flora and 39 fauna species) and
34 migratory species (refer to Annexure A).

Directory of important
wetlands

Tucabia

Two important wetlands occur within the locality –
Clarence River Estuary (NSW027) and Upper
Coldstream (NSW037).

Critical habitat
register

Australia

No areas of critical habitat.

Atlas of Groundwater
Dependent
Ecosystems (GDE)

Tucabia

No groundwater dependent ecosystems occur within
the site.

3.3 Flora
Vegetation within the study area comprises:
•

Riparian forest: floodplain forest dominated by Forest Red Gum (E. tereticornis)

•

Roadside grassland/pastureland

•

Derived freshwater wetland: ephemeral wetland areas dominated by Pin Rush (Juncus usitatus).

No aquatic vegetation was observed within Coldstream River due to the depth of water.
A flora inventory for the site is provided at Annexure B. Details of native vegetation communities are
summarised within Table 3-2.

3.4 Plant community types
Vegetation along the banks of Coldstream River comprises highly modified riparian vegetation that has
been cleared and thinned and is dominated by Forest Red Gum (Eucalyptus tereticornis) with occasional
Swamp Oak (Casuarina glauca), Tuckeroo (Cupaniopsis anacardioides), Foambark (Jagera pseudorhus
var. pseudorhus) and Rough Fruit Pittosporum (Pittosporum revolutum) (refer to flora inventory at
Annexure B). Weed species within this community include ‘priority weeds’ including Lantana (Lantana
camara) and Fireweed (Senecio madagascariensis). The south-western bank comprises Common Reed
(Phragmites australis), Swamp Lily (Crinum pedunculatum) and regrowth Forest Red Gum.
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This community is analogous Plant Community Type (PCT) 837 in the BioNet Vegetation Classification as
follows:
•

PCT 837 Forest Red Gum - Swamp Box of the Clarence Valley lowlands of the NSW North Coast
Bioregion.

Parts of the study area and surrounding Clarence floodplain comprise areas of seasonally inundated
grasslands/sedgelands dominated by Couch (Cynodon dactylon) with a range of other water tolerant
species such as Pin Rush (Juncus usitatus). It is likely these areas would formerly have been occupied by
a mosaic of swamp forest and wetland communities. This community is most analogous with a derived
form of:
•

PCT 1145 (Derivative) Swamp Oak swamp forest of the coastal lowlands of the NSW North Coast
Bioregion.

Vegetation occurring either side of Coldstream Terrace and within the proposed compound sites
comprises grassland and pasture dominated by introduced grasses such as Pigeon Grass (Setaria
sphacelata) and Kikuyu (Cenchrus clandestinus) and herbaceous weeds such as Purpletop (Verbena
bonariensis), Castor Oil Plant (Ricinus communis) and Coastal Morning Glory (Ipomoea cairica). This
vegetation is not recognised as a PCT.
The extent of native vegetation within the Study Area is shown in Figure 3-1.
Table 3-2: Plant community types

Plant community type (PCT)

Location

Condition class

Threatened
ecological
community?

Area (ha)
in study
area

Forest Red Gum - Swamp Box of the
Clarence Valley lowlands of the NSW
North Coast Bioregion (837)

Riparian zone of
Coldstream River
extending either
side of Briner
Bridge

Poor

Yes – Subtropical
Coastal Floodplain
Forest

0.799

Swamp Oak swamp forest of the coastal
lowlands of the NSW North Coast
Bioregion (1145) - (Derived).

Area occurring
adjacent to the
western-most
ancillary site

Very Poor

Yes - Freshwater
wetlands on coastal
floodplains

0.655

Total 1.454
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Forest Red Gum - Swamp Box of the Clarence Valley
lowlands of the NSW North Coast Bioregion
Vegetation formation: Dry Sclerophyll Forests
Vegetation class: Clarence Dry Sclerophyll Forests
PCT: 837
Conservation status: TEC
Estimate of percent cleared: 60 per cent within Northern Rivers CMA
Condition: Low
Extent in the study area: 0.799 ha
Description: this community comprises mid-high to tall open forest dominated by Forest Red Gum
(Eucalyptus tereticornis), Broad-leaved Paperbark (Melaleuca quinquenervia) and Swamp Box
(Lophostemon suaveolens), with a sparse shrub layer of species such as Red Ash (Alphitonia excelsa),
Coffee Bush (Breynia oblongifolia), Cheese Tree (Glochidion ferdinandi) and Curracabah (Acacia
concurrens). The ground layer is dense with the grasses Kangaroo Grass (Themeda australis) and Blady
Grass (Imperata cylindrica) dominant with a wide variety of other grasses and forbs also occurring. This
community occurs on either alluvial sediments or sandstone on gently undulating topography, often on or
near the edge of floodplain areas.

Photograph 1: PCT 837flanking the Coldstream River (view south)
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Swamp Oak swamp forest of the coastal lowlands of the
NSW North Coast Bioregion
Vegetation formation: Forested Wetlands
Vegetation class: Coastal Floodplain Wetlands
PCT: 1145
Conservation status: TEC
Estimate of percent cleared: 30 per cent within Northern Rivers CMA
Condition: Very Low
Extent in the study area: 0.655 ha
Description: this community occurs in the northern-eastern portion of the study area, adjacent to a
proposed ancillary site. The community comprises a treeless seasonal wetland on a coastal floodplain that
has been subject to historic clearing and is dominated by Pin Rush (Juncus usitatus) and Slender
Knotweed (Persicaria decipiens). Additional wetland species would be likely to occur in this vegetation in
response to wetter seasonal conditions.
The overall condition of this community is very low due to cattle grazing.

Photograph 2: PCT 1145 - a derived and highly disturbed representation of this community occurs within the Study Area
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Figure 3.1

3.5 Threatened ecological communities
Subtropical Coastal Floodplain Forest of the NSW North Coast Bioregion
Riparian vegetation (PCT 837) comprises the TEC Subtropical coastal floodplain forest of the NSW North
Coast Bioregion as listed in Part 3 of Schedule 1 of the BC Act. This TEC is associated with clay-loams
and sandy loams on periodically inundated alluvial flats, drainage lines and river terraces associated with
coastal floodplains. Subtropical Coastal Floodplain Forest generally occurs below 50 metres but may
occur on localised river flats up to 250 metres elevation in the NSW North Coast bioregion. Forest Red
Gum is a key species in this community. The Final Determination for Subtropical coastal floodplain forest
notes that the structure of the community may vary from tall open forests to woodlands, although partial
clearing may have reduced the canopy to scattered trees.
The proposal would require clearing of a small area (0.0789 hectares) of this TEC alongside the existing
Briner Bridge.
Freshwater Wetlands on the Coastal Floodplains of the NSW North Coast Bioregion
The derived form of PCT 1145 although highly disturbed and species poor, contains diagnostic species
and is subject to overland flow and inundation. It is likely this wetland community is highly dynamic and
would comprise a ‘wet meadow’ for most of the year with vegetation cover depending on rainfall and
grazing regimes. When inundated by significant rainfall events standing water may persist for several
weeks to months and grasses may die back with macrophytes (aquatic plants) becoming more dominant.
These areas are likely to have formerly supported a mosaic of swamp forest and wetland communities
(including the TECs Subtropical Coastal Floodplain Forest and Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest). This
community occurring within the study area is a highly disturbed and poor-quality representation of the
TEC, Freshwater wetlands on coastal floodplains of the NSW North Coast, Sydney Basin and South East
Corner bioregions TEC.
An ancillary site and access track occurs immediately alongside areas of this TEC (refer to Figure 3-1).
The proposal currently avoids direct impacts on this TEC however given the ephemeral boundaries of this
community in response to rainfall, this assessment assumes that a small area (<0.05 hectares) may be
impacted by the works.

3.6 Priority weeds
Two Biosecurity Act 2015 listed priority weed species declared for the Clarence Valley Local Government
Area (LGA) region were detected within the Study Area. These species and their associated duties under
the Act are listed in Table 3-3.
Table 3-3: Priority weeds occurring within the study area

Scientific name

Common name

Location and extent

Duty

Lantana camara

Lantana

Common in riparian and
forested areas

Must not be imported into
the State or sold

Senecio madagascariensis

Fireweed

Uncommon species in
pastoral areas

Must not be imported into
the State or sold
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3.7 Groundwater dependent ecosystems
No groundwater dependent ecosystems occur within the proposal site. Chaffin Swamp (located
2.6 kilometres east) and Harrington Lagoon (located 5.9 kilometres south-west) are two known
groundwater dependent ecosystems within the locality (refer to the Matters of Environmental Significance
database search provided at Annexure A). It is not expected that the proposal would impact upon these
areas due to the restricted nature of the proposal and the distance to these areas.

3.8 Fauna (excluding microbats)
3.8.1 Recorded fauna within the study area
Nineteen fauna species were recorded within the study area during the surveys, including 18 native
species and one exotic species. Recorded species are listed in Annexure B. The species comprised 14
avifauna, two amphibians, one reptile and two mammals. Threatened fauna species recorded at the site
are detailed in Section 3.9.2.

3.8.2 Fauna habitat assessment
Observations within the Study Area of fauna habitat features, and resources are noted as follows,
particularly in relation to the habitat requirements of threatened species recorded in the locality:
•

Coldstream River provides watering opportunities and aquatic habitat for a range of fauna. Key habitat
values for fauna (excluding fish) include:
- Foraging, roosting and nesting habitat for waterfowl and raptors
- Shelter, foraging and basking sites for reptiles such as turtles
- Foraging and burrowing habitat for Platypus (Ornithorhynchus anatinus)
- Habitat for common frog species

•

Freshwater Wetlands in the northern portion of the Study Area provide habitat for waterfowl and
common frog species

•

Fruit from rainforest species in the riparian forest provide foraging resources for native birds and flyingfoxes

•

Nectar and pollen resources: Flora in the Study Area include a number of important nectar and pollen
resources, particularly Myrtaceae species which provide potential seasonal resources for birds and
flying-foxes

•

Primary Koala food species: Forest Red Gum is a primary Koala food species and the dominant tree
species within the Study Area

•

Structured forest: riparian forest provides structured habitat for a range of fauna species as foraging or
sheltering (denning/nesting/roosting) habitat. Due to the disturbance history of the Study Area and lack
of old growth features, the Study Area is most likely to support habitat generalist species or those
species capable of utilising modified landscapes

•

No hollow-bearing trees were recorded within the surveyed portion of the Study Area, although a lowdensity occurrence would be expected within forested areas and in remnant trees within the broader
locality

•

No significant fallen logs or timbers occur within the surveyed portion of the Study Area

•

No significant surface rock, rock outcrops or ledges were observed within the Study Area
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•

Briner Bridge provides perching, nesting or sheltering habitat for a number of common species,
including birds, water dragons and pythons. No significant nests (eg of raptors) were recorded during
the survey.

3.9 Microbats
3.9.1 Potential microbat roosting habitat
Potential microbat roosting habitat occurs on Briner Bridge and includes:
•

Bat boxes: seven wooden microbat boxes (double and single chamber) were installed beneath the
decking of Briner Bridge, over water in June 2013 to mitigate loss of habitat as a result of bridge
rehabilitation works undertaken in late 2013 (Greenloaning, 2013). Four of the bat boxes are currently
present and provide roosting/ breeding habitat for a number of microbat species. At the time of the site
inspection it was noted that three previously installed bat boxes had been dislodged from the bridge
structure as evidenced by bat box top plates being present on the underside of the bridge (one each in
spans 3, 4 and 5)

•

Naturally occurring gaps in the timber bridge structure: these include gaps between timber stringers
and to a lesser extent gaps in the decking which provide suitable roosting opportunities for microbats

•

Rotted timber features: this is an uncommon feature on the bridge due to previous maintenance work.
Only a small number of such features occur which may provide potential roost habitat.

The overwater spans provide the most likely habitat for Large-footed Myotis. Bird nests (Welcome Swallow
Hirundo neoxena and Fairy Martin H. ariel) and mud dauber wasp nest would also be expected to occur at
least periodically and provide mostly non-breeding roosting opportunities.
No caves, large culverts or mines occur within the Study Area. No hollow-bearing trees were recorded
within the surveyed portion of the Study Area, although low density occurrences would be expected within
forested areas and in remnant trees within the broader study area and locality. While local buildings may
provide roosting opportunities for some microbat species, the potential for these buildings to provide
significant threatened microbat roosting habitat is low.

3.9.2 Potential microbat foraging habitat
The locality comprises a mostly cleared floodplain landscape which offers potential aerial foraging habitat
for microbat species capable of foraging in modified or non-forested coastal landscapes. Aquatic foraging
habitat for the Large-footed Myotis is provided by the Coldstream River and associated tributaries. Aerial
and aquatic microbat foraging habitat of similar value occurs throughout the locality.

3.9.3 Survey for microbats at Briner Bridge
Observations of the underside of the bridge were made from approximately three metres below bridge
deck level using torches. Microbat surveys recorded a total of 107 Large-footed Myotis roosting in Briner
Bridge, or within bat boxes installed on the bridge. It is noted that the number of microbats occurring at the
bridge may have been greater at the time of survey, based on the fact that additional Myotis were likely to
be present behind microbat groups observable from beneath the bridge. No other microbat species were
detected during the survey. Large-footed Myotis were found in all of the four bat-boxes as follows:
•

Span 3 (single-chambered bat box) - 15 Large-footed Myotis present
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•

Span 4 (double-chambered bat box) - 21 Large-footed Myotis present

•

Span 5 (single-chambered bat box) - 21 Large-footed Myotis present

•

Span 5 (double-chambered bat box) - 26 Large-footed Myotis present.

Large-footed Myotis were also observed in gaps/cracks in timber cross girders and stringers as follows:
•

Span 4 - gap in second stringer (one Large-footed Myotis present)

•

Span 4 (section 18) - gap in second stringer (15 Large-footed Myotis present)

•

Span 4 (section 21) - gap in second stringer (six Large-footed Myotis present)

•

Span 4 (section 21) - gap in second stringer (one Large-footed Myotis present)

•

Span 5 - crack/split in second gross girder (one Large-footed Myotis present).

As microbats often make use of multiple roosting sites, shifting between roosts regularly (Evans, 2009), it
is considered likely that Large-footed Myotis currently utilize both bat boxes and parts of the timber bridge
structure variably throughout the year.

3.9.4 Culvert/bridge – microbat population assessment (GeoLINK,
2017)
The results of the surveys for other Large-footed Myotis breeding colonies occurring within a 10-kilometre
radius of the site (GeoLINK, 2017) are provided in Annexure D. Site visits were carried out at 72 drainage
structures (16 bridges and 56 culverts), of which 57 were able to be inspected for the presence of
microbats. The remaining 15 drainage structures (all culverts) were unable to be inspected due to access
constraints (eg inundated with water, silted up, inlet on private property etc). Most of these however were
located in floodplain environments and at risk of complete inundation, reducing their potential to support
Large-footed Myotis breeding colonies.
Microbats were recorded in six drainage structures (two bridges and four culverts). Three microbat species
were recorded:
•

Large-footed Myotis (M. Macropus): forty-five individuals were recorded at four drainage structures
(three CPCs and one concrete plank bridge)

•

Eastern Bentwing-bat (Miniopterus schreibersii oceanensis): thirty individuals were recorded between
the gaps of a concrete plank bridge

•

Little Bentwing-bat (Miniopterus australis): three individuals were recorded at two drainage structures
(both concrete bridges).

Evidence of microbats (ie not physical observation but presence of bat bugs, guano or staining) was
recorded at only one additional drainage structure. Recent heavy rain was attributed to one likely reason
why guano was not observed. It was expected however that bat bugs and staining would still be evident.
Half of the inspected drainage structures support potential microbat roost features (eg rough concrete,
culvert cell joins and lift holes), however offered low suitability as important roost features for threatened
microbats due to their high flood susceptibility and presence of exposed roost opportunities etc.
Based on the survey results, Briner Bridge was found to provide the most significant known habitat for
Large-footed Myotis in the locality (ie within 10 kilometres of the site).
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3.9.5 Microbat summary
Briner Bridge supports a relatively large and important local Large-footed Myotis breeding colony in the
locality (ie within 10 kilometres of the site). The occurrence of other identified likely/potential breeding
colonies within the locality in drainage structures is uncommon. These other structures:
•

Support colonies substantially smaller than the Briner Bridge colony

•

Have a lower roost carrying capacity to Briner Bridge (ie contain substantially less potential roosting
habitat, which is mainly associated with the large size of Briner Bridge and smaller size of the subject
drainage structures)

•

Are generally more susceptible to flood inundation (particularly the culverts)

•

Are potentially susceptible to disturbance from bridge/culvert maintenance work by Clarence Valley
Council.

Monitoring of large Myotis colonies in bridges and culverts has recorded high fidelity to roost sites
(GeoLINK ,2018a, 2018b, 2014a; 2014b), indicating that breeding roosts are important to resident
populations.
Briner Bridge also offers potential opportunistic non-breeding roosting habitat for three other threatened
species: Little Bentwing-bat, Eastern Bentwing-bat and Eastern Cave Bat. The site is unlikely to be used
as significant non-breeding habitat for these species which have a preference for concrete or
subterranean habitat. No potential breeding habitat for the bentwing bats occurs within the Study Area.
It is noted that the Eastern Cave Bat was recorded by Anabat call analysis on only one occasion (1 May
2013) by Greenloaning Biostudies. The reliability of this call detection (ie probable, definite etc) is
unknown. This species has not been observed utilising the Briner Bridge. A five-part test of significance
however has been prepared for this species using the precautionary principle.

3.10 Threatened species
3.10.1 Flora
No threatened flora species were detected within the Study Area. The threatened flora potential
occurrence assessment (refer to Annexure C) determined that no threatened flora species are likely to
occur at the site or be impacted by the proposal.

3.10.2 Fauna
One threatened fauna species was observed during the recent site survey namely, Large-footed Myotis of
which 107 individuals were observed within the Briner Bridge structure. Microbat survey results and a
discussion of the population of Large-footed Myotis at Briner Bridge is included in Section 3.9.
Additionally, one threatened fauna species, the Grey-crowned Babbler (Pomatostomus temporalis) was
observed within the locality in the township of Tucabia on Aradin Street, approximately two kilometres
south-east of Briner Bridge.
Based on the results of the literature review the following additional threatened fauna species have
previously been detected at the Briner Bridge site:
•

Osprey (Pandion cristatus) - single bird observed perched in a stag on the eastern bank approximately
150 metres south of Briner Bridge (GeoLINK, 2017)
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•

White-bellied Sea-eagle (Haliaeetus leucogaster) - single bird observed overflying the site (GeoLINK,
2017)

•

Eastern Cave Bat (Vespadelus troughtoni) - recorded at the site using Anabat recording
(Greenloaning, 2013).

The results of the threatened fauna potential occurrence assessment in Annexure C are summarised in
Table 3-4.
Table 3-4: Habitat assessment and surveys results

Common name

Scientific name

BC
Act

EPBC
Act

Likelihood of
occurrence

Potential impact and need for
five-part test

Crinia tinnula

Wallum Froglet

V

-

None

No impact. No further
assessment required

Mixophyes balbus

Stuttering Frog

V

-

None

No impact. No further
assessment required

Mixophyes iteratus

Giant Barred Frog

V

-

None

No impact. No further
assessment required

Cacophis harriettae

White-crowned
Snake

V

-

None

No impact. No further
assessment required

Saiphos reticulatus

Three-toed Snake- V
tooth Skink

V

None

No impact. No further
assessment required

Anthochaera phrygia

Regent
Honeyeater

CE

CE

None

No impact. No further
assessment required

Anseranas
semipalmata

Magpie Goose

V

-

None

No impact. No further
assessment required

Ardenna carneipes

Flesh-footed
Shearwater

V

-

None

No impact. No further
assessment required.

Ephippiorhynchus
asiaticus

Black-necked
Stork

E

-

Recorded (in
locality)

Minor potential impact; fivepart test completed

Botaurus poiciloptilus

Australasian
Bittern

E

E

None

No impact. No further
assessment required

Burhinus grallarius

Bush Stone-curlew E

-

None

No impact. No further
assessment required

Calyptorhynchus
lathami

Glossy BlackCockatoo

V

-

Low

No impact. No further
assessment required

Chthonicola sagittata

Speckled Warbler

V

-

Low

No impact. No further
assessment required.

Climacteris picumnus

Brown
Treecreeper

V

-

Low

No impact. No further
assessment required

Amphibia

Reptilia

Aves
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Common name

Scientific name

BC
Act

EPBC
Act

Likelihood of
occurrence

Potential impact and need for
five-part test

Daphoenositta
chrysoptera

Varied Sittella

V

-

Low

No impact. No further
assessment required

Dasyornis
brachypterus

Eastern Bristlebird

E

E

None

No impact. No further
assessment required

Erythrotriorchis
radiatus

Red Goshawk

E

V

None

No impact. No further
assessment required

Dromaius
novaehollandiae

Emu population in E2
the NSW North
Coast Bioregion
and Port Stephens
LGA

-

Low

No impact. No further
assessment required

Glossopsitta pusilla

Little Lorikeet

V

V

Low

No impact. No further
assessment required

Grantiella picta

Painted
Honeyeater

V

V

Low

No impact. No further
assessment required

Grus rubicunda

Brolga

V

-

Recorded (in
locality)

Minor potential impact; fivepart test completed

Haematopus
longirostris

Pied
Oystercatcher

E

-

None

No impact. No further
assessment required

Haliaeetus
leucogaster

White-bellied Seaeagle

V

-

Recorded over
the site.

Minor potential impact; fivepart test completed

Irediparra gallinacea

Comb-crested
Jacana

V

-

None

No impact. No further
assessment required

Ixobrychus flavicollis

Black Bittern

V

-

Low

No impact. No further
assessment required

Lathamus discolor

Swift Parrot

E

CE

Low

No impact. No further
assessment required

Lophoictinia isura

Square-tailed Kite

V

-

Low

No impact. No further
assessment required

Ninox strenua

Powerful Owl

V

-

Low

No impact. No further
assessment required

Ninox connivens

Barking Owl

V

-

Low

No impact. No further
assessment required

Pandion cristatus

Eastern Osprey

V

-

Recorded

Minor potential impact; fivepart test completed

Pezoporus wallicus

Eastern Ground
Parrot

V

-

None

No impact. No further
assessment required

Pomatostomus
temporalis

Grey-crowned
Babbler

V

-

Low

No impact. No further
assessment required

Ptilinopus magnificus

Wompoo Fruitdove

V

-

Low

No impact. No further
assessment required
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Common name

Scientific name

BC
Act

EPBC
Act

Likelihood of
occurrence

Potential impact and need for
five-part test

Rostratula australis

Australian Painted
Snipe

E

E

Low

No impact. No further
assessment required

Turnix melanogaster

Black-breasted
Button-quail

V

V

None

No impact. No further
assessment required

Tyto novaehollandiae

Masked Owl

V

-

Low

No impact. No further
assessment required

Aepyprymnus
rufescens

Rufous Bettong

V

-

None

No impact. No further
assessment required

Chalinolobus
nigrogriseus

Hoary Wattled Bat

V

-

Low

No impact. No further
assessment required

Chalinolobus dwyeri

Large-eared Pied
Bat

V

V

None

No impact. No further
assessment required

Dasyurus maculatus
maculatus

Spotted-tailed
Quoll

V

E

Low

No impact. No further
assessment required

Miniopterus australis

Little Bentwing-bat

V

-

Recorded (in
locality)

Minor potential impact; fivepart test completed

Miniopterus
schreibersii
oceanensis

Eastern Bentwingbat

V

-

Recorded (in
locality)

Minor potential impact; fivepart test completed

Mormopterus
norfolkensis

Eastern Freetailbat

V

-

Low

No impact. No further
assessment required

Mormopterus beccarii

Beccari's Freetailbat

V

-

Low

No impact. No further
assessment required

Myotis macropus

Large-footed
Myotis

V

-

Recorded

Moderate potential impact;
five-part test completed

Nyctophilus bifax

Eastern Longeared Bat

V

-

Low

No impact. No further
assessment required

Petauroides volans

Greater Glider

-

V

Low

No impact. No further
assessment required

Petaurus australis

Yellow-bellied
Glider

V

-

Low

No impact. No further
assessment required

Petaurus norfolcensis

Squirrel Glider

V

-

Low

No impact. No further
assessment required

Petrogale penicillata

Brush-tailed Rockwallaby

V

V

None

No impact. No further
assessment required

Phascogale tapoatafa

Brush-tailed
Phascogale

V

-

Low

No impact. No further
assessment required

Mammalia
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Common name

Scientific name

BC
Act

EPBC
Act

Likelihood of
occurrence

Potential impact and need for
five-part test

Phascolarctos
cinereus

Koala

V

V

Low

Negligible impact (loss of one
feed tree). No further
assessment required

Potorous tridactylus
tridactylus

Long-nosed
Potoroo

V

V

None

No impact. No further
assessment required

Pseudomys
novaehollandiae

New Holland
Mouse

V

V

None

No impact. No further
assessment required

Pteropus
poliocephalus

Grey-headed
Flying-fox

V

V

Moderate

Minor potential impact; fivepart test completed

Scoteanax rueppellii

Greater Broadnosed Bat

V

-

Low

No impact. No further
assessment required

Vespadelus
troughtoni

Eastern Cave Bat

V

-

Recorded

Minor potential impact; fivepart test completed

3.11 Aquatic results
Coldstream River is a tributary of the Clarence River and is mapped as key fish habitat, with suitable
habitat mapped for one threatened fish species (Purple Spotted Gudgeon). No habitat for threatened
species, populations or communities listed under the FM Act is likely to occur at the site based on the
habitat present and river characteristics. The proposal is considered unlikely to have significant adverse
impact on any FM Act listed threatened species, populations or communities.

3.12 Areas of outstanding biodiversity value
No declared areas of outstanding biodiversity value listed under the BC Act occur within the Study Area or
would be affected by the proposal.

3.13 Wildlife connectivity corridors
The proposal is not located within any OEH mapped wildlife corridors (Scotts, 2003). Briner Bridge is
located within a floodplain environment which has been largely cleared for agricultural purposes. The
riparian corridor of Coldstream River however has vegetated banks which are important to provide habitat
connectivity within a largely cleared landscape.

3.14 SEPPs
3.14.1 SEPP (Coastal Management)
State Environmental Planning Policy (Coastal Management) 2018 (Coastal Management SEPP) updates
and consolidates the following three, now repealed, SEPPs: SEPP 14 (Coastal Wetlands), SEPP 26
(Littoral Rainforests) and SEPP 71 (Coastal Protection). The Coastal Management SEPP promotes an
integrated and coordinated approach to land use planning in the ‘coastal zone’, consistent with the
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objectives of the Coastal Management Act 2016. The ‘coastal zone’ is defined as being the area of land
comprising one or more of the following coastal management areas:
•

Coastal wetlands and littoral rainforest area

•

Coastal vulnerability area

•

Coastal environment area

•

Coastal use area.

Targeted development controls apply to each coastal management area (DP&E, 2018). Several SEPP
Coastal Wetlands are located within five kilometres of Briner Bridge:
•

No. 288 located 850 metres east

•

No. 290 located 1.5 kilometres east

•

No. 289 located 1.7 kilometres east

•

No. 287 located three kilometres north-east

•

No. 285 located 3.3 kilometres north-west.

Direct impacts of the proposal are restricted to the site; mitigation measures prescribed in this report (refer
to Section 5) aim to ensure indirect off-site impacts are minimised. It is not expected that the proposal
would have any impact on any SEPP Coastal Wetlands.

3.14.2 SEPP 44 Koala Habitat
SEPP 44 aims to encourage the conservation and management of natural vegetation areas that provide
habitat for Koalas, to ensure permanent free-living populations would be maintained over their present
range. Clause 6 of SEPP 44 states that the SEPP applies only to land ‘in relation to which a development
application has been made’. Clause 94 of ISEPP precludes the proposal from requiring consent therefore
Part 2 of SEPP 44 does not apply to the proposal. It is Roads and Maritime policy, however, to consider
environmental issues relating to their works to the fullest extent possible, including impacts on Koalas. The
proposal requires removal of a single Schedule 2 Koala feed tree (a Forest Red Gum) located on the north
eastern riverbank downstream of Briner Bridge, which would be unimportant to Koala foraging or refuge
resources in a local context. No impacts to Koalas are therefore expected to occur as a result of the
proposal due to the limited amount of vegetation/potential habitat to be removed.

3.15 Matters of National Environmental Significance
The EPBC Act protects/regulates MNES, including:
•

World heritage properties

•

National heritage places

•

Wetlands of international importance

•

Nationally threatened species and ecological communities

•

Migratory species

•

Commonwealth marine areas

•

The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park

•

Nuclear actions (including uranium mining)

•

A water resource, in relation to coal seam gas development and large coal mining development.
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Based on the search results and site assessment (refer to summary at Table 3-5), no significant impacts
to any MNES are likely to result from the proposal, nor is the proposal subject to the EPBC Act Strategic
Assessment.
Table 3-5:

Assessment of MNES

Factor

Impact

Any impact on a World Heritage property?
No World Heritage properties occur within 10 km of the site.

Nil

Any impact on a National Heritage place?
No National Heritage places occur within 10 km of the site.

Nil

Any impact on a wetland of international importance?
No wetlands of international importance occur within 10 km of the site.

Nil

Any impact on nationally listed threatened biodiversity?
Habitat for two threatened ecological communities, 49 threatened species (10 flora and 39
fauna species) and 34 migratory species are identified within 10 km of the site. The vegetation
present does not conform to the definition of any federally listed threatened ecological
communities. One nationally listed migratory species (White-bellied Sea-Eagle) was observed.
Eastern Cod are known to occur within the Clarence River however none are known from
Coldstream River (a tributary of Clarence River). Mitigation measures have been provided
(refer to Section 5.2) to minimise any potential impacts to any listed species. No listed
threatened species or communities are likely to be significantly affected by the proposal.

Nil

Any impact on a Commonwealth marine area?
No Commonwealth marine areas occur within 10 km of the site.

Nil

Any impact on critical habitats?
No critical habitat occurs within 10 km of the site.

Nil

Does the proposal involve a nuclear action (including uranium mining)?
The proposal does not involve a nuclear action.

Nil

Additionally, any impact (direct or indirect) on Commonwealth land?
Two areas of Commonwealth Land (Defence Service Homes Corporation and Australian
Telecommunications Commission) occur within the locality. The proposal would not impact
upon these areas.
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4. Impact assessment
4.1 Avoidance and minimisation
All efforts have been made to avoid in the first instance and then minimise impacts through consideration
of positioning of the ancillary sites and proposed mitigation measures to re-instate microbat habitat within
the upgraded Briner Bridge. Measures to avoid and minimise harm to microbats are detailed in the Briner
Bridge Upgrade Microbat Management Plan (refer to GeoLINK, 2018) as attached at Annexure F.

4.2 Construction impacts
4.2.1 Removal of native vegetation
Vegetation to be removed for the proposal (refer to Figure 3-1 and Table 4-1) comprises a small area of
Forest Red Gum floodplain forest (PCT 837) comprising the following trees/saplings:
•

Forest Red Gum (single tree)

•

Camphor Laurel (single tree)

•

Swamp Oak (single tree)

•

Native undergrowth saplings.

In addition, the proposal would require removal of areas of non-native vegetation including a planted fruit
tree (Prunus species) and roadside/pasture grassland to construct the temporary bridge, access tracks
and ancillary sites.
An ancillary site and access track occurs immediately alongside areas of degraded Swamp Oak
Forest/Freshwater Wetland (PCT 1145) comprising mainly Pin Rush and Slender Knotweed. Additional
wetland species would be likely to occur in this vegetation in response to wetter seasonal conditions.
The corresponding areas of likely impacts for PCTs are provided in Table 4-1. While the proposed
vegetation removal constitutes the Key Threatening Process (KTP) Clearing of Native Vegetation (as
listed in the BC Act) the magnitude to which the proposal contributes to this KTP is minor. Mitigation
measures to reduce the risk of direct impacts to native vegetation adjacent to the site are provided in
Section 5.
The following TECs are likely to be impacted by the proposal:
•

Subtropical Coastal Floodplain Forest – an area of 0.0789 hectares of this community would be
cleared as part of the proposal

•

Freshwater wetlands on coastal floodplains - the proposal currently avoids direct impacts on this TEC
however given the ephemeral boundaries of this community in response to rainfall, this assessment
assumes that a small area (<0.05 hectares) may be impacted by the works.
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Table 4-1: Potential impacts of the proposal on vegetation

Plant community type (PCT)

Proposal area (hectares/m2)

Status
BC Act

Forest Red Gum - Swamp Box of the Clarence Valley
lowlands of the NSW North Coast Bioregion (837)

TEC

Swamp Oak swamp forest of the coastal lowlands of
the NSW North Coast Bioregion (1145) - (Derived).

TEC-

EPBC Act
-

0.0789
<0.05
Total

<0.1289

4.2.2 Removal of fauna habitat
The construction footprint comprises predominantly cleared land with limited native vegetation or
threatened fauna habitat value. The vegetative habitat directly affected by the proposal is minor in a local
context. Potential fauna (excluding microbat bridge habitat) removal impacts of the proposal include:
•

Minor loss of potential foraging (fruit and nectar and pollen) resources or sheltering/roosting habitat
from the proposed native vegetation removal. The subject vegetation does not contain tree hollows
and no nests were present at the time of the survey. Relative to the extent of habitat available within
the study area and broader locality, the habitat loss is negligible

•

Loss/modification of the current perching/nesting/sheltering opportunities provided by Briner Bridge.
Post construction, the bridge will continue to provide habitat of similar value, however less cavities are
likely. Overall, this impact is unlikely to significantly affect the local biodiversity.

The results of the threatened fauna potential occurrence assessment in Annexure C indicated the
following threatened fauna species were considered known or potential occurrences within the Study Area
and have potential to be impacted by the proposal:
•

Large-footed Myotis

•

Little Bentwing-bat

•

Eastern Bentwing-bat

•

Eastern Cave Bat

•

Grey-headed Flying-Fox

•

Eastern Osprey

•

White-bellied Sea-eagle

•

Brolga

•

Black-necked Stork.

Potential impacts to the above species are discussed below in Table 4-2. Impacts to Large-footed Myotis
are discussed in Section 4.2.3.
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Table 4-2: Potential impacts of the proposal on threatened fauna/fauna habitat (excluding Large-footed Myotis)

Species

Potential
occurrence

Impacted
by proposal

Impact (ha/individuals)

Little Bentwing-bat

Recorded in
locality

Yes

•

Eastern Bentwingbat

Recorded in
locality

Yes

•

Eastern Cave Bat

Recorded

Yes

•

Minor modification of aerial foraging habitat (including
removal/trimming of 0.0789 hectares of native
vegetation)
Minor loss/modification of potential non-breeding
roosting habitat at Briner Bridge
Potential injury/mortality during construction.

Grey-headed Flying- Recorded in
Fox
locality

Yes

•

Removal of a small (0.0789 ha) are of riparian
foraging habitat.

Eastern Osprey

Recorded

Yes

•

White-bellied SeaEagle

Recorded

Yes

•

Short-term modification to roosting/perching habitat on
Briner Bridge
Removal of a small area (0.0789 ha) of riparian
perching/roosting habitat.

Brolga

Recorded in
locality

Yes

•

Deterrence from using ephemeral wetland area
adjacent to the works.

Black-necked Stork

Recorded in
locality

Yes

•

Deterrence from using ephemeral wetland area
adjacent to the works.

4.2.3 Impacts to Large-footed Myotis
Potential impacts of the proposal on Large-footed Myotis are described in Table 4-3 and are divided into
‘direct impacts’ (those that directly affect habitat and individuals) and ‘indirect impacts’ (which may occur
when project-related activities affect habitat and individuals in a manner other than direct loss).
Safeguards to mitigate impacts from the proposal are included in Section 5.
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Table 4-3: Potential impacts of the proposal on the Large-footed Myotis

Potential impact

Assessment of impact

Direct impacts
Habitat removal/relocation
The proposal would require removal of the existing timber truss bridge structure
which currently provides habitat for a population of Large-footed Myotis within bat
boxes installed on the bridge and within gaps/crevices within the existing bridge
structure. Further details on the proposal are provided in the REF.

Potentially high at site level; unknown magnitude at locality level
The management of microbats via bat box relocation has been undertaken
successfully on bridge projects on the NSW North Coast including McFarlanes
Bridge, Mororo Bridge and Sportsmans Creek Bridge (within Clarence LGA). It is
considered likely that Myotis will continue to utilise bat boxes on the temporary
bridge during construction and once completed, on the refurbished Briner Bridge.

The proposal would involve relocating existing microbat boxes from Briner Bridge to
an adjacent temporary bridge during construction. These boxes would then be
The removal of habitat associated with gaps/ crevices in the existing bridge
permanently relocated back onto the refurbished Briner Bridge after the completion of structure would be replaced in the new structure with a combination of bat boxes
construction.
and additional compensatory habitat including appropriately sized voids to be
constructed in parts of the concrete structure over water. Similar compensatory
Habitat associated within gaps/crevices in the existing bridge structure would be
habitat has been constructed on a number of Roads and Maritime bridge/culvert
removed permanently as these components of the bridge would be renewed.
repair projects shown to be effective (eg Marom Creek culvert)

It is acknowledged however that colony’s response to the habitat
removal/relocation is unknown. It could include adoption of alternative roosting
habitat within the locality, either as a single unit or as part of fragmented smaller
groups. The value and susceptibility of the alternative roosting habitat is unknown.
While several culverts and bridges within the locality support likely or potential
Large-footed Myotis breeding populations, most of these structures are
susceptible to flooding or may be subject to future maintenance work/disturbance.
It is possible that the size of the population may also decrease in response to the
proposal.
Disruption to breeding (mating or birthing) cycle (high)
The proposal poses a risk of disruption to the breeding cycle of Large-footed Myotis
from disturbance/removal of the habitat which currently occurs at Briner Bridge during
the breeding season.
The proposal aims to minimise the potential for this by scheduling the initial relocation
of bat boxes outside of the breeding season however the final relocation of bat boxes
(upon completion of the project) may need to be undertaken within the breeding
season.
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Potentially high at site level; unknown magnitude at locality level
Briner Bridge supports a relatively large and locally important breeding Largefooted Myotis colony.
Given the mitigation measures proposed it is considered likely that breeding will
occur within bat boxes relocated on the temporary bridge during the 2019/2020
breeding season. Particularly given that Large-footed Myotis appear to be
relatively resilient to nearby disturbance related to construction (as evidenced on a
number of culvert works undertaken in proximity to Myotis breeding colonies
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Potential impact

Assessment of impact
associated with the Pacific Highway upgrade project.
It is acknowledged however that colony’s response to disruption of breeding
events is unknown. It is possible (but unlikely) that breeding may not occur at the
site during the 2019/2020 breeding season. While this may reduce the size of the
colony, it is unlikely that any reduction would be to the extent that it would affect
the long-term viability of this population.

Increased Flooding Frequency
As the temporary bridge where bat boxes are to be relocated to during construction is
lower than the existing Briner Bridge (three metres as opposed to six metres) the
population of Large-footed Myotis would be at increased risk of disruption to breeding
events by floods.

Potentially high at site level; unknown magnitude at locality level
Given the occurrence of Large-footed Myotis colonies within culverts and beneath
bridges it is likely that breeding events are regularly disrupted by flood events.
Although little is known about behavioural adaptations to cope with such events it
is unlikely that the increased flooding frequency associated with the temporary
bridge (over 1-2 breeding events) would substantially effect the viability of the
colony.

Mortality or injury during bridge removal (high)
Potentially high at site level; unknown magnitude at locality level
The proposal poses a high risk of mortality and injury to microbats roosting at the
Briner Bridge supports a relatively large and locally important breeding colony of
bridge during removal of the above pier elements. There is a particular risk to juvenile Large-footed Myotis.
microbats if the removal or exclusion work is scheduled during the Myotis breeding
period or when juveniles are flightless and dependent.
Fly-way impacts (unlikely)
Microbat flyways are routes regularly used by number of microbats. The proposal is
located at the existing bridge and adjacent modified areas. No fly-way impacts are
considered likely.

Unlikely

Indirect Impacts
Noise and vibration (low)
Indirect impacts may arise from noise, vibration and light. Higher risk activities
include piling for the temporary bridge and construction work proposed on the Briner
Bridge once bat boxes are relocated on to the temporary bridge.
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Low
Given existing noise and vibration levels from traffic and decking movements,
impacts from noise and vibration are generally considered low risk. A number of
recent projects have provided evidence that Large-footed Myotis are reasonably
resilient to nearby impacts associated with noise and vibration including
McFarlane’s Bridge where construction activities were undertaken in close
proximity to roost sites with no apparent impact.
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Potential impact

Assessment of impact

Foraging habitat degradation (low)
During construction work, there is a minor risk of water quality impacts which could
reduce foraging habitat values of the Coldstream River for Myotis (eg from chemical
spills, erosion and turbidity impacts, etc). The proposal would involve river piling as
part of the construction of a temporary bridge and works over water for upgrade of
the existing Briner Bridge. Impacts to waterways and aquatic habitats are not
expected to result from the proposal.

Low
The aerial insect carrying capacity of the study area is unlikely to be affected by
the proposal to any notable extent. As such the risk of foraging habitat
degradation is low.

Reduction in habitat connectivity
Capacity upgrade work at Briner Bridge may result in disturbance to the linkage of
the network of roost sites locally, however no significant physical barriers to mobility
or dispersal would occur as part of the proposal.

Low
No direct habitat fragmentation/impacts to corridors would occur as a result of the
proposal and barriers to fly-ways for microbats moving along Coldstream River
are unlikely to be created.
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4.2.4 Removal of threatened flora
No threatened plants are proposed for removal as a result of the proposal.

4.2.5 Aquatic impacts
The proposal would involve river piling as part of the construction of a temporary bridge and works over
water for upgrade of the existing Briner Bridge. Impacts to waterways and aquatic habitats are not expected
to result from the proposal. Mitigation measures specific to biodiversity are provided within Section 5.2 and
mitigation measures specific to waterways are provided within the REF.
The Coldstream River includes areas mapped as habitat for the threatened species, Purple-Spotted
Gudgeon. Habitat for this species at the site appears to be poor, being relatively deep water and lacking
gravel beds important as breeding habitat for this species. On a precautionary basis, a five-part test of
significance was undertaken for this species (refer to Annexure E).
The proposal is not expected to involve:
•

Loss of aquatic habitat

•

Changes to flooding regimes, hydrology, turbidity and sedimentation

•

Obstruction to fish passage, and/or temporary diversions

•

Changed hydrology including excessive flow velocities, modified depths of waterways, increase water
turbulence, in stream structures, realignment of creeks, alteration to the natural flow regimes of rivers
and streams and their floodplains and wetlands, and channelization, piping, concrete lining or scour
protection of waterways

•

Changes in shading regime and temperature

•

Potential impacts of tannins entering waterways from mulch.

4.2.6 Injury and mortality
Potential injury and mortality of microbats associated with the proposal is discussed in Section 4.2.3.
For other fauna groups, the proposal may create a minor risk of fauna injury/mortality through:
•

Vegetation removal/trimming if the impacted vegetation is occupied at the time of clearing. This is
mainly a risk to nesting or non-flying species. No hollow-bearing trees require removal as part of the
proposal and no nests were detected within the work footprint during the survey

•

Removal of the above pier bridge elements, if occupied at the time of removal. Fauna (in addition to
microbats) potentially affected include nesting birds, reptiles (eg water dragons and pythons),
amphibians (eg tree frogs) and mammals (eg possums). It is unlikely that a significant proportion of the
local population of native fauna (excluding microbats) would occupy Briner Bridge.

4.2.7 Wildlife connectivity and habitat fragmentation
The proposal is not expected to impact upon wildlife connectivity or increase habitat fragmentation.
Removal of mature native vegetation is restricted to vegetation within approximately 25 metres of the
bridge. The works would not result in any fragmentation of habitat as existing vegetation is already
fragmented and modified, nor would it restrict or result in barrier effects to any fauna groups (including fish
or aquatic fauna within Coldstream River).
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4.2.8 Edge effects on adjacent native vegetation and habitat
Riparian vegetation along the Coldstream River is already highly susceptible to edge effects due to
previous clearing and thinning. The proposal would result in the loss of isolated trees and would not
increase edge effects to more contiguous riparian vegetation close to the site

4.2.9 Invasion and spread of weeds
Two Biosecurity Act 2015 listed priority weed species declared for the Clarence Valley LGA region were
detected within the Study Area. These species and their associated duties under the Act are listed in
Table 4-4.
Table 4-4: Priority Weeds occurring within the study area

Scientific name

Common name

Location and extent

Duty

Lantana camara

Lantana

Common in riparian and
forested areas

Must not be imported into
the State or sold

Senecio madagascariensis

Fireweed

Uncommon species in
pastoral areas

Must not be imported into
the State or sold

Methods to limit the potential for the introduction or spread of weeds would be implemented for the duration
of the proposal (refer to Section 5.2).

4.2.10 Invasion and spread of pests
While a variety of pest species may occur in the locality (eg Common Mynah, Rabbit, Feral Cat, Red Fox),
the proposal would not result in any potential to increase conditions such that pest species would become
more prevalent.

4.2.11 Invasion and spread of pathogens and disease
Due to the minimal impact of the works on vegetation/ habitat, there is little likelihood of the introduction of
pathogens or disease.

4.2.12 Changes to hydrology
No changes to hydrology are expected as a result of the proposal.

4.2.13 Noise, light and vibration
It is not expected that indirect impacts from noise, light and vibration would significantly impact the
microbats or other fauna at Briner Bridge. As previously noted by Greenloaning Biostudies (2013) and
Lewis (2016), microbats at Briner Bridge appear to be tolerant of short term, intermittent noise associated
with bridge repairs as numbers of microbats have remained relatively consistent.
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4.2.14 Groundwater dependent ecosystems
No changes to groundwater flows or the depth of groundwater and therefore no changes to groundwater
dependent ecosystems are expected as a result of the proposal. As previously noted, GDE are distant from
the site (greater than 2.6 kilometres) and the proposal is limited to the bridge structure and surrounding site
compounds.

4.3 Cumulative impacts
The proposal would have a minor cumulative negative effect due to the required habitat loss/modification
and generation of greenhouse gas emissions during works. However, the impacts of the proposal are not
substantial and would not impose a significant effect locally. Additionally, the mitigation measures detailed
in Section 5.2 would ensure such impacts are minimised.
Other known Large-footed Myotis colonies in the locality are subject to similar pressures to that resulting
from the proposal as part of bridge and culvert maintenance. If bat boxes or microbat habitat were removed
from Briner Bridge and not relocated/replaced or compensated for, then the loss of breeding habitat from
Briner Bridge would contribute to the cumulative loss of habitat for the species. While the regularity of
maintenance works programs in the locality is unknown, it is possible although unlikely that cumulative
impacts to Large-footed Myotis colonies from repeated interruption to breeding cycles would result as
extensive mitigation measures are recommended to minimise potential impacts to Large-footed Myotis
including scheduling works outside of the breeding period.

4.4 Assessments of significance
The BC Act requires a test of significance (five-part test) when assessing whether an action, development
or activity is likely to significantly affect threatened species or communities, or their habitats. Based on the
potential for several fauna species to occur (refer to Annexure C), tests of significance have been
completed (refer to Annexure E). The tests concluded that the proposal would be unlikely to significantly
increase the risk of extinction for any fauna species (refer to Table 4-5), and hence a Species Impact
Statement (SIS) is not required.
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Table 4-5: Findings of significance assessments summary

BC Act significance assessments
Threatened species, or communities

Significance assessment
question1

Likely significant
impact?

a

b

c

d

e

X

N

N

N

N

No

Freshwater wetlands on coastal floodplains of the NSW North X
Coast Bioregion (TEC)

N

N

N

N

No

Brolga (Grus rubicunda)

N

X

N

N

N

No

Black-necked Stork

N

X

N

N

N

No

Eastern Osprey (Pandion cristatus)

N

X

N

N

N

No

White-bellied Sea-eagle (Haliaeetus leucogaster)

N

X

N

N

N

No

Grey-headed Flying Fox (Pteropus poliocephalus)

N

X

N

N

N

No

Eastern Bentwing-bat (Miniopterus schreibersii oceanensis)

N

X

N

N

N

No

Little Bentwing-bat (Miniopterus australis)

N

X

N

N

N

No

Eastern Cave Bat (Vespadelus troughtoni)

N

X

N

N

N

No

Large-footed Myotis (Myotis macropus)

N

X

N

N

N

No

Purple Spotted Gudgeon (Mogurnda adspersa)

N

X

N

N

N

No

Subtropical coastal floodplain forest of the NSW North Coast
Bioregion (TEC)

EPBC Act Assessments
Threatened species, or communities

Important population2

Likely significant
impact?

White-bellied Sea-eagle

No

No

Notes: Y = Yes (negative impact), N = No (no or positive impact), X = not applicable, ? = unknown impact

1. Under Section 7.2 of the BC Act, a proposed development or activity is likely to significantly affect
threatened species or ecological communities, or their habitats if:
a) in the case of a threatened species, whether the proposed development or activity is likely to have
an adverse effect on the life cycle of the species such that a viable local population of the species is
likely to be placed at risk of extinction,
b) in the case of an endangered ecological community or critically endangered ecological community,
whether the proposed development or activity:
i.

is likely to have an adverse effect on the extent of the ecological community such that its local
occurrence is likely to be placed at risk of extinction, or

ii. is likely to substantially and adversely modify the composition of the ecological community such
that its local occurrence is likely to be placed at risk of extinction,
c) in relation to the habitat of a threatened species or ecological community:
i.

the extent to which habitat is likely to be removed or modified as a result of the proposed
development or activity, and
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ii. whether an area of habitat is likely to become fragmented or isolated from other areas of habitat
as a result of the proposed development or activity, and
iii. the importance of the habitat to be removed, modified, fragmented or isolated to the long-term
survival of the species or ecological community in the locality,
d) whether the proposed development or activity is likely to have an adverse effect on any declared
area of outstanding biodiversity value (either directly or indirectly),
e) whether the proposed development or activity is or is part of a key threatening process or is likely to
increase the impact of a key threatening process.
2. A ‘population of a species’ as determined by the EPBC Act is an occurrence of the species in a
particular area. In relation to critically endangered, endangered or vulnerable threatened species,
occurrences include but are not limited to:
a) a geographically distinct regional population, or collection of local populations, or
b) a population, or collection of local populations, that occurs within a particular bioregion.
Important Population as determined by the EPBC Act is one that for a vulnerable species:
a) is likely to be key source populations either for breeding or dispersal
b) is likely to be necessary for maintaining genetic diversity
c) is at or near the limit of the species range.
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5. Mitigation
The mitigation measures outlined in this document aim to minimise potential adverse impacts arising from
the proposal relating to biodiversity. Construction phase measures would be incorporated into the
Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) for the proposal. A corresponding Microbat
Management Plan (MMP) is provided in Annexure F.
Management measures developed for microbats as part of this proposal, build on the experience of Roads
and Maritime in managing microbats on timber bridge projects over the past ten years. These measures
broadly involve:
•

Excluding microbats from all timber components of Briner Bridge prior to construction, leaving existing
bat boxes on the bridge as the only available habitat

•

Relocating bat boxes (including microbats) onto the temporary bridge for the duration of construction

•

Relocating bat boxes permanently (including microbats) back onto the rehabilitated Briner Bridge at the
completion of works

•

Replacing roosting/breeding habitat within timber components of the bridge being removed,
compensatory habitat would be provided in the rehabilitated Briner Bridge comprising in situ voids in the
concrete elements of the bridge.

Mitigation measures associated with other environmental aspects assessed in the corresponding REF
(eg soil and water, erosion and sedimentation, noise and vibration, etc) are not duplicated here. These
safeguards also assist in minimising the potential biodiversity impacts of the proposal.
Environmental safeguards would be communicated to all construction personnel as part of an
environmental site induction and repeated where appropriate at toolbox sessions prior to commencement
of relevant work components.
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Table 5-1: Mitigation measures

Impact

Mitigation measures

Timing and duration

Likely efficacy of
mitigation

Residual impacts
anticipated

Microbat
impacts

Provisions of the MMP (Annexure F) will be undertaken as part of
the proposal. Key management actions of the MMP are
summarised below.

Detailed design, during construction
and post construction

-

The proposal would
temporarily relocate
primary habitat being used
beneath Briner Bridge (bat
boxes) and permanently
remove secondary habitat
(timber gaps/cracks). It is
unknown how the
population will respond to
these impacts however
based on similar mitigation
works being undertaken
for this species, it is
considered likely that
population of Large-footed
Myotis occurring on Briner
Bridge will persist. It is
unknown how the proposal
would affect the population
size that occur on the
bridge and future
monitoring will be required.

Microbat
impacts

Pre-construction monitoring of Large-footed Myotis numbers to
determine baseline population estimates

Two breeding season surveys (ie
October to mid-April inclusive) prior to
construction commencing.

Effective

See comment above

It is noted that an August 2018
survey has already been completed
by GeoLINK, 2018.
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Impact

Mitigation measures

Timing and duration

Likely efficacy of
mitigation

Residual impacts
anticipated

Microbat
impacts

Provide an additional four bat boxes with four chambers per box
under Briner Bridge at least one month prior to construction
commencing to encourage further use of these boxes as opposed
to gaps/cavities within the bridge structure. The primary aim of this
action is to assist with microbat exclusion.

At least one month prior to
construction commencing (preferably
as soon as possible).

Effective

See comment above

At least one month prior to
construction commencing (preferably
as soon as possible).

Unknown (likely
to be effective)

See comment above

Detailed design phase, construction

Unknown (likely
to be effective)

See comment above

Bat boxes to be used are to be designed in consultation with the
ecologist and manufacturer to achieve an increased life,
particularly with respect to the attachment of the top plate to the
bat box which has been found to fail on bat boxes currently
installed on Briner Bridge.
Microbat
impacts

Install five bat boxes within the most appropriate locations adjacent
to the bridge (within 100 m). Locations to be selected by the
Ecologist and would target sites which could act as flood refuge
habitat. If the boxes are installed in trees, they would be positioned
so they:
• Are >30 m from the construction footprint
• Overhang the Coldstream River
• Are shaded and protected from the weather as best as
possible.
• Have a flood immunity similar to the existing Briner Bridge (ie
are installed at a similar height above the river to the bridge
decking).
Bat boxes to be used are to be designed in consultation with the
ecologist and manufacturer to achieve an increased life particularly
with respect to the attachment of the top plate to the bat box which
has been found to fail on bat boxes currently installed on Briner
Bridge.

Microbat
impacts

The following microbat compensatory habitat would be
incorporated into the refurbished Briner Bridge:
• Microbat habitat type 1 – Cylindrical recesses roughened (16)
(65mm x 150 mm) built into the thickened underside of the kerb
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Impact

Mitigation measures

Timing and duration

Likely efficacy of
mitigation

Residual impacts
anticipated

For parts of the bridge being used by
microbats - outside the Large-footed
Myotis breeding season (ie between
mid-April and October) avoiding
periods of prolonged torpor.

Effective

See comment above

Unknown (likely
to be effective)

See comment above

on approach spans of the bridge over water (refer to MMP)
Microbat habitat type 2 – Local roughened areas (16) under
the deck/above girders are to be provided over water on
approach spans. Concrete pipe sections (65mm x 150 mm)
are to be adhered to the underside of the deck in these
locations (refer to MMP)
• Microbat habitat type 3 – Attachment lugs for bat boxes are to
be attached to each cross girder over water to accommodate
bat boxes at the completion of the project (refer to MMP).

•

Microbat
impacts

Undertake staged microbat exclusion so all potential microbat
habitat within the bridge structure (excluding bat boxes) is no
longer available for microbat roosting.

For parts of Briner Bridge not being
utilised by microbats (as evidenced
by ecologist surveys), exclusion can
occur within the breeding season
without an increased risk to breeding
Large-footed Myotis.
Microbat
impacts

Once microbat exclusion is installed, temporarily relocate bat
boxes from Briner Bridge to beneath the temporary bridge, in
appropriate locations over water as agreed by the Project
Ecologist.
Relocation of the bat boxes would be undertaken by the ecologist
with assistance from the construction team. Bat boxes supporting
<20 roosting bats can be relocated by:
• Securely covering the base of the box with cloth material (eg
taped on pillow case) to block the entrance
• Remove the box from the existing roost location
• Relocating the box as quickly and steadily as possible to the
new location
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Upon completion of microbat
exclusion (refer above).
Outside Large-footed Myotis
breeding period.
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Impact

Mitigation measures

Timing and duration

Likely efficacy of
mitigation

Residual impacts
anticipated

• Once the bats have settled, removing the cloth material.
Where =/>20 roosting microbats are roosting in a bat box,
relocation would occur at night once the bats have flown out for the
night.
Microbat
impacts

Work areas would be inspected daily during the Briner Bridge
upgrade, including:
• Morning inspections to ensure exclusion is intact and no
potential microbat breaches have occurred. An ecologist would
carry out inspections if potential exclusion breaches have
occurred
• Afternoon inspections carried out to ensure that exclusion
measures are functional at the end of each day to prevent
microbats accessing the bridge at night.

Daily during bridge upgrade work

Effective

See comment above

Microbat
impacts

At the commencement of high noise activities (eg piling,
construction of rock platforms etc), a spotter is to be placed to
observe bat boxes and make observations on microbat behaviour
responses. Should microbats be observed leaving roost sites
(during the day) the ecologist will be advised and will assess the
need for further mitigation measures for noise/vibration (eg
material screening etc).

At the commencement of high noise
activities or in the event that
microbats are observed leaving the
roost site during the day.

Effective

See comment above

Microbat
impacts

Upon completion of the works, bat boxes on the temporary bridge
would be moved to appropriate locations on the refurbished bridge
over water as agreed by the Project Ecologist.

Upon completion of works.

Unknown (likely to
be effective)

See comment above

Effective

See comment above

Where this cannot be undertaken outside of the breeding season,
this will be undertaken outside of periods when flightless young are
present within boxes (as evidenced by ecologist surveys).
Microbat
impacts

Monitor the MMP management actions to assess their
effectiveness.
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Outside the breeding season if
possible (ie between mid-April and
October).

Pre, during and post construction
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Impact

Mitigation measures

Timing and duration

Likely efficacy of
mitigation

Residual impacts
anticipated

Microbat
impacts

At the completion of the monitoring program, bat boxes installed
within the riparian zone, adjacent to Briner Bridge would be
removed by the ecologist. Where bat boxes are occupied the
ecologist will undertake exclusion in accordance with the
requirements of Section 2.2 of the MMP.

At the completion of the monitoring
program.

Effective

See comment above

Removal of
native
vegetation

Native vegetation removal will be minimised through detailed
design.

Detailed design

Effective

Removal of 0.0789 ha of
native vegetation.

The footprint of the site (including site compound, accesses and
construction areas) will be clearly delineated in accordance with
Guide 2: Exclusion zones of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting
and managing biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA, 2011). Exclusion
zones would include tree protection zones around trees to be
retained in proximity to the proposed work (such as at the site
compounds) in accordance with the Australian Standard 49702009 Protection of trees on development sites.

During construction

Effective

Pre-clearing surveys will be undertaken in accordance with Guide
1: Pre-clearing process of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting
and managing biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA, 2011).

Prior to construction

Effective

Vegetation removal will be undertaken in accordance with Guide 4:
Clearing of vegetation and removal of bushrock of the Biodiversity
Guidelines: Protecting and managing biodiversity on RTA projects
(RTA, 2011).

During construction

Effective

The unexpected species find procedure is to be followed under
Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing biodiversity on
RTA projects (RTA, 2011) if threatened ecological communities,
not assessed in the biodiversity assessment, are identified in the
proposal site.

During construction

Proven
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Impact

Mitigation measures

Timing and duration

Likely efficacy of
mitigation

Residual impacts
anticipated

Removal of
threatened
species
habitat and
habitat
features

Habitat removal will be undertaken in accordance with Guide 4:
Clearing of vegetation and removal of bushrock of the Biodiversity
Guidelines: Protecting and managing biodiversity on RTA projects
(RTA, 2011).

During construction

Effective

None

Habitat will be replaced or re-instated in accordance with Guide 5:
Re-use of woody debris and bushrock and Guide 8: Nest boxes of
the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing biodiversity
on RTA projects (RTA, 2011).

During construction

Proven

The unexpected species find procedure is to be followed under
Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing biodiversity on
RTA projects (RTA, 2011) if threatened fauna, not assessed in the
biodiversity assessment, are identified in the proposal site.

During construction

Proven

Pre-clearing surveys will be undertaken in accordance with Guide
1: Pre-clearing process of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting
and managing biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA, 2011).

During construction

Proven

The unexpected species find procedure is to be followed under
During construction
Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing biodiversity on
RTA projects (RTA, 2011) if threatened flora species, not assessed
in the biodiversity assessment, are identified in the proposal site.

Proven

Aquatic habitat will be protected in accordance with Guide 10:
Aquatic habitats and riparian zones of the Biodiversity Guidelines:
Protecting and managing biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA, 2011)
and Section 3.3.2 Standard precautions and mitigation measures
of the Policy and guidelines for fish habitat conservation and
management Update 2013 (DPI (Fisheries NSW), 2013).

During construction

Effective

Stumps of trees removed must be left in situ to aid with
regeneration and bank stability.

During construction

Proven

Removal of
threatened
plants

Aquatic
impacts
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Impact

Mitigation measures

Timing and duration

Likely efficacy of
mitigation

Controls (such as drop nets and shade cloths) will be used when
required during overwater activities to prevent entry of construction
sourced debris entering Coldstream River.

During construction

Effective

Groundwater
dependent
ecosystems

Interruptions to water flows associated with groundwater
dependent ecosystems will be minimised through detailed design.

Detailed design

Effective

None

Changes to
hydrology

Changes to existing surface water flows will be minimised through
detailed design.

Detailed design

Effective

None

Fragmentation Connectivity measures will be implemented in accordance with the
of identified
Wildlife Connectivity Guidelines for Road Projects (RTA, 2011).
habitat
corridors

Detailed design, during construction
and post construction

Effective

None

Edge effects
on adjacent
native
vegetation
and habitat

Exclusion zones will be set up at the limit of clearing in accordance
with Guide 2: Exclusion zones of the Biodiversity Guidelines:
Protecting and managing biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA,
2011).

During construction

Effective

None

Injury and
mortality of
fauna

Fauna will be managed in accordance with Guide 9: Fauna
handling of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing
biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA, 2011). Should injured fauna be
located on the site during the work, local wildlife care groups
and/or local veterinarians must be contacted immediately, and
arrangements made for the immediate welfare of the animal. The
phone number of the local fauna rescue group must be known to
the project foremen.

During construction

Effective

None

Invasion and
spread of
weeds

Weed species will be managed in accordance with Guide 6: Weed
management of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and
managing biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA, 2011).

During construction

Effective

None
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Impact

Mitigation measures

Timing and duration

Likely efficacy of
mitigation

Residual impacts
anticipated

Invasion and
spread of
pests

Pest species will be managed within the proposal site.

During construction

Effective

None

Invasion and
spread of
pathogens
and disease

Pathogens will be managed in accordance with Guide 2: Exclusion
zones of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing
biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA, 2011).

During construction

Effective

None

Noise, light
and vibration

Shading and artificial light impacts will be minimised through
detailed design.

Detailed design

Effective

None
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6. Offset strategy
Roads and Maritime will provide biodiversity offsets or where offsets are not reasonable or feasible,
supplementary measures for impacts that exceed the following thresholds:
a) any amount of a national or NSW listed critically endangered ecological community in moderate to good
condition (except for vegetation planted as part of a road corridor landscaping program), or
b) greater than one hectare of any national or NSW listed endangered ecological community in moderate
to good condition (except for vegetation planted as part of a road corridor landscaping program), or
c) national or NSW listed threatened species habitat (except for vegetation planted as part of a road
corridor landscaping program) where either the species is a species credit species or an ecosystem
credit species under the Office of Environment and Heritage’s (OEH’s) Threatened Species Profile
Database (TSPD) and where:
i.

the species is confirmed or (in the absence of survey) assumed to be present, and

ii.

the expected losses exceed the number considered to be negligible under the TSPD; or where
expected losses cannot be reliably estimated, where the habitat to be impacted exceeds one
hectare.

d) net loss of key fish habitats (as defined in Appendix 3 of the Department of Primary Industries Policy
and guidelines for fish habitat conservation and management: Update 2013).
The proposal would not exceed these thresholds and hence biodiversity offsets are not required.
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7. Conclusion
Based on the site assessment and consideration of the works required, the following biodiversity matters
apply to the proposal:
•

The works would result in removal of 0.0789 ha of PCT 837, which comprises the Threatened
Ecological Community (TEC), Subtropical coastal floodplain forest. This community is in poor condition.
One other TEC

•

An ancillary site and access track occur immediately alongside areas of degraded PCT 1145, which
comprises the TEC, Freshwater wetlands on coastal floodplains. The proposal currently avoids direct
impacts on this TEC however given the ephemeral boundaries of this community in response to rainfall,
this assessment assumes that a small area (<0.05 ha) may be impacted by the works

•

No threatened flora species would be impacted by the proposal

•

The main fauna habitat feature impacted by the proposal relates to Briner Bridge. Bat boxes and
cavities within the bridge provide known microbat roosting habitat which is occupied by a relatively large
and locally significant population of the threatened species Large-footed Myotis. In accordance with the
Threatened Species Test of Significance Guidelines OEH (2018), a significant impact on the local
Myotis population is considered unlikely to occur as a result of the proposal

•

No other threatened fauna species are likely to be significantly impacted by the proposal

•

Impacts to aquatic habitats are short term and minor. No FM Act listed threatened species or protected
habitats would be affected by the proposal

•

A number of mitigation measures have been recommended to manage potential impacts relating to
biodiversity. This includes a Microbat Management Plan (MMP) to reduce the impacts of the proposal
on the resident Large-footed Myotis colony

•

No EPBC Act listed threatened or migratory species, or TECs are likely to be significantly impacted by
the proposal

•

A biodiversity offset strategy is not required for the proposal.
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Annexure A
Database searches
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Data from the BioNet BioNet Atlas website, which holds records from a number of custodians. The data are only indicative
and cannot be considered a comprehensive inventory, and may contain errors and omissions. Species listed under the
Sensitive Species Data Policy may have their locations denatured (^ rounded to 0.1Â°; ^^ rounded to 0.01Â°). Copyright the
State of NSW through the Office of Environment and Heritage. Search criteria : Public Report of all Valid Records of
Threatened (listed on TSC Act 1995) or Commonwealth listed Animals in selected area [North: -29.56 West: 152.97 East:
153.19 South: -29.74] returned a total of 1,552 records of 51 species.
Report generated on 19/09/2018 3:00 PM
Com
NSW
Kingdo
Species
m. Recor Inf
Class
Family
Scientific Name
Exotic
Common Name
statu
m
Code
statu ds
o
s
s
Animalia Amphibia Myobatrachi 3137 Crinia tinnula
Wallum Froglet
V,P
6
dae
Animalia Reptilia
Elapidae
2645 Cacophis
White-crowned Snake V,P
2
harriettae
Animalia Reptilia
Elapidae
2677 Hoplocephalus
Stephens' Banded
V,P
2
Snake
stephensii
Animalia
Aves
Casuariidae 0001 Dromaius
Emu population in the E2,P
179
New South Wales
novaehollandiae
North Coast Bioregion
and Port Stephens
local government area
Animalia

Aves
Aves

Anseranatid
ae
Columbidae

Animalia

0199
0025

Animalia

Aves

Columbidae

0023

Animalia

Aves

0072

Animalia

Aves

Procellariid
ae
Ciconiidae

Magpie Goose

V,P

14

Wompoo Fruit-Dove

V,P

2

Superb Fruit-Dove

V,P

1

Flesh-footed
Shearwater
Black-necked Stork

V,P
E1,P

Animalia

Aves

Ardeidae

0197

Australasian Bittern

E1,P

Animalia

Aves

Ardeidae

0196

Black Bittern

V,P

1

Animalia

Aves

Accipitridae

0218

Spotted Harrier

V,P

3

Animalia

Aves

Accipitridae

0226

White-bellied SeaEagle
Little Eagle

V,P
V,P

1

Square-tailed Kite

V,P,3

14

8739

Haliaeetus
leucogaster
Hieraaetus
morphnoides
^^Lophoictinia
isura
^^Pandion cristatus

Animalia

Aves

Accipitridae

0225

Animalia

Aves

Accipitridae

0230

Animalia

Aves

Accipitridae

Eastern Osprey

V,P,3

29

Animalia

Aves

Gruidae

0177

Grus rubicunda

Brolga

V,P

42

Animalia

Aves

Burhinidae

0174

Burhinus grallarius

Bush Stone-curlew

E1,P

3

Animalia

Aves

0130

E1,P

3

Aves

Comb-crested Jacana

V,P

29

Animalia

Aves

Haematopus
longirostris
Irediparra
gallinacea
Rostratula australis

Pied Oystercatcher

Animalia

Haematopo
didae
Jacanidae

E1,P

Animalia

Australian Painted
Snipe
Glossy BlackCockatoo
Little Lorikeet

0183

0171

Anseranas
semipalmata
Ptilinopus
magnificus
Ptilinopus
superbus
Ardenna carneipes
Ephippiorhynchus
asiaticus
Botaurus
poiciloptilus
Ixobrychus
flavicollis
Circus assimilis

0170

Aves

Rostratulida
e
Cacatuidae

Animalia

Aves

Psittacidae

0260

Animalia

Aves

Psittacidae

8913

Animalia

Aves

Strigidae

0246

^Calyptorhynchus
lathami
Glossopsitta
pusilla
^^Pezoporus
wallicus wallicus
^^Ninox connivens

Animalia

Aves

Strigidae

0248

Animalia

Aves

Tytonidae

0250

0265

J,K

1
791

E

C

E

1

14

1

V,P,2

40

V,P

6

Eastern Ground
Parrot
Barking Owl

V,P,3

1

V,P,3

11

^^Ninox strenua

Powerful Owl

V,P,3

37

^^Tyto
novaehollandiae

Masked Owl

V,P,3

10

Animalia

Aves

Climacterid
ae

8127

Climacteris
picumnus victoriae

Brown Treecreeper
(eastern subspecies)

V,P

2

Animalia

Aves

0504

V,P

1

Aves

Grey-crowned Babbler V,P
(eastern subspecies)

44

Animalia

Aves

Neosittidae

0549

Varied Sittella

V,P

2

Animalia

Aves

Petroicidae

0380

Chthonicola
sagittata
Pomatostomus
temporalis
temporalis
Daphoenositta
chrysoptera
Petroica boodang

Speckled Warbler

Animalia

Acanthizida
e
Pomatosto
midae

Scarlet Robin

V,P

1

Dasyuridae

1008

Spotted-tailed Quoll

V,P

Dasyuridae

1017

V,P

Phascolarct
idae
Petauridae

1162

Brush-tailed
Phascogale
Koala

1136

Yellow-bellied Glider

V,P

18

Petauridae

1137

Squirrel Glider

V,P

54

Pseudochei
ridae
Potoroidae

1133

Petaurus
norfolcensis
Petauroides volans

Greater Glider

P

Rufous Bettong

V,P

Grey-headed Flyingfox
Northern Free-tailed
Bat
Eastern Freetail-bat

V,P
V,P

1

V,P

4

Hoary Wattled Bat

V,P

1

Little Bentwing-bat

V,P

32

Eastern Bentwing-bat

V,P

2

Southern Myotis

V,P

6

Eastern Long-eared
Bat
Greater Broad-nosed
Bat
Eastern Cave Bat

V,P

1

V,P

1

V,P

1

New Holland Mouse

P

Coastal Petaltail

E1

Animalia Mammali
a
Animalia Mammali
a
Animalia Mammali
a
Animalia Mammali
a
Animalia Mammali
a
Animalia Mammali
a
Animalia Mammali
a
Animalia Mammali
a
Animalia Mammali
a
Animalia Mammali
a
Animalia Mammali
a
Animalia Mammali
a
Animalia Mammali
a
Animalia Mammali
a
Animalia Mammali
a
Animalia Mammali
a
Animalia Mammali
a
Animalia Mammali
a
Animalia Insecta

8388

1187

Dasyurus
maculatus
Phascogale
tapoatafa
Phascolarctos
cinereus
Petaurus australis

Pteropodida
e
Molossidae

1280

Molossidae

1329

Vespertilion
idae
Vespertilion
idae
Vespertilion
idae

1354

Vespertilion
idae
Vespertilion
idae
Vespertilion
idae
Vespertilion
idae
Muridae

1357

Aepyprymnus
rufescens
Pteropus
poliocephalus
Mormopterus
lumsdenae
Mormopterus
norfolkensis
Chalinolobus
nigrogriseus
Miniopterus
australis
Miniopterus
schreibersii
oceanensis
Myotis macropus

1336

Nyctophilus bifax

1361

1455

Petaluridae

I138

Scoteanax
rueppellii
Vespadelus
troughtoni
Pseudomys
novaehollandiae
Petalura litorea

1937

1346
1834

1025

V,P

E

4
18

V

V

30

32
18

V

V

24

1
10

Data from the BioNet BioNet Atlas website, which holds records from a number of custodians. The data are only indicative
and cannot be considered a comprehensive inventory, and may contain errors and omissions. Species listed under the
Sensitive Species Data Policy may have their locations denatured (^ rounded to 0.1Â°; ^^ rounded to 0.01Â°). Copyright the
State of NSW through the Office of Environment and Heritage. Search criteria : Public Report of all Valid Records of
Threatened (listed on TSC Act 1995) or Commonwealth listed Plants in selected area [North: -29.56 West: 152.97 East:
153.19 South: -29.74] returned a total of 942 records of 16 species.
Report generated on 19/09/2018 3:12 PM
Com
NSW
Kingdo
Species
m. Recor Inf
Class
Family
Scientific Name
Exotic
Common Name
statu
m
Code
statu ds
o
s
s
Plantae
Flora
Fabaceae
2833 Desmodium
Thorny Pea
V,P
V
1
(Faboideae)
acanthocladum
Plantae

Flora

Flora
Flora

Juncaginac
eae
Lindsaeace
ae
Lindsaeace
ae
Lythraceae
Myrtaceae

Plantae

Flora

Plantae

Flora

Plantae
Plantae

3363
8129

Maundia
triglochinoides
^^Lindsaea fraseri

Fraser's Screw Fern

8128

^^Lindsaea incisa

Slender Screw Fern

11643 Rotala tripartita
8724 Angophora robur

Plantae

Flora

Myrtaceae

4007

Plantae

Flora

Myrtaceae

4193

Plantae
Plantae

Flora
Flora

Myrtaceae
Olacaceae

4255
7557

^^Callistemon
linearifolius
Eucalyptus
tetrapleura
Melaleuca irbyana
Olax angulata

Plantae

Flora

Poaceae

4776

Plantae

Flora

Plantae

Flora

Polypodiace
ae
Proteaceae

Plantae

Flora

Rutaceae

6457

Plantae

Flora

9497

Plantae

Flora

Simaroubac
eae
Linderniace
ae

Sandstone Roughbarked Apple
Netted Bottle Brush

V,P

53

E1,P,
3
E1,P,
3
E1,P
V,P

1
75

V

V,P,3

2
459
1

Square-fruited
V,P
Ironbark
Weeping Paperbark
E1,P
Square-stemmed Olax V,P

V

32

V

41
1

Arthraxon hispidus

Hairy Jointgrass

V,P

V

10

8154

Belvisia mucronata

Needle-leaf Fern

E1,P

9298

Grevillea
quadricauda
Acronychia
littoralis
Quassia sp.
Moonee Creek
Lindernia
alsinoides

Four-tailed Grevillea

V,P

V

74

Scented Acronychia

E1,P

E

2

Moonee Quassia

E1,P

E

176

Noah's False
Chickweed

E1,P

7359

2

12

Annexure B
Species recorded
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Table B1: Recorded flora

Status
Family

Scientific name

Common name
BC Act

EPBC Act

Amaryllidaceae

Crinum pedunculatum

Swamp Lily

-

-

Apocynaceae

Marsdenia rostrata

Common Milk Vine

-

-

Asteraceae

Bidens pilosa*

Cobbler's Pegs

-

-

Conyza bonariensis*

Flaxleaf Fleabane

-

-

Senecio madagascariensis*

Fireweed

-

-

Sonchus oleraceus*

Common Sowthistle

-

-

Tagetes minuta*

Stinking Roger

-

-

Casuarinaceae

Casuarina glauca

Swamp Oak

-

-

Convolvulaceae

Ipomoea cairica*

Coast Morning Glory

-

-

Dicksoniaceae

Calochlaena dubia

Soft Bracken

-

-

Euphorbiaceae

Ricinus communis*

Castor Oil Plant

-

-

Fabaceae (Faboideae)

Desmodium uncinatum*

Silver-leaved Desmodium

Lauraceae

Cinnamomum camphora*

Camphor Laurel

-

-

Malvaceae

Hibiscus diversifolius

Swamp Hibiscus

-

-

Hibiscus tiliaceus

Cottonwood

-

-

Sida rhombifolia*

Paddy's Lucerne

-

-

Maclura cochinchinensis

Cockspur Thorn

-

-

Streblus brunonianus

Whalebone Tree

-

-

Moraceae
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-

Family

Scientific name

Common name

Myrtaceae

Eucalyptus tereticornis

Forest Red Gum

-

-

Lophostemon suaveolens

Swamp Turpentine

-

-

Oleaceae

Ligustrum sinense*

Small-leaved Privet

-

-

Pittosporaceae

Pittosporum revolutum

Rough Fruit Pittosporum

-

-

Poaceae

Andropogon virginicus*

Whiskey Grass

-

-

Cynodon dactylon

Common Couch

-

-

Phragmites australis

Common Reed

-

-

Setaria sphacelata*

Pigeon Grass

-

-

Acetosa sagittata*

Turkey Rhubarb

-

-

Persicaria strigosa

Spotted Knotweed

-

-

Rosaceae

Prunus sp.

Fruit Tree

-

-

Rutaceae

Citrus x limon*

Lemon

-

-

Sapindaceae

Cupaniopsis anacardioides

Tuckeroo

-

-

Cupaniopsis parvifolia

Small-leaved Tuckeroo

-

-

Jagera pseudorhus var. pseudorhus

Foambark Tree

-

-

Solanaceae

Solanum nigrum*

Blackberry Nightshade

-

-

Verbenaceae

Lantana camara*

Lantana

-

-

Verbenaceae

Verbena bonariensis*

Purpletop

-

-

Polygonaceae

Note: *Cover should be determined in accordance with the BAM
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Table B2: Recorded fauna

Status
Taxa/fauna group

Scientific name

Common name

Observation method
BC Act

EPBC Act

Amphibia

Crinia parinsignifera

Eastern Sign-bearing Froglet

-

-

Heard

Amphibia

Crinia signifera

Common Eastern Froglet

-

-

Heard

Reptilia

Intellagama lesueurii

Australian Water Dragon

-

-

Aves

Anas superciliosa

Pacific Black Duck

-

-

Observed

Aves

Anhinga melanogaster

Darter

-

-

Observed

Aves

Anthus novaeseelandiae

Richard’s Pipit

-

-

Observed

Aves

Chenonetta jubata

Australian Wood Duck

-

-

Observed

Aves

Coracina novaehollandiae

Black-faced Cuckoo-shrike

-

-

Observed

Aves

Corvus orru

Torresian Crow

-

-

Observed/ Heard

Aves

Cracticus tibicen

Australian Magpie

-

-

Observed/ Heard

Aves

Gallinula tenebrosa

Dusky Moorhen

-

-

Observed

Aves

Grallina cyanoleuca

Magpie-lark

-

-

Observed/ Heard

Aves

Malurus cyaneus

Superb Fairy Wren

-

Observed

Aves

Phalacrocorax sulcirostris

Little Black Cormorant

-

-

Observed

Aves

Pomatostomus temporali

Grey-crowned Babbler

V

-

Observed in locality (Tucabia)

Aves

Rhipidura fuliginosa

Grey Fantail

-

-

Observed/ Heard

Aves

Rhipidura leucophrys

Willie Wagtail

-

-

Observed/ Heard

Aves

Trichoglossus haematodus

Rainbow Lorikeet

-

-

Observed/ Heard
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Taxa/fauna group

Scientific name

Common name

Status

Mammalia

Myotis macropus

Large-footed Myotis

V

Mammalia

Bos taurus*

Cow
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Observation method
-

Observed

-

Observed

Annexure C
Habitat assessment table
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Table C1: Likelihood of occurrence criteria

Likelihood

Criteria

Recorded

The species was observed in the study area during the current survey

High

It is highly likely that a species inhabits the study area and is dependent on identified suitable habitat (ie for breeding or important life cycle
periods such as winter flowering resources), has been recorded recently in the locality (10 km) and is known or likely to maintain resident
populations in the study area. Also includes species known or likely to visit the study area during regular seasonal movements or migration.

Moderate

Potential habitat is present in the study area. Species unlikely to maintain sedentary populations, however may seasonally use resources
within the study area opportunistically or during migration. The species is unlikely to be dependent (ie for breeding or important life cycle
periods such as winter flowering resources) on habitat within the study area, or habitat is in a modified or degraded state. Includes cryptic
flowering flora species that were not seasonally targeted by surveys and that have not been recorded.

Low

It is unlikely that the species inhabits the study area and has not been recorded recently in the locality (10 km). It may be an occasional
visitor, but habitat similar to the study area is widely distributed in the local area, meaning that the species is not dependent (ie for breeding
or important life cycle periods such as winter flowering resources) on available habitat. Specific habitat is not present in the study area or the
species are a non-cryptic perennial flora species that were specifically targeted by surveys and not recorded.

None

Suitable habitat is absent from the study area.
Based on a field assessment of the habitat constraints or microhabitats on the study area , the habitat is identified as being substantially
degraded such that the species is unlikely to utilise the study area (or specific vegetation zones), or an expert report that is prepared that
states the species is unlikely to be present on the study area or specific vegetation zones.
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Table C2: Threatened flora habitat assessment table

Habitat requirements (Source: EPBC Act SPRAT and/or
OEH threatened species profiles websites)

Number of
records
(BioNet)

Likelihood of
occurrence

Scientific name

Common name

BC Act

EPBC
Act

Acronychia littoralis

Scented
Acronychia

E

E

Littoral rainforest on sand.

2

None

Allocasuarina
defungens

Dwarf Heath
Casuarina

E

E

Coastal areas of wet to dry, dense, low, closed heath land growing
on Pleistocene marine aeolian derived soils.

Nil

None

Angophora robur

Sandstone Rough- V
barked Apple

V

Dry open forest in sandy or skeletal soils on sandstone, or
occasionally granite, with frequent outcrops of rock.

432

None

Arthraxon hispidus

Hairy-joint Grass

V

V

Found in or on the edges of rainforest and in wet eucalypt forest,
often near creeks or swamps.

Nil

Low

Belvisia mucronata

Narrow-Leaf Fern

E

-

Forms small clumps on trees or rocks in dry rainforest or along
creeks in moist open forest.

2

None

Callistemon
linearifolius

Netted Bottle
Brush

V

-

Grows in dry sclerophyll forest on the coast and adjacent ranges.

1

None

Cryptostylis
hunteriana

Leafless Tongueorchid

V

V

Occurs in a wide variety of habitats including heathlands, heathy
woodlands, sedgelands, grasstree plains, dry sclerophyll forests,
forested wetlands, freshwater wetlands, grasslands, grassy
woodlands, rainforests and wet sclerophyll forests

Nil

None

Desmodium
acanthocladum

Thorny Pea

V

V

Fringes of riverine subtropical and dry rainforest on basalt-derived
soils at low elevations.

1

None

Eucalyptus
tetrapleura

Square-fruited
Ironbark

V

V

Dry or moist eucalypt forest on moderately fertile soil, often in low
areas with poor drainage.

24

None

Grevillea
quadricauda

Four-tailed
Grevillea

V

V

Gravelly loam in understorey of dry eucalypt forest near creeks.

74

None

Lindernia
alsinoides

Noah's False
Chickweed

E

-

Swamp forests and wetlands along coastal and hinterland creeks.

12

None
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Likelihood of
occurrence

Scientific name

Common name

BC Act

Lindsaea fraseri

Fraser’s Screw
Fern

E

-

Poorly drained infertile soils in swamp forest or open eucalypt
forest.

1

None

Lindsaea incisa

Slender Screw
Fern

E

-

Dry eucalypt forest on sandstone and moist shrubby eucalypt
forest on metasediments. Waterlogged or poorly drained sites
along creeks, where ferns, sedges and shrubs grow thickly.

75

None

Marsdenia
longiloba

Clear Milkvine

V

V

Open eucalypt forest, or margins of subtropical and warm
temperate rainforest, and in areas of rocky outcrops.

Nil

None

Maundia
triglochinoides

-

V

-

Swamps or shallow fresh water on clay.

45

None

Melaleuca irbyana

Weeping
Paperbark

E

-

Open eucalypt forest in poorly drained, usually clay, soils.

9

None

Phaius australis

Lesser Swamporchid

E

E

Associated with coastal wet heath/sedgeland wetlands, swampy
grassland or swampy forest (and often where Broad-leaved
Paperbark or Swamp Mahogany occur.

Nil

None

Thesium australe

Austral Toadflax

V

V

Occurs in grassland on coastal headlands or grassland and grassy
woodland away from the coast.

Nil

None

Quassia sp.
Moonee Creek

Moonee Quassia

E

E

Shrubby layer below tall moist and dry eucalypt forest, including
forest edges, generally at low altitudes.

176

None
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Habitat requirements (Source: EPBC Act SPRAT and/or
OEH threatened species profiles websites)

Number of
records
(BioNet)

EPBC
Act

Table C3: Threatened fauna habitat assessment table

Number of
records
(source)

Likelihood of occurrence

Acid paperbark and sedge swamps known as ‘wallum’, this
is a banksia-dominated lowland heath ecosystem
characterised by acidic waterbodies.

5

None

-

Cool rainforest, moist eucalypt forest and occasionally
along creeks in dry eucalypt forest.

Nil

None

V

-

Deep, damp leaf litter in rainforests, moist eucalypt forest
and near dry eucalypt forest.

Nil

None

V

-

Low to mid-elevation dry eucalypt forest and woodland with 2
well-developed litter layer.

None

Three-toed Snake- V
tooth Skink

V

Rainforest and occasionally moist eucalypt forest, on
loamy or sandy soils.

Nil

None

Anthochaera
phrygia

Regent
Honeyeater

CE

CE

Dry open forest and woodland with an abundance of
nectar-producing eucalypts, particularly box-ironbark
woodland, swamp mahogany forests, and riverine sheoak
woodlands.

Nil

None

Anseranas
semipalmata

Magpie Goose

V

-

Shallow wetlands (<one metre deep), large swamps and
7
dams with dense growth of rushes or sedges, dry
ephemeral swamps, wet grasslands and floodplains; roosts
in tall vegetation. Nests are formed in trees over deep
water.

None

Ardenna carneipes

Flesh-footed
Shearwater

V

-

Marine species, nests on Lord Howe Island in forests on
sandy soils.

None

Scientific name

BC
Act

EPBC
Act

Crinia tinnula

Wallum Froglet

V

-

Mixophyes balbus

Stuttering Frog

V

Mixophyes iteratus

Giant Barred Frog

Cacophis harriettae

White-crowned
Snake

Saiphos reticulatus

Common name

Habitat requirements

Amphibia

Aves
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1

BC
Act

EPBC
Act

Likelihood of occurrence

Common name

Scientific name

Ephippiorhynchus
asiaticus

Black-necked
Stork

E

-

Floodplain wetlands (swamps, billabongs, watercourses
and dams) of the major coastal rivers. Secondary habitat
includes minor floodplains, coastal sandplain wetlands and
estuaries. They build large nests high in tall trees close to
water. Trees usually provide clear observation of the
surroundings and are at low elevation.

670

Recorded (in locality)

Botaurus
poiciloptilus

Australasian
Bittern

E

E

Permanent freshwater wetlands with tall dense vegetation,
particularly bullrushes and spikerushes.

1

None

Burhinus grallarius

Bush Stonecurlew

E

-

Lightly timbered open forest and woodland, and partly
cleared farmland with woodland remnants, preferring areas
with dry leaf-litter, fallen timber and sparse ground cover.

3

None

Calyptorhynchus
lathami

Glossy BlackCockatoo

V

-

Sheoaks in coastal forests and woodlands, timbered
watercourses, and moist and dry eucalypt forests of the
coast and the Great Divide up to 1000 m.

39

Low

Chthonicola
sagittata

Speckled Warbler

V

-

Eucalyptus dominated communities with sparse shrubs
and grassy understorey.

1

Low

Climacteris
picumnus

Brown
Treecreeper

V

-

Eucalypt forests and woodlands of inland plains and slopes 1
of the Great Dividing Range, and less commonly on
coastal plains and ranges.

Low

Daphoenositta
chrysoptera

Varied Sittella

V

-

Inhabits eucalypt forests and woodlands, especially roughbarked species and mature smooth-barked gums with
dead branches, mallee and Acacia woodland.

2

Low

Dasyornis
brachypterus

Eastern Bristlebird

E

E

High elevation open forest, woodland with dense tussock
or sedge understorey adjacent to rainforest or wet eucalypt
forest.

Nil

None

Erythrotriorchis
radiatus

Red Goshawk

E

V

Along or near watercourses, swamp forest and woodlands
on the coastal plain.

Nil

None
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Habitat requirements

Number of
records
(source)

BC
Act

EPBC
Act

Likelihood of occurrence

165

Low

Common name

Scientific name

Dromaius
novaehollandiae

Emu population in E2
the NSW North
Coast Bioregion
and Port Stephens
LGA

-

Open forest, woodland, coastal heath, coastal dunes,
wetland areas, tea tree plantations and open farmland, and
occasionally in littoral rainforest.

Glossopsitta pusilla

Little Lorikeet

V

V

Forages primarily in the canopy of open Eucalyptus forest
5
and woodland, yet also finds food in Angophora, Melaleuca
and other tree species. Riparian habitats are particularly
used, due to higher soil fertility and hence greater
productivity.

Low

Grantiella picta

Painted
Honeyeater

V

V

Boree, Brigalow and Box-Gum Woodlands and BoxIronbark Forests. Specialist feeder on the fruits of
mistletoes growing on woodland eucalypts and acacias.
Prefers mistletoes of the genus Amyema.

Nil

Low

Grus rubicunda

Brolga

V

-

Shallow swamps, floodplains, grasslands and pastoral
lands, usually in pairs or parties. The nest comprises a
platform of grasses and sticks, augmented with mud, on an
island or in the water.

37

Recorded (in locality)

Haematopus
longirostris

Pied
Oystercatcher

E

-

Open beaches, intertidal flats, sandbanks and occasionally
rocky headlands.

2

None

Irediparra
gallinacea

Comb-crested
Jacana

V

-

Among vegetation floating on slow-moving rivers and
permanent lagoons, swamps, lakes and dams.

24

None

Ixobrychus
flavicollis

Black Bittern

V

-

Inhabits both terrestrial and estuarine wetlands, generally
in areas of permanent water and dense vegetation. Where
permanent water is present, the species may occur in
flooded grassland, forest, woodland, rainforest and
mangroves.

1

Low

Lathamus discolor

Swift Parrot

E

CE

Forests, woodlands, plantations, and banksias.

Nil

Low
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Habitat requirements

Number of
records
(source)

Likelihood of occurrence

Common name

Scientific name

Lophoictinia isura

Square-tailed Kite

V

-

Dry woodland and open forest, particularly along major
rivers and belts of trees in urban or semi-urban areas.
Home range can extend over at least 100 km2. Nest sites
are generally located along or near watercourses, in a fork
or on large horizontal limbs.

6

Low

Ninox strenua

Powerful Owl

V

-

Woodland and open sclerophyll forest to tall open wet
forest and rainforest. Requires large tracts of forest or
woodland habitat but can occur in fragmented landscapes
as well.

24

Low

Ninox connivens

Barking Owl

V

-

Eucalypt woodland, open forest, swamp woodlands and
timber along watercourses.

9

Low

Pandion cristatus

Eastern Osprey

V

-

Forage for fish in fresh, brackish or saline waters of rivers,
lakes, estuaries with suitable nesting sites nearby.

28

Recorded

Pezoporus wallicus
wallicus

Eastern Ground
Parrot

V

-

Heathland and sedgeland within or adjacent to swamps.

1

None

Pomatostomus
temporalis
temporalis

Grey-crowned
Babbler

V

-

Box-Gum Woodlands on the slopes, and Box-Cypress-pine 39
and open Box Woodlands on alluvial plains.

Low

Ptilinopus
magnificus

Wompoo Fruitdove

V

-

Rainforests, low-elevation moist eucalypt forest, and Brush
Box forests. Most often seen in mature forests, but also
found in remnant and regenerating rainforest.

2

Low

Rostratula australis

Australian Painted
Snipe

E

E

Well-vegetated shallows and margins of wetlands, dams,
sewage ponds, wet pastures, marshy areas, irrigation
systems, lignum, tea-tree scrub, and open timber.

1

Low

Turnix
melanogaster

Black-breasted
Button-quail

V

V

Drier rainforests and viney scrubs, often in association with
Hoop Pine and a deep moist leaf litter layer. During
drought it may move to adjacent wetter rainforests.

Nil

None
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EPBC
Act

Number of
records
(source)

BC
Act

Habitat requirements

EPBC
Act

Number of
records
(source)

Likelihood of occurrence

Common name

Scientific name

BC
Act

Tyto
novaehollandiae

Masked Owl

V

-

Dry eucalypt forest and woodlands. The Masked Owl is a
forest owl, but it often hunts along the edges of forests,
including roadsides. Roosts and breeds in moist eucalypt
forested gullies, using large tree hollows or sometimes
caves for nesting.

5

Low

Aepyprymnus
rufescens

Rufous Bettong

V

-

Tall moist eucalypt forest to open woodland with tussock
grass understorey.

13

None

Chalinolobus
nigrogriseus

Hoary Wattled Bat

V

-

Dry open eucalypt forest dominated by spotted gum, boxes
and ironbarks. Also, healthy coastal forests where Red
Bloodwood and Scribbly Gum are common. Naturally
sparse understorey is favourable.

1

Low

Chalinolobus
dwyeri

Large-eared Pied
Bat

V

V

Found mainly in areas with extensive cliffs (in crevices)
and caves (near their entrances), old mine workings and in
the disused, bottle-shaped mud nests of the Fairy Martin
(Petrochelidon ariel), frequenting low to mid-elevation dry
open forest and woodland close to these features.

Nil

None

Dasyurus
maculatus
maculatus

Spotted-tailed
Quoll

V

E

Dry and moist eucalypt forests and rainforests, fallen
hollow logs, large rocky outcrops.

3

Low

Miniopterus
australis

Little Bentwing-bat

V

-

Moist eucalypt forest, rainforest and dense coastal scrub.

25

Recorded (in locality)

Mormopterus
norfolkensis

Eastern Freetailbat

V

-

Occurs in dry sclerophyll forest and woodland east of the
Great Dividing Range. Roosts in tree hollows.

3

Low

Mormopterus
beccarii

Beccari's Freetailbat

V

-

Rainforests to open forests and woodlands often along
watercourses.

Habitat requirements

Mammalia
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Low

BC
Act

EPBC
Act

Likelihood of occurrence

Common name

Scientific name

Myotis macropus

Large-footed
Myotis

V

-

Bodies of water, rainforest streams, large lakes, reservoirs
in caves, mine shafts, hollow-bearing trees, storm water
channels, buildings, under bridges and in dense foliage.

1

Recorded

Nyctophilus bifax

Eastern Longeared Bat

V

-

Lowland subtropical rainforest and wet and swamp
eucalypt forest, extending to adjacent moist eucalypt
forest.

1

Low

Petauroides volans

Greater Glider

-

V

Tall open woodland, eucalypt forests and low woodlands.

1535 in LGA

Low

Petaurus australis

Yellow-bellied
Glider

V

-

Tall mature eucalypt forest generally in areas with high
rainfall and nutrient rich soils. Dens in tree hollows of large
trees, often in family groups. Forest type preferences vary
with latitude and elevation; mixed coastal forests to dry
escarpment forests in the north; moist coastal gullies and
creek flats to tall montane forests in the south.

9

Low

Petaurus
norfolcensis

Squirrel Glider

V

-

Blackbutt, bloodwood and ironbark eucalypt forest with
heath understorey in coastal areas, and box-ironbark
woodlands and River Red Gum forest inland.

21

Low

Petrogale
penicillata

Brush-tailed Rockwallaby

V

V

North-facing cliffs and dry eucalypt forest and woodland,
inhabiting rock crevices, caves, overhangs during the day,
and foraging in grassy areas nearby at night.

Nil

None

Phascogale
tapoatafa

Brush-tailed
Phascogale

V

-

Occurs in dry sclerophyll open forest with sparse
groundcover of herbs, grasses, shrubs or leaf litter. Also
inhabits heath, swamps, rainforest and wet sclerophyll
forest.

12

Low

Phascolarctos
cinereus

Koala

V

V

Appropriate food trees in forests and woodlands, and treed
urban areas.

26

Low
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Habitat requirements

Number of
records
(source)

BC
Act

EPBC
Act

Habitat requirements

Number of
records
(source)

Likelihood of occurrence

Common name

Scientific name

Potorous
tridactylus
tridactylus

Long-nosed
Potoroo

V

V

Cool temperate rainforest, moist and dry forests, and wet
heathland, inhabiting dense layers of grass, ferns, vines
and shrubs.

Nil

None

Pseudomys
novaehollandiae

New Holland
Mouse

V

V

Occurs in open heathlands, open woodlands with a
heathland understorey, and vegetated sand dunes.

Nil

None

Pteropus
poliocephalus

Grey-headed
Flying-fox

V

V

Subtropical and temperate rainforests, tall sclerophyll
forests and woodlands, heaths and swamps as well as
urban gardens and cultivated fruit crops.

17

Moderate

Scoteanax
rueppellii

Greater Broadnosed Bat

V

-

Woodland through to moist and dry eucalypt forest and
rainforest, though it is most commonly found in tall wet
forest.

1

Low

Vespadelus
troughtoni

Eastern Cave Bat

V

-

Cave roosting species found in dry open forest and
woodland near cliffs and rocky overhangs. Has been
recorded roosting in disused mine workings. Occasionally
found along cliff-lines in wet eucalypt forest and rainforest.

1

Recorded

Insecta
Petalura litorea

Coastal Petaltail
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E

-

Permanent wetlands, swamps and bogs with some free
water and open vegetation. Restricted to coastal and near
coastal lowlands between Coffs Harbour and Ballina.

4

Low

Annexure D
Culvert/bridge population assessment results (GeoLINK, 2017)
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Table D1: Microbat field survey data results (undertaken on 06/06/2016 and 21/06/2016)

Guano

Staining

Suitability as
breeding
habitat for
Myotis
macropus

Id

Easting

Northing

Type of
structure

Foraging
habitat present

Bat roosting
habitat present

Number &
Bat
species
bugs
of bat

1

509756

6720513

CPC

Freshwater
wetland

-

-

-

-

-

2

512032

6718296

RCBC with
floodgates

Deep drain

-

-

-

-

3

513148

6717907

Concrete
Plank Bridge

Swamp forest

Minimal jointing
gaps

-

-

4

513090

6719638

Timber plank Creek, Swamp/
bridge
euc forest

Some gaps
between
longitudinal girders

-

5

513675

6719712

1 x 300 CPC

Swamp forest

-

6

514100

6719774

Timber
bridge

Creek, swamp
forest

7

514100

6719774

Causeway

8

516169

6719848

9

517494

10
11

Comments

Inspected?

Nil

Inundated with
water

No

-

Unlikely

It appeared to be
cast insitu and
similar to other
cast insitu
structures which
had no gaps

No. Deep
water
prevented
full
inspection.

-

-

Unlikely

Exposed roost
only

Yes

-

-

-

Unlikely

Tight deck, light
shining through,
very low to water

Yes

-

-

-

-

Nil

Inundated, low
set, too small

No

Tight deck, some
gaps, no rotted
timber

-

-

-

-

Unlikely

Recently flooded

Yes

-

-

-

-

-

-

Nil

-

No

Causeway

-

-

-

-

-

-

Nil

-

No

6719413

Causeway

-

-

-

-

-

-

Nil

-

No

512369

6715137

Causeway

-

-

-

-

-

-

Nil

-

No

512736

6714941

1 x 300 CPC

Scribbly Gum,
heathy forest

-

-

-

-

-

Nil

Silted up

No
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Number &
Bat
species
bugs
of bat

Guano

Staining

Suitability as
breeding
habitat for
Myotis
macropus

Id

Easting

Northing

Type of
structure

Foraging
habitat present

Bat roosting
habitat present

12

513071

6714721

1 x 900 CPC

Dam, creek,
Forest Red Gum
forest

Dislodged pipes,
jointing gaps

-

-

-

-

13

514269

6714570

3 x 900 CPC

Creek, eucalypt
forest

Dislodged pipes,
jointing gaps,
several earth
cavities

-

-

-

14

514355

6714565

1 x 300 CPC

-

-

-

-

15

515295

6713675

4 x 900 CPC

Creek, Black Sheoak forest

Dislodged pipes,
jointing gaps,
several earth
cavities, lift holes

-

16

515466

6712945

1 x 300 CPC

-

-

17

511381

6713467

4 x 900 CPC

Creek, Forest Red
Gum forest

Dislodged pipes,
jointing gaps,
several earth
cavities, lift holes
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Comments

Inspected?

Low-moderate

Good
surrounding
vegetation

Yes

-

Moderate-high

Suitable but no
evidence of use.
Possibly
unoccupied due
to recent heavy
rains

Yes

-

-

Nil

Inundated with
water

No

-

-

-

Moderate-high

Suitable but no
evidence of use.
Possibly
unoccupied due
to recent heavy
rains

Yes

-

-

-

-

Nil

Inundated with
water, silted up

No

-

-

-

-

Moderate-high

Suitable but no
evidence of use.
Possibly
unoccupied due
to recent heavy
rains

Yes

Number &
Bat
species
bugs
of bat

Guano

Staining

Suitability as
breeding
habitat for
Myotis
macropus

Type of
structure

Foraging
habitat present

Bat roosting
habitat present

6712986

3 x 1500
CPC

Creek, Black Sheoak forest

Earth cavities, lift
holes

-

-

-

-

510332

6712216

Timber
bridge with
concrete
deck

Creek, swamp
forest

Rotten timber,
deck gaps

-

-

-

21

510293

6711636

Causeway

Lepironia swamp

-

-

-

22

506745

6712017

Concrete
plank bridge

Cleared farmland,
swamp forest

4 gaps between
concrete planks
suitable

34 x Myotis
macropus,
30 x
Miniopterus
schreibersi
oceanensis,
2x
M.australis

25

512941

6721528

Concrete
Plank Bridge

Permanent creek

-

26

512707

6724120

3 x 1500
RCBC

Wetland to west,
woodland to east

Side holes with
small earth
cavities, jointing
gaps

Id

Easting

Northing

19

510676

20
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Comments

Inspected?

Moderate-high

Rough-scaled
Snake in jointing
gap, suitable but
no evidence of
use. Possibly
unoccupied due
to recent heavy
rains

Yes

-

Moderate-high

Suitable but no
evidence of use.
Possibly
unoccupied due
to recent heavy
rains

Yes

-

-

Nil

-

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

High

White Bridge,
middle third of
bridge not
surveyed due to
water level

Yes

-

-

-

-

Unlikely

Suitable broader
habitat but tight
construction so
no gaps.

Yes

4 x Myotis
macropus

Yes

-

Yes

Moderate-high

Outer 2 cells
more suitable
due to earth
cavities in sides

Yes

Staining

Suitability as
breeding
habitat for
Myotis
macropus

Comments

Inspected?

Type of
structure

Foraging
habitat present

Bat roosting
habitat present

Number &
Bat
species
bugs
of bat

6725769

3 x 1800
RCBC

Swamp forest

-

-

-

-

-

Nil

Mud nest present

Yes

510254

6723562

2 x 1800
RCBC

Swamp forest

Minimal jointing
gaps

-

-

-

-

Unlikely

Narrow road so
short, bright
culvert

Yes

30

510766

6728324

Concrete
plank bridge

Sugar cane, drain

Minimal jointing
gaps

-

-

-

-

Unlikely

Tight
construction so
no gaps

Yes

31

510718

6728824

1 x 600 CPC

Wetland

-

-

-

-

-

Unlikely

Half inundated,
not entered

No

32

505546

6720592

2 x 900 CPC

Standing water

Jointing gaps,
earth cavities

-

-

-

-

Moderate

Cleared farming
land

Yes

33

504793

6721188

2 x 600
RCBC

Freshwater
wetland

Minimal jointing
gaps

-

-

-

-

Unlikely

Cob webs
indicate non use

Yes

34

505101

6721742

1 x 900 CPC

Drain with
standing water

Minimal jointing
gaps

-

-

-

-

Unlikely

Cleared farming
land

Yes

35

503843

6721919

1 x 300 CPC

-

-

-

-

-

-

Nil

Inundated, not
inspected, too
small

No

36

503986

6721899

2 x 600 CPC

-

-

-

-

-

-

Nil

Pipes
perpendicular to
each other,
blocked by
vegetation

Yes

37

503360

6720731

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Nil

Not located,
blocked by
vegetation

No

Id

Easting

Northing

27

512420

28
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Guano

Guano

Staining

Suitability as
breeding
habitat for
Myotis
macropus

Id

Easting

Northing

Type of
structure

Foraging
habitat present

Bat roosting
habitat present

Number &
Bat
species
bugs
of bat

38

506478

6722364

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

39

506604

6723271

-

-

-

-

-

-

40

506520

6723181

1 x 450 CPC

Floodplain
wetland

-

-

-

41

505215

6723359

-

-

-

-

42

502983

6722498

2 x 1500
RCBC

Drain with
floodgates

Cast insitu so no
gaps, some rough
concrete

43

501931

6721366

1 x 300 CPC

-

44

500950

6719175

-

45

499365

6719547

Cast insitu
concrete
bridge
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Comments

Inspected?

Nil

Not located,
blocked by
vegetation

No

-

Nil

Not located,
blocked by
vegetation

No

-

-

Nil

Blocked by
vegetation

No

-

-

-

Nil

Not located,
blocked by
vegetation

No

-

-

-

-

Unlikely

West Ulmarra
drain, deep,
floodgates

Yes

-

-

-

-

-

Nil

Inundated, not
inspected, too
small, drain,
blocked by
vegetation

No

-

-

-

-

-

-

Nil

Not located,
blocked by
vegetation

No

Drain/ creek

Nil; steel I beams
and no gaps

-

-

-

-

Nil

Wilcox Bridge

Yes

Guano

Staining

Suitability as
breeding
habitat for
Myotis
macropus

Type of
structure

Foraging
habitat present

Bat roosting
habitat present

Number &
Bat
species
bugs
of bat

6716702

Timber
bridge

Creek, Black Sheoak forest

-

-

-

-

-

511582

6712837

2 x 1200
CPC

Wetland to west,
woodland to east

4 x earthen
cavities above lift
holes

6 x Myotis
macropus

-

Yes

54

511717

6727197

1 x 900 CPC

Drain with
floodgates

Jointing gaps

-

-

55

507697

6725258

2 x 450 CPC

Floodplain
wetland

-

-

56

508635

6727016

-

Floodplain
wetland

-

57

508883

6728669

Wingfield
Bridge
(concrete
construction)

South Arm
Clarence River

58

507522

6729028

1 x 300 CPC

59

503735

6719691

1 x 300 CPC

Id

Easting

Northing

49

502152

50
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Comments

Inspected?

Unlikely

Low set bridge,
floodprone, light
through decking
gaps

Yes

-

High

Suitable cavities

Yes

-

-

Unlikely

Cleared farming
land

Yes

-

-

-

Nil

Too small, half
inundated,
cleared farming
land

No

-

-

-

-

Nil

Not located,
cleared farming
land

No

-

-

-

-

-

Nil

No gaps,
concrete
construction

Yes

Drain with
floodgates

-

-

-

-

-

Nil

Cleared farming
land

No

Floodplain
wetland

-

-

-

-

-

Nil

Inundated, not
inspected, too
small, drain,
blocked by
vegetation

No

Guano

Staining

Suitability as
breeding
habitat for
Myotis
macropus

Id

Easting

Northing

Type of
structure

Foraging
habitat present

Bat roosting
habitat present

Number &
Bat
species
bugs
of bat

60

503292

6720334

1 x 600 CPC

Drain, floodplain

-

-

-

-

-

61

499624

6717999

2 x 300 CPC

Drain

-

-

-

-

62

499085

6718546

3 x 1500
RCBC

Great Marlow No.
2 drain with
floodgates

Cast insitu so no
gaps, some rough
concrete

-

-

63

499777

6720954

-

-

-

-

64

500413

6722263

Concrete
deck, steel
trusses

Creek

-

65

500390

6722545

Concrete
plank bridge

Creek

66

500542

6722752

Concrete
plank bridge

67

501446

6723149

68

502282

69

502051

Comments

Inspected?

Nil

Cleared farming
land, blocked by
vegetation

No

-

Nil

Silted, blocked
by vegetation,
too low in
landscape

No

-

-

Nil

Deep drain

Yes

-

-

-

Nil

Not located

No

-

-

-

-

Nil

Parnell Bridge

Yes

Tight joins

-

-

-

-

Unlikely

Tarrant Bridge

Yes

Large waterway

Tight joins

-

-

-

-

Unlikely

Concrete
deck, timber
girders

Franks Creek

-

-

-

-

-

Nil

Light coming
through deck

Yes

6723339

1 x 600 CPC

Sugar cane, drain

-

-

-

-

-

Nil

Inundated,
blocked with
vegetation

No

6723373

Concrete
deck, timber
girders

Boothys Creek,
adjacent to
Clarence River

Mainly exposed,
minimal gaps

1x
Miniopterus
australis

Yes

Yes

-

Low

Lots of Fairy
Martin mud nests

Yes
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Yes

Staining

Suitability as
breeding
habitat for
Myotis
macropus

Comments

Inspected?

Id

Easting

Northing

Type of
structure

Foraging
habitat present

Bat roosting
habitat present

Number &
Bat
species
bugs
of bat

70

501930

6723924

1 x 300 CPC

Floodplain
wetland

-

-

-

-

-

Nil

Inundated

No

71

502193

6724660

Steel bridge

Creek

-

-

-

-

-

Nil

Private property

Yes

72

503149

6725939

1 x 1500
CPC with
floodgates

Creek joining
Clarence River

Jointing gaps,
some lift holes
(some with
unsuitable plastic
caps)

1 x Myotis
macropus

Yes

-

Yes

Low-moderate

Private property

Yes

73

503280

6726057

1 x 300 CPC

adjacent to
Clarence River

-

-

-

-

-

Nil

Inundated, too
small, not
inspected

No

74

503699

6726874

1 x 1800
RCBC

Drain adjacent to
Clarence River

Cast insitu so no
gaps (rendered
joins)

-

-

-

-

Unlikely

Floodgates

Yes

75

504981

6728276

-

adjacent to
Clarence River

-

-

-

-

-

Nil

Not located,
obstructed by
vegetation

No

76

506608

6729148

1 x 900
RCBC

Wetland

Cast insitu, rough
concrete

-

-

-

-

Nil

Exposed roost
only

Yes

77

499400

6716909

1 x RCBC

No water,
woodland to east

-

-

-

-

-

Nil

-

Yes

78

513157

6727810

2 x 600 CPC

No water,
woodland to east

-

-

-

-

-

Nil

-

Yes

79

513066

6727250

2 x 900 CPC

No water,
woodland to east

-

-

-

-

-

Nil

-

Yes
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Guano

Staining

Suitability as
breeding
habitat for
Myotis
macropus

Comments

Inspected?

Type of
structure

Foraging
habitat present

Bat roosting
habitat present

Number &
Bat
species
bugs
of bat

6726890

2 x 1800
RCBC

Swamp forest,
standing water
present

5 cm dia. Lift holes

-

Yes

-

-

Low

-

Yes

512996

6722550

3 x 1500
RCBC

Standing water,
swamp forest

-

-

-

-

-

Nil

Smooth
concrete, no
jointing gaps

Yes

82

512779

6723050

2 x 300 CPC

Open wetland

-

-

-

-

-

Nil

Not entered - too
small

No

85

508855

6719645

1 x 1500
CPC

Freshwater
wetland,
Coldstream River

Minimal jointing
gaps

-

-

-

-

Unlikely

75 m east of
Briner Bridge

Yes

Id

Easting

Northing

80

512602

81
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Guano

Annexure E
Tests of significance
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Tests of significance
From Annexure B and the survey results, assessments of significance are required for the following
threatened species/communities:

TECs:
•
•

Subtropical coastal floodplain forest of the NSW North Coast Bioregion
Freshwater wetland on coastal floodplains of the NSW North Coast Bioregion.

Birds:
•
•
•
•

Brolga
Black-necked Stork
Eastern Osprey
White-bellied Sea-eagle.

Mammals:
•

Grey-headed Flying Fox.

Microbats:
•
•
•
•

Eastern Bentwing-bat
Eastern Cave Bat
Little Bentwing-bat
Large-footed Myotis.

Fish:
•

Purple-spotted Gudgeon.

Seven separate five-part tests have therefore been prepared for the TEC’s, birds, Grey-headed Flying Fox,
Purple-spotted Gudgeon, Large-footed Myotis and other microbats.
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Five-part test for Subtropical coastal floodplain forest of the
NSW North Coast Bioregion (SCFF TEC)
a) in the case of a threatened species, whether the proposed development or activity is likely to
have an adverse effect on the life cycle of the species such that a viable local population of the
species is likely to be placed at risk of extinction,
No consideration under this part of the assessment is required.
b) in the case of an endangered ecological community or critically endangered ecological
community, whether the proposed development or activity:
(i) is likely to have an adverse effect on the extent of the ecological community such that
its local occurrence is likely to be placed at risk of extinction, or
(ii) is likely to substantially and adversely modify the composition of the ecological
community such that its local occurrence is likely to be placed at risk of extinction.
To upgrade Briner Bridge to T44 traffic loading, the following works would be undertaken:
•
•

Construction of a single lane temporary bridge and approach roads.
Removal of the existing Briner bridge structure including:
-

•

Removal of truss span superstructure
Removal of approach span superstructure
Removal of truss span trestle piers
Removal of approach span walers cut off timber piles
Removal of both eastern and western timber abutments.

Upgrade of the Briner bridge incorporating the following key design aspects:
-

New reinforced concrete abutments
New steel trestle piers to new approach spans
Installation of new steel girders to approach spans
New timber trusses with steel cross girders for truss span
A Stress Laminated Timber (SLT) deck.

The proposal would result in minimal loss of vegetation including one mature Forest Red Gum and a
number of native saplings. This equates to 0.0789 hectares of this TEC local occurrence of this community.
Impacts of vegetation loss are negligible with regard to the SCFF at the site and in a local extent on the
Clarence floodplain.
c) in relation to the habitat of a threatened species, population or ecological community:
(i) the extent to which habitat is likely to be removed or modified as a result of the proposed
development or activity,
The proposal would result in negligible vegetation loss (one mature tree and several saplings) covering
0.0789 ha from the TEC.
(ii) whether an area of habitat is likely to become fragmented or isolated from other areas of
habitat as a result of the proposed action, and
The landscape around Briner Bridge is already significantly fragmented and disturbed. The proposal would
not result in further fragmentation or isolation of SCFF.
(iii)
the importance of the habitat to be removed, modified, fragmented or isolated to the
long-term survival of the species, population or ecological community in the locality,
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The habitat to be removed is of little value with regard to the SCFF in the locality given it is already modified
and fragmented along the Coldstream River.
d) whether the proposed development or activity is likely to have an adverse effect on any
declared area of outstanding biodiversity value (either directly or indirectly).
No declared areas of outstanding biodiversity value would be directly or indirectly impacted by the proposal.
e) whether the proposed development or activity constitutes or is part of a key threatening process
or is likely to result in the operation of, or increase the impact of, a key threatening process.
A key threatening process (KTP) is a process that threatens, or may have the capability to threaten, the
survival or evolutionary development of species, populations or ecological communities. The current list of
KTPs under the BC Act, and whether the proposal is recognised as a KTP is shown in Table E1.
Table E1: Key threatening processes
Listed Key Threatening Process (as described in the final determination
of the Scientific Committee to list the threatening process)

Is the development or activity of
a class of development or
activity that is recognised as a
threatening process?
Likely

Possible

Unlikely

Alteration of habitat following subsidence due to longwall mining

✓

Aggressive exclusion of birds by noisy miners (Manorina
melanocephala)

✓

Alteration of habitat following subsidence due to longwall mining

✓

Alteration to the natural flow regimes of rivers and streams and their
floodplains and wetlands

✓

Anthropogenic climate change

✓

Bush rock removal

✓

Clearing of native vegetation

✓

Competition and grazing by the feral European Rabbit (Oryctolagus
cuniculus)

✓

Competition and habitat degradation by feral goats (Capra hircus)

✓

Competition from feral honeybees (Apis mellifera)

✓

Death or injury to marine species following capture in shark control
programs on ocean beaches

✓

Entanglement in or ingestion of anthropogenic debris in marine and
estuarine environments

✓

Forest Eucalypt dieback associated with over-abundant psyllids and
bell miners

✓

High frequency fire resulting in the disruption of life cycle processes in
plants and animals and loss of vegetation structure and composition

✓
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Listed Key Threatening Process (as described in the final determination
of the Scientific Committee to list the threatening process)

Is the development or activity of
a class of development or
activity that is recognised as a
threatening process?

Herbivory and environmental degradation caused by feral deer

✓

Importation of red imported fire ants (Solenopsis invicta)

✓

Infection by Psittacine circoviral (beak and feather) disease affecting
endangered psittacine species and populations

✓

Infection of frogs by amphibian chytrid causing the disease
chytridiomycosis

✓

Infection of native plants by Phytophthora cinnamomi

✓

Introduction and Establishment of Exotic Rust Fungi of the order
Pucciniales pathogenic on plants of the family Myrtaceae

✓

Introduction of the large earth bumblebee (Bombus terrestris)

✓

Invasion and establishment of exotic vines and scramblers

✓

Invasion and establishment of Scotch broom (Cytisus scoparius)

✓

Invasion and establishment of the Cane Toad (Bufo marinus)

✓

Invasion, establishment and spread of Lantana camara

✓

Invasion of native plant communities by African Olive (Olea europaea
L. subsp. cuspidata)

✓

Invasion of native plant communities by Chrysanthemoides monilifera
(bitou bush and boneseed)

✓

Invasion of native plant communities by exotic perennial grasses

✓

Invasion of the yellow crazy ant (Anoplolepis gracilipes (Fr. Smith))
into NSW

✓

Loss and degradation of native plant and animal habitat by invasion of
escaped garden plants, including aquatic plants

✓

Loss of hollow-bearing trees

✓

Loss or degradation (or both) of sites used for hill-topping by butterflies

✓

Predation and hybridisation of feral dogs (Canis lupus familiaris)

✓

Predation by the European red fox (Vulpes vulpes)

✓

Predation by the feral cat (Felis catus)

✓

Predation by Gambusia holbrooki Girard, 1859 (Plague Minnow or
Mosquito Fish)

✓
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Listed Key Threatening Process (as described in the final determination
of the Scientific Committee to list the threatening process)

Is the development or activity of
a class of development or
activity that is recognised as a
threatening process?

Predation by the Ship Rat (Rattus rattus) on Lord Howe Island

✓

Predation, habitat degradation, competition and disease transmission
by feral pigs (Sus scrofa)

✓

Removal of dead wood and dead trees

✓

The proposal may contribute to the KTP ‘clearing of native vegetation’. Clearing is defined under the TSC
Act as ‘the destruction of a sufficient proportion of one or more strata (layers) within a stand or stands of
native vegetation so as to result in the loss, or long-term modification, of the structure, composition and
ecological function of stand or stands’. On this basis, the removal of several individual trees from a highly
modified riparian environment would not result in the loss of any ecological function of the adjacent
subtropical coastal floodplain forest community.

Conclusion
It is considered unlikely that the local extent of Subtropical Coastal Floodplain Forest would be placed at
significant risk of extinction as a result of the proposal.
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Five-part test for Freshwater Wetland on coastal
floodplains of the NSW North Coast Bioregion (FWW TEC)
a) in the case of a threatened species, whether the proposed development or activity is likely to
have an adverse effect on the life cycle of the species such that a viable local population of the
species is likely to be placed at risk of extinction,
No consideration under this part of the assessment is required.
b) in the case of an endangered ecological community or critically endangered ecological
community, whether the proposed development or activity:
(i) is likely to have an adverse effect on the extent of the ecological community such
that its local occurrence is likely to be placed at risk of extinction, or
(ii) is likely to substantially and adversely modify the composition of the ecological
community such that its local occurrence is likely to be placed at risk of extinction.
To upgrade Briner Bridge to T44 traffic loading, the following works would be undertaken:
•
•

Construction of a single lane temporary bridge and approach roads.
Removal of the existing Briner bridge structure including:
-

•

Removal of truss span superstructure
Removal of approach span superstructure
Removal of truss span trestle piers
Removal of approach span walers cut off timber piles
Removal of both eastern and western timber abutments.

Upgrade of the Briner bridge incorporating the following key design aspects:
-

New reinforced concrete abutments
New steel trestle piers to new approach spans
Installation of new steel girders to approach spans
New timber trusses with steel cross girders for truss span
A Stress Laminated Timber (SLT) deck.

An ancillary site and access track occurs immediately alongside areas of this TEC (refer to Figure 3.1).
The proposal currently avoids direct impacts on this TEC however given the ephemeral boundaries of this
community in response to rainfall, this assessment assumes that a small area (<0.05) ha may be impacted
by the works.
Impacts of vegetation loss are negligible with regard to the FWW at the site and in a local extent on the
Clarence floodplain.
c) in relation to the habitat of a threatened species, population or ecological community:
(i) the extent to which habitat is likely to be removed or modified as a result of the proposed
development or activity,
The proposal currently avoids direct impacts on this TEC however given the ephemeral boundaries of this
community in response to rainfall, this assessment assumes that a small area (<0.05) ha may be impacted
by the works.
(ii)
whether an area of habitat is likely to become fragmented or isolated from other areas
of habitat as a result of the proposed action, and
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The landscape around Briner Bridge is already significantly fragmented and disturbed. The proposal would
not result in further fragmentation or isolation of FWW.
(iii)
the importance of the habitat to be removed, modified, fragmented or isolated to the
long-term survival of the species, population or ecological community in the locality,
The habitat to be removed is of little value with regard to the FWW in the locality given it is already modified
and fragmented along the Clarence floodplain.
d) whether the proposed development or activity is likely to have an adverse effect on any
declared area of outstanding biodiversity value (either directly or indirectly).
No declared areas of outstanding biodiversity value would be directly or indirectly impacted by the proposal.
e) whether the proposed development or activity constitutes or is part of a key threatening process
or is likely to result in the operation of, or increase the impact of, a key threatening process.
A key threatening process (KTP) is a process that threatens, or may have the capability to threaten, the
survival or evolutionary development of species, populations or ecological communities. The current list of
KTPs under the BC Act, and whether the proposal is recognised as a KTP is shown in Table E2.
Table E2: Key threatening processes
Listed Key Threatening Process (as described in the final determination
of the Scientific Committee to list the threatening process)

Is the development or activity of
a class of development or
activity that is recognised as a
threatening process?
Likely

Possible

Unlikely

Alteration of habitat following subsidence due to longwall mining

✓

Aggressive exclusion of birds by noisy miners (Manorina
melanocephala)

✓

Alteration of habitat following subsidence due to longwall mining

✓

Alteration to the natural flow regimes of rivers and streams and their
floodplains and wetlands

✓

Anthropogenic climate change

✓

Bush rock removal

✓

Clearing of native vegetation

✓

Competition and grazing by the feral European Rabbit (Oryctolagus
cuniculus)

✓

Competition and habitat degradation by feral goats (Capra hircus)

✓

Competition from feral honeybees (Apis mellifera)

✓

Death or injury to marine species following capture in shark control
programs on ocean beaches

✓
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Listed Key Threatening Process (as described in the final determination
of the Scientific Committee to list the threatening process)

Is the development or activity of
a class of development or
activity that is recognised as a
threatening process?

Entanglement in or ingestion of anthropogenic debris in marine and
estuarine environments

✓

Forest Eucalypt dieback associated with over-abundant psyllids and
bell miners

✓

High frequency fire resulting in the disruption of life cycle processes in
plants and animals and loss of vegetation structure and composition

✓

Herbivory and environmental degradation caused by feral deer

✓

Importation of red imported fire ants (Solenopsis invicta)

✓

Infection by Psittacine circoviral (beak and feather) disease affecting
endangered psittacine species and populations

✓

Infection of frogs by amphibian chytrid causing the disease
chytridiomycosis

✓

Infection of native plants by Phytophthora cinnamomi

✓

Introduction and Establishment of Exotic Rust Fungi of the order
Pucciniales pathogenic on plants of the family Myrtaceae

✓

Introduction of the large earth bumblebee (Bombus terrestris)

✓

Invasion and establishment of exotic vines and scramblers

✓

Invasion and establishment of Scotch broom (Cytisus scoparius)

✓

Invasion and establishment of the Cane Toad (Bufo marinus)

✓

Invasion, establishment and spread of Lantana camara

✓

Invasion of native plant communities by African Olive (Olea europaea
L. subsp. cuspidata)

✓

Invasion of native plant communities by Chrysanthemoides monilifera
(bitou bush and boneseed)

✓

Invasion of native plant communities by exotic perennial grasses

✓

Invasion of the yellow crazy ant (Anoplolepis gracilipes (Fr. Smith))
into NSW

✓

Loss and degradation of native plant and animal habitat by invasion of
escaped garden plants, including aquatic plants

✓

Loss of hollow-bearing trees

✓

Loss or degradation (or both) of sites used for hill-topping by butterflies

✓
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Listed Key Threatening Process (as described in the final determination
of the Scientific Committee to list the threatening process)

Is the development or activity of
a class of development or
activity that is recognised as a
threatening process?

Predation and hybridisation of feral dogs (Canis lupus familiaris)

✓

Predation by the European red fox (Vulpes vulpes)

✓

Predation by the feral cat (Felis catus)

✓

Predation by Gambusia holbrooki Girard, 1859 (Plague Minnow or
Mosquito Fish)

✓

Predation by the Ship Rat (Rattus rattus) on Lord Howe Island

✓

Predation, habitat degradation, competition and disease transmission
by feral pigs (Sus scrofa)

✓

Removal of dead wood and dead trees

✓

The proposal may contribute to the KTP ‘clearing of native vegetation’. Clearing is defined under the BC
Act as ‘the destruction of a sufficient proportion of one or more strata (layers) within a stand or stands of
native vegetation so as to result in the loss, or long-term modification, of the structure, composition and
ecological function of stand or stands’. On this basis, the removal of a very small area of highly modified
vegetation community would not result in the loss of any ecological function of the adjacent freshwater
wetland community.

Conclusion
It is considered unlikely that the local extent of Freshwater Wetland on Coastal Floodplains would be
placed at significant risk of extinction as a result of the proposal.
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Five-part test for threatened birds (Brolga, Black-necked
Stork, Eastern Osprey and White-bellied Sea-eagle)
a) in the case of a threatened species, whether the proposed development or activity is likely to
have an adverse effect on the life cycle of the species such that a viable local population of the
species is likely to be placed at risk of extinction,
The proposal involves upgrade of Briner Bridge over Coldstream River at Tucabia as detailed in Section
1.2. It involves undertaking the proposed works in accordance with the safeguards of the REF, Biodiversity
Assessment and Microbat Management Plan.
To upgrade Briner Bridge to T44 traffic loading, the following works would be undertaken:
•
•

Construction of a single lane temporary bridge and approach roads.
Removal of the existing Briner bridge structure including:
-

•

Removal of truss span superstructure
Removal of approach span superstructure
Removal of truss span trestle piers
Removal of approach span walers cut off timber piles
Removal of both eastern and western timber abutments

Upgrade of the Briner bridge incorporating the following key design aspects:
-

New reinforced concrete abutments
New steel trestle piers to new approach spans.
Installation of new steel girders to approach spans.
New timber trusses with steel cross girders for truss span.
A Stress Laminated Timber (SLT) deck.

Brolga
Brolgas inhabit shallow swamps, floodplains, grasslands and pastoral lands, usually in pairs or parties.
They are omnivorous and utilise a diverse range of food items on a seasonal basis. The main food items
are vegetable materials, particularly the fleshy tubers of wetland plants, which are obtained by digging and
foraging. The residues of grain and potato crops are also taken. Amphibians, sometimes small fish and a
wide range of invertebrates are also taken including freshwater molluscs, crustaceans and insects.
During summer and autumn, many birds flock to deep freshwater marshes and permanent open water and
adjacent dryland areas. These sites provide for the birds’ drinking, feeding and roosting requirements. In
late autumn and winter, the flocks disperse back to the breeding areas where bonded pairs re-establish
substantial territories. Nests are generally constructed on a slight rise or island in shallow herb-dominated
or sedge-dominated freshwater marshes and consist of a platform of coarse vegetation. Usually two eggs
are laid, and the parents share in nest building, incubation of the eggs and rearing of the young. The chicks
fledge 90-100 days after hatching and remain with the parents until the onset of the next breeding season
or for another year if the parents do not re-nest.
Threatening processes for this species include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drainage and modification of wetlands.
Alteration of flood regimes during the breeding season which can cause nest abandonment.
Modification of vegetation structure and species composition, water quality or soil structure at breeding
and feeding sites.
Widespread use of herbicides and pesticides especially in close proximity to breeding sites.
Disturbance by hunting activities where young birds are still in the breeding wetland.
Introduced predators taking eggs and killing chicks.
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•
•
•
•
•

Wildfire and burning programs, which remove nest material.
Grazing by stock.
Subdivision and fencing of large private landholdings.
Erection of structures such as overhead powerlines.
Use of wetlands for irrigation and/or re-use systems.

Potential Impacts from the proposal
The proposal would have no impacts to nearby foraging habitat for the Brolga, and once operational the
bridge would have no impact on foraging or nesting resources. On this basis, it would be highly unlikely that
an adverse effect on the life cycle of the Brolga would occur such that a viable local population of the
species is likely to be placed at risk of extinction.

Black-necked Stork
Black-necked Storks (BNS) occur in floodplain wetlands (swamps, billabongs, watercourses and dams) of
the major coastal rivers in NSW. Secondary habitat includes minor floodplains, coastal sandplain wetlands
and estuaries. BNS usually forage in water 5-30 centimetres deep for vertebrate and invertebrate prey.
Eels regularly contribute the greatest biomass to their diet, but they feed on a wide variety of animals,
including other fish, frogs and invertebrates (such as beetles, grasshoppers, crickets and crayfish).
BNS build large nests high in tall trees close to water. Trees usually provide clear observation of the
surroundings and are at low elevation (reflecting the floodplain habitat). In NSW, breeding activity occurs
May - January; incubation May - October; nestlings July - January; fledging from September. Parents share
nest duties and in one study about 1.3-1.7 birds were fledged per nest.
The NSW breeding population has been estimated at about 75 pairs. Territories are large and variable in
size and estimated to average about 9000 ha, ranging from 3000-6000 ha in high quality habitat and
10,000-15,000 ha in areas where habitat is poor or dispersed.
Threatening processes for this species include:
•
•
•
•
•

Powerlines, especially close to wetlands or over floodplains, are a significant cause of mortality of
Storks and one of the most critical threats to the species in NSW.
Modification or degradation of wetlands through changes in natural water flows. It is important to
maintain or reintroduce flows to provide wetland habitats suitable for foraging by Storks as they require
large amounts of vertebrate prey from such habitats.
Loss of wetland habitat through clearing and draining for development.
Loss of key habitat as a result of wetland drainage for flood mitigation and agricultural development.
Degradation of wetland habitats through pollution.

Potential Impacts from the proposal
The proposal would have no impacts to nearby foraging habitat for the Black-necked Stork, and once
operational the bridge would have no impact on foraging or nesting resources. On this basis, it would be
highly unlikely that an adverse effect on the life cycle of the Black-necked Stork would occur such that a
viable local population of the species is likely to be placed at risk of extinction.

Eastern Osprey
The Eastern Osprey favours coastal areas, especially the mouths of large rivers, lagoons and lakes. It
feeds on fish over clear, open water, taking a range of fish species. Breeding takes place from July to
September in NSW, with nests made high up in dead trees or in dead crowns of live trees, usually within
one kilometre of the sea. Incubation of two to three eggs, usually by the female, is about 40 days. The
female remains with young almost until they fly, usually after about nine weeks in the nest.
Threatening processes for this species include:
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•
•
•
•
•

Disturbance to or removal of large trees near the coast that have been or could be used as nest sites.
Disturbances to water quality, such as from the disposal of treated effluent or stormwater runoff that
increases turbidity in feeding areas.
Ingestion of fish containing discarded fishing tackle.
Potential electrocution of individuals using powerline poles for nesting.
Disturbance to active nests potentially reducing reproductive success.

Potential Impacts from the proposal
The proposal would have no impacts to foraging or nesting habitat for the Eastern Osprey, and once
operational the bridge would have no impact on foraging or nesting resources. On this basis, it would be
highly unlikely that an adverse effect on the life cycle of the Eastern Osprey would occur such that a viable
local population of the species is likely to be placed at risk of extinction.

White-bellied Sea-eagle
White-bellied Sea-eagles may be solitary or live in pairs or small family groups consisting of a pair of adults
and dependent young. Resident pairs are territorial and occupy nesting territories of hundreds of hectares.
Foraging habitat consists of coastal seas, rivers, fresh and saline lakes, lagoons, reservoirs and terrestrial
habitats such as grasslands. The diet of the White-bellied Sea-eagle consists mainly of waterbirds,
freshwater turtles and fish.
Breeding habitat consists of large trees, usually living or less often dead, within mature open forest, gallery
forest or woodland. In subtropical eastern NSW, White-bellied Sea-eagles nest at least 220 metres from
human settlements; nests may be abandoned if disturbed. The breeding period extends from June to
January, eggs are typically laid in June to September and young birds remain in the nest for 65–70 days.
After fledging, young birds may associate with their parents for a few years before dispersing, potentially
over large distances.
Threatening processes for this species include:
•
•
•
•

Clearing, degradation or reclamation of saltmarsh, mangroves, sea grass and other riparian or shallow
water vegetation.
Increased mortality.
Decreased nesting success.
Reduced foraging resources.

Potential Impacts from the proposal
The proposal would have no impacts to foraging or nesting habitat for the White-bellied Sea-eagle, and
once operational the bridge would have no impact on foraging or nesting resources. On this basis, it would
be highly unlikely that an adverse effect on the life cycle of the White-bellied Sea-eagle would occur such
that a viable local population of the species is likely to be placed at risk of extinction.
b) in the case of an endangered ecological community or critically endangered ecological
community, whether the proposed development or activity:
(i) is likely to have an adverse effect on the extent of the ecological community such
that its local occurrence is likely to be placed at risk of extinction, or
(ii) is likely to substantially and adversely modify the composition of the ecological
community such that its local occurrence is likely to be placed at risk of extinction.
No consideration under this part of the assessment is required.
c) in relation to the habitat of a threatened species, population or ecological community:
(i) the extent to which habitat is likely to be removed or modified as a result of the proposed
development or activity,
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The proposal would result in negligible habitat loss as follows:
•
•
•

Raptors: No loss of nest sites or reduction in quality of foraging habitat.
Brolga: No loss of foraging habitat.
Black-necked Stork: No loss of foraging habitat.
(ii) whether an area of habitat is likely to become fragmented or isolated from other areas of
habitat as a result of the proposed action, and

The landscape around Briner Bridge is already significantly fragmented and disturbed. No permanent flyway barriers would be created. Areas of habitat are unlikely to become fragmented or isolated from other
areas of habitat as a result of the proposal.
(iii)
the importance of the habitat to be removed, modified, fragmented or isolated to the
long-term survival of the species, population or ecological community in the locality,
The habitat to be removed is of little value to the Brolga, Black-necked Stork, Eastern Osprey and Whitebellied Sea-eagle and would have no impact to these species in the locality.
d) whether the proposed development or activity is likely to have an adverse effect on any
declared area of outstanding biodiversity value (either directly or indirectly).
No declared areas of outstanding biodiversity value would be directly or indirectly impacted by the proposal.
e) whether the proposed development constitutes or is part of a key threatening process or is
likely to result in the operation of, or increase the impact of, a key threatening process.
A KTP is a process that threatens, or may have the capability to threaten, the survival or evolutionary
development of species, populations or ecological communities. The current list of KTPs under the BC Act,
and whether the proposal is recognised as a KTP is shown in Table E3.
Table E3: Key threatening processes

Listed Key Threatening Process (as described in the final determination
of the Scientific Committee to list the threatening process)

Is the development or activity of
a class of development or
activity that is recognised as a
threatening process?
Likely

Possible

Unlikely

Alteration of habitat following subsidence due to longwall mining

✓

Aggressive exclusion of birds by noisy miners (Manorina
melanocephala)

✓

Alteration of habitat following subsidence due to longwall mining

✓

Alteration to the natural flow regimes of rivers and streams and their
floodplains and wetlands

✓

Anthropogenic climate change

✓

Bush rock removal

✓

Clearing of native vegetation
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✓

Listed Key Threatening Process (as described in the final determination
of the Scientific Committee to list the threatening process)

Is the development or activity of
a class of development or
activity that is recognised as a
threatening process?

Competition and grazing by the feral European Rabbit (Oryctolagus
cuniculus)

✓

Competition and habitat degradation by feral goats (Capra hircus)

✓

Competition from feral honeybees (Apis mellifera)

✓

Death or injury to marine species following capture in shark control
programs on ocean beaches

✓

Entanglement in or ingestion of anthropogenic debris in marine and
estuarine environments

✓

Forest Eucalypt dieback associated with over-abundant psyllids and
bell miners

✓

High frequency fire resulting in the disruption of life cycle processes in
plants and animals and loss of vegetation structure and composition

✓

Herbivory and environmental degradation caused by feral deer

✓

Importation of red imported fire ants (Solenopsis invicta)

✓

Infection by Psittacine circoviral (beak and feather) disease affecting
endangered psittacine species and populations

✓

Infection of frogs by amphibian chytrid causing the disease
chytridiomycosis

✓

Infection of native plants by Phytophthora cinnamomi

✓

Introduction and Establishment of Exotic Rust Fungi of the order
Pucciniales pathogenic on plants of the family Myrtaceae

✓

Introduction of the large earth bumblebee (Bombus terrestris)

✓

Invasion and establishment of exotic vines and scramblers

✓

Invasion and establishment of Scotch broom (Cytisus scoparius)

✓

Invasion and establishment of the Cane Toad (Bufo marinus)

✓

Invasion, establishment and spread of Lantana camara

✓

Invasion of native plant communities by African Olive (Olea europaea
L. subsp. cuspidata)

✓

Invasion of native plant communities by Chrysanthemoides monilifera
(bitou bush and boneseed)

✓

Invasion of native plant communities by exotic perennial grasses

✓
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Listed Key Threatening Process (as described in the final determination
of the Scientific Committee to list the threatening process)

Is the development or activity of
a class of development or
activity that is recognised as a
threatening process?

Invasion of the yellow crazy ant (Anoplolepis gracilipes (Fr. Smith))
into NSW

✓

Loss and degradation of native plant and animal habitat by invasion of
escaped garden plants, including aquatic plants

✓

Loss of hollow-bearing trees

✓

Loss or degradation (or both) of sites used for hill-topping by butterflies

✓

Predation and hybridisation of feral dogs (Canis lupus familiaris)

✓

Predation by the European red fox (Vulpes vulpes)

✓

Predation by the feral cat (Felis catus)

✓

Predation by Gambusia holbrooki Girard, 1859 (Plague Minnow or
Mosquito Fish)

✓

Predation by the Ship Rat (Rattus rattus) on Lord Howe Island

✓

Predation, habitat degradation, competition and disease transmission
by feral pigs (Sus scrofa)

✓

Removal of dead wood and dead trees

✓

The proposal may contribute to the KTP ‘clearing of native vegetation’. Clearing is defined under the TSC
Act as ‘the destruction of a sufficient proportion of one or more strata (layers) within a stand or stands of
native vegetation so as to result in the loss, or long-term modification, of the structure, composition and
ecological function of stand or stands’. On this basis, the removal of several individual trees from a highly
modified riparian environment would not result in the loss of any ecological function of the adjacent
subtropical coastal floodplain forest community. The works as proposed would not result in any significant
habitat loss for Brolga, Black-necked Stork, Eastern Osprey nor White-bellied Sea-eagle.

Conclusion
It is considered unlikely that local populations of the Brolga, Black-necked Stork Eastern Osprey or Whitebellied Sea-eagle would be placed at significant risk of extinction as a result of the proposal.
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Five-part test for Grey-headed Flying Fox
a) in the case of a threatened species, whether the proposed development or activity is likely to
have an adverse effect on the life cycle of the species such that a viable local population of the
species is likely to be placed at risk of extinction,
The proposal involves upgrade of Briner Bridge over Coldstream River at Tucabia as detailed in Section
1.2. It involves undertaking the proposed works in accordance with the safeguards of the REF, Biodiversity
Assessment and Microbat Management Plan.
To upgrade Briner Bridge to T44 traffic loading, the following works would be undertaken:
•
•

Construction of a single lane temporary bridge and approach roads.
Removal of the existing Briner bridge structure including:
-

•

Removal of truss span superstructure
Removal of approach span superstructure
Removal of truss span trestle piers
Removal of approach span walers cut off timber piles
Removal of both eastern and western timber abutments

Upgrade of the Briner bridge incorporating the following key design aspects:
-

New reinforced concrete abutments
New steel trestle piers to new approach spans.
Installation of new steel girders to approach spans.
New timber trusses with steel cross girders for truss span.
A Stress Laminated Timber (SLT) deck.

Grey-headed Flying Fox
Grey-headed Flying-foxes (GHFF) have a distribution that typically extends approximately 200 km from the
coast of Eastern Australia, from Rockhampton in Queensland to Adelaide in South Australia. Foraging
areas include subtropical and temperate rainforests, tall sclerophyll forests and woodlands, heaths and
swamps as well as urban gardens and cultivated fruit crops. GHFF feed on the nectar and pollen of native
trees, in particular Eucalyptus, Melaleuca and Banksia, and fruits of rainforest trees and vines, as well as
from cultivated gardens and orchards. Roosting camps are generally located within 20 km of a regular food
source and are commonly found in gullies, close to water, in vegetation with a dense canopy. Individual
camps may have tens of thousands of animals and are used for mating, and for giving birth and rearing
young. Annual mating commences in January and conception occurs in April or May; a single young is born
in October or November. Site fidelity to camps is high; some camps have been used for over a century.
GHFF may travel up to 50 km from the camp to forage; commuting distances are more often <20 km.
Threatening processes for this species include:
■
■
■
■
■
■

Clearing of woodlands for agriculture.
Loss of roosting and foraging sites.
Electrocution on powerlines, entanglement in netting and on barbed-wire.
Heat stress.
Conflict with humans.
Incomplete knowledge of abundance and distribution across the species' range.

Potential Impacts from the proposal
The proposal would remove a very small area of potential foraging habitat (one Forest Red Gum) as part of
an area of riparian forest. This area (0.0789 ha) represents a very small proportion of the available habitat
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for this species locally. The proposal would be unlikely to have any direct impacts on this species. On this
basis, it would be highly unlikely that an adverse effect on the life cycle of the Grey-headed Flying Fox
would occur such that a viable local population of the species is likely to be placed at risk of extinction.
b) in the case of an endangered ecological community or critically endangered ecological
community, whether the proposed development or activity:
(iii) is likely to have an adverse effect on the extent of the ecological community such
that its local occurrence is likely to be placed at risk of extinction, or
(iv) is likely to substantially and adversely modify the composition of the ecological
community such that its local occurrence is likely to be placed at risk of extinction.
No consideration under this part of the assessment is required.
c) in relation to the habitat of a threatened species, population or ecological community:
(i) the extent to which habitat is likely to be removed or modified as a result of the proposed
development or activity,
The proposal would remove a very small area of potential foraging habitat (one Forest Red Gum) as part of
an area of riparian forest. This area (0.0789 ha) represents a very small proportion of the available habitat
for this species locally.
(ii) whether an area of habitat is likely to become fragmented or isolated from other areas of
habitat as a result of the proposed action, and
The landscape around Briner Bridge is already significantly fragmented and disturbed. Areas of habitat are
unlikely to become further fragmented or isolated from other areas of habitat as a result of the proposal.
(iii)
the importance of the habitat to be removed, modified, fragmented or isolated to the
long-term survival of the species, population or ecological community in the locality,
The habitat to be removed is of little value to the Grey-headed Flying Fox and would have no impact to
these species in the locality.
d) whether the proposed development or activity is likely to have an adverse effect on any
declared area of outstanding biodiversity value (either directly or indirectly).
No declared areas of outstanding biodiversity value would be directly or indirectly impacted by the proposal.
e) whether the proposed development constitutes or is part of a key threatening process or is
likely to result in the operation of, or increase the impact of, a key threatening process.
A KTP is a process that threatens, or may have the capability to threaten, the survival or evolutionary
development of species, populations or ecological communities. The current list of KTPs under the BC Act,
and whether the proposal is recognised as a KTP is shown in Table E4.
Table E4: Key threatening processes

Listed Key Threatening Process (as described in the final determination
of the Scientific Committee to list the threatening process)

Is the development or activity of
a class of development or
activity that is recognised as a
threatening process?
Likely

Alteration of habitat following subsidence due to longwall mining
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Possible

Unlikely

✓

Listed Key Threatening Process (as described in the final determination
of the Scientific Committee to list the threatening process)

Is the development or activity of
a class of development or
activity that is recognised as a
threatening process?

Aggressive exclusion of birds by noisy miners (Manorina
melanocephala)

✓

Alteration of habitat following subsidence due to longwall mining

✓

Alteration to the natural flow regimes of rivers and streams and their
floodplains and wetlands

✓

Anthropogenic climate change

✓

Bush rock removal

✓

Clearing of native vegetation

✓

Competition and grazing by the feral European Rabbit (Oryctolagus
cuniculus)

✓

Competition and habitat degradation by feral goats (Capra hircus)

✓

Competition from feral honeybees (Apis mellifera)

✓

Death or injury to marine species following capture in shark control
programs on ocean beaches

✓

Entanglement in or ingestion of anthropogenic debris in marine and
estuarine environments

✓

Forest Eucalypt dieback associated with over-abundant psyllids and
bell miners

✓

High frequency fire resulting in the disruption of life cycle processes in
plants and animals and loss of vegetation structure and composition

✓

Herbivory and environmental degradation caused by feral deer

✓

Importation of red imported fire ants (Solenopsis invicta)

✓

Infection by Psittacine circoviral (beak and feather) disease affecting
endangered psittacine species and populations

✓

Infection of frogs by amphibian chytrid causing the disease
chytridiomycosis

✓

Infection of native plants by Phytophthora cinnamomi

✓

Introduction and Establishment of Exotic Rust Fungi of the order
Pucciniales pathogenic on plants of the family Myrtaceae

✓

Introduction of the large earth bumblebee (Bombus terrestris)

✓

Invasion and establishment of exotic vines and scramblers

✓
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Listed Key Threatening Process (as described in the final determination
of the Scientific Committee to list the threatening process)

Is the development or activity of
a class of development or
activity that is recognised as a
threatening process?

Invasion and establishment of Scotch broom (Cytisus scoparius)

✓

Invasion and establishment of the Cane Toad (Bufo marinus)

✓

Invasion, establishment and spread of Lantana camara

✓

Invasion of native plant communities by African Olive (Olea europaea
L. subsp. cuspidata)

✓

Invasion of native plant communities by Chrysanthemoides monilifera
(bitou bush and boneseed)

✓

Invasion of native plant communities by exotic perennial grasses

✓

Invasion of the yellow crazy ant (Anoplolepis gracilipes (Fr. Smith))
into NSW

✓

Loss and degradation of native plant and animal habitat by invasion of
escaped garden plants, including aquatic plants

✓

Loss of hollow-bearing trees

✓

Loss or degradation (or both) of sites used for hill-topping by butterflies

✓

Predation and hybridisation of feral dogs (Canis lupus familiaris)

✓

Predation by the European red fox (Vulpes vulpes)

✓

Predation by the feral cat (Felis catus)

✓

Predation by Gambusia holbrooki Girard, 1859 (Plague Minnow or
Mosquito Fish)

✓

Predation by the Ship Rat (Rattus rattus) on Lord Howe Island

✓

Predation, habitat degradation, competition and disease transmission
by feral pigs (Sus scrofa)

✓

Removal of dead wood and dead trees

✓

The proposal may contribute to the KTP ‘clearing of native vegetation’. Clearing is defined under the TSC
Act as ‘the destruction of a sufficient proportion of one or more strata (layers) within a stand or stands of
native vegetation so as to result in the loss, or long-term modification, of the structure, composition and
ecological function of stand or stands’. On this basis, the removal of several individual trees from a highly
modified riparian environment would not result in the loss of any ecological function of the adjacent
subtropical coastal floodplain forest community. The works as proposed would not result in any significant
habitat loss for the Grey-headed Flying Fox
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Conclusion
It is considered unlikely that a local population of the Grey-headed Flying Fox would be placed at significant
risk of extinction as a result of the proposal.
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Five-part test for threatened microbats (Eastern and Little
Bentwing-bat, Eastern Cave Bat, Large-footed Myotis)
Large-footed Myotis
Species background
Large-footed Myotis (Myotis macropus) gleans prey from the surface or near surface of smooth water by
trawling with its disproportionately large feet, hooking aquatic insects on the surface of pools of water and
small fish just below the surface with its claws and assisting the prey to its mouth by scooping with its tail
membrane (Jones and Rayner, 1991; Dwyer, 1970a; Thompson and Fenton, 1982; Robson 1984).
Foraging habitat for this species includes large and small wetlands, estuaries, forest streams, lakes, dams
and reservoirs (Richards et al., 2008). Large-footed Myotis has been recorded travelling up to 22 km in one
night, presumably for foraging purposes (Caddle, 1998 in Campbell, 2009) with other studies recording
regular feeding distances of 10 km (Barclay et al., 2000) and three kilometres (Anderson et al., 2006). It is
expected that the average foraging foray by this species is six to 12 km per night. It is unclear how far the
Large-footed Myotis travel to shift roosting sites. It is thought that this species forms stable populations that
have a number of roosting sites available or known to the group and that they switch between these
roosting sites as required or desired (eg to avoid detection by prey, as a response to weather or season or
perhaps as required based on breeding requirements). However, it is possible that some groups may be
reliant on a small number of roosting sites. Structures such as Briner Bridge provide multiple roost sites
within a single structure and it is unclear of the relationship of such populations with other known/ potential
roost sites within the locality.
Large-footed Myotis is a polyestrus species that breeds up to three times per breeding season across its
northern range. In south-eastern Queensland (Dwyer, 1970b) and north-eastern NSW (pers. obs, Hoye
pers. comm.), Large-footed Myotis have two breeding events, whilst in Victoria, only one breeding event
occurs per season. Observations made by Mr Glenn Hoye with regard to breeding cycles for Large-footed
Myotis Myotis north of the Hunter are as follows:
• 1 October – 28 October; pregnant
• 27 October – 26 January; lactating
• 15 January – 10 February; pregnant
• 10 February – 12 April; lactating
• 9 March – 29 May; post-lactation.
This indicates that, whilst the first breeding event is relatively synchronous, the second is not. Also, perhaps
not all females produce two young per season, explaining the detection of post-lactation and non-pregnant
females in March.
Local population
The Briner Bridge Large-footed Myotis colony is considered the subject population for this assessment.
Surveys of other drainage structures within the locality found that other Myotis colonies are uncommon
(four out of 72 inspected drainage structures) and substantially smaller than the site population (ie between
one and 34 individuals at each structure). Hollow-bearing trees in proximity to waterways may also support
Large-footed Myotis colonies; however, such trees are uncommon in the locality due to past clearing. The
potential for hollow-bearing trees to support large breeding colonies (>30 bats) is also limited.
While some genetic exchange is likely to occur between the Briner Bridge colony and other Large-footed
Myotis populations in the locality, Campbell et al., (2009) found:
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•
•

Significant genetic structuring between Large-footed Myotis populations 15 km apart (along waterways)
in a modified agricultural landscape with degraded riparian zones (Campbell et al., 2009), similar to that
along the Williams River in the locality.
While Large-footed Myotis can travel up to 22 km between foraging and day roost sites within a single
night (Caddle, 1998, cited in Campbell et al., 2009), distances covered while foraging may not be a
good indicator of dispersal capabilities.

The OEH (2018) Threatened Species Test of Significance Guidelines states: ‘The local population of
resident fauna species comprises those individuals known or likely to occur in the study area, as well as
any individuals occurring in adjoining areas (contiguous or otherwise) that are known or likely to utilise
habitats in the study area.’ Monitoring of Large-footed Myotis colonies in bridges and culverts has recorded
high fidelity to roost sites (GeoLINK, 2018a, 2018b, 2014a; 2014b), indicating that breeding roosts are
important to the resident population. This supports the determination of the Briner Bridge colony as the
‘local population’ for this assessment.
Population fluctuations would be expected throughout the year with a peak in late February/ March
following the completion of the second seasonal birthing period. For this assessment it is considered that
the Briner Bridge Large-footed Myotis breeding population currently comprises approximately 100 adults.
a) in the case of a threatened species, whether the proposed development or activity is likely to
have an adverse effect on the life cycle of the species such that a viable local population of the
species is likely to be placed at risk of extinction.
Potential impacts of the proposal on Large-footed Myotis are provided in Section 4.1. The proposal would
result in the temporary relocation of bat boxes from beneath Briner Bridge to an adjacent temporary bridge
to be provided during construction. These bat boxes would then be permanently relocated back on to the
refurbished Briner Bridge after the completion of construction. During construction the bat boxes on the
temporary bridge would be subject to an increased flood frequency due to the temporary bridge being lower
than the existing Briner Bridge. The proposal would result in the permanent loss of gaps/ cracks in the
timber bridge structure which are currently being utilised as secondary habitat by Large-footed Myotis at
Briner Bridge. Potential indirect impacts associated with the project include increased noise, vibration and
light associated with the proposed works.
Mitigation measures outlined in the MMP would be implemented as part of the project to manage the
population during and after construction including installation of additional habitat during construction,
incorporation of new permanent habitat on the refurbished bridge and staged exclusion from the bridge
decking prior to removal of above pier bridge elements. Additional flood refuge habitat would be provided
during construction to mitigate impacts associated with an increased flooding frequency associated with the
temporary bridge.
Management measures to be implemented as part of the project (eg microbat exclusion utilising bat boxes)
have been successful on other similar bridge and culvert work projects involving breeding Large-footed
Myotis colonies (Ecotone, 2001; Hoye and Hoye, 1999; Marshall, 2011; GeoLINK, 2014c, 2014d, 2014e).
The management of microbats using bat box has been undertaken successfully on a smaller scale on
timber bridge projects on the NSW North Coast including McFarlanes Bridge and Sportsmans Creek Bridge
indicating that Myotis are capable of finding and utilising replacement habitat within a short time period.
Accordingly, the proposal is considered likely to maintain habitat for the local population of Large-footed
Myotis at the Briner Bridge site during and after construction as it is considered likely that Myotis will
continue to utilise bat boxes once replaced onto the temporary bridge and when ultimately relocated to the
refurbished Briner Bridge.
The colony’s response to the relocation of roosting habitat is however unknown and could lead to a change
in the colony population. GeoLINK (2018a; 2018b) monitored two large Myotis populations (Marom Creek
culvert, Bruxner Highway and Sportmans Creek Bridge, Lawrence) at varying intervals over a three to fouryear period. The populations at the subject sites were observed to fluctuate over time, both with and
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without stimulus from construction work, though substantial changes as a result of construction work were
recorded by GeoLINK (2018b). No correlation between populations or between the focal large Southern
Myotis populations and other drainage structures was able to be identified from the direct population
counts. This demonstrates a level of uncertainty with the response of the resident colony to the proposal. It
is also noted that whilst works will aim to avoid the breeding season, relocation of bat boxes from the
temporary bridge on to the refurbished Briner Bridge is likely to be undertaken during the breeding season.
Whilst mitigation measures are provided for relocation during the breeding season the impact on the
breeding season to the local population is difficult to predict.
Mortality or injury during construction or entrapment during the bridge exclusion poses the other main
potential impact, though these threats would be immediately reduced or avoided, because work would
follow the safeguards described in MMP. Should mortality or injury occur, only small numbers of bats are
likely to be affected. Hence, a significant impact from direct mortality or injury is highly unlikely, and a viable
local population would not be placed at risk of extinction.
Fly-way and foraging habitat degradation are low risk potential impacts and unlikely to significantly affect
the foraging habitat values of the study area. Disruption to the breeding (mating or birthing) cycle are high
risk potential impacts which would be mitigated by proposing to undertake staged exclusion of microbats
outside the Myotis breeding period, when juveniles are flightless and dependent. Exclusion installation
between mid-April and September would avoid conflicts with the Myotis breeding season.
Overall, there is reasonable evidence to indicate that:
•
•
•
•

Temporary relocation of microbat habitat (bat boxes) will be successful in providing ongoing roosting/
breeding habitat for microbats during and after construction.
Exclusion can be effective in preventing direct mortality or injury during construction
Suitable permanent habitat can be established on the refurbished bridge and Myotis colony is highly
likely to take up this habitat (provided it is installed correctly), based on previous GeoLINK experience
Suitable flood refuge habitat can be provided to mitigate against a potential increase in flood frequency
for Myotis habitat on the temporary bridge during construction.

On this basis, it is recognised that the proposal has the potential to have an adverse effect on the size of
the population of Myotis resident at Briner Bridge and could potentially disrupt one breeding season for this
population. However, impacts to this population are unlikely to be to the extent that a viable local population
of Large-footed Myotis is placed at increased vulnerability to extinction.
b) in the case of an endangered ecological community or critically endangered ecological
community, whether the proposed development or activity:
(v) is likely to have an adverse effect on the extent of the ecological community such
that its local occurrence is likely to be placed at risk of extinction, or
(vi) is likely to substantially and adversely modify the composition of the ecological
community such that its local occurrence is likely to be placed at risk of extinction.
No consideration under this part of the assessment is required for the subject threatened species.
c) in relation to the habitat of a threatened species, population or ecological community:
(i) the extent to which habitat is likely to be removed or modified as a result of the proposed
development or activity,
The proposed capacity upgrade work at Briner Bridge would result in the temporary relocation of primary
habitat (bat boxes) supporting Large-footed Myotis habitat and permanent removal of secondary habitat
currently being utilised (gaps/ cracks in the timber bridge). This habitat supports a relatively large and
locally important breeding colony of approximately 107 Large-footed Myotis. The temporary relocation of
bat boxes would ensure that the majority of habitat currently being utilised on Briner Bridge is retained.
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The MMP recommends permanent compensatory roosting habitat is designed and constructed into the
refurbished bridge structure, with the habitat design being based on known breeding roosting habitat. The
proposal should therefore see the retention of habitat at the Briner Bridge site both during and after
construction.
Potential impacts on the foraging habitat values of the Coldstream River (ie water quality) in the study area
and locality would be managed through best practice and general safeguards such as erosion and
sediment control outlined within the corresponding REF. A negative impact on the aerial foraging carrying
capacity of the study area is unlikely. The overall impact of the proposal on the foraging values of the study
area for the Large-footed Myotis is negligible.
(ii)

whether an area of habitat is likely to become fragmented or isolated from other areas of
habitat as a result of the proposed action, and

No direct habitat fragmentation would occur as a result of the proposal and barriers to fly-ways for
microbats moving along Coldstream River are unlikely to be created.
Briner Bridge may also provide habitat for dispersing individuals traversing Coldstream River and flood
refuge for colonies located at flood prone sites. However, recorded large movements (Caddle, 1998, cited
in Campbell et al., 2009) indicate that areas of habitat are unlikely to become fragmented or isolated from
other areas of habitat as a result of the proposal.
(iii)

the importance of the habitat to be removed, modified, fragmented or isolated to the longterm survival of the species, population or ecological community in the locality,

Briner Bridge in its current state provides important roosting and breeding habitat for the local Large-footed
Myotis population. It provides a range of potential roosting opportunities within the one structure and
supports a relatively large breeding colony. Other known breeding Southern Myotis colonies in the locality
are uncommon, support smaller colonies and are generally not in close proximity to the site. Those colonies
are similarly vulnerable to disturbance from bridge/ culvert maintenance and repair projects. Hollow-bearing
trees in proximity to waterways may also support Southern Myotis colonies; however, such trees are
uncommon in the locality due to past clearing. The potential for hollow-bearing trees to support large
breeding colonies (>30 bats) is also limited.
Overall, Briner Bridge in its current state is considered important to the long-term survival of the species in
the locality.
As discussed previously, the primary habitat being utilised currently at the site (the bat boxes) will be
temporary relocated to the temporary bridge during construction before being permanently relocated onto
the refurbished Briner Bridge at the completion of construction. In addition, compensatory habitat is to be
provided within the refurbished Briner Bridge structure. As a result, it is anticipated that habitat for the
Large-footed Myotis population at Briner Bridge would be maintained during and after construction.
d) whether the proposed development or activity is likely to have an adverse effect on any
declared area of outstanding biodiversity value (either directly or indirectly).
No declared areas of outstanding biodiversity value would be directly or indirectly impacted by the proposal.
f) whether the action proposed constitutes or is part of a key threatening process or is likely to
result in the operation of, or increase the impact of, a key threatening process.
A KTP is defined under the TSC Act as a process that threatens, or may have the capability to threaten, the
survival or evolutionary development of species, populations or ecological communities. The current list of
KTPs under the TSC Act, and whether the proposal is recognised as a KTP is shown in Table E5.
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Table E5: Key threatening processes

Listed Key Threatening Process (as described in the final determination
of the Scientific Committee to list the threatening process)

Is the development or activity of
a class of development or
activity that is recognised as a
threatening process?
Likely

Possible

Unlikely

Alteration of habitat following subsidence due to longwall mining

✓

Aggressive exclusion of birds by noisy miners (Manorina
melanocephala)

✓

Alteration of habitat following subsidence due to longwall mining

✓

Alteration to the natural flow regimes of rivers and streams and their
floodplains and wetlands

✓

Anthropogenic climate change

✓

Bush rock removal

✓

Clearing of native vegetation

✓

Competition and grazing by the feral European Rabbit (Oryctolagus
cuniculus)

✓

Competition and habitat degradation by feral goats (Capra hircus)

✓

Competition from feral honeybees (Apis mellifera)

✓

Death or injury to marine species following capture in shark control
programs on ocean beaches

✓

Entanglement in or ingestion of anthropogenic debris in marine and
estuarine environments

✓

Forest Eucalypt dieback associated with over-abundant psyllids and
bell miners

✓

High frequency fire resulting in the disruption of life cycle processes in
plants and animals and loss of vegetation structure and composition

✓

Herbivory and environmental degradation caused by feral deer

✓

Importation of red imported fire ants (Solenopsis invicta)

✓

Infection by Psittacine circoviral (beak and feather) disease affecting
endangered psittacine species and populations

✓

Infection of frogs by amphibian chytrid causing the disease
chytridiomycosis

✓

Infection of native plants by Phytophthora cinnamomi

✓
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Listed Key Threatening Process (as described in the final determination
of the Scientific Committee to list the threatening process)

Is the development or activity of
a class of development or
activity that is recognised as a
threatening process?

Introduction and Establishment of Exotic Rust Fungi of the order
Pucciniales pathogenic on plants of the family Myrtaceae

✓

Introduction of the large earth bumblebee (Bombus terrestris)

✓

Invasion and establishment of exotic vines and scramblers

✓

Invasion and establishment of Scotch broom (Cytisus scoparius)

✓

Invasion and establishment of the Cane Toad (Bufo marinus)

✓

Invasion, establishment and spread of Lantana camara

✓

Invasion of native plant communities by African Olive (Olea europaea
L. subsp. cuspidata)

✓

Invasion of native plant communities by Chrysanthemoides monilifera
(bitou bush and boneseed)

✓

Invasion of native plant communities by exotic perennial grasses

✓

Invasion of the yellow crazy ant (Anoplolepis gracilipes (Fr. Smith))
into NSW

✓

Loss and degradation of native plant and animal habitat by invasion of
escaped garden plants, including aquatic plants

✓

Loss of hollow-bearing trees

✓

Loss or degradation (or both) of sites used for hill-topping by butterflies

✓

Predation and hybridisation of feral dogs (Canis lupus familiaris)

✓

Predation by the European red fox (Vulpes vulpes)

✓

Predation by the feral cat (Felis catus)

✓

Predation by Gambusia holbrooki Girard, 1859 (Plague Minnow or
Mosquito Fish)

✓

Predation by the Ship Rat (Rattus rattus) on Lord Howe Island

✓

Predation, habitat degradation, competition and disease transmission
by feral pigs (Sus scrofa)

✓

Removal of dead wood and dead trees

✓
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The proposal may contribute to the KTP ‘clearing of native vegetation’. Clearing is defined under the TSC
Act as ‘the destruction of a sufficient proportion of one or more strata (layers) within a stand or stands of
native vegetation so as to result in the loss, or long-term modification, of the structure, composition and
ecological function of stand or stands’. On this basis, the removal of several individual trees from a highly
modified riparian environment would not result in the loss of any ecological function of the adjacent
subtropical coastal floodplain forest community. The works as proposed would not result in any significant
habitat loss for Large-footed Myotis.

Conclusion
Overall, there is reasonable evidence to indicate that:
•
•
•
•

Temporary relocation of microbat habitat (bat boxes) will be successful in providing ongoing roosting/
breeding habitat for microbats during and after construction.
Exclusion can be effective in preventing direct mortality or injury during construction.
Suitable permanent habitat can be established on the refurbished bridge and a Southern Myotis colony
of some size is likely to take up the habitat (provided it is constructed correctly).
Suitable flood refuge habitat can be provided to mitigate against a potential increase in flood frequency
for Myotis habitat on the temporary Bridge during construction.

It is anticipated that habitat for the Large-footed Myotis population at Briner Bridge would be maintained
during and after construction. Whilst the proposal has the potential to have an adverse effect on the size of
the population it is unlikely to occur to the extent that a viable local Large-footed Myotis population is placed
at increased vulnerability to extinction.
On this basis, a significant impact on the local Large-footed Myotis population is considered unlikely.
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Little Bent-winged Bat, Eastern Bent-winged Bat and Little
Cave Bat
Potential impacts from the proposal on microbats include:
•

•

•

Roosting habitat removal. Known roosting habitat for microbats has been removed from Briner Bridge
during previous maintenance work. Surveys at Briner Bridge indicate that primary habitat being utilised
at the bridge is bat boxes with secondary habitat including gaps/ cracks in the timber bridge structure.
Implementation of the safeguards of the Biodiversity Assessment and MMP would ensure access to
roosting habitat at the Briner Bridge site is maintained during construction and bat boxes would be
appropriately managed during and after the work. Bat boxes would be relocated to a temporary bridge
to be constructed adjacent to Briner Bridge during construction before being placed back on Briner
Bridge permanently after construction works are completed.
Mortality or injury during removal of bridge components (including stress) as well as potential loss of
young if adults abandon dependent young at the roost. Implementation of the safeguards of the
Biodiversity Assessment and MMP would ensure that activities would be managed to minimise conflicts
through localised exclusion (if required) outside of the breeding season and relocation of the existing
bat boxes.
Foraging habitat degradation. Vegetation removal would be minimal and water quality impacts would be
managed through implementation of the safeguards of the REF. Significant foraging habitat degradation
is unlikely.

Eastern and Little Bentwing-bat
Little Bentwing-bats roost in caves, tunnels, tree hollows, abandoned mines, stormwater drains, culverts,
bridges and sometimes buildings during the day (OEH, 2012). Maternity colonies form in caves during
spring. Only five maternity caves are known in Australia (OEH, 2012).
The Little Bentwing-bat forages at night for small insects beneath the canopy of densely vegetated habitats.
They forage in a broad range of habitats ranging including moist eucalypt forest, rainforest, vine thicket, wet
and dry sclerophyll forest, Melaleuca swamps, dense coastal forests and banksia scrub (OEH, 2012).
The Eastern Bentwing-bats roost in caves, derelict mines, culverts, bridges tunnels, buildings and other
man-made structures. They form discrete populations centred on maternity caves, used annually in spring
and summer (OEH, 2012; Dwyer, 2008b). At other times of the year, populations disperse within about 300
km range of maternity caves. The Eastern Bentwing-bats forage for flying insects above the tree tops. They
forage in a broad range of habitats, including rainforest, dry, wet and swamp sclerophyll forests, heath,
forested wetlands and water bodies (OEH, 2012).
Threatening processes for these species include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disturbance of colonies, especially in nursery or hibernating caves, may be catastrophic.
Destruction of caves that provide seasonal or potential roosting sites.
Changes to habitat, especially surrounding maternity/nursery caves and winter roosts.
Pesticides on insects and in water consumed by bats bio accumulates, resulting in poisoning of
individuals.
Predation from foxes, particularly around maternity caves, winter roosts and roosts within culverts,
tunnels and under bridges.
Predation from feral cats, particularly around maternity caves, winter roosts and roosts within culverts,
tunnels and under bridges.
Introduction of exotic pathogens such as the White-nosed fungus.
Hazard reduction and wildfire fires during the breeding season.
Large scale wildfire or hazard reduction can impact on foraging resources.
Poor knowledge of reproductive success and population dynamics.
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Potential Impacts from the proposal
Bentwing-bats have not been recorded at Briner Bridge itself but were recorded in culverts in the locality.
Personal observations indicated that Bentwing-bats prefer concrete structures rather than timber such as
bat boxes. No maternity sites for the Eastern or Little Bentwing-bat would be affected by the proposal. The
proposal is unlikely to have impacts on roosting habitat for Bentwing-bats. Foraging habitat for the species
would be unaffected. On this basis, it is considered that the proposal would be unlikely to have an adverse
effect on the life cycle of Bentwing-bats such that a viable local population of these species are placed at
risk of extinction.

Eastern Cave Bat
As the name suggests, Eastern Cave Bats are a cave-roosting species usually found in dry open forest and
woodland, near cliffs or rocky overhangs. It has also been recorded roosting in disused mine workings,
occasionally in colonies of up to 500 individuals. The species is also occasionally found along cliff-lines in
wet eucalypt forest and rainforest. Little is understood of the species feeding or breeding requirements or
behaviour.
Threatening processes for this species include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clearing and isolation of dry eucalypt forest and woodland, particularly about cliffs and other areas
containing suitable roosting and maternity sites, mainly as a result of agricultural and residential
development.
Loss of suitable feeding habitat near roosting and maternity sites as a result of modifications from timber
harvesting and inappropriate fire regimes usually associated with grazing.
Pesticides and herbicides may reduce the availability of invertebrates or result in the accumulation of
toxic residues in individuals' fat stores.
Damage to roosting and maternity sites from mining operations, and recreational activities such as
caving.
There is a strong likelihood that unrecorded populations could be unintentionally affected by land
management actions.
Probable predation by cats and foxes.
Very little is known about the ecology, behaviour and habitat requirements.

Potential Impacts from the proposal
The Eastern Cave Bat has not been physically recorded at Briner Bridge itself but were recorded once via
Anabat during a survey by Greeloaning Biostudies in 2013. The reliability of this call detection (ie. probable,
definite etc) is unknown. Foraging habitat for the species would be unaffected. The proposal is unlikely to
have impacts on roosting habitat for Eastern Cave Bats. On this basis, it is considered that the proposal
would be unlikely to have an adverse effect on the life cycle of the Eastern Cave Bat such that a viable
local population of the species is placed at risk of extinction.
(a) in the case of a threatened species, whether the proposed development or activity is likely to
have an adverse effect on the life cycle of the species such that a viable local population of the
species is likely to be placed at risk of extinction.
No maternity sites for the subject species would be affected by the proposal. The proposal would see
temporary relocation of the primary habitat being utilised on Briner Bridge (bat boxes) to an adjacent
temporary bridge during construction before this habitat is permanently relocated under the refurbished
Briner Bridge. Gaps/ cracks in the timber bridge structure currently being utilised as secondary habitat
would be removed permanently with the aim being to provide compensatory habitat within the refurbished
Briner Bridge.
The proposal would result in removal of 0.0789 hectares of native vegetation, however the foraging
carrying capacity of the study area is unlikely to be affected by the proposal for the subject species.
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Overall, with consideration of the above, the high mobility of these species as well as the presence of
alternative potential non-breeding roosting habitat in the locality; an adverse effect on the life cycle of the
subject species such that a viable local population is likely to be placed at risk of extinction is not likely to
occur as a result of the proposal.
(b) in the case of an endangered ecological community or critically endangered ecological
community, whether the proposed development or activity:
(vii) is likely to have an adverse effect on the extent of the ecological community
such that its local occurrence is likely to be placed at risk of extinction, or
(viii) is likely to substantially and adversely modify the composition of the ecological
community such that its local occurrence is likely to be placed at risk of extinction.
No consideration under this part of the assessment is required for the subject threatened species.
(c) in relation to the habitat of a threatened species, population or ecological community:
(i)

the extent to which habitat is likely to be removed or modified as a result of the proposed
development or activity,

The proposal would see temporary relocation of the primary habitat being utilised on Briner Bridge (bat
boxes) to an adjacent temporary bridge during construction before this habitat is permanently relocated
under the refurbished Briner Bridge. Gaps/ cracks in the timber bridge structure currently being utilised as
secondary habitat would be removed permanently with the aim being to provide compensatory habitat
within the refurbished Briner Bridge.
This habitat provides potential opportunistic non-breeding roosting habitat for the subject species, and is
unlikely to constitute significant over-wintering habitat. No maternity habitat would be affected and other
known/ potential roosting habitats within the locality will remain available to support non-breeding
aggregates when in the locality.
The proposal would result in removal of 0.0789 hectares of native vegetation, however the foraging
carrying capacity of the study area is unlikely to be affected by the proposal for the subject species. Best
practice and general mitigation measures of the REF (such as erosion and sediment control) and this report
would be implemented to minimise indirect impacts adjacent habitats.
(ii)

whether an area of habitat is likely to become fragmented or isolated from other areas of
habitat as a result of the proposed action, and

No direct habitat fragmentation would occur as a result of the proposal and barriers to fly-ways for bats
locally are unlikely to be created. Recorded large movements by the subject species indicates that areas of
habitat are unlikely to become fragmented or isolated from other areas of habitat as a result of the proposal
for the subject species.
(iii)

the importance of the habitat to be removed, modified, fragmented or isolated to the
long-term survival of the species, population or ecological community in the locality,

The existing bridge structure provides potential opportunistic non-breeding roosting habitat for the subject
species, which primarily breed in caves. The site is unlikely to constitute significant over-wintering habitat.
No maternity habitat would be affected by the proposal and other known/ potential roosting habitats within
the locality will remain available to support non-breeding aggregates when in the locality. The foraging
carrying capacity of the study area and locality would not be significantly affected by the proposal. Overall
thus no habitat important for the long-term survival of the subject species in the locality would be affected
by the proposal.
(d) whether the proposed development or activity is likely to have an adverse effect on any
declared area of outstanding biodiversity value (either directly or indirectly).
No declared areas of outstanding biodiversity value would be directly or indirectly impacted by the proposal.
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(e) whether the proposed development or activity is or is part of a key threatening process or is
likely to increase the impact of a key threatening process.
A KTP is defined under the BC Act as a process that threatens, or may have the capability to threaten, the
survival or evolutionary development of species or ecological communities. The current list of KTP under
the BC Act, and whether the proposal is recognised as a KTP is shown in Table D1.
The proposal would contribute to the KTPs ‘clearing of native vegetation’. Clearing is defined under the BC
Act as ‘the destruction of a sufficient proportion of one or more strata (layers) within a stand or stands of
native vegetation so as to result in the loss, or long-term modification, of the structure, composition and
ecological function of stand or stands’. The proposal would result in the removal of 0.033 hectares of native
vegetation (refer to Section 4). This is a minor contribution to this KTP.
The proposal is not considered likely to contribute significantly towards any other listed KTP. Use of
equipment and heavy machinery would contribute to a minor extent to anthropogenic climate change,
particularly when viewed in conjunction with other carbon emitting/ fossil fuel burning/ greenhouse gas
emitting activities in the locality. The incremental extent to which the proposal may contribute to
anthropogenic climate change is unlikely to put the local occurrence of the subject species at significant risk
of extinction. The mitigation measures of this report and the corresponding REF would ensure the risk of
the proposal contributing to other KTPs is minimised.

Conclusion
The proposal is unlikely to result in a significant impact on the subject species. No breeding habitat would
be affected by the proposal and alternative potential roosting habitat in their non-breeding range in the
locality is available to support the local potential occurrences of these species.
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Purple-spotted Gudgeon
Based on habitat mapping, an assessment of significance has been completed for the Purple Spotted
Gudgeon (PSG).
a) in the case of a threatened species, whether the action proposed is likely to have an adverse
effect on the life cycle of the species such that a viable local population of the species is likely
to be placed at risk of extinction,
The Purple Spotted Gudgeon (Mogurnda adspersa) is a small fish listed as Endangered under the NSW
Fisheries Management Act 1994. It occurs in inland drainages of the Murray-Darling basin as well as
coastal drainages of northern NSW and Queensland and has been recorded in the northern rivers in Tucki
Tucki Creek (Lismore LGA); refer Miles (2013).
Purple Spotted Gudgeon (PSG) are found in a variety of lotic and lentic habitats including small coastal
streams, rainforest streams, large rivers and in dune lake and stream systems. There are also reports of
the Purple Spotted Gudgeon being found in estuaries. PSG are classified as a pool dwelling species,
occurring in slow-flowing weedy areas and slow moving or still waters in rivers, creeks and billabongs
(Pusey 2004). Miles (2013) suggests that ideal PSG habitat comprises “stagnant” pools or backwaters,
< 61 metres long and 16 metres wide, depth < 600 millimetres, 1-60 per cent riparian cover, 40-60 per cent
riparian shading, > 21 per cent macrophyte cover, mud or rocky bottom, dissolved oxygen between 6-12
mg/L-1, conductivity 101-300μm, pH 6-8.99 and 30-150 centimetres Secchi depth.
PSG may occur across a range of mesohabitat conditions ranging from small, shallow riffles with
moderately fast current velocities to long, moderately deep pools with no obvious flow (Pusey 2004).
Substrates may range from complete dominance by mud and sand to those dominated by rock or bedrock.
On average, PSG typically occur in streams less than 10 metres in width, about 40 centimetres deep and
with a moderate current velocity (Pusey 2004).
PSG feed mainly on insect larvae, but also consume worms, tadpoles, small fish and some plant matter.
Female PSG may lay several batches of eggs per season (30-1300 per batch). The eggs are deposited in
clusters on solid objects such as rocks, wood or broad-leaved plants. The male guards and fans the eggs
until hatching (three to eight days). The spawning period in northern NSW is not known with any certainty.
Threats to PSG include:
■
■
■

Predation by introduced fish such as gambusia and redfin perch
Habitat degradation, particularly the loss of aquatic plants
Fluctuations in water levels as a result of river regulation, leading to negative impacts on reproduction
and recruitment.

Potential impacts of the proposal
The proposal would result in the loss of up to 0.0789 ha of riparian forest. Instream works will be minor for
the temporary bridge and will not significantly affect spawning habitat such as gravel beds. The temporary
crossing will not impede fish passage and the one snag which may be removed for the works will be
relocated.
It is concluded that the action proposed is not expected to have an adverse effect on the life cycle of the
Purple Spotted Gudgeon such that a viable local population of the species is likely to be placed at risk of
extinction.
b) in the case of an endangered population, whether the action proposed is likely to have an
adverse effect on the life cycle of the species that constitutes the endangered population such
that a viable local population of the species is likely to be placed at risk of extinction,
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No consideration under this part of the assessment is required.
c) in the case of an endangered ecological community or critically endangered ecological
community, whether the action proposed:
(i) is likely to have an adverse effect on the extent of the ecological community such that its
local occurrence is likely to be placed at risk of extinction, or
(ii) is likely to substantially and adversely modify the composition of the ecological community
such that its local occurrence is likely to be placed at risk of extinction,
No EECs occur; consideration under this part of the assessment is not required.
d) in relation to the habitat of a threatened species, population or ecological community:
(i) the extent to which habitat is likely to be removed or modified as a result of the action
proposed,
Habitat removal or modification associated with the proposal includes:
■
■

Bank/ river bed disturbance for the placement of the temporary bridge piling and abutments.
Clearing of a small area (0.0789 ha) of riparian forest.
(ii) whether an area of habitat is likely to become fragmented or isolated from other areas of
habitat as a result of the proposed action, and

The work would not result in barriers to movement of PSG either during the construction or operation stage
of the proposal, hence both downstream and upstream aquatic habitats would continue to be freely
accessed by any individuals.
(iii)
the importance of the habitat to be removed, modified, fragmented or isolated to the
long-term survival of the species, population or ecological community in the locality,
The habitat to be disturbed is expected to be of negligible importance to PSG, given the extent of
Coldstream River and its associated tributaries. The proposal would see only a temporary reduction in the
habitat values of the subject section of Coldstream River for Purple Spotted Gudgeon. Post construction,
aquatic habitat values should largely be retained. Hence, no habitat important to the long-term survival of
the Purple Spotted Gudgeon in the locality would be adversely affected by the proposal.
(d) whether the proposed development or activity is likely to have an adverse effect on any
declared area of outstanding biodiversity value (either directly or indirectly).
No declared areas of outstanding biodiversity value would be directly or indirectly impacted by the proposal.
e) whether the action proposed constitutes or is part of a key threatening process or is likely to
result in the operation of, or increase the impact of, a key threatening process.
A KTP is defined under the TSC Act as a process that threatens, or may have the capability to threaten, the
survival or evolutionary development of species, populations or ecological communities. The current list of
KTPs under the TSC Act, and whether the proposal is recognised as a KTP is shown in Table E6.
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Table E6: Key threatening process (FM Act)

Listed Key Threatening Process (as described in the final determination
of the Scientific Committee to list the threatening process)

Is the development or activity of
a class of development or
activity that is recognised as a
threatening process?
Likely

Possible

Unlikely

Current shark meshing program in NSW waters

✓

Hook and line fishing in areas important for the survival of threatened fish
species

✓

Human-caused climate change

✓

Instream structures and other mechanisms that alter natural flow

✓

Introduction of non-indigenous fish and marine vegetation to the coastal
waters of New South Wales

✓

The introduction of fish to fresh waters within a river catchment outside their
natural range

✓

The removal of large woody debris from NSW rivers and streams

✓

The degradation of native riparian vegetation along New South Wales water
courses

✓

Current shark meshing program in NSW waters

✓

Hook and line fishing in areas important for the survival of threatened fish
species

✓

Human-caused climate change

✓

The proposal may contribute to the following KTPs:
■
■

The removal of large woody debris from NSW rivers and streams.
The degradation of native riparian vegetation along New South Wales water courses.

The degree that the proposal would contribute to any threatening process is not considered likely to place
the local population of PSG at significant risk of extinction, as the one snag which may require removal
would be replaced, and the vegetation to be removed is degraded and dominated by Camphor Laurel.

Conclusion
On the basis of the information provided it is considered that the proposed development of the site is
unlikely to result in significant impacts to OPP and their habitats, as such a Species Impact Statement
(SIS) is not required.
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1.

Background

1.1. Introduction
Roads and Maritime Services propose to upgrade Briner Bridge over the Coldstream River near Tucabia
(the proposal). The bridge is currently load limited to 33 tonnes and requires regular, ongoing maintenance.
The upgrade will increase the capacity to 42.5 tonnes and reduce maintenance requirements whilst
retaining the heritage significance of the truss span. Briner Bridge is listed on the Roads and Maritime S170
Heritage Register and will be nominated for listing on the State Heritage Register upon completion of the
upgrade works. In developing plans to upgrade the bridge, Roads and Maritime Services are working
closely with the NSW Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH).
The Proposal would involve the following key features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increasing the width of the bridge deck to 5.4 metres between barriers to allow two cars to pass
Restoration and strengthening of the Dare Truss span
Restoration of the deck on the truss span with stress laminated timber
Replacement of the timber approach spans with reinforced concrete and steel girder approach spans
Replacement of the timber abutments with new reinforced concrete abutments
Replacement of timber piles below ground with new driven piles
Replacement of timber trestle piers with steel trestle piers
Replacement of the timber handrail with a new steel traffic barrier
Installation of a temporary bridge linked to Coldstream Terrace for public access during construction
Establishing site facilities associated with the works.

The construction is expected to begin in early 2019 and will take approximately 14 months to complete,
including installation and removal of the temporary bridge and rehabilitation of the project area.
Further details of the bridge location, structural form and the proposal are provided in the corresponding
Review of Environmental Factors (REF) prepared by GeoLINK (2018).

1.2. Aim and objective
The objective of the Microbat Management Plan (MMP) is to minimise impacts of the Briner Bridge upgrade
(the proposal) to the resident population of Large-footed Myotis (Myotis macropus). The management
measures proposed are based on the methodology, observations and outcomes achieved during similar
projects where concrete culverts and timber bridges which support roosting microbats have been disturbed
for upgrade works.
Specifically, the MMP aims to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide details of permanent Large-footed Myotis compensatory breeding/ roosting habitat to be
provided within the refurbished bridge structure
Provide details on the temporary relocation of microbat habitat (bat boxes) from Briner Bridge onto an
adjacent temporary bridge prior to work commencing on Briner Bridge and then back onto Briner Bridge
at the completion of the project
Provide advice for construction personnel on how to manage microbat conflicts during construction
Reduce potential for microbat injury or mortality
Minimise disturbances to breeding microbats
Provide exclusion techniques and management.
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1.3. Briner Bridge microbats
As part of maintenance work being conducted on Briner Bridge in 2013, Greenloaning Biostudies (GBS)
detected two threatened microbat species (Large-footed Myotis and Eastern Cave Bat) utilizing parts of the
bridge for roosting habitat. Over a number of occasions GBS identified groups of predominantly Largefooted Myotis (between seven and thirty) representing a likely breeding population of the species, utilizing
mainly hollows and crevices in deteriorating timber elements of the bridge structure. Similar timber truss
bridges to Briner Bridge such as Sportsmans Creek Bridge, McFarlanes Bridge and Monkerai Bridge are
known to provide important roosting/breeding sites for microbats, particularly for Large-footed Myotis which
have preferred roosting/breeding sites over water. It is highly likely that Briner Bridge has historically
provided important roosting/breeding habitat for a population of Large-footed Myotis within gaps and
crevices within the timber bridge structure.
As maintenance works in 2013 proposed to remove some deteriorating elements of the bridge being used
as habitat, in line with standard microbat mitigation measures a number of bat boxes were installed on
Briner Bridge to provide replacement habitat. Surveys of these bat boxes undertaken sporadically since
2013 have identified ongoing usage of these boxes. As microbats often make use of multiple roosting sites,
shifting between roosts regularly (Evans, 2009), it is considered likely that Large-footed Myotis currently
utilize both bat boxes and parts of the timber bridge structure throughout the year.
Briner Bridge currently supports a relatively large population of approximately 100 Large-footed Myotis
(Myotis macropus) (refer to GeoLINK, 2018). Large-footed Myotis are listed as a ‘vulnerable’ species under
the Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016 (BC Act). Recent surveys indicate that four bat boxes installed
under the Briner Bridge provide the primary roosting locations for Large-footed Myotis on the bridge, with
gaps in the timber stringers also being utilised to a lesser extent (GeoLINK, 2018).
It is noted that this microbat population has been effectively managed during previous maintenance and
emergency works undertaken on Briner Bridge (Greenloaning Biostudies, 2013 and 2016).

1.4. The approach
In general, management measures involve the following main components:
1

Design and construct in situ voids into the concrete elements of the bridge as permanent compensatory
breeding/roosting habitat, based on known Large-footed Myotis breeding habitat structures.

2

Provide an additional four bat boxes under Briner Bridge at least one month prior to exclusion (but
preferably sooner) to encourage further use of these boxes as opposed to gaps/cavities within the
existing timber bridge structure, to assist with microbat exclusion.

3

Provide additional microbat habitat (bat boxes) in proximity to Briner Bridge along the riparian zone at
least one month prior to exclusion (but preferably sooner). The aim of this habitat is to:
•
•

Provide additional flood refuge habitat
Provide additional Large-footed Myotis roosting habitat locally during construction.

4

Outside of the Large-footed Myotis breeding season (defined as October – mid-April), undertake staged
microbat exclusion prior to removing above pier bridge elements. The aim is to have bat boxes on
Briner Bridge being the only habitat being utilised.

5

Outside of the Large-footed Myotis breeding season, temporarily relocate bat boxes occurring on Briner
Bridge to beneath the temporary bridge to appropriate locations over water as directed by the Project
Ecologist.

6

Upon completion of the upgrade of Briner Bridge, permanently relocate bat boxes (from the temporary
bridge) to appropriate locations beneath Briner Bridge as directed by the Project Ecologist.

7

Monitor microbat numbers before, during and after construction.

8

Implement corrective actions if necessary.
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2.

Microbat management

Recommended management actions are provided in Table 2-1. Management measures have been
developed based on GeoLINK’s previous experience with microbats and similar Roads and Maritime
projects. Projects that GeoLINK have been involved in that have increased Roads and Maritime’s
understanding about Large-footed Myotis include Binna Burra culvert, Marom Creek culvert, Lions Park and
Baileys Bridge Road culverts, McFarlane Bridge, Sportsmans Creek Bridge and Mororo Bridge.

Plate 2-1 Example of four chambered bat boxes
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Table 2-1 Management actions
Safeguard

Pre-construction
monitoring of
Large-footed
Myotis numbers

Details
Direct inspection of the entire Briner Bridge using torch and
pole mounted camera from a boat with scaffolding at
spans/piers over water; and a ladder at spans/piers over
land; documenting:
• Species present
• Locations of roosting microbats
• Total number of individuals and groups per occupied
roost site
• Description of occupied roost sites
• Breeding status of the colony, including approximate
adult to juvenile ratios.
Prior to construction commencing, any roost sites on the
bridge structure itself would be marked to allow for easy
detection and awareness for construction personnel during
exclusion.

Timing

Responsibility

Accurately record numbers of the
population over different
seasonal times to determine
Two breeding season surveys baseline population estimates.
(ie October to mid-April
As population numbers vary
inclusive) prior to construction seasonally, baseline population
commencing.
estimates are best defined by the
Ecologist
It is noted that an August
population number at a particular
2018 survey has already
time of year. The most
been completed by GeoLINK, comparable seasonal survey
2018.
result will be used as a baseline
population estimate to compare
construction monitoring results
to.

Install additional
bat boxes onto
Briner Bridge to
aid exclusion

Provide an additional four bat boxes with four chambers per
box (refer to Plate 2-1) under Briner Bridge at least one
month prior to construction commencing to encourage
further use of these boxes as opposed to gaps/cavities
within the bridge structure. The primary aim of this action is At least one month prior to
construction commencing
to assist with microbat exclusion.
(preferably as soon as
Bat boxes to be used are to be designed in consultation
possible).
with the ecologist and manufacturer to achieve an
increased life, particularly with respect to the attachment of
the top plate to the bat box which has been found to fail on
bat boxes currently installed on Briner Bridge.

Provide
additional flood
refuge habitat
near Briner
Bridge

Install five bat boxes within the most appropriate locations
adjacent to the bridge (within 100 m). Locations to be
selected by the Ecologist and would target sites which
could act as flood refuge habitat. If the boxes are installed
in trees, they would be positioned so they:
• Are >30 m from the construction footprint
• Overhang the Coldstream River
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Performance indicators

At least one month prior to
construction commencing
(preferably as soon as
possible).

Additional four (four chambered)
bat boxes are installed.

Project
construction
manager
Ecologist

Additional five (four chambered)
bat boxes are installed (refer to
Plate 2-1).
Habitat is utilised by the
population during a flood event.

Project
construction
manager
Ecologist

Safeguard

Details

Timing

Performance indicators

Responsibility

• Are shaded and protected from the weather as best as
possible
• Have a flood immunity similar to the existing Briner
Bridge (ie are installed at a similar height above the river
to the bridge decking).
Bat boxes to be used are to be designed in consultation
with the ecologist and manufacturer to achieve an
increased life particularly with respect to the attachment of
the top plate to the bat box which has been found to fail on
bat boxes currently installed on Briner Bridge.

Provision of
permanent
compensatory
habitat in
refurbished
Briner Bridge

The following microbat compensatory habitat (shown in
Appendix A) would be incorporated into the refurbished
Briner Bridge:
• Microbat habitat type 1 – Cylindrical recesses
roughened (16) (65mm x 150 mm) built into the
thickened underside of the kerb on approach spans of
the bridge over water
• Microbat habitat type 2 – Local roughened areas (16)
under the deck/above girders are to be provided over
water on approach spans. Concrete pipe sections
(65mm x 150 mm) are to be adhered to the underside of
the deck in these locations
• Microbat habitat type 3 – Attachment lugs for bat boxes
are to be attached to each cross girder over water to
accommodate bat boxes at the completion of the
project.

During upgrade of bridge.

Site induction

All construction personnel would be trained on the MMP
including their responsibilities, signs of and how to search
for microbats, what to do if microbats are encountered
within the works area and personal safety practices when
working around bats.

Prior to commencement of
construction works.

All relevant construction
personnel receive, understand,
sign-off and adhere to the
requirements of the MMP.

Project
construction
manager

Staged microbat
exclusion

Refer to Section 2.2. Install exclusion so all potential
microbat habitat within the bridge structure (excluding bat
boxes) is no longer available for microbat roosting. At the
completion of exclusion works, relocate the bat boxes onto

For parts of the bridge being
used by microbats - outside
the Large-footed Myotis
breeding season (ie between

Microbats completely excluded
from Briner Bridge prior to
upgrade.

Project
construction
manager.
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Components of the refurbished
bridge are occupied as breeding/
roosting habitat by Large-footed
Myotis upon completion of the
project.
Habitat on the bridge (including
bat boxes) is occupied by Largefooted Myotis as
breeding/roosting habitat by a
significant proportion (>65% of
most comparable baseline
population number) postconstruction.

Roads and
Maritime design
and construction
team

Safeguard

Details

Timing

Performance indicators

Responsibility

the temporary bridge (refer below).

mid-April and October)
avoiding periods of prolonged
torpor.
For parts of Briner Bridge not
being utilised by microbats
(as evidenced by ecologist
surveys), exclusion can occur
within the breeding season
without an increased risk to
breeding Large-footed Myotis.

Exclusion from known habitat
carried out outside the Largefooted Myotis breeding season
(October to mid-April inclusive).
Exclusion from these parts of the
bridge may therefore occur only
from mid-April to September
(inclusive).

Ecologist

Once microbat exclusion is installed, temporarily relocate
bat boxes from Briner Bridge to beneath the temporary
bridge, in appropriate locations over water as agreed by the
Project Ecologist.
Relocation of the bat boxes would be undertaken by the
ecologist with assistance from the construction team. Bat
Temporarily
relocation of bat boxes supporting <20 roosting bats can be relocated by:
• Securely covering the base of the box with cloth material
boxes on Briner
(eg taped on pillow case) to block the entrance
Bridge to
• Remove the box from the existing roost location
beneath
temporary bridge • Relocating the box as quickly and steadily as possible to
the new location
• Once the bats have settled, removing the cloth material.

No or very low morality/injury
occurs as a result of exclusion.

No microbat injuries or
mortalities.
Upon completion of microbat
exclusion (refer above).
Outside Large-footed Myotis
breeding period.

Bat boxes relocated to the
temporary bridge are occupied
by Large-footed Myotis as
breeding/roosting habitat by a
significant proportion (>65% of
most comparable baseline
population number) during
construction.

Project
construction
manager.
Ecologist

Where =/>20 roosting microbats are roosting in a bat box,
relocation would occur at night once the bats have flown
out for the night.

Daily inspections
during removal
of above pier
elements of
Briner Bridge

Refer to Section 2.1. Work areas would be inspected daily
during the Briner Bridge upgrade, including:
• Morning inspections to ensure exclusion is intact and no
potential microbat breaches have occurred. An ecologist
would carry out inspections if potential exclusion
breaches have occurred
• Afternoon inspections carried out to ensure that
exclusion measures are functional at the end of each
day to prevent microbats accessing the bridge at night.
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Daily during bridge upgrade
work.

Exclusion inspected and remains Project
intact.
construction
manager
Ecologist inspects bridge if
potential exclusion breaches
have occurred and provide
appropriate management
advice/actions if microbats are
present.

Ecologist
Team leader
Work Supervisor

Safeguard

Details

Timing

Performance indicators

Responsibility

Monitoring/
management of
high noise/
vibration
activities

At the commencement of high noise activities (eg piling,
construction of rock platforms etc), a spotter is to be placed
to observe bat boxes and make observations on microbat
behaviour responses. Should microbats be observed
leaving roost sites (during the day) the ecologist will be
advised and will assess the need for further mitigation
measures for noise/ vibration (eg material screening etc).

At the commencement of high
noise activities or in the event
that microbats are observed
leaving the roost site during
the day.

Additional mitigation measures to
minimise impacts from noise/
vibration and light (eg material
screening provided and
effective).

Project
construction
manager

Upon completion of the works, bat boxes on the temporary
bridge would be moved to appropriate locations on the
refurbished bridge over water as agreed by the Project
Ecologist.

Permanent
relocation of bat
boxes from
temporary bridge Where this cannot be undertaken outside of the breeding
season, this will be undertaken outside of periods when
to Briner Bridge
flightless young are present within boxes (as evidenced by
ecologist surveys).

Vet/Wires
contact details

Removal of
additional flood
refuge habitat
installed near
Briner Bridge

No microbat injuries or
mortalities.
Upon completion of works.
Outside the breeding season
if possible (ie between midApril and October).

Injured fauna would be taken to WIRES. The contact details
of WIRES (Clarence Valley – 02 6643 4055) would be
Throughout project.
known to the site supervisor and ecologist.

At the completion of the monitoring program, bat boxes
installed within the riparian zone, adjacent to Briner Bridge
would be removed by the ecologist. Where bat boxes are
occupied the ecologist will undertake exclusion in
accordance with the requirements of Section 2.2.

Ecologist

At the completion of the
monitoring program.

Habitat on the bridge (including
bat boxes) is occupied by Largefooted Myotis as breeding/
roosting habitat by a significant
proportion (>65% of most
comparable baseline population
number) post-construction (after
18 months/3 monitoring events).

Project
construction
manager
Construction team

Contact details of WIRES known
to construction manager and the
project ecologist.

Project
construction
manager

Injured bats are promptly cared
for.

Construction team

No microbat injuries or
mortalities.

Ecologist

Ecologist
Project
construction
manager
Construction team
Ecologist

Note: *significant proportion (> 65 per cent of baseline population estimates) – this definition of a ‘significant proportion’ of the population has been used on other microbat
monitoring projects on timber bridges (eg Sportsmans Creek Bridge) and is considered to be an appropriate criteria accounting for seasonal and natural changes in Largefooted Myotis populations over time.
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2.1. Daily inspections and microbat relocation/exclusion
Daily inspections for microbats would be undertaken by the works crew using the RMS Daily Bat Inspection
Checklist (refer to Attachment B) when working below the deck or disturbing below deck elements
(including deck removal), covering that day’s work area and the surrounding five metres of the bridge. The
inspection would include actively looking for microbats and/or signs of their presence using a torch and
inspection camera. The inspection procedure is shown in Table 2-2.
Table 2-2 Daily Bat Inspection Procedure
Action

Timing

Responsibility

Alternative procedure

Daily pre-work
microbat
inspection

Prior to starting work for the day using a
flexible pole mounted inspection camera
and torch.

An inspection sheet would be
signed-off by the
Construction
construction team daily to
manager or delegate
indicate that the inspection
was completed.

Outcome of
inspections

Response

Timing

Responsibility

No microbats

Proceed with work

-

Construction
manager or delegate

Prior to
any work

Construction
manager and/or
delegate, ecologist
to remove/ exclude
microbats

Steps/notes

Contact ecologist and
decide:
• if works can cautiously
continue provided that
microbats are not at risk
of harm,
Microbats
present

• to avoid microbats by
working elsewhere
(greater than 10 m from
microbats),

Handling of bats only in
accordance with s132c
licence and Section 2.3.

• to have ecologist remove
microbat/s, or
• to have ecologist install
exclusion (refer to Section
2.2).

2.2. Roost exclusion
Staged microbat exclusion from habitat associated with Briner Bridge (gaps/crevices in the structure) would
be completed during or immediately after construction of the temporary bridge with the aim of removing all
roost habitat within Briner Bridge except for bat boxes. Once the exclusion has been completed, the bat
boxes would be relocated to the temporary bridge while rehabilitation works are being undertaken on Briner
Bridge.
An ecologist would be engaged to help manage and provide advice throughout the project on microbat
exclusion and relocation.
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Exclusion would aim to effectively seal/wrap the subject spans or bridge elements to prevent microbat
access. This would be undertaken using industrial plastic which microbats are unable to grip onto. Other
materials such as expandable foam and timber may also be used to block off rotted timber girder ends. If
expandable foam is used (particularly at night), exposed areas would be covered to prevent bats trying to
access the bridge making contact with the foam prior to it hardening. For localised exclusion, cloth material
may also be used, for example to plug decking gaps above stringers.

2.2.1. Timing
The potential for injury and death to microbats would be much higher during the breeding period due to the
presence of dependant young and/or juveniles. Dependant young are less likely to vacate the roost and
there is a high risk that juveniles would be abandoned in the roost by adults. There is a high risk that
attempts to remove juveniles from the roost are more likely to result in death or injury due to stress.
Exclusion of microbats outside of the breeding season therefore reduces potential impacts on dependant
young and/or juveniles. On this basis, exclusion of parts of the bridge occupied by microbats must be
completed outside the breeding season for Large-footed Myotis (October to mid-April inclusive). Exclusion
of these parts of the bridge therefore can occur only from May to September (inclusive).
For parts of Briner Bridge not to being utilised by microbats (as evidenced by ecologist surveys), exclusion
of these areas can occur within the breeding season without an increases risk to breeding Large-footed
Myotis.
Exclusion installation programming would allow for some flexibility (ie potential short delays during cold/wet
weather) during this period to avoid disturbing microbats during torpor periods or for example if the
microbats were still active then exclusion may proceed.
Four bat boxes would be installed below Briner Bridge and five bat boxes would be installed within
appropriate riparian vegetation at least one month prior to exclusion to encourage microbats to utilise bat
boxes as opposed to the bridge structure.

2.2.2. Methodology
The exclusion process would include the following stages:
1

Install temporary microbat roosting habitat below the decking of Briner Bridge in the form of four
additional bat boxes with four chambers each, a minimum of one month prior to exclusion (but
preferably sooner).

2

Install exclusion measures on sections of Briner Bridge without roosting microbats (eg decking gaps,
gaps in timber stringers). This would occur following inspection by an ecologist to confirm no microbats
are present. The ecologist would ensure the exclusion is impenetrable to microbats before starting
further exclusion work.

3

Exclude microbats from the remainder of Briner Bridge in stages depending on the number of microbats
present (refer to Section 2.1).
The ecologist would inspect the subject section of the bridge from a barge with scaffolding prior to
installing the exclusion. Installation of exclusion measures in areas with no microbats or small groups of
bats (<20) may occur during the day following removal of the microbats by the ecologist. Installation of
exclusion measures, in areas with larger groups of bats (>20) or where smaller groups are not able to
be removed, would be completed at night. Once the microbats have flown-out or are removed by the
ecologist and the subject section of the bridge is confirmed to be free of bats (following inspection with
an inspection camera, torch and/or thermal imagery device), exclusion can be installed, accompanied
by ongoing inspection by the ecologist to ensure no microbats enter the exclusion area.
After the first night of exclusion when roosting microbats have been displaced, the ecologist would
return to the site at least one hour prior to dawn and check for trapped microbats and observe the
behaviour of microbats when returning to roost. Attempts at re-entry would be observed and any
breaches noted for repair/alteration.
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Any microbats attempting to roost in inappropriate locations would be removed and released if still dark
or held until they could be placed into the bat boxes on the temporary bridge, or held for release the
following evening. Bats would not be held for longer than 24 hours.
When exclusion installation occurs at night, the exclusion would be removed the following morning to
allow inspection to ensure no microbats were able to penetrate the exclusion. The exclusion would then
be replaced.
By the end of this stage, the below deck area of Briner Bridge should be effectively impenetrable for
microbats, with only the bat boxes remaining accessible to the bats.
4

Transfer bat boxes from Briner Bridge to the temporary bridge. The rate and timing of the transfer would
follow advice from the ecologist. Should small numbers (<20 per bat box) of microbats be occupying the
bat boxes, the base would be covered and sealed with a non-transparent breathable material (eg
fabric), removed and installed directly onto the new bridge provided the process does not result in
significant harm or stress to resident bats (eg from significant noise and vibration).
Should large numbers (>20 per bat box) of microbats be present, the relocation would occur at night
once the bats have flown out.

Flexibility in the microbat exclusion process would be required following advice from the ecologist. The
ecologist would be responsible for managing the microbats, including capture and release of microbats
throughout the exclusion process, identify if there are potential issues with bats in torpor and the need for
the exclusion to be delayed, etc.
The ecologist would also need to identify if individual bridge structures (eg with deep cavities that would not
be able to be confidently inspected to ensure they are free of bats) need to be fitted with a one-way
exclusion device that allows bats to escape but not re-enter, prior to installing the non-penetrable exclusion
which covers large sections of the bridge (note: based on existing information of microbat usage at the site,
this is unlikely to be necessary).
The exclusion would aim to effectively seal/wrap the underside of Briner Bridge to prevent microbat access
using industrial plastic which bats are unable to grip onto (refer to Plate 2-1 and Plate 2-2), with only the
temporarily installed roosting habitat remaining accessible. Other materials such as expandable foam and
timber may also be used. If expandable foam is used (particularly at night), exposed areas would be
covered with gaffer/silver ductile tape to prevent bats trying to access the bridge making contact with the
foam prior to it hardening. The exclusion design would allow for water drainage where necessary and be
durable enough to ensure it stays in place throughout the exclusion/bridge removal period.

Plate 2-2 Effective plastic microbat exclusion installation at McFarlane Bridge, a similar structured timber
bridge
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Underneath is a single sheet of plastic with small holes to allow drainage. At the piers, smaller sheets of
plastic hang down from the decking between the corbels and stringers to ‘seal’ the exclusion.

Plate 2-3 McFarlane Bridge microbat exclusion viewed from side-on
Timber was placed to cover the gaps between the stringers and transverse decking. This may be
completed in preparation for installation of the plastic exclusion sheeting.

Plate 2-4 Sportsmans Creek Bridge microbat exclusion viewed from beneath
Timber was placed to cover the gaps between timbers.
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3.

Contingency measures

3.1. Adaptive procedures
Animals can display unpredicted or unexpected behaviour, so management plans such as this need to be
adaptable to deal with a range of potential outcomes. The procedures of this plan may be adapted in
response to factors such as the pace of the work, or results of inspections and monitoring. Additionally,
modifications to the exclusion procedure may be carried out, for example, minor modification may be
required to the exclusion devices to improve their success.
The aim of adaptive procedures is to facilitate the identification of the best course of action for the particular
situation, including time and logistical constraints, as well as any biological constraints posed by the bats.
This requires open communication between the work supervisor, project manager, Roads and Maritime
environmental officer and an ecologist.

3.2. Capturing and releasing healthy microbats
All handling of live microbats would be carried out by a qualified and vaccinated ecologist experienced in
handling microbats. The ecologist must hold an Animal Care and Ethics Committee approval, an OEH
National Parks and Wildlife Service scientific licence for handling native flora and fauna and be vaccinated
against Lyssavirus. Any microbats captured during nocturnal or diurnal inspections would be housed in
small cloth bags and either:
•
•

Relocated into bat boxes on the temporary bridge, or
Housed in a dark, cool, dry, quiet location for nocturnal release on the evening/night following capture.

The ecologist would determine the most appropriate option, giving consideration to the animal’s welfare.
Bags containing microbats would be hung in a cool, dry place off the ground, preferably within a wire box
(eg a cat carry cage) for safety. Microbats housed in this way can be taken off site if required. Microbats of
the same species would be housed together with no more than five in any one bag. In the unlikely event
that other species are captured, large bats (head and body 75-95 millimetres) would not be grouped with
smaller bats (head and body <75 millimetres) as some larger species predate on smaller species. The
ecologist would be responsible for releasing any microbats in the evening at the site.
Housed microbats awaiting nocturnal release or relocation into the bat boxes would be placed in a dry and
undisturbed place out of the direct sun. Microbats would be kept in a cool, shaded environment (< 25oC)
and be assessed for heat stress as required. If temperatures exceed 30oC, a cooler location within a local
building would be sought.
Any microbats captured at night would be released that night if still dark or held until they could be placed
into the bat boxes on the temporary bridge or held for release the following evening. Bats would not be held
for longer than 24 hours.
Note: Any microbats captured during the work must be released at the site (ie released at Briner Bridge not
released elsewhere within the study area or locality).

3.3. Injured or dead microbats
It is the responsibility of any worker that identifies a dead or injured microbat during the work, to notify
Roads and Maritime’s work supervisor, project manager and environmental officer immediately. Work
within the area of the find (to be defined by the ecologist) would stop until the microbat is removed from the
work area.
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Where possible, all injured/ dead microbats would be removed by the ecologist and if the ecologist is not
available, by a vaccinated local wildlife carer group and retained for the ecologist. Where both the ecologist
or wildlife carer are not available, construction personnel may remove the injured/dead microbat only after
receiving advice from Roads and Maritime environmental officer. The measures outlined below for handling
bats must be undertaken during any handling of bats. The local wildlife carer group or ecologist would then
be contacted immediately for collection of bat/s. For injured bats, options for treatment and future release
would be decided at the discretion of the wildlife carer, ecologist or veterinarian (if necessary). Any costs for
treatment of the injured microbat would be the responsibility of Roads and Maritime.
The ecologist would be responsible for storage and lodgement of any dead microbats. The Australian
Museum Mammal Section (pers. comm Anja Divljan) recommends freezing the specimen if a fresh
specimen cannot be lodged. Avoid thawing and re-freezing the microbat if possible. The ecologist would
lodge bodies with the Australian Museum Mammal Section (contact Dr Sandy Ingleby) as specimens for
future research and study.
Additional general bat handling mitigation measures:
•

•
•
•
•

Construction personnel are prohibited from handling bats unless bats are injured or killed during work
and advice has been sought from Roads and Maritime environmental officer about the collection of the
injured/dead microbat. In the case of above, the construction worker would wear gloves and carefully
remove the injured/dead bat with a cloth (eg cloth bag), by gently encasing the animal and turning the
cloth over or inside-out over the bat to encase it
The microbats would be placed in a cloth bag that is carefully tied off so that parts of the microbats are
not crushed and stored in a cool (not cold), quiet and dark location for collection by the local care group
ie WIRES, ecologist or Roads and Maritime environmental officer
Large bats (75-95 millimetres head and body length) would not be placed with small bats
(<75 millimetres) to avoid predation
Arrangements for the care and welfare of captured bats must be made immediately upon discovery/
capture of injured bat
Bat rescue equipment and personal protective equipment for workers must be available on site.
Equipment includes pillowcases, small cloth bags (eg soil sample bags), string to tie off pillowcase/
storage bags, thick rubber gloves or Nitrile Grip rubber gloves, soap and water to wash hands and
laminated information sheet on Lyssavirus.

3.4. Risks
Some of the procedures detailed within the plan pose various risks to human safety. Microbats can carry
diseases, particularly Lyssavirus which can be passed onto humans if bitten. It is therefore mandatory that
any persons handling microbats have the relevant vaccinations and annual boosters as required. A recent
titre level test result should be submitted by the ecologist before work starts. It is recommended that
appropriate bat rescue equipment/personal protective equipment is available on site before work starts
(cotton bags, gloves, soap and water to wash hands).

3.5. Roles and responsibilities
The construction personnel, ecologist, project manager and environmental officer form a team that work
together to deliver the aims of this MMP. Roads and Maritime or the construction contractor would be
responsible for providing exclusion material (if required) and assistance in relocating the bat boxes (EWP
and hand tools if required).
Roads and Maritime or the construction contractor would carry out daily bat checks prior to the
commencement of work to ensure that microbats had not returned to the bridge elements or were roosting
in exposed/unsafe locations. Any resident microbats would be captured by the ecologist by hand and
released in accordance with prescriptions in Section 3.2. Roads and Maritime and the ecologist would
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communicate proactively with the work supervisor and Roads and Maritime environmental officer if work
needs to cease, be modified and/or to report all observations.
The ecologist is to provide guidance to Roads and Maritime such that the aims of the MMP are achieved
and impact to microbats is minimised. Any decision relating to Roads and Maritime meeting its statutory
obligations would be discussed or referred to the project manager and environmental officer in the earliest
instance.
It is the responsibility of any worker that identifies a dead or injured microbat to notify Roads and Maritime’s
work supervisor, project manager and environmental officer immediately. Work may need to stop in the
area of the find (as advised by the ecologist).
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4.

Monitoring

A summary of recommended monitoring requirements is provided in Table 4-1. Microbat monitoring would
be carried out by the ecologist pre, during and post construction, with the objectives of:
•
•
•
•
•

Gathering data before construction to accurately define a baseline population number for microbats
roosting at Briner Bridge
Determining whether the Proposal has been successful in relocating the subject Large-footed Myotis
breeding colony from Briner Bridge to the temporary bridge and back and thus avoiding a significant
impact on the local population
Identifying whether and how the microbat management safeguards of this report have been
implemented and their success
Identifying the need to implement additional contingency measures in consultation with Roads and
Maritime to minimise impacts to the subject Large-footed Myotis colony should relocation to the
temporary bridge and refurbished Briner Bridge not be successful
Providing further recommendations for consideration on future projects with similar impacts on
threatened microbats.

For the purposes of the monitoring program, a significant proportion of the population is regarded as >65
percent of the Large-footed Myotis numbers recorded from baseline surveys. As population numbers vary
seasonally, baseline population estimates are best defined by the population number at a particular time of
year. The most comparable baseline (seasonal) survey result will be used as a baseline population number
to compare monitoring results to.
Environmental variability and natural fluctuations would be considered when establishing baseline
population numbers as well as quantifying the overall success of the project. Throughout the monitoring
and implementation of the Proposal, the ecologist would be responsible for identifying the need to trigger
and implement contingency/corrective measures, as outlined in Table 4-1.
The Proposal would be considered successful if:
•
•
•

A significant proportion of the Large-footed Myotis population persist within bat boxes relocated onto the
temporary bridge and within adjacent vegetation within the riparian zone during construction
A significant proportion of the Large-footed Myotis population is present on habitat associated with
Briner Bridge including bat boxes installed in adjacent riparian vegetation
Compensatory habitat to be constructed on the refurbished Briner Bridge is utilised as breeding/roosting
habitat for Large-footed Myotis.

4.1. Reporting and communication
The results of each monitoring phase would be emailed to the Roads and Maritime project manager,
environmental officer, and Environment Branch biodiversity specialist along with a summary of key
outcomes/findings to date. A comprehensive report would be provided upon completion of the monitoring
program.
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Table 4-1 Summary of monitoring schedule
Monitoring
phase

Objective

Monitoring effort

Timing and frequency

Contingency triggers and potential
measures

Prior to
construction
(baseline)

Identify microbat numbers
in bat boxes and additional
potential roost locations
prior to commencement of
works. Check condition of
bat boxes and if any
require replacement.

Direct inspection at Briner Bridge from a barge with
scaffolding, documenting:
• Species present
• Locations of roosting microbats
• Total number of individuals and groups
• Locations of roosting microbats
• Breeding status of the colony, including
approximate adult to juvenile ratios (if relevant).

Two breeding season
surveys (ie October to midApril inclusive) prior to
construction commencing.

Accurately record numbers of the
population over different seasonal
times to determine a baseline
population estimate.

Direct inspection of Briner Bridge from a barge with
scaffolding, documenting:
• Species present
• Locations of roosting microbats
• Total number of individuals and groups
• Locations of roosting microbats
• Breeding status of the colony, including
approximate adult to juvenile ratios (if relevant).

Prior to commencement of
exclusion installation.
The morning prior to
installing each exclusion
stage where >20 bats are
displaced.
The morning following
installing each exclusion
stage where >20 bats are
displaced.

Following exclusion if >65% of baseline
numbers are not locatable within bat
boxes on Briner bridge, the ecologist is
to investigate the whereabouts of the
microbats (conduct searches in habitat
in proximity to the site) and consider
additional management measures
including:
• Reviewing and modify the exclusion
method (eg reducing the rate and
extent of bridge excluded during
each exclusion stage).

The day before bat box
relocation.
The day after bat box
relocation.
Every two months after
relocation of bat boxes
during construction.

Following relocation of bat boxes if
>65% of baseline numbers are not
locatable on the Briner Bridge site
consider additional mitigation measures
including:
• Modifying compensatory roosting
habitat (eg moving bat boxes)
• Installing additional compensatory
roosting habitat on Briner bridge.

During
microbat
exclusion

Monitor Large-footed
Myotis roosting behaviour
response to exclusion
activities.
Document exclusion
activities and outcomes to
identify the effectiveness
of exclusion activities.

After
temporary
relocation of
bat boxes

Identify microbat numbers
in bat boxes and compare
to population numbers
from the pre-construction
survey.

Direct inspection of bat boxes under bridge from a
barge with scaffolding, documenting:
• Species present.
• Locations of roosting microbats
• Total number of individuals and groups
• Locations of roosting microbats
• Breeding status of the colony including
approximate adult to juvenile ratios (if relevant).
Monitoring is to include additional bat boxes
installed in proximity to the bridge site.

Post

Identify microbat numbers

Direct inspection of Briner Bridge from a barge with The timing of the monitoring
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Should <65% of microbats be located

Monitoring
phase
Construction

Objective

Monitoring effort

Timing and frequency

in bat boxes and
compensatory habitat
provided in refurbished
bridge structure.

scaffolding, documenting:
• Species present
• Locations of roosting microbats
• Total number of individuals and groups
• Locations of roosting microbats
• Breeding status of the colony, including
approximate adult to juvenile ratios (if relevant).

program will be adaptive
and determined in
consultation with the
ecologist based on results.
As a concept the monitoring
would include six monitoring
events over three years
post-construction, with three
events during breeding
seasons and three outside
of breeding season.

Surveys to include all bat boxes on the bridge and
adjacent riparian vegetation as well as
compensatory habitat provided on the bridge.
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Contingency triggers and potential
measures
in Briner Bridge after 18 months (3
monitoring events) the ecologist is to
investigate the whereabouts of the bats
(inspect other drainage structures
within a 10 km radius of Briner Bridge),
as well as consider additional
management measures including:
• Modifying the compensatory
roosting habitat (eg moving bat
boxes)
• Installing additional compensatory
roosting habitat on Briner Bridge
• Extend the monitoring period.

5.
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Appendix A – Microbat Compensatory Habitat

Note: Concrete pipe sections (65mm x 150 mm) would be adhered to local roughened areas under deck as shown above.

Appendix B – RMS Daily Bat Inspection Checklist
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Daily bat inspection checklist
Project

Project Number

Area inspected (pier/span number)
Inspector’s name

Inspection date

Inspection

Check

Inspection time

Comments

Look between gaps in the cross decking above the
girders.

Look in cracks and crevices in timber:
Corbels.
Headstocks.
Girders.

Look between the joint at the girders.

Look for any Guano (bat faeces) around work area.

Listen for any chatter/calls.

Any other dark or protected areas that bats might be?

Any bats or evidence of bats found?

Yes

No

If “Yes” work MUST stop. PDM or Works Supervisor MUST be contacted immediately.
Certification
Inspected by
Name

Signature

Date

Name

Signature

Date

Sighted by
(site supervisor)

Large-Footed Myotis

Fine Bat Guano

Colony of Bats in 2cm Crevice

Pellet Bat Guano

OHS considerations
o Do not handle bats. Bats may be carrying diseases such as the Australian Lyssavirus
which is closely related to Rabies. If you need to handle bats as per the Section 6:
Emergency Rescue Procedure for Microbats of the microbat management plan,
ensure your hand is covered with a thick rubber glove and appropriate bat rescue
equipment/PPE is present.
Avoid breathing in guano. Histoplasmosis refers to infections due to the fungus Histoplasma
capsulatum found in soil enriched with bird or microbat droppings. The disease is rare in Australia
and most cases have been associated with cavers or overseas travelers from endemic areas. This
is considered a low risk given the good ventilation at the site and that only small volumes of guano.

•
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12 September 2018
Ref: SF2016/274610

Ms Rochelle Hicks
Roads and Maritime Services
76 Victoria Street
GRAFTON NSW 2460
Dear Ms Hicks,
Preliminary assessment results for Briner Bridge at Tucabia
Based on Stage 1 of the Procedure for Aboriginal cultural heritage consultation and investigation
(PACHCI).
The project, as described in the Stage 1 assessment checklist (and detailed in figs 1 - 4) was assessed as
being unlikely to have an impact on Aboriginal cultural heritage.
The assessment is based on the following due diligence considerations:
 The project is unlikely to harm known Aboriginal objects or places.
 The AHIMS search did not indicate any known Aboriginal objects or places in the immediate project
areas.
 The study area does not contain landscape features that indicate the presence of Aboriginal
objects, based on the Office of Environment and Heritage’s Due diligence Code of Practice for the
Protection of Aboriginal objects in NSW and the Roads and Maritime Services’ procedure.
 The cultural heritage potential of the study area appears to be reduced due to past disturbance.
 There is an absence of sandstone rock outcrops likely to contain Aboriginal art.
Safe Guards: Please be vigilant for potential Aboriginal objects when work commences.
Your project may proceed in accordance with the environmental impact assessment process, as relevant,
and all other relevant approvals.
If the scope of your project changes, you must contact me and your regional environmental staff to reassess
any potential impacts on Aboriginal cultural heritage.
If any potential Aboriginal objects (including skeletal remains) are discovered during the course of the
project, all works in the vicinity of the find must cease. Follow the steps outlined in the Roads and Maritime
Services Unexpected Heritage Items, Heritage Procedure 02, November 2015.
For further assistance in this matter and do not hesitate to contact me.
Yours sincerely

Barry Williams
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Officer
Northern Region

Roads and Maritime Services

76 Victoria Street, Grafton NSW 2460 | PO Box 576 Grafton NSW 2460
T 02 6604 9317 | M 0418 604 439 | F 02 6640 1304 | E barry.williams@rms.nsw.gov.au

www.rms.nsw.gov.au | 131 782

Figure 1. Works to be undertaken
Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) propose to upgrade Briner Bridge, located 7.6 kilometres east of Ulmarra
on Coldstream Terrace to allow for T44 traffic loading. The bridge is listed on RMS S170 heritage register and
will be nominated to the State Heritage register through Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) at the
completion of the upgrade.
Details for construction are the following:

A temporary single lane bridge will be constructed on the upstream side of the bridge with approach
roadworks tying in to Coldstream Terrace. The
temporary bridge will be available for the entire
project duration (with the exception of occasional weekend closures) and will be controlled by
temporary
traffic lights. The temporary bridge will include approach roads, a sheet pile
abutment and rock fill within the river and main span of approximately 27
metres. The
temporary bridge will involve piling within the river.

The project will be localised to mainly the road corridor, approximately 200m from eastern abutment
and 100m from the western abutment. There is the
potential that private property will be required for
fabrication and storage of bridge elements and positioning of crane.

Construction will be completed during one full bridge closure of approximately 10 months duration,
from the installation of the temporary bridge. The
fabrication of the steel trestle piers, stress
laminated timber (SLT) deck and truss will be completed at the site and stored until required. Traffic
will have
access across the temporary bridge for the majority of the works, however full
closures will be required on occasion to allow a crane to work from the temporary bridge approach
road to install elements to the river spans.

The project will include minor utility (Telstra) relocations.

Working hours will be Monday to Friday, 7am to 6pm & Saturday/Sunday 7am to 4pm. The full bridge
closures referred in the above point will occur on
weekends and will necessitate work on
Sundays.

Equipment & machinery that may be used for the project include piling rig, crane, excavator, drill rig,
power tools (nail gun, drill, etc), hand tools (hammer, saw, etc), delivery trucks, elevated work
platform, scaffold.

Potential for tree trimming and removal of minor vegetation to allow for fabrication area and crane
lifting zone

Earthworks will be required to create a road to access the temporary bridge and provide a level surface
to fabricate bridge components and provide platform to be used as crane pads.

Scaffold on barge will be required to provide working platform for installation of piers, prefabricated
truss and deck units.
Geolink have been engaged to complete a Review of Environmental Factors (REF) as per the requirements
under Part 5 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 for the project, including specialist
studies. Specialist reports will be prepared, appended to and summarised within the REF including:

Noise and Vibration Assessment

Statement of Heritage Impact for Briner Bridge

Biodiversity Assessment

Socio-economic assessment.

Figure 2. Location of works

Figure 3. Land tenure of project area
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Infrastructure SEPP
Table E1: Council related infrastructure or services
Issue

Potential impact

Yes/no

If ‘yes’ consult
with

ISEPP
clause

Stormwater

Are the works likely to have a substantial
impact on the stormwater management
services which are provided by council?

No

-

ISEPP

Are the works likely to generate traffic to
an extent that will strain the capacity of
the existing road system in a local
government area?

No

Sewerage
system

Will the works involve connection to a
council owned sewerage system? If so,
will this connection have a substantial
impact on the capacity of any part of the
system?

No

Water usage

Will the works involve connection to a
council owned water supply system? If
so, will this require the use of a
substantial volume of water?

No

Temporary
structures

Will the works involve the installation of a
temporary structure on, or the enclosing
of, a public place which is under local
council management or control? If so,
will this cause more than a minor or
inconsequential disruption to pedestrian
or vehicular flow?

Yes.
Clarence Valley
Construction Council has been
consulted.
of a
temporary
bridge and
approach
roads.

ISEPP

Road and
footpath
excavation

Will the works involve more than minor or
inconsequential excavation of a road or
adjacent footpath for which council is the
roads authority and responsible for
maintenance?

Yes.
Clarence Valley
Construction Council has been
consulted.
of a
temporary
bridge and
approach
roads.

ISEPP

Traffic
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cl.13(1)(a)
-

ISEPP
cl.13(1)(b)

-

ISEPP
cl.13(1)(c)

-

ISEPP
cl.13(1)(d)

cl.13(1)(e)

cl.13(1)(f)
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Table E2: Local heritage items
Issue

Potential impact

Yes/no

Local heritage

Is there is a local heritage item (that is not No
also a State heritage item) or a heritage
conservation area in the study area for
the works? If yes, does a heritage
assessment indicate that the potential
impacts to the heritage significance of the
item/area are more than minor or
inconsequential?

If ‘yes’ consult
with

ISEPP
clause

Briner Bridge is
ISEPP
listed on Roads and
cl.14
Maritime’s s170
Heritage and
Conservation
Register as
representative a
example of Dare
timber truss road
bridges, and is
regionally
significant, primarily
on the basis of its
technical and
historical
significance.
A Statement of
Heritage Impact
(SOHI) has been
prepared for the
proposal including
recommended
safeguards to avoid
any adverse
heritage impacts.
Subsurface
historical
archaeological
remains associated
with the pre-bridge
punt may be
present immediately
upstream of the
works.
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Table E3: Flood liable land
If ‘yes’ consult
with

Issue

Potential impact

Yes/no

Flood liable
land

Are the works located on flood liable
land? If so, will the works change flood
patterns to more than a minor extent?

Yes. The Clarence Valley
works
Council has been
would be consulted.
unlikely
to
change
flood
patterns

ISEPP
clause
ISEPP
cl.15

Table E4: Public authorities other than councils
If ‘yes’ consult
with

ISEPP
clause

Are the works adjacent to a national park No
or nature reserve, or other area reserved
under the National Parks and Wildlife Act
1974, or on land acquired under that Act?

Office of
Environment and
Heritage

ISEPP

National parks
and reserves

No
Are the works on land in Zone E1
National Parks and Nature Reserves or in
a land use zone equivalent to that zone?

Office of
Environment and
Heritage

ISEPP

Aquatic
reserves

Are the works adjacent to an aquatic
reserve or a marine park declared under
the Marine Estate Management Act
2014?

Department of
Industry

ISEPP

Issue

Potential impact

National parks
and reserves

Yes/no

No

No
Sydney Harbour Are the works in the Sydney Harbour
foreshore
Foreshore Area as defined by the Sydney
Harbour Foreshore Authority Act 1998?
Bush fire prone
land

No
Are the works for the purpose of
residential development, an educational
establishment, a health services facility, a
correctional centre or group home in bush
fire prone land?
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cl.16(2)(a)

cl. 16(2)(b)

cl.16(2)(c)

ISEPP
Sydney Harbour
Foreshore Authority
cl.16(2)(d)
Rural Fire Service

ISEPP

[Refer to the NSW
Rural Fire Service
publication
Planning for Bush
Fire Protection
(2006)]

cl.16(2)(f)
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Issue

Potential impact

Yes/no

Artificial light

Would the works increase the amount of No
artificial light in the night sky and that is
on land within the dark sky region as
identified on the dark sky region map?
(Note: the dark sky region is within
200 km of the Siding Spring Observatory)

Defence
Are the works on buffer land around the
communications defence communications facility near
buffer land
Morundah? (Note: refer to Defence
Communications Facility Buffer Map
referred to in clause 5.15 of Lockhardt
LEP 2012, Narrandera LEP 2013 and
Urana LEP 2011.

No

Mine
subsidence
land

No

Are the works on land in a mine
subsidence district within the meaning of
the Mine Subsidence Compensation Act
1961?
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If ‘yes’ consult
with

ISEPP
clause

Director of the
Siding Spring
Observatory

ISEPP

Secretary of the
Commonwealth
Department of
Defence

ISEPP

Mine Subsidence
Board

ISEPP

cl.16(2)(g)

cl. 16(2)(h)

cl. 16(2)(i)
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Appendix F
Noise and vibration assessment
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GLOSSARY OF ACOUSTIC TERMS
Most environments are affected by environmental noise which continuously varies. To describe the
overall noise environment, a number of noise descriptors have been developed and these involve
statistical and other analysis of the varying noise over sampling periods, typically taken as 15 minutes.
The most common of these noise descriptors are defined below.
LAmax

The maximum noise level over a sample period is the maximum level, measured on fast
response, during the sample period.

LA1

The LA1 level is the noise level which is exceeded for 1% of the sample period. During the
sample period, the noise level is below the LA1 level for 99% of the time.

LA10

The LA10 level is the noise level which is exceeded for 10% of the sample period. During the
sample period, the noise level is below the LA10 level for 90% of the time.

LA90

The LA90 level is the noise level which is exceeded for 90% of the sample period. During the
sample period, the noise level is below the LA90 level for 10% of the time. This measure is
commonly referred to as the background noise level.

LAeq

The equivalent continuous sound level (LAeq) is the energy average of the varying noise over
the sample period and is equivalent to the level of a constant noise which contains the same
energy as the varying noise environment. This descriptor is a common measure of
environmental noise.

ABL

The Assessment Background Level is the single figure background level representing each
assessment period (daytime, evening and night time) for each day.

RBL

The Rating Background Level for each period is the median value of the ABL values for the
period over all of the days measured. There is therefore an RBL value for each period –
daytime, evening and night time.
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INTRODUCTION

SoundIN Pty Ltd (SoundIN) has been engaged by GeoLINK to undertake a noise and vibration impact
assessment for the upgrade of Briner Bridge, located 7.6 km east of Ulmarra on Coldstream Terrace.
The project is required to ensure Briner Bridge remains serviceable and complies with current road
safety standards (T44).
The site locality is shown in Figure 1-1.
The noise and vibration impact assessment considers potential noise impacts from operations and
both noise and vibration impacts from construction.
This noise and vibration impact assessment has been conducted in accordance with the following NSW
Government guidelines and policies:
•

Construction Noise and Vibration Guideline (RMS, 2016);

•

Noise Criteria Guideline (RMS, 2015);

•

NSW Road Noise Policy (DECCW, 2011);

•

Interim Construction Noise Guideline (DECC, 2009); and,

•

Assessing Vibration: a technical guideline (DEC, 2006)

Vibration goals for building damage have been adopted from British Standard BS7385-2:1993, being a
relevant international standard.
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SITE AND PROPOSAL DESCRIPTION

Briner Bridge, located 7.6 km east of Ulmarra on Coldstream Terrace, is planned to be upgraded to
allow for T44 traffic loading. The bridge is listed on RMS S170 heritage register and will be nominated
to the State Heritage register through Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) at the completion of
the upgrade.
The proposed works would largely be localised to the road corridor, approximately 200 metres from
the eastern abutment and 100 metres from the western abutment. Private property will be
temporarily required for fabrication and storage of bridge elements and positioning of cranes.
Construction will be completed during one full bridge closure of approximately 14 months duration.
The fabrication of the steel trestle piers, stress laminated timber (SLT) deck and truss will be completed
at the site and stored until required.
A temporary single lane bridge will be constructed on the upstream side of the bridge with approach
roadworks tying in to Coldstream Terrace. Once constructed, the temporary bridge will be available
for the full duration of the bridge closure (with the exception of occasional weekend closures and flood
events). The temporary bridge will be controlled by temporary traffic lights. The temporary bridge will
include approach roads, a sheet pile abutment, rock fill and a driven pile pier within the waterway and
two spans of 30 metres and 17 metres.
Figure 2-1 presents a map of the proposed project area.
2.1

Site Description

This section describes the study area and identifies sensitive receptors.
The area is generally rural and land-use is predominantly agricultural. Tucabia is located approximately
1.2 km east of the site and Ulmarra 7.6 km west. The topography is generally flat.
The nearest sensitive receiver to the works is 6 Bowlings Road, Ulmarra (Receiver 1), which is
approximately 80 m from the existing bridge. Receivers 2, 3 and 4 are located approximately 340 m,
460 m and 550 m from the existing bridge, respectively.
Sensitive receiver locations are illustrated in Figure 2-2.
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Construction Activities

This section provides a summary of the likely construction methodology, staging, work hours, plant
and equipment that would be used to construct the proposal and associated activities. For the purpose
of this REF, an indicative construction plan and methodology are provided.
The detailed construction staging plans and methods would be determined by the construction
contractor(s) after completion of the detailed design.
2.2.1

Work Methodology

Table 2-1 outlines the general work methodology that would be followed for the project. It should be
noted that the actual staging plan would be developed when detailed design is complete, and that the
phases presented in Table 2-1 are presented for the purposes of assessment and should only be
regarded as indicative.
Table 2-1

General Construction Phases and Activities

Construction
Phase

Activities

Anticipated
Duration

Early work

Survey the construction site

1-2 weeks

Issue resident notification about proposed construction activities
Fence the site boundaries and areas to be used for stockpile sites
and compound areas
Fence the sensitive environmental and heritage areas
Installation of temporary erosion, sedimentation and drainage
controls
Undertake other activities determined by the environmental
representative (construction contractor or Roads and Maritime)
to have minimal environmental impact.
Site
preparation

Remove vegetation
Establish access tracks and crane / pile rig pads
Establishment of construction phase traffic control which
includes temporary traffic signs, safety barriers, line marking
changes and similar

1-2 weeks
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Construction
Phase

Activities

Anticipated
Duration

Temporary
bridge and
approaches

Construct the temporary bridge

8-10 weeks

Construct approaches to the temporary bridge
Install traffic diversions

Existing bridge
removal

Remove existing structure

6-8 weeks

Piles/piers,
abutments;
fabrication of
truss

Piling (driven)

12-16 weeks

Pour concrete abutments and pile caps
Install new steel trestle piers
Fabrication of truss completed in conjunction with new pier
installation

Remainder of
the
restoration

Lift longitudinal girders and trusses into place

12-16 weeks

Fabricate SLT deck in-situ
Restore road approach on each abutment
Seal SLT deck

Finishing

Remove site compounds

1 week

Rehabilitate site

2.2.2

Construction Hours and Duration

Work would be undertaken during the hours detailed below:
•

Monday – Friday

7am to 6pm

•

Saturday

7am to 6pm. Noisy work would be planned from 8am to 4pm.

•

Sunday and Public Holidays

Generally no work (with the exception of works required during
temporary bridge closures). 7am to 6pm when required. Noisy
work would be planned from 8am to 4pm.

Some stages of the project will require weekend work in order to maximise productivity and limit the
number and duration of road closures. At these times, general construction work could be required
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Saturday and Sunday from 8am to 4pm, with low-intensity (i.e. low noise emitting) work during the
periods 7am to 8am and 4pm to 6pm. Occasionally, in order to reopen the temporary bridge for
Monday, weekend construction may be required beyond these times (e.g. with general construction
in the period 7am to 8am or 4pm to 6pm). This would only arise if work during a closure has been
delayed or has otherwise not progressed as quickly as planned.
7am to 8am and 1pm to 6pm Saturday and 7am to 6pm Sunday are outside the recommended
standard hours for construction. This is discussed further in the appropriate noise and vibration
construction assessment sections of this report (sections 5 and 6 respectively).
The proposal is anticipated to take approximately 14 months to complete.
2.2.3

Plant and Equipment

An indicative list of plant and equipment that would typically be required is provided below.
(Additional equipment requirements would be determined during detailed design by the construction
contractor, however any additional equipment is unlikely to greatly differ in noise level or character
from that listed below.)
•

Piling rig

•

Mobile cranes

•

Drill rig

•

Earthmoving equipment including excavators, graders and rollers

•

Concrete truck

•

Concrete pump

•

Hiab crane mounted truck

•

Franna crane

•

Delivery trucks

•

Compressors

•

Generators

•

Power tools (nail gun, drill, etc.)

•

Hand tools (hammer, saw, etc.)

•

Boat

•

Barge

•

Elevated work platforms
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EXISTING NOISE ENVIRONMENT

Long term noise monitoring was undertaken at the site in June 2016 by Wilkinson Murray. Pertinent
details of the monitoring are reproduced below.
Noise monitoring was conducted adjacent to Receiver 1. The monitoring location is identified in
Figure 2-2 (“Monitoring 1”). The purpose of the monitoring was to measure the existing levels of traffic
noise, and to identify the Rating Background Levels (RBL) in support of the construction noise
assessment.
3.1

Noise Monitoring Methodology

The noise monitoring was undertaken between 14 June and 21 June 2016. The monitoring location is
illustrated in Figure 2-2.
The noise monitoring equipment used for the measurements consisted of an environmental noise
logger set to A-weighted, fast response, continuously monitoring over 15-minute sampling periods.
This equipment is capable of remotely monitoring and storing noise level descriptors for later detailed
analysis. The equipment calibration was checked before and after the survey, and no significant drift
was noted.
The noise monitor was deployed in a free-field location.
The logger determines LA1, LA10, LA90, and LAeq levels of ambient noise. LA1, LA10, and LA90 are the levels
exceeded for 1%, 10%, and 90% of the sample time, respectively (see Glossary of Acoustic Terms for
definitions). The LA1 is indicative of maximum noise levels due to individual noise events such as the
occasional pass-by of a heavy vehicle. This is typically used for the assessment of sleep disturbance.
The LA90 level is typically taken as the background noise level during the sample period.
Periods of rain and high winds have been excluded from the logging results, using data from the Bureau
of Meteorology monitoring station at Grafton Airport, and periods influenced by extraneous noise
have been excluded based on engineering judgement.
3.2

Noise Monitoring Results

Table 3-1 presents the Rating Background Levels for monitoring location 1, which have been calculated
in accordance with the Noise Policy for Industry (NPfI) (EPA, 2017). The NPfI recommends a minimum
RBL of 35 dBA and 30 dBA for the day and night periods respectively. The calculated RBLs for these
periods were found to be less than the minimum RBL. Thus, the minimum RBL has been adopted for
these periods.
Table 3-2 presents the existing levels of road noise at the monitoring location.
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Existing Background Noise Levels

Monitoring Location

Rating Background Level (dBA)

ID

Address

Daytime1

Evening1

Night1

1

6 Bowlings Road, Ulmarra

35 (30) 2

32

30 (27) 2

Notes:

1. Daytime = 7am – 6pm, Evening = 6pm – 10pm, Night = 10pm – 7am
2. Where the measured RBL was less than the minimum RBL, numbers in brackets denote the measured level.

Table 3-2

Existing Road Noise Levels

Monitoring Location

Road Noise Levels (dBA)

ID

Address

Daytime (LAeq,15hr) 1

Night (LAeq,9hr) 1

1

6 Bowlings Road, Ulmarra (70m)

49.2

40.7

Notes:

1. Daytime = 7am – 10pm, Night = 10pm – 7am
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ASSESSMENT OF OPERATIONAL NOISE
IMPACTS

4.1

Road Noise Criteria

The NSW Road Noise Policy (RNP) (DECCW, 2009) provides detailed information on operational noise
criteria for road, and traffic generating developments. In April 2015, RMS released the Noise Criteria
Guideline (NCG) (Roads and Maritime, 2015). The NCG provides a consistent approach to identifying
road noise criteria for RMS projects and practical implementation of the RNP’s intent. The NCG uses
the same values for noise criteria as the RNP and is driven by common underlying principles.
The NCG distinguishes between, and provides a framework for the assessment of noise from, three
road project categories:
•

New;

•

Redeveloped; and,

•

Minor Works

In accordance with Section 5 of the NCG, the proposal is classified as Minor Works since it is not
intended to increase the traffic carrying capacity of the overall road or accommodate a significant
increase in heavy vehicle traffic.
The NCG recommends that in the case where Minor Works increase existing noise levels at the most
affected receiver by more than 2.0 dBA, the existing road criteria, as prescribed by the RNP should be
applied. That is, if it can be demonstrated that road noise levels will not increase by more than 2.0 dBA
due to a Minor Works Project, no further assessment or mitigation of road noise is warranted.
4.2

Assessment Methodology

The works would not alter the alignment of the road nor significantly increase the number of
movements or heavy vehicle percentage.
The signposted speed limit on the bridge will increase from 40km/h to 60km/h. The commonly used
Calculation of Road Traffic Noise algorithm (CoRTN 1988) predicts an increase of approximately 1.6 dB
from this speed increase. Much of this increase would be offset by the elimination of transitional
acceleration and deceleration, though this is difficult to quantify.
Improvements to the running surface, by reducing the number or severity of discontinuities such as
bolt heads, could reduce the traffic noise level and also reduce the prevalence of impact noises.
On the basis of the above factors the project would not increase the traffic noise level by more than
2.0 dBA, thus further assessment of operational traffic noise is not warranted.
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ASSESSMENT OF CONSTRUCTION NOISE
IMPACTS
Construction Noise Management Levels

The Interim Construction Noise Guideline (ICNG) (DECC, 2009) recommends noise management levels
(NML) to reduce the likelihood of noise impacts arising from construction activities. The ICNG NML for
residential receivers are shown in Table 5-1.
The proposal specific construction NML for residential receivers are presented in Table 5-2.
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ICNG Noise Management Levels for residential receivers

Time of Day

Management
Level
LAeq,15min

How to Apply

Recommended
Standard Hours:

Noise affected
RBL + 10 dBA

The noise affected level represents the point above which
there may be some community reaction to noise.

Monday to Friday

•

Where the predicted or measured LAeq,15min is
greater than the noise affected level, the proponent
should apply all feasible and reasonable work
practices to meet the noise affected level.

•

The proponent should also inform all potentially
impacted residents of the nature of works to be
carried out, the expected noise levels and duration,
as well as contact details.

7am to 6pm
Saturday
8am to 1pm
No work on
Sundays or Public
Holidays

Outside
recommended
standard hours

Highly noise
affected
75 dBA

Noise affected
RBL + 5 dB

The highly noise affected level represents the point above
which there may be strong community reaction to noise.
•

Where noise is above this level, the relevant
authority (consent, determining or regulatory) may
require respite periods by restricting the hours that
the very noisy activities can occur, taking into
account:

•

times identified by the community when they are
less sensitive to noise (such as before and after
school for works near schools, or mid-morning or
mid-afternoon for works near residences;

•

if the community is prepared to accept a longer
period of construction in exchange for restrictions
on construction times.

•

A strong justification would typically be required for
works outside the recommended standard hours.

•

The proponent should apply all feasible and
reasonable work practices to meet the noise
affected level.

•

Where all feasible and reasonable practices have
been applied and noise is more than 5dB(A) above
the noise affected level, the proponent should
negotiate with the community.
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Acceptable LAeq, 15 min Noise Level

Receivers

Standard
Construction Hours
RBL + 10 (dBA)

All
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45

Highly Affected
Level

Outside Standard Construction Hours
RBL + 5 (dBA)
Day

Evening

Night

40

37

35

75

7am to 8am and 1pm to 4pm Saturday and 7am to 4pm Sunday are outside the ICNG recommended
standard hours for construction. Therefore, the project would seek approval for extended hours and
the “outside standard construction hours” criteria in Table 5-2 would apply during these periods.
5.2

Sleep Disturbance

Assessment of sleep disturbance is generally required during the period 10pm to 7am.
The period 7am to 8am Sunday is classified as out-of-hours work (OOHW) period 2 by RMS’
Construction Noise and Vibration Guideline (CNVG). Though it is not explicitly stated in the CNVG,
significant work during OOHW period 2 could be expected to prompt an assessment of sleep
disturbance.
Noting that only low-intensity work is proposed during the period 7am to 8am on Sunday, and no work
is expected at other times during the night period on any day, an assessment of sleep disturbance is
not warranted.
If work other than low-intensity activities is required during the night period, then approval for these
activities would need to be sought. Any such approval would include an assessment of sleep
disturbance and would be cognisant of Appendix E of the CNVG, which provides guidance on the
potentially affected distances for various equipment and construction scenarios.
5.3

Construction Plant Sound Power Levels

Sound levels of typical equipment are listed in Table 5-3. The table gives both Sound Power Level (SWL)
and Sound Pressure Level (SPL) at seven metres from the equipment. SWL is independent of
measurement position. Verification of plant noise is typically done by measuring the SPL at seven
metres.
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The source noise levels the pile rig (driven concrete piles) are presented as a range because a number
of factors can greatly affect the noise level generated by this plant item. In particular, the drop height
and weight, and ground composition or resistance are significant influencers.
Similarly, “power tools” refers to a variety of tools with different noise generating potential.
In all cases where a noise level range is presented, the upper limit of the range is used in receiver noise
level predictions.
Based on the information in Table 5-3, activity sound power levels from a number of sample
construction phases have been calculated and are presented in Table 5-4.
While noise levels have not been predicted for every activity outlined in Table 2-1, the activities
assessed herein are considered representative of the majority of activities and will allow the range of
potential construction noise impacts to be adequately identified. The construction phases when each
of the assessed activities are likely to occur are identified alongside the activity in Table 5-4.
Table 5-4 presents typical worst-case construction source noise levels across a 15-minute period,
considering the likely usage of plant during that time. These noise levels represent scenario noise levels
that are unlikely to be exceeded. It is technically possible for higher noise levels to be generated if all
plant operated for a full 15-minute period, however that is highly unlikely. The scenario noise levels
presented in Table 5-4 are generally consistent with the RMS Construction Noise Estimator, with some
engineering judgement applied in consideration of the limited extents of the site and the likely number
of plant items that would operate simultaneously.
Some low-intensity activities, such as line marking, are not included.
Boats and a barge may be used, however the contribution of these equipment to the overall noise
emissions would generally be negligible considering activities that are likely to be concurrent such as
piling and craning.
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Table 5-3

Typical Construction Plant Sound Levels

Plant

Sound Power Level
(dBA)

Sound Pressure Level
at 7m (dBA)

116-125

91-100

Mobile cranes

113

88

Grader

110

85

Smooth Drum Roller

107

82

Concrete truck

109

84

Concrete pump

109

84

Excavator

110

85

95-110

70-85

Hand tools (hammer, saw, etc.)

95

70

Delivery trucks

108

83

Generators

100

75

Pile rig (driven concrete piles) *

Power tools (angle grinder, nail gun, drill, etc.) *

*
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Indicates that a 5dB(A) penalty is applicable for tonal, annoying or impulsive sound sources in accordance with ICNG.
This penalty is not indicated in the presented SWL and SPL. Penalties are instead considered in the construction scenario
(Table 5-4), noting the potential emergence or otherwise of the offending plant.
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Table 5-4
Code

E

Construction Phase Activities and Associated Sound Power Levels
Activity

Construction Phases
(Table 2-1)

Typical Equipment
Used

Site establishment,
earth works and
pavement works

Early work

113

Finishing

Excavators
Trucks
Grader
Rollers
Watercart
Generators

Temporary bridge

Mobile crane

113

Concrete truck,
Concrete pump

112

Site preparation
Temporary bridge
approaches

CR
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Craning items
to/from bridge

Total LAeq,15min
Sound Power
Level (SWL) used
for Calculations

Existing bridge
removal
Piles/piers and
abutments
Bridge restoration

CP

Concrete pour

Temporary bridge
Piles/piers and
abutments

P

Piling
(driven concrete
piles)

Piles/piers and
abutments

Piling rig

F

Fabrication and
removal of bridge
elements

Piles/piers and
abutments

Power/air tools
(angle grinder, nail
gun, drill, power
wrench etc.)

Bridge restoration

121-130*

115*

Hand tools (hammer,
saw, etc.)
*

Indicates that a 5dB(A) penalty is applicable for tonal, annoying or impulsive sound sources in accordance with ICNG.
This penalty is indicated in the presented SWL and SPL.
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Predicted Construction Noise Levels

Table 5-5 presents the predicted construction noise levels at the nearest identified receivers
Table 5-5
Receiver
ID

Predicted Construction Noise Levels
Daytime Acceptable
LAeq,15min Noise Level (dBA)
Standard
Outside
Construction
Standard
Hours
Construction
Hours (Day)

Highly
Noise
Affected
Level

Predicted Construction
LAeq,15min Noise Levels(dBA)
E

CR

CP

P

F

66

66

65

83

68

2

50

50

49

67

52

3

46

46

45

63

48

4

44

44

43

61

46

1

45

40

LAeq,15min
(dBA)
75

Review of Table 5-5 indicates the potential for construction noise levels to exceed the acceptable NMLs
during all scenarios.
Driven piling is anticipated to exceed the highly noise affected level (75 dBA) at the nearest receiver.
We note that the presented noise levels for driven piling are based on the upper range of noise levels
that could be expected. Driven piling is dependent on several factors, including the drop energy (height
and mass), drop rate, the material being driven into and the pile itself. Many of these factors were
unknown at the time of writing, however the use of concrete piles on this occasion means that noise
levels could readily be expected to be below the upper range presented. Nonetheless, given the
unknown factors, this assessment has conservatively presented the full range of possible emissions for
the piling activity.
None of the other scenarios are anticipated to exceed the highly noise affected level (LAeq,15min 75 dBA)
at surrounding residential receivers.
The noise levels presented in Table 5-5 are representative of the highest noise levels that are predicted
for each construction activity. It is important to recognise that these noise levels will not persist for the
duration of each construction phase, or even each activity. For example, piling is anticipated to be
undertaken over many weeks. During this time, related activities such as positioning and manoeuvring
equipment and materials, surveying and many other lower-intensity activities will result in periods
where the noise levels are far lower than those presented in Table 5-5.
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We note that the periods from 7am to 8am and 1pm to 4pm Saturday, and all periods on Sunday are
outside standard construction hours and consequently the more stringent noise objective is applicable.
Appendix A presents predicted noise categories based on Table C-1 of the CNVG, which classifies the
likely perception of construction noise levels based on relative exceedances of the NML. Table C-1 of
the CNVG also includes additional mitigation measures based on these classifications, which are
incorporated in the construction noise mitigation measures detailed in section 8.
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ASSESSMENT OF CONSTRUCTION
VIBRATION IMPACTS
Construction Vibration Criteria

Impacts from vibration can be considered both in terms of effects on building occupants (human
comfort) and the effects on the building structure (building damage). Of these considerations, the
human comfort limits are the most stringent. Therefore, for occupied buildings, if compliance with
human comfort limits is achieved, it will follow that compliance with the building damage objectives
will be achieved.
6.1.1

Human Comfort

The EPA’s Assessing Vibration: A Technical Guideline (DEC, 2006) provides acceptable values for
continuous and impulsive vibration in the range 1-80 Hz. Both preferred and maximum vibration limits
are defined for various locations and are shown in Table 6-1.
These limits relate to a long-term (15 hours for daytime), continuous exposure to vibration sources.
Where vibration is intermittent, a vibration dose is calculated and acceptable values are shown in Table
6-1.
The vibration criterion adopted for the assessment of human comfort is 0.4 mm/s PPV (component),
which is applicable to assessment of potential impacts during the hours of 7:00am to 10:00pm. This
criterion assumes that vibration would persist for a considerable portion of the day. As this is unlikely
to be the case, the criterion is inherently conservative.
Table 6-1

Acceptable Vibration Dose Values for Intermittent Vibration (m/s1.75)
Daytime (1)

Location

Preferred
Value

Maximum
Values

Night Time (1)
Preferred
Value

Maximum
Value

Critical areas

0.10

0.20

0.10

0.20

Receivers

0.20

0.40

0.13

0.26

Offices, schools, educational
institutions and places of worship

0.40

0.80

0.40

0.80

Workshops

0.80

1.60

0.80

1.60

Notes

1. Daytime is 7.00am to 10.00pm and night time is 10.00pm to 7.00am.
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Preferred & Maximum Peak Particle Velocity (PPV) Values for Continuous and
Impulsive Vibration

Location

Assessment Period (1)

Preferred Values

Maximum Values

Continuous Vibration
Critical areas

Day or night time

0.14

0.28

Receivers

Daytime

0.28

0.56

Night time

0.20

0.40

Offices, schools, educational
institutions and places of
worship

Day or night time

0.56

1.1

Workshops

Day or night time

1.1

2.2

Critical areas

Day or night time

0.14

0.28

Receivers

Daytime

8.6

17.0

Night time

2.8

5.6

Offices, schools, educational
institutions and places of
worship

Day or night time

18.0

36.0

Workshops

Day or night time

18.0

36.0

Impulsive Vibration

Notes

1. Daytime is 7.00am to 10.00pm and night time is 10.00pm to 7.00am.
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Building Damage

There are currently no Australian Standards or guidelines to provide guidance on assessing the
potential for building damage from vibration. It is common practice to derive goal levels from
international standards such as British Standard BS7385-2:1993 “Evaluation and measurement for
vibration in buildings. Guide to damage levels from groundborne vibration”.
The recommended limits (guide values from BS7385-2) for transient vibration to ensure minimal risk
of cosmetic damage to residential and industrial buildings are presented in Table 6-3.
Table 6-3

Transient Vibration Guide Values - Minimal Risk of Cosmetic Damage

Type of Building

Peak Component Particle Velocity in Frequency
Range of Predominant Pulse
4 Hz to 15 Hz

15 Hz and above

Reinforced or framed structures
Industrial and heavy commercial
buildings

50mm/s at 4 Hz and above

N/A

Unreinforced or light framed
structures

15mm/s at 4 Hz increasing to
20mm/s at 15 Hz

20mm/s at 15 Hz increasing
to 50mm/s at 40 Hz and
above

Residential or light commercial
type buildings

For general construction vibration, the dominant frequency of vibration is typically in the range 31.5 –
100 Hz. Because the dominant frequency of vibration cannot be determined with certainty, this
assessment has adopted a conservative goal of 20 mm/s for residential buildings.
6.2

Recommended Minimum Working Distances for Vibration

Table 6-4 provides the estimated safe working distances for various vibration emitting plant
anticipated to be used for the works (sourced from Table 2 of the CVNG and SoundIN measured data).
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Table 6-4
Plant item

Recommended Minimum Working Distances for Vibration
Description

Piling rig

Boring ≤ 800 mm

Piling rig

Driven

6.3
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Minimum safe working distance
Cosmetic damage
(BS 7385)

Human comfort
(EPA Vibration guideline)

2m (nominal)

4m

5m

40m

Potential Vibration Impacts

Noting the distance to the nearest residence, it is unlikely that vibration criteria would be exceeded by
the works.
We note that vibration generated by driven piling is highly dependent on the piling rig and ground
conditions. It is suggested that vibration emissions are considered by the piling contractor, once details
of the methodology to be used are known, to confirm consistency with this assessment. If emissions
are predicted to be significantly greater than those assumed in this assessment, management of those
emissions may need to be considered against the advice contained in the CNVG. However, noting the
anticipated vibration levels detailed above, the risk of vibration levels exceeding criteria is considered
low.
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ASSESSMENT OF CONSTRUCTION TRAFFIC
NOISE

This chapter examines the potential for noise impacts due to changes in traffic noise during the
construction of the proposal.
7.1

Construction-related Traffic Noise Goals

Appendix A of the CNVG recommends that a screening criterion be applied to evaluate whether
construction-related traffic noise warrants assessment against noise goals detailed in the NCG.
Appendix A states that where traffic noise levels are not predicted to increase by more than 2 dBA
from construction traffic or a temporary reroute, due to a road closure, further assessment is not
required.
7.2

Construction-related Traffic Noise Assessment

Construction generated traffic would be limited to workers’ vehicles and material transport. These
movements would make negligible difference to existing traffic noise levels.
Coldstream Road currently has approximately 700 AADT. The proposed works would include speed
restrictions and traffic control but would not significantly alter the volume or fleet mix of public
vehicles using Coldstream Terrace. As such, no significant change in traffic noise levels is predicted as
a result of the construction phase.
During occasional closures of Coldstream Terrace, vehicles will need to use alternate routes including
Tucabia-Tyndale Road and Wooli Road. Assuming 50% of vehicles would use each of the available
detour routes, and approximately 7% of this traffic is heavy vehicles, an increase of approximately 1.3
dBA is predicted.
As construction-related traffic is not anticipated to increase traffic noise by more than 2 dBA, no
further assessment is required.
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CONSTRUCTION NOISE AND VIBRATION
MITIGATION

Best practice mitigation and management measures should be used to minimise construction noise
and vibration at noise sensitive receivers.
Table 8-1 presents construction noise and vibration mitigation measures that should be incorporated.
The following mitigation measures have been developed in accordance with the CNVG and ICNG.
The following mitigation measures are reproduced from CNVG Appendix B and C. These measures
should be implemented. Where applicable, items have been modified or omitted to suit the current
project, based on the exposure and duration.
Where they are included, additional mitigation measures from CNVG Appendix C are indicated in
italics.
Table 8-1

Recommended Construction Noise and Vibration Mitigation Measures

Action Required

Applies to

Details

Implementation of any
project specific mitigation
measures required.

Airborne noise.
Ground-borne
vibration.

In addition to the measures set out in this table, any
project specific mitigation measures identified in the
environmental impact assessment documentation (eg
REF, submissions or representations report) or approval
or licence conditions must be implemented.

Implement community
consultation measures.

Airborne noise.

•

Provide phone calls or specific notification for
Receiver 1-4, particularly relating to driven piling
activities and activities scheduled outside standard
construction hours1

•

Periodic notification of all
letterbox drop or equivalent)1

•

Website

•

Project info line

•

Construction Response Line

•

Email distribution list

Management Measures

Ground-borne
vibration.

receivers

(monthly
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Action Required

Applies to

Details

Site inductions.

Airborne noise.

All employees, contractors and subcontractors are to
receive an environmental induction. The induction must
at least include:

Ground-borne
vibration.

Behavioural practices.

Airborne noise.

•

All relevant project specific and standard noise and
vibration mitigation measures

•

Relevant licence and approval conditions

•

Permissible hours of work

•

Any limitations on high noise generating activities

•

Location of nearest sensitive receivers

•

Construction employee parking areas

•

Designated loading/unloading areas and procedures

•

Site opening/closing times (including deliveries)

•

Environmental incident procedures.

No swearing of unnecessary
stereos/radios on site.

shouting

or

loud

No Dropping of materials from height, throwing of metal
items and slamming of doors.
Monitoring.

Airborne noise.
Ground-borne
vibration.

Verification noise monitoring
undertaken for driven piling.

is

required

to

be

Verification noise monitoring is required for noisy
activities outside standard construction hours.
An environmental noise monitor would be suitable for
verification noise monitoring, noting the anticipated
emergence of construction noise above the ambient
noise environment and also the remoteness of the site.
This monitoring could be undertaken by RMS, the
construction contractor or a third party.
Monitoring of noise and vibration should be undertaken
upon receipt of complaints

Source Controls
Construction hours and
scheduling.

Airborne noise.
Ground-borne
vibration.

Where feasible and reasonable, construction should be
carried out during the standard daytime working hours.
Work generating high noise and/or vibration levels
should be scheduled during less sensitive time periods.

The periods 7-8am and 1-4pm Saturday and all of
Sunday are outside standard construction hours.
Scheduling noisy activities during these periods should
be avoided where practical. It is noted that work during
these periods will be required on occasion.
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Action Required

Applies to

Details

Construction respite period.

Airborne noise.

Respite should be negotiated with Receivers 1-4 during
driven piling and other high noise and vibration
generating activities. Respite agreed by negotiation may
vary from the typical respite period detailed below (i.e.
more or less respite may be agreed with impacted
residents).

Ground-borne
vibration.

In general, the following respite is provided. High noise
and vibration generating activities2 – e.g. driven piling –
may only be carried out in continuous blocks, not
exceeding 3 hours each, with a minimum respite period
of one hour in between each block3.
Equipment selection.

Airborne noise.
Ground-borne
vibration.

Use quieter and less vibration emitting construction
methods where feasible and reasonable.

Maximum noise levels.

Airborne noise.

The noise levels of plant and equipment must have
operating Sound Power or Sound Pressure Levels
compliant with the criteria in Table F.1 of the CNVG.

Rental plant and equipment.

Airborne noise.

The noise levels of plant and equipment items are to be
considered in rental decisions and in any case cannot be
used on site unless compliant with the criteria in Table
F.1 of the CNVG.

Use and siting of plant.

Airborne noise.

Simultaneous operation of noisy plant within discernible
range of a sensitive receiver is to be avoided.
The offset distance between noisy plant and adjacent
sensitive receivers is to be maximised.
Plant used intermittently to be throttled down or shut
down when not in use.
Noise-emitting plant to be directed away from sensitive
receivers.

Plan worksites and activities
to minimise noise and
vibration.

Airborne noise.

Non-tonal reversing alarms.

Airborne noise.

Ground-borne
vibration.

Plan traffic flow, parking and loading/unloading areas to
minimise reversing movements within the site.

Non-tonal reversing beepers (or an equivalent
mechanism) must be fitted and used on all construction
vehicles and mobile plant regularly used on site and for
any out of hours work.
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Action Required

Applies to

Details

Minimise disturbance arising
from delivery of goods to
construction sites.

Airborne noise.

Loading and unloading of materials/deliveries is to occur
as far as possible from sensitive receivers.
Select site access points and roads as far as possible
away from sensitive receivers.
Dedicated loading/unloading areas to be shielded if
close to sensitive receivers.
Delivery vehicles to be fitted with straps rather than
chains for unloading, wherever possible.

Path Controls
Shield stationary noise
sources such as pumps,
compressors, fans etc.
Notes:

Airborne noise.

Stationary noise sources should be enclosed or shielded
whilst ensuring that the occupational health and safety of
workers is maintained. Appendix D of AS 2436:2010 lists
materials suitable for shielding.

1. Detailing all upcoming construction activities at least 14 days prior to commencement of relevant works.
2. Includes jack and rock hammering, sheet and pile driving, rock breaking and vibratory rolling.
3. “Continuous” includes and period during where there is less than 60 minutes respite between ceasing and
recommencing any of the work.
4. Items shown in italics are additional and/or specific mitigation measures.
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CONCLUSION

NSW Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) are proposing to restore and upgrade Briner Bridge, located
7.6 km east of Ulmarra on Coldstream Terrace.
SoundIN has been commissioned to undertake a noise and vibration impact assessment for the
proposed works. This noise and vibration impact assessment considers potential noise impacts from
operations and both noise and vibration impacts from construction.
This noise and vibration impact assessment was conducted in accordance with relevant NSW
Government guidelines and policies.
The proposal would not result in a realignment of the road, nor a significant increase in the traffic
carrying capacity of the road. As such a negligible or nil increase in traffic noise levels is predicted.
Construction works associated with the proposal will result in construction activities in close proximity
to residential receivers. Construction noise levels at sensitive receivers have been predicted for a
number of typical construction scenarios, and in a number of instances are likely to exceed the
established noise management levels. Noise levels are predicted to exceed the highly affected level of
75 dBA at Receiver 1 during driven piling. No other exceedances of the highly noise affected level are
predicted.
Vibration emitted during construction is predicted to be within appropriate criteria for the protection
of human comfort and building damage.
Impacts from construction-related traffic are not anticipated.
Section 8 of this report identifies reasonable and feasible measures to mitigate construction noise and
vibration impacts. These measures should be implemented.
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Key
•

Category A

Noticeable (OOHW Period 1)

•

Category B

Clearly Audible (Standard Hours and OOHW Period 1)

•

Category C

Moderately Intrusive (Standard Hours and OOHW Period 1)

•

Category D

Highly Intrusive (Standard Hours and OOHW Period 1)

Table A-1

Predicted Construction Noise Impact Category

Receiver Address
ID

Predicted Construction
E

CR

CP

P

F

1

Coldstream Terrace, Ulmarra

D

D

D

D

D

2

Coldstream Rd, Ulmarra

C

C

C

D

C

3

797 Coldstream Rd, Tucabia

C

C

C

D

C

4

822 Coldstream Rd, Tucabia

C

C

C

D

C

5

Bean Ball Ln, Coldstream

A

A

A

A

A

6

54 Bean Ball Ln, Gilletts Ridge

A

A

A

A

A

7

54 Bean Ball Ln, Gilletts Ridge

A

A

A

A

A

8

54 Bean Ball Ln, Gilletts Ridge

A

A

A

A

A

9

54 Bean Ball Ln, Gilletts Ridge

A

A

A

A

A

10

243 Gilletts Ridge Rd, Gilletts Ridge

A

A

A

B

A

11

243 Gilletts Ridge Rd, Gilletts Ridge

A

A

A

B

A

12

243 Gilletts Ridge Rd, Gilletts Ridge

A

A

A

B

A

13

249 Gilletts Ridge Rd, Gilletts Ridge

A

A

A

B

A

14

249 Gilletts Ridge Rd, Gilletts Ridge

A

A

A

A

A

15

Gilletts Ridge Rd, Gilletts Ridge

A

A

A

C

A

16

Gilletts Ridge Rd, Gilletts Ridge

A

A

A

C

A

17

Gilletts Ridge Rd, Gilletts Ridge

A

A

A

C

A

18

Gilletts Ridge Rd, Gilletts Ridge

A

A

A

B

A
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Predicted Construction
E

CR

CP

P

F

19

Gilletts Ridge Rd, Gilletts Ridge

A

A

A

C

A

20

Gilletts Ridge Rd, Gilletts Ridge

A

A

A

C

A

21

Gilletts Ridge Rd, Gilletts Ridge

A

A

A

C

A

22

Gilletts Ridge Rd, Gilletts Ridge

A

A

A

B

A

23

Unnamed Road, Gilletts Ridge

A

A

A

C

A

24

Unnamed Road, Gilletts Ridge

A

A

A

C

A

25

37 Angouri St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

26

41 Angouri St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

27

50 Angouri St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

28

51 Angouri St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

29

56 Angouri St, Tucabia

A

A

A

A

A

30

56 Angouri St, Tucabia

A

A

A

A

A

31

58 Angouri St, Tucabia

A

A

A

A

A

32

61 Angouri St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

33

61 Angouri St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

34

45-47 Angouri St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

35

1 Aradin St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

36

1 Aradin St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

37

3 Aradin St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

38

5 Aradin St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

39

7 Aradin St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

40

9 Aradin St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

41

11 Aradin St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

42

13 Aradin St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

43

17 Aradin St, Tucabia

A

A

A

A

A

44

18 Aradin St, Tucabia

A

A

A

A

A
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Predicted Construction
E

CR

CP

P

F

45

29 Aradin St, Tucabia

A

A

A

A

A

46

Aradin St, Tucabia

A

A

A

A

A

47

1 Bellengen St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

48

1 Bellengen St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

49

3 Bellengen St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

50

9 Bellengen St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

B

51

12 Bellengen St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

52

14 Bellengen St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

53

16 Bellengen St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

54

18 Bellengen St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

55

19 Bellengen St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

56

21 Bellengen St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

57

22 Bellengen St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

58

23 Bellengen St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

59

24 Bellengen St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

60

24 Bellengen St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

61

25 Bellengen St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

62

27 Bellengen St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

63

31 Bellengen St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

64

32 Bellengen St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

65

32 Bellengen St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

66

33 Bellengen St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

67

35 Bellengen St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

68

37 Bellengen St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

69

41 Bellengen St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

70

43 Bellengen St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A
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Predicted Construction
E

CR

CP

P

F

71

44 Bellengen St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

72

44 Bellengen St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

73

1 Cakora St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

74

2 Cakora St, Tucabia

A

A

A

A

A

75

5 Cakora St, Tucabia

A

A

A

A

A

76

5 Cakora St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

77

10 Cakora St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

78

11 Cakora St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

79

19 Cakora St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

80

1 Candole St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

81

10 Candole St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

82

12 Candole St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

83

13 Candole St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

84

14 Candole St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

85

16 Candole St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

86

18 Candole St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

87

18 Candole St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

88

20 Candole St, Tucabia

A

A

A

A

A

89

22 Candole St, Tucabia

A

A

A

A

A

90

23 Candole St, Tucabia

A

A

A

A

A

91

25 Candole St, Tucabia

A

A

A

A

A

92

26 Candole St, Tucabia

A

A

A

A

A

93

27 Clarence St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

94

29 Clarence St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

95

29 Clarence St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

96

29 Clarence St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A
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Predicted Construction
E

CR

CP

P

F

97

35 Clarence St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

98

43 Clarence St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

99

45 Clarence St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

100

45 Clarence St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

101

49 Clarence St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

102

598 Clarence St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

103

15 Coldstream Terrace, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

104

17 Coldstream Terrace, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

105

21 Coldstream Terrace, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

106

23 Coldstream Terrace, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

107

25 Coldstream Terrace, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

108

27 Coldstream Terrace, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

109

29 Coldstream Terrace, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

110

799 Coldstream Terrace, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

111

799 Coldstream Terrace, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

112

801 Coldstream Terrace, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

B

113

846 Coldstream Terrace, Tucabia

B

B

B

C

B

114

23 Collett St, Tucabia

A

A

A

A

A

115

23 Collett St, Tucabia

A

A

A

A

A

116

25 Collett St, Tucabia

A

A

A

A

A

117

25 Collett St, Tucabia

A

A

A

A

A

118

2 Cordini St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

119

2 Cordini St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

120

2 Cordini St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

121

4 Cordini St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

122

4 Cordini St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A
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Predicted Construction
E

CR

CP

P

F

123

6 Cordini St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

124

8 Cordini St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

125

10 Cordini St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

126

11 Cordini St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

127

13 Cordini St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

128

14 Cordini St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

129

15 Cordini St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

130

16 Cordini St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

131

19 Cordini St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

132

3 Esk St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

133

40 Falconer Rd, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

B

134

41 Falconer Rd, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

B

135

89 Falconer Rd, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

136

12 Mookin St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

137

12 Mookin St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

138

14 Mookin St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

139

16 Mookin St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

140

18 Mookin St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

141

20 Mookin St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

142

25 Mookin St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

143

26 Mookin St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

144

Mookin St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

145

10 Nanegai St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

146

12 Nanegai St, Tucabia

A

A

A

B

A

147

18 Nanegai St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A

148

20 Nanegai St, Tucabia

A

A

A

C

A
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Predicted Construction
E

CR

CP

P

F

149

28 Wooli Rd, Tucabia

A

A

A

A

A

150

141 Bowlings Rd, Ulmarra

A

A

A

C

A

151

141 Bowlings Rd, Ulmarra

A

A

A

C

A

152

141 Bowlings Rd, Ulmarra

A

A

A

C

A

153

539 Coldstream Rd, Ulmarra

A

A

A

B

A

154

539 Coldstream Rd, Ulmarra

A

A

A

B

A

155

553 Coldstream Rd, Ulmarra

A

A

A

B

A

156

625 Coldstream Rd, Ulmarra

A

A

A

C

A

157

625 Coldstream Rd, Ulmarra

A

A

A

C

A

158

625 Coldstream Rd, Ulmarra

A

A

A

C

A

159

Pioneer Estate, 698 Coldstream Rd,
Ulmarra

A

A

A

C

A

160

Coldstream Rd, Ulmarra

A

A

A

C

B

161

Coldstream Rd, Ulmarra

B

B

B

C

B

162

Coldstream Rd, Ulmarra

A

A

A

C

A

163

75 Gilletts Ridge Rd, Ulmarra

B

B

B

C

B

164

78 Gilletts Ridge Rd, Ulmarra

B

B

B

C

B

165

97 Gilletts Ridge Rd, Ulmarra

A

A

A

C

B
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1 Introduction
Roads and Maritime Services NSW (RMS) propose to upgrade the heritage-listed Briner Bridge over the
Coldstream River near Tucabia (the proposal). The historic Dare Truss bridge is currently load limited to 33
tonnes and requires regular, ongoing maintenance. The upgrade will increase the capacity to 42.5 tonnes
and reduce maintenance requirements, whilst retaining the heritage significance of the truss span. In
developing plans to upgrade the bridge, RMS are working in consultation with the NSW Office of
Environment and Heritage (OEH).
Key features of the proposal include:
•

Increasing the width of the bridge deck to 5.4 metres between barriers to allow two cars to pass

•

Restoration & strengthening of the Dare Truss span

•

Restoration of the deck on the truss span with stress laminated timber

•

Replacement of the timber approach spans with reinforced concrete & steel girder approach spans

•

Replacement of the timber abutments with new reinforced concrete abutments

•

Replacement of timber piles below ground with new driven piles

•

Replacement of timber trestle piers with steel trestle piers

•

Replacement of the timber handrail with a new steel traffic barrier

•

Installation of a temporary bridge linked to Coldstream Terrace for public access during construction

•

Establishing site facilities associated with the works.

Construction is expected to begin in early 2019 and will take approximately 14 months to complete
(including installation and removal of the temporary bridge and rehabilitation of the project area).

1.1 Study Area
Briner Bridge (BN 2680) spans a meander in the Coldstream River - a tributary of the Clarence River - to
the immediate west of the Northern NSW village of Tucabia. Oriented northwest to southeast, it is set on
Coldstream Terrace/Coldstream Road within the Clarence Valley LGA, bordering the Parishes of Ulmarra &
Coldstream in the County of Clarence. The nearest notable township is Ulmarra: on the Pacific Highway,
6.7 kilometres to the northwest.
Generally, the bridge is set within a near-flat rural landscape that features silty, alluvial soils with gravel
lenses. It is cleared for the most part, excepting remnant & regrowth vegetation along the river and road
margins. Low-lying and swampy in parts, the location is subject to the impacts of periodic flooding.
Aside from the bridge, which dominates the locality, other landscape features include an earthen road
formation (that runs at an angle to the western bridge approach, from Gilletts Ridge Road to the informal
Bowlings Road) & Sweeneys Creek (a minor watercourse that discharges into Upper Coldstream Creek via
a formalised headwall of concrete and stone just upstream of the bridge on the western bank).
For the purposes of this report, the study area includes the bridge, its approaches & its immediate setting.
Refer figures 1 – 6.
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1.2 Background
As part of the project planning process, RMS are required to prepare a Review of Environmental Factors
(REF) to address any environmental concerns associated with the proposal and meet service obligations
under the Environmental Planning & Assessment Act 1979 (Section III; Part 5). RMS contracted GeoLINK
(environmental design & planning consultants) to prepare the project REF, and they in-turn engaged Dan
Tuck (archaeologist & heritage consultant) to prepare this contributory document: a Statement of Heritage
Impact (SoHI) that assesses the potential impacts of the proposed works on the heritage values of the
bridge and its setting.
This report has been prepared in accordance with the RMS project brief (July 2018) with reference to:

•

Timber Truss Bridge Overarching Conservation Management Plan (RMS 2018)

•

Timber Truss Bridge Conservation Strategy (RMS 2012)

•

State Agency Heritage Guide (NSW Heritage Council 2004)

•

Statements of Heritage Impact (NSW Heritage Branch 2002).

It is a companion document to the Briner Bridge Heritage Assessment (Futurepast 2014) and draws on the
previous Briner Bridge: Statement of Heritage Impact for Truss Upgrade & Widening (Bill Jordan &
Associates 2016).

1.3 Acknowledgements
The author would like to thank David Havilah (GeoLINK) as well as Ian Berger, Kate Dallimore, Rochelle
Hicks and Alexander Rosnell (RMS) for facilitating the project and providing background information, site
access and advice.
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Figure 1: REGIONAL MAP SHOWING STUDY AREA LOCATION
NSW Spatial Services SIX Viewer 2018

Figure 2: DISTRICT MAP SHOWING STUDY AREA LOCATION
NSW Spatial Services SIX Viewer 2018
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Figure 3: BRINER BRIDGE & SURROUNDS (MAP)
NSW Spatial Services SIX Viewer 2018

Figure 4: BRINER BRIDGE & SURROUNDS (SATELLITE)
NSW Spatial Services SIX Viewer 2018
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Figure 5: BRINER BRIDGE (EASTERN APPROACH)
View NW – Dan Tuck 2018

Figure 6: BRINER BRIDGE (CENTRAL SPAN + DARE TRUSSES)
View ENE – Dan Tuck 2018
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2 History
The following section provides a brief history of the bridge within its regional setting.

2.1 Clarence Valley
The Clarence Valley on the North Coast of NSW constitutes an expansive flood plain set about the largest
of the Northern Rivers. It is within the domain of the Bundjalung, Yaegal and Gumbaingerr: the custodians
and occupiers of this resource-rich region for thousands of years prior to European incursion.1
Prior to European settlement, the varied landscapes of the North Coast (which included forests, open
grasslands, swamps, rainforests, estuaries, headlands and open beaches) combined with a mild climate to
provide an ideal living environment for the region’s first people. The oceans and the Clarence River and its
tributaries and feeder creeks provided a range of maritime, estuarine and freshwater resources including
birds, cetaceans, crustaceans, fish and shellfish. The adjacent hinterland, plains and woodlands (and the
ranges and tablelands further afield) were also rich in terrestrial food reserves including marsupials, such
as kangaroos and wallabies; birds such as ducks, bush turkeys and emus; and various reptiles.2 Timbered
areas were not only a food larder but a source of numerous usable products. Ethno-historical records
indicate that the Aborigines of the North Coast made use of a variety of tree species including Tea tree,
various eucalypts and Bangalow Palm for the production of canoes and shelters; the manufacture of tools,
weapons and other implements; and the preparation of traditional medicaments.3

2.1.1 Exploration & Settlement
The mouth of the Clarence River was observed by Captain James Cook on his Voyage of Discovery in
1770 and again by captain Mathew Flinders in 1799. It was not until the 1830s however, that incidental and
deliberate European incursion and reconnoitre took place: the former by escapees of the Moreton Bay
penal settlement heading south towards Sydney Town (including Richard Graig) and the latter by timber
getters heading north from Sydney to exploit the ‘Big Rivers’.4 By 1820 the Hastings River had been
reached, by 1828 the Manning, and by the early 1830's the Macleay. The Clarence River was plied during
the late 1830s and by 1838, cedar camps had been established on the river banks and the forests were
being felled to supply the voracious Colonial timber market. Notable river-side settlements established by
the mid-nineteenth century included Grafton (at the head of navigation), Ulmarra and Maclean.5
Beyond the Clarence
In 1939, William Wilson and his brother Christopher were contracted to prepare a survey of the natural
features from the south side of the Clarence to the coast, carrying out their work in 1841 and 1842. William
Wilson in particular, was responsible for surveying Coldstream, Tyndale, Gulmaradd, Taloumbi, Conoulan
and Wolibarri.6 He named many of the places in the area after Greek place names (including Clarenza,
Lavadia, Lanitza and Tucabia). According to district resident Thomas Bawden and Surveyor-general H. B.
Matthews, this was a consequence of Wilson having served as a Lieutenant in the British Army in the
Greek War of Independence.7
Refer figure 7.

1

http://www.abc.net.au/indigenous/map/; Tindale 1974

2

NSW Dept of Planning 1989; Ryan 1964

3

McBryde 1978

4

DUAP 1996; Kass 1989

5

DUAP 1996; McFarlane 1910

6

Bawden 1997

7

Bawden 1997; Kijas 2007
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Figure 7: WILSON’S CHART OF THE CLARENCE RIVER SHOWING GRAFTON, ULMARRA & THE COLSTREAM RIVER (1840)
State Library of NSW ML Z/M2 813.14/1840/1
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Wilson was also one of the earliest observers to provide an appraisal of the area between the beaches of
the now Yuraygir Coast and the Coastal Ranges:
The whole of the land for two and three miles from the Coast is very clear of trees and slopes gently to the
sea. The timber chiefly consists of Gums, Blood, Tea Tree, Myall, Black Butt, Stringy Bark, Apple, Turpentine,
Honeysuckle, Oaks ...8

Settlement
In the mid-nineteenth century, the Clarence district was fairly remote, and either densely vegetated or
impenetrably swampy. Not surprisingly, initial settlement was sporadic and tentative, with most activity
concentrated at strategic locations along the Clarence and its main tributaries. Pioneer enterprise was
concerned with timber getting (and allied industries such as boat building) and pastoralism (focusing initially
on sheep and later cattle grazing and dairying).9
It was not until the late-nineteenth century that broader settlement occurred in the region in the wake of the
Robertson Land Act (1861).10 The Act served to break open the large holdings of the pioneer squatterpastoralists and officially opened up the lands beyond the settled districts to selection and free settlement.
Coupled with national population growth, this in-turn lead to new settlement and the rise of a number of
industries that became notable on the North Coast, including fishing and mixed farming; cane growing
(1870s+) and dairying (1880s+).11

2.2 Tucabia
Like most of the North Coast settlement areas beyond the main river towns, Tucabia appears to have been
established as a small rural enclave in the late-nineteenth century. A rural satellite of Ulmarra, it sported a
public school by 1891.
Sited on relatively high ground adjacent to the Coldstream River (also referred to on occasion as Upper
Coldstream Creek), it was on a point between Ulmarra and Corindi, and the near-coastal pastoral stations
of Glenugie, Redbank and Taloumbi.

2.2.1 Crossing the Coldstream
By the 1870s, the area west of Ulmarra presented as a rural mosaic of farmland and homesteads.
However, preventing easy access between the coastal settlements (such as Tucabia) and Ulmarra, the
Clarence and the proto-Pacific Highway, was the meandering Coldstream River.
Refer figures 8 – 11.

8

Wilson WCB 1842 cited in Kijas 2007: 17

9

Kass 1989

10

Kass 1989

11

Kass 1989
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Figure 8: MAP OF THE COLDSTREAM PASTORAL RUN (ND)
Historic Lands Record Viewer

Figure 9: PLAN OF THE TOWN OF TUCABIA (1886)
Historic Lands Record Viewer
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Figure 10: PLAN OF THE PARISH OF ULMARRA (ND)
Historic Lands Record Viewer

Figure 11: PLAN OF THE PARISH OF ULMARRA (ND)
Historic Lands Record Viewer
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2.2.2 Upper Coldstream Punt
Agitation for a crossing of the Upper Coldstream appears to have commenced in the late 1870s and
culminated with the approval of a punt service (as part of a regional road construction program) in 1881.12 A
joint arrangement between Ulmarra Shire Council and the Public Works Department, the Upper Coldstream
punt service appears to have commenced in that year, with an eastern approach road completed in c.1883
and the service itself run via a lease arrangement.13
Early punt operators included a J. Helmich (1881); H. Tree (1883); D. Robinson (1884); A. Davis (1885)
and J. Revel (1886 – 1889). Onsite accommodation for the punt operator was requested by A. Davis in
1885 and a cottage was provided by Council soon thereafter.14 It would appear that the accommodations
provided were somewhat spartan, if the following description in the local press is anything to go by:
Upper Coldstream Punt
My attention has been called by more than one ratepayer to the wretched accommodation provided by
the Council for the puntman at the above-named ferry. To look at the wretched apology for, a hut, or
rather “gunyah," one would think it impossible almost for a man to live there; a few sheets of iron for
walls, a few more sheets for a roof; a regular tin box. The place must be a perfect oven in; summer
time, and an ice-chest in winter. A tent would in my opinion be far more preferable, both for com-fort
and appearance sake. To give an idea of the place to those who have not had the opportunity of seeing
this very primitive piece of architecture, the following remarks may be useful. It is constructed of sheets
of iron, both walls and roof, the latter almost flat.
The whole affair has been standing lord knows how long, certainly seven years to my knowledge, and
has now more the appearance of a sieve than a human habitation. In fact during the late heavy rains, I
believe the present occupier would have found more comfort and warmth under the cockspur bushes
that surround it, and certainly a drier skin, than in this shower bath construction; I cannot call it a
building; I am sure that if the Council were to put a neat and cheap cottage on the ferry ground they
would do the correct thing, and; as regards the laying out of ratepayers money for such a purpose. I
don't think they could better invest it; for the very fact of there, being decent accommodation for the
puntman would induce more competition for the post, and therefore bring in higher tender.15

The punt service appears to have met with variable success: a useful asset for the conveyance of people,
but unusable in times of flood and of limited use for the cross-river movement of stock.

2.2.3 Lower Coldstream Bridge
In August and September 1889, public meetings were convened, and a committee appointed in an
endeavour to build a bridge over the Coldstream River. Initial meetings were concerned with locality, there
being some debate about whether a bridge should be built at Lower or Upper Coldstream.16
It was ultimately determined in the latter meetings that the bridge should be sited at Lower Coldstream: on
the main road north from Grafton to Ulmarra. The bridge at Lower Coldstream was eventually approved,
constructed and formally opened on 26 February 1902.17

12

Clarence & Richmond Examiner 18 June 1881

13

Clarence & Richmond Examiner 12 November 1881; 4 February 1882; 7 March 1882; 9 June 1883; 3 July 1883; 4 December 1983

14

Clarence & Richmond Examiner 13 May 1884; 5 December 1885; 6 June 1886

15

Clarence and Richmond Examiner 3 August 1899

16

Clarence & Richmond Examiner 20 July 1889

17

Futurepast 2014
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2.2.4 Upper Coldstream Bridge
While the Lower Coldstream Bridge proved to be a valuable asset, it did not negate the need for a bridge at
Upper Coldstream. The importance of the Ulmarra Dairy industry and the regularity of Clarence River valley
flooding meant that there needed to be an escape to high-ground east of Ulmarra for both residents and
stock in the event of a significant flood.18
During the opening years of the twentieth century there was Council concern, community agitation and the
editorialising of the Clarence & Richmond Examiner advocating for construction of another bridge. This put
considerable pressure on the Government. Especially local MPs, the Commissioner for Roads and the
Department of Public Works.19
In January 1906, the Commissioner for Roads (Mr Hanna) visited the district to make direct enquiries and
to evaluate the situation for himself. The visit was attended by members of the Ulmarra Council and several
local farmers and businessmen, whose arguments in favour of as bridge were put at length.
By the end of the year, the bridge had been approved, design was underway, and the project was awaiting
funding.20 Financing and designs were thereafter finessed and approved and tenders for construction of the
bridge (to replace the existing punt service) were invited in June 1907.21
In the March of following year, it was reported:
Work at the Coldstream Bridge is going on satisfactorily – all the underneath work is completed and a
start made with the planking. Allowing for no hitch, the contract should be completed and the bridge
open for traffic in six months at the latest.22

The official opening ceremony was held on 5 August 1908. The bridge was named after local MP G. S.
Briner who was a significant player in lobbying for its construction. As part of the opening, the ceremonial
ribbon was cut by his wife. The official cost of the Bridge on completion is reported to have been £3,000.23
Refer figures 12 - 13.

18

Clarence River Advocate 18 May 1902; 15 April 1902

19

Futurepast 2014

20

Clarence & Richmond Examiner 22 May 1906

21

Futurepast 2014

22

Clarence & Richmond Examiner 03 May 1908.

23

Northern Star 6 August 1908; Futurepast 2014
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Figure 12: PLAN OF THE VILLAGE OF TUCABIA (1916)
Historic Lands Record Viewer

Figure 13: PLAN OF THE VILLAGE OF TUCABIA (1960)
Historic Lands Record Viewer
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2.3 Briner Bridge
Briner bridge was designed by Harvey Dare with the tender for construction awarded to J. McPhillips of
Coffs Harbour. Construction materials were sourced from local suppliers including W. Bailey (who provided
the timber piles) and the Fraser & Co Sawmill (who supplied the sawn timbers). Work on the bridge was
underway by September 1907 and completed in the following year.
Timber Truss Bridges
Timber truss bridges were the main type of large span bridges constructed in NSW during the period
1861 to 1936. During this period, there were in excess of 400 such bridges built, in a range of sizes and
styles.
Timber truss bridges were ultimately replaced by reinforced concrete bridges: the construction of which
was facilitated by the supply of structural steel from BHP for bridgeworks from around the 1920s.
Dare Truss Type
The Dare Truss bridge was the fifth - and last - timber truss road bridge design. Largely attributed to
notable PWD highway bridge designer Harvey Dare, the truss is a composite truss-type that drew on the
American Howe Truss arrangement of the earlier Allan Truss design but substituted a pair of steel
channels for the timber bottom chord. It also included a redesign of the bottom chord joints to eliminate
the pins characteristic of the DeBurgh truss.

Dare Truss bridges were produced from 1905 to 1936. Forty-four such bridges were erected of the course
of thirty years, of which approximately half survive. The earliest, dating to 1905, spans the MacDonald
River at Bendemeer in the New England Region.
The Dare Truss design is considered to mark the end of the timber truss evolutionary process and is
remembered for its cost effectiveness & the relative ease with which timber members could be replaced
due to Dare’s enhancements.
The Northern Rivers Region is notable for its Dare Truss bridges which aside from Briner Bridge include
Colemans Bridge (Lismore 1908) & Korns Crossing Bridge near Crystal Creek (Rous River 1916).
For additional information the reader is directed to MBK (1998) & Futurepast (2014)

Refer figures 14 - 18.
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Figure 14: BRIDGE OVER THE UPPER COLDSTREAM: SITE PLAN (1907)
Extracted from Department of Public Works (Roads & Bridges) drawing by Alfred Barnsby provided by RMS

Figure 15: BRIDGE OVER THE UPPER COLDSTREAM: GENERAL ELEVATION (1907)
Extracted from Department of Public Works (Roads & Bridges) drawing by Alfred Barnsby provided by RMS
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Figure 16: BRIDGE OVER THE UPPER COLDSTREAM: GENERAL ELEVATION/DARE TRUSS SPAN (1907)
Extracted from Department of Public Works (Roads & Bridges) drawing by Alfred Barnsby provided by RMS

Figure 17: BRIDGE OVER THE UPPER COLDSTREAM: PIERS (1907)
Extracted from Department of Public Works (Roads & Bridges) drawing by Alfred Barnsby provided by RMS
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Figure 18: BRIDGE OVER THE UPPER COLDSTREAM: ABUTMENTS, ORDNANCE FENCE &C (1907)
Extracted from Department of Public Works (Roads & Bridges) drawing by Alfred Barnsby provided by RMS
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3 Survey
The bridge site was subject to site inspection/survey on 24 August 2018, with a follow up visit on 12
September 2018.

3.1 Bridge
The Briner Bridge is a single-lane, Dare truss bridge set above the (Upper) Coldstream River near its
junction with Sweenys Creek: the notional limit of tidal influence. It comprises one timber and steel Daretruss span measuring 27.7 metres over water, with five timber beam approach spans on the eastern side
and three timber beam approach spans on the western side. The primary axis of the bridge is northwest to
southeast and the bridge has an overall length of 114.6 metres. The bitumen and timber deck/carriageway
is 4.6 metres between kerbs. There is no footway, though timber post and rail ordnance fences extend the
full length of the bridge on both sides.
The bridge is supported by timber trestles. Within the river, these are founded on continuous concrete pile
caps, while on land they are supported by driven timber piles.

3.1.1 Dare Truss Span
The Dare truss span is of composite timber and steel construction and features paired timber top chords
and diagonal struts, with steel rods forming verticals within each panel. The bottom chords are formed by
pairs of continuous, parallel, steel plates. These have been strengthened at the end panels by lattice boxsections comprising steel angles riveted to the inner faces of each plate and fixed by horizontal cross-lattice
bracing. The steel plates making up the bottom chord are spliced together by riveted twin-fishplates and the
vertical rods are connected to the bottom chords by underslung steel brackets.
The vertical rods are in pairs and orientated longitudinally, with each pair passing on either side of each
main cross-girder. Steel sheet rain caps have been added to both the top chords and diagonals as a
protective measure at some time in the more recent past. Angle-section steel braces, set between the top
chords and the outer ends of the cross-girders, provide lateral stiffness to the truss arrangement.

3.1.2 Approach Spans
The approach spans range from nine metres to 11 metres in length and are of timber beam construction:
comprising four parallel timber logs spanning between timber trestle piers. The logs support transverse
timber joists. While the main span at the apex of the bridge is level, the approach spans on both sides rise
from ground level at a notable gradient, projecting from built up road formations.

3.1.3 Deck + Abutments
The deck of the bridge - on the approaches and main span - features bituminised, longitudinal decking over
transverse planking. Timber kerbs/kick plates are evident at the base of the aforementioned ordnance
fence. The bridge abutments are set well beyond the river banks and are constructed of timber piles and
sheathing. These were completely rebuilt - involving the splicing of some old members - in c.2012.
Refer summary table overleaf & figures 19 – 45. The table summarises basic bridge information, while
the figures provide general and detail views of the bridge (and its structural elements) as well as imagery of
the broader bridge setting.
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Summary: Briner Bridge over the Coldstream River - RMS Bridge Nos. 2680
Type

One lane; Dare-type timber truss bridge

Construction

c.1907/1908

GPS

56J 508950E; 6719601N

Design

PWD (Harvey Dare)

Builder

J. McPhillips (Coffs Harbour).

Details

Modifications

Condition

•

Bridge length: 114.6 metres

•

Dare truss span at bridge apex

•

Five approach spans on the east & three approach spans to the west

•

Trestle piers on concrete (in-water) or piles (on-land)

•

Decks of bituminised timber decking above timber planking

•

Between-kerb carriageway of 4.6 metres

•

Post + rail ordnance fence

•

Rebuilt timber abutments

•

Periodic and occasional maintenance, including the replacement of failed elements &
painting, since construction (1945 &c)

•

Double pier capwales replaced with single piece headstocks (Nd)

•

Approach span sawn girders and corbels replaced with round sections (Nd)

•

Galvanised capping (flashing) installed to truss top chords & end principals to protect
from weather effects (Nd)

•

Substantial modifications made to the in-river pier section of the substructure (c.2002):
the timber piles have been replaced with steel piles that carry a reinforced concrete pile
cap (supporting modified timber trestles).

•

Abutments replaced-refurbished w. timber piles & sheathing (c.2012)

•

Load limited to 33t
Table based on site survey & information provided by RMS

3.2 Surrounds
For the most part, land beyond the immediate bridge corridor comprises a modified riverine landscape that
has been shaped by early twentieth century bridge and road building, as well as bridge, road and riverbank
repair and remodelling hence. Universally, the landscape is grassed-up, though it had been slashed to
near-ground level at the time of survey, with vegetative regrowth along the river banks (trees and woody
weeds).

3.2.1 Western Bank
The Western bank (Ulmarra side) features an old road formation: on the northern side of the western
approach. It is sealed with rounded gravels and bitumen in part. This was the old approach road to the
bridge and formerly connected with Bowlings Road (an unsealed track that runs south, along the western
bank of the Creek). The road has since been cut off by construction of the extant western bridge approach
formation. Refer figure 27.
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The time at which the extant approach road was built, and the former made redundant, is uncertain. There
was Council agitation for improved, raised approaches in the 1920s and 1930s (e.g. Daily Examiner 8
August 1929: 3), which suggests that the revised road alignment likely dates to 1930s.
The south side of the approach has been heavily impacted by flooding and there is scour protection works
evident (battered rockwork) between the bridge and the formalised concrete headwall of Sweeneys Creek
(refer figure 36).

3.2.2 Eastern Bank
The northern side of the eastern approach is unremarkable and presents as relatively swampy grazing
land. The southern side is undulating and disturbed and accessed via a modern, grassed-up dirt track,
which departs Coldstream Terrace approximately 150 metres east of the bridge.
During the 1880s, the area immediately south of the western bridge approach was where the cross-stream
punt operation was located. It comprised a metalled access road (c.1884) with a flat-bottomed punt that
hand-winched between a pole on each bank via a cable/rope. Unlike the larger punt and ferry operations on
the bigger rivers – such as the Clarence and the Richmond – infrastructure was minimal, there was no
associated jetty or pontoon, and the punt merely rested on the bank for passenger dismount.
There is no visible evidence of landscaping or infrastructure associated with the former punt operation, and
there are unlikely to be significant, buried relics associated with its construction and use. Onsite appraisal
and aerial photo review suggest that there was significant earthmoving and landscaping involved in
creating the eastern bridge abutment and building the elevated, battered, earthen road approaches. In
addition, there has been post-construction works that have increased the width of the verge on the eastern
bridge approach road and improved its geometry (refer figures 19 & 20), as well as reconstruction of the
eastern abutment and erosion control works. Collectively, these initial and subsequent bridge-road works
are likely to have significantly impacted – and likely removed - the limited physical evidence that once
denoted the punt operation’s former footprint (refer figures 43 & 45).
South of the bridge’s eastern approach spans, near the river bank, is a timber pole (GPS 56J 508986E;
6719562N acc. 7m). Initial appraisal of this item by Bill Jordan & Associates (2016a) raised the possibly
that it was associated with the pre-bridge punt operation. A review of the original bridge plans (figure 14)
and recent reappraisal by RMS engineers, however, suggest that:

a) The pole is not in the right position to have been a punt rope anchor post
b) The item is in fact a former bridge member (likely discarded during a maintenance program and
erected nearby for an unknown purpose).
Bridge bolts evident on the pole, in addition to evenly spaced bitumen staining, suggest it was once part of
the bridge sub-deck/soffit (figures 44 & 46).
Historic plans show the ferryman’s cottage, constructed to house the punt operator in c.1884 (refer back
to figure 14). This simple and much-derided structure was however outside of the study area. Like the
other punt elements, it is considered highly unlikely that physical evidence of this structure exists in situ due
to its simple ad hoc construction coupled with the cumulative impacts of flooding, landscaping and an active
riverside revegetation program (refer figure 46).
In summary, with the exception of the remnant roadway on the western side - which is a work rather than a
relic - it is unlikely that significant pre-bridge relics exist within the study area and it therefore has low-nil
historical archaeological potential and sensitivity.
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Figure 19: SATELLITE IMAGE SITE PLAN
Google Earth Pro

Figure 20: SATELLITE IMAGE COMPOSITE PLAN
Google Earth Pro image with best-fit 1907 Site Plan overlay (B+W) & Temporary Bridge Location (Yellow)
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Figure 21: VIEW TOWARDS THE WESTERN APPROACH (FROM GILLETTS ROAD/TUCABIA RIOAD JUNCTION)
View ESE – Dan Tuck 2018

Figure 22: WESTERN APPROACH (FROM GIVEWAY SIGN)
View ESE – Dan Tuck 2018
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Figure 23: SOUTH SIDE OF THE APPROACH SPANS FROM THE WESTERN ABUTMENT
View ENE – Dan Tuck 2018

Figure 24: CENTRAL SPANS + DARE TRUSS
View NE – Dan Tuck
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Figure 25: DARE TRUSS + EASTERN APPROACH SPANS
View NE – Dan Tuck

Figure 26: WESTERNMOST APPROACH SPAN AND DETAIL OF RENEWED WESTERN ABURMENT
View NW – Dan Tuck 2018
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Figure 27: BRINER BRIDGE (WESTERN END) EARTHEN APPROACH; APPROACH SPANS + DARE TRUSS
View SSE – Dan Tuck 2018

Figure 28: OLD ROAD ALIGNMENT (NE-SW) APPROACHING BRINER BRIDGE
View SE – Dan Tuck 2018
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Figure 29: WESTERN APPROACH (DECKING + RAILING)
View ESE – Dan Tuck 2018

Figure 30: WESTERN APPROACH (DETAIL OF DECKING + RAILING)
View ESE – Dan Tuck 2018
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Figure 31: DARE TRUSS SPAN
View ESE – Dan Tuck 2018

Figure 32: DARE TRUSS SPAN
View WSW – Dan Tuck 2018
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Figure 33: DARE TRUSS SPAN DETAIL (NORTH SIDE; OBLIQUE)
View E – Dan Tuck

Figure 34: DARE TRUSS SPAN DETAIL (SOUTH SIDE; OBLIQUE)
View SE – Dan Tuck
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Figure 35: VIEW UPSTREAM FROM BRINER BRIDGE
View SSE – Dan Tuck 2018

Figure 36: SWEENEYS CREEK ENTRANCE, SOUTH OF BRIDGE ON WESTERN BANK (LEFT OF FRAME)
View W – Dan Tuck 2018
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Figure 37: EASTERN APRROACH
View ESE – Dan Tuck

Figure 38: EASTERN APRROACH + SIGNAGE
View NW – Dan Tuck
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Figure 39: EASTERN APPROACH SPANS, SOFFIT + TRESTLES
View WNW – Dan Tuck 2018

Figure 40: EASTERN APPROACH SPANS + RENEWED EASTERN ABUTMENT
View NE – Dan Tuck 2018
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Figure 41: BRIDGE SUB-STRUCTURE INCLUDING TRESTLES + CONCRETE CAPS
View E – Dan Tuck 2018

Figure 42: VIEW TOWARDS EASTERN APPROACH
View WNW – Dan Tuck 2018
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Figure 43: VIEW ALONG ROAD CORRIDOR TOWARDS EASTERN APPROACH
View WNW – Dan Tuck 2018

Figure 44: VIEW ALONG ACCESS TRACK TOWARDS BRIDGE (WITH TIMBER POST TO LEFT OF FRAME)
View NW – Dan Tuck 2018
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Figure 45: DETAIL OF TIMBER POST (FORMER BRIDGE MEMBER)
View SSE – Dan Tuck 2018

Figure 46: PRIVATE LAND TO THE SOUTH OF THE POST (SHOWING REVEGETATION /LANDSCAPING REGIME)
View S – Dan Tuck 2018
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4 Heritage
The following section provides a brief review of the legislative and listing context and presents an
assessment of the heritage significance of the subject bridge.

4.1 Legislation
4.1.1 NSW Heritage Act 1977
The NSW Heritage Act 1977 is the principle document governing the management of heritage items (relics
and places containing relics) in NSW.
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/nsw/consol_act/ha197786/
The Act defines a relic as:
any deposit, artefact, object or material evidence that:
(a) relates to the settlement of the area that comprises New South Wales, not being Aboriginal settlement,
& (b) is of State or local heritage significance.
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/nsw/consol_act/ha197786/s4.html
All relics are afforded automatic statutory protection by the relic’s provisions of the Act. Sections 139 to 145
within Division 9 of The Act prevent the excavation or disturbance of land for the purpose of discovering,
exposing or moving a relic, except by a qualified archaeologist to whom an excavation permit from the
Heritage Council of NSW has been issued. Section 146 of The Act requires that the inadvertent discovery
of relics be reported to the Heritage Council in a timely and appropriate manner.

4.1.2 Environmental Planning & Assessment Act 1979
The NSW Department of Planning and Environment (DoPE) administers the EPA Act, which provides the
legislative context for environmental planning instruments to be made to govern and guide the process of
development and land use. Local heritage items, including known archaeological items, identified
Aboriginal Places and heritage conservation areas are protected through listings on Local Environmental
Plans (LEPs) or Regional Environmental Plans (REPs). The EPA Act also requires that potential Aboriginal
and historical archaeological resources are assessed and considered as part of the development process,
in accordance with the requirements of the NPW Act and the Heritage Act.
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/nsw/consol_act/epaaa1979389/
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4.2 Listings
The following statutory and non-statutory registers and planning documents were reviewed during
preparation of this report:
•

Clarence Valley LEP 2011

•

North Coast REP 1988 (as amended)

•

NSW Heritage Office’s State Heritage Inventory (SHI)

•

NSW Heritage Office’s State Heritage Register (SHR)

•

Australian Heritage Places Inventory (AHPI)

•

Incorporating the National Heritage List, the Commonwealth Heritage list, & the Register of the
National Estate.

•

RMS s170 Heritage & Conservation Register.

4.2.1 Bridge
Briner Bridge is listed as a built heritage item of State significance on the RMS s170 Heritage &
Conservation Register (Briner Bridge over the Upper Coldstream River: Item 4300158).
The bridge is also listed on the SHI: a consequence of its s170 listing:
https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/heritageapp/ViewHeritageItemDetails.aspx?ID=4300158
Refer attachment 1.
Notes:

1. The bridge is not listed within the heritage schedule of the Clarence Valley LEP.
The Ulmarra and Nymboida portions of the LGA are currently the subject of a community-based
heritage study, which will result in the addition of new items to the LEP’s heritage schedule.
2. Application is to be made to the NSW Heritage Office to have the bridge listed on the NSW
SHR at the completion of the upgrade described herein.

4.2.2 Surrounds
The lands adjacent to the bridge that will accommodate the new crossing and revised road alignment are
not listed on, or within, any statutory or non-statutory heritage list, register or database.
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4.3 Significance
The significance of the bridge was initially assessed as part of the Study of the Heritage Significance of All
Timber Truss Bridges in NSW undertaken by McMillan Britton & Kell Pty Ltd (MBK 1998). This appraisal
was revised as part of the Briner Bridge Heritage Assessment prepared by Futurepast (2014: 33-37) and is
presented in its entirety below:
Assessment Against Criteria
CRITERION A: An item is important in the course, or pattern, of NSW’s cultural or natural history
or the cultural or natural history of the local area.
The Briner Bridge has historical significance as the original road link over the Upper Coldstream River in
this location and it has served this role for over a century. It is a moderately significant local route
between the Clarence River and the townships east of the Coldstream River. (Local Significance)
The erection of the Briner Bridge was a highly significant event in the Clarence River hinterland, creating
a flood-free route from the river flats to the higher ground to the east, whilst also ensuring the connection
of these eastern regions with the main centres of commerce and population along the Clarence River.
This road link is historically influential in the pattern of development in the region, providing an economic
and social advantage to the areas in the vicinity of or accessible to the main road routes. (Local
Significance)
The Briner Bridge is a significant relic of the era when motor vehicles were still virtually unknown, and
the horse-drawn wagon was still the major form of heavy road transport. High-level bridges (i.e. floodfree) were significant in the spread of European settlement in NSW, as they created lines of
communication in otherwise sparsely settled areas, enabling timely delivery of goods to markets and the
provision of government services and administration into what might otherwise be isolated settlements.
This was a key feature of colonial settlement in NSW, with the large distances, foreign flora and fauna,
conflicts with the local Aboriginal populations and the general antipodean differences from the European
experience feeding a sense of close interdependency between individual settler groups and the
machinery of government, especially law enforcement. Equally, open lines of access meant that settlers
were not cut off from access to services, especially medical, in times of emergency and were able to
access fellow settlers socially and economically, providing a valuable sense of security and community.
(State Significance)
The historical origins of the Briner Bridge and the reasons for its construction are components in the
story of the settlement, development and economic history of the Clarence River and far north coast of
NSW region. The development of the north coast was, in the nineteenth century, seen to be critical to
the expansion of agricultural production regionally and, consequently, the economic development of the
state, owing to its apparently fertile land, access to coastal shipping and potential for intra-state
production of produce otherwise more suited to the Queensland climate, such as sugar cane, or Victoria,
such as dairying. (State Significance)
The Briner Bridge was sought and was provided by the NSW State Government for the potential
economic benefits arising from its role in mitigation of the consequences of the periodic flooding of the
Clarence River and the impact of these floods upon livestock. The ongoing success of the dairy, sugar
and other industries on the north coast of NSW was considered to be a matter of importance to the
fortunes of the State generally, both for the specific produce and more generally for the health and
diversity of the State economy. (State Significance)
The Dare composite steel and timber truss spans of the Briner Bridge are relics of the progressive
development of timber truss design in NSW and illustrate an important stage in the evolution of the
design. The Dare truss was the apogee of the design of timber truss bridges in NSW, using composite
materials for practical and economic reasons and demonstrating the ongoing adoption of new
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approaches and innovations in engineering by the engineers of the NSW Public Works department.
(State Significance)
CRITERION B: An item has strong or special association with the life or works of a person, or
group of persons, of importance in NSW’s cultural or natural history or the cultural or natural
history of the local area.
The Briner Bridge is an important example of the work of engineer Harvey Dare, a significant engineer in
the history of NSW, and of the work of the NSW Public Works Department. Harvey Dare was appointed
Assistant Engineer for Design in the New South Wales Public Works Department in 1903, a position he
held until appointed Principal Assistant Engineer for Rivers, Water Supply and Drainage in 1910. He
became Engineer (in 1911), then Chief Engineer for Water Conservation and Irrigation in the
Department in 1913. He later became inaugural Chief Engineer and Commissioner of the New South
Wales Water Conservation and Irrigation Commission and was responsible for much of the early work
on the Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area and Burrenjuck Dam. (State Significance)
CRITERION C: An item is important in demonstrating aesthetic characteristics and/or a high
degree of creative or technical achievement in NSW, or the local area.
The Briner Bridge demonstrates the high level of technical achievement by the bridge engineers of the
NSW Public Works Department in the late nineteenth century in NSW. The design of the composite
‘Dare’ Truss was largely developed in NSW with no overseas precedents and the efficacy and durability
of the design is evidenced by the survival of this bridge and many of its peers for over a century of use.
(State Significance)
The timber truss spans represent a sophisticated application of standard designs over a wide range of
applications and these Dare composite trusses were a significant improvement over the Allan Truss alltimber design used previously. The development of timber truss designs based on the use of Australian
hardwoods was unique to NSW and was a significant engineering and economic achievement that was
key to the industrial and social development of Australia in the late nineteenth century. (State
Significance)
The Briner Bridge demonstrates the aesthetic qualities of timber bridges that are typically valued by a
significant part of the community, especially the natural materials, a human scale and familiar
proportions and the combination of sounds and smells in addition to appearance. (Local Significance)
CRITERION D: An item has strong or special association with a particular community or cultural
group in NSW, or the local area, for social, cultural or spiritual reasons.
The Briner Bridge has significance to the communities of Tucabia, Ulmarra and Wooli as a traditional
crossing, as a key icon of the locality and as a local amenity. It is featured in local tourism brochures and
websites and the story of the bridge is closely tied to the history and identity of the Upper Coldstream
district. (Local Significance)
CRITERION E: An item has potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding
of NSW’s cultural or natural history, or the cultural or natural history of the local area.
The Briner Bridge does not have any values relevant to this criterion.
CRITERION F: An item possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of cultural or natural
history of NSW, or cultural or natural history of the local area.
The Briner Bridge is one of thirteen surviving bridges in NSW (in 2012) which utilise Dare composite
timber-truss spans and one of only six which are designated for retention in the long term. Of the six
bridges earmarked for retention, it is one of two single-span truss bridges. (State Significance)
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CRITERION G: An item is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of
NSW’s cultural or natural places; or cultural or natural environments (or cultural or natural
places; or cultural or natural environments of the local area).
The Briner Bridge includes a representative example of a Dare composite timber- truss span and
includes representative examples of standard timber beam approach spans. (Local Significance)
The Briner Bridge and the story of its provision for the economic security of the local dairy industry
provides a representative example of the historical context and motivation for state government
investment in local infrastructure in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in NSW. (State
Significance)
Statement of Significance
The Briner Bridge is an excellent example of a Dare type timber truss bridge which remains highly
original and in good condition. The establishment of the bridge reflects the historical development of the
Clarence River region of NSW and is closely related to the development of the dairy industry in northern
NSW in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The story of the local agitation and
government responses leading up to the erection of the Briner Bridge provides a representative example
of the historical context and motivation for state government investment in local infrastructure in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
As a timber truss road bridge, it has strong associations with the expansion of the road network and
economic activity throughout NSW and also with Harvey Dare, the designer of this type of truss. The
Dare truss contained a range of engineering enhancements over its predecessors and represented a
significant evolution of the design of timber truss bridges.
Summary Table of the Significance of Individual Bridge Elements
Component

Significance

Dare Truss Span

High

Approach Spans

Moderate

Timber Trestle Piers

Moderate

Abutments

Moderate

Timber Deck

Moderate

Handrails

Moderate
Table based on information in Futurepast 2014: 38-39

High: High degree of original fabric; demonstrates a key element of the item’s significance.
Moderate: Altered or modified element(s); elements with little heritage value, but which contribute to the
overall significance of the item.
Note:
Relics or other subsurface material associated with the pre-bridge punt – which plied the river immediately
upstream of the bridge – are likely to be ephemeral; disturbed by historic flooding and bridge construction
activities; and of low archaeological value/research potential.
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4.4 Guiding Documents
The principal heritage management documents relating to this proposal are:

4.4.1 Timber Truss Bridge Conservation Strategy (2012)
This strategy recognises the role of RMS as the ‘custodian of the heritage significance of the population of
timber bridges’ under Service control. In accordance with the strategy, RMS is required to:

•

Retain a minimum of 26 timber truss road bridges until 2032 (& retain a minimum of 20 beyond
2032)

•

Use traditional methods & materials where possible & where upgrading is not required

•

Upgrade bridges for strength and safety as required in order to ensure their ongoing safety &
operability.
The Strategy mentions the need to make use of modern materials to achieve required load
capacities, with all design solutions developed on a case-by-case basis.

•

Continue to improve conservation knowledge & skills through training

•

Continue to improve engineering knowledge & understanding through research.

http://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/documents/projects/key-build-programs/maintenance/timber-truss-roadbridges/120800-timber-truss-bridges-subs-revised-strategy-august-2012.pdf

4.4.2 Timber Truss Bridges: Overarching Conservation Management Plan (2018)
The purpose of this Conservation Management Plan (CMP) – recently endorsed by the NSW Heritage
Office - is to guide the conservation and management of the bridges to be retained under the Timber Truss
Bridges Conservation Strategy into the future, with a continuing role and use in the life of communities. It
states that:

•

For each individual bridge a more detailed bridge specific CMP will be written by RMS
(informed by this overarching CMP)

•

The CMP is intended to inform all decision making for the conservation & management of each
State-listed timber truss bridge until bridge specific CMPs are endorsed.

While the CMP details the importance of heritage management in the treatment of significant bridges, it
acknowledges that it is but one of a number of agency priorities that include:

•

Making safety paramount while delivering services & an effective infrastructure program

•

Meeting customer & community needs & enhancing economic & social outcomes.

It is noted that although a bridge-specific CMP is planned for Briner Bridge, it is yet to be completed. This
means that the Overarching CMP is the main decision-making document in relation to heritage
management and planning for the bridge at present.
https://app.box.com/s/ygkiu20o7qf77djao91kj0a6tn8gw6gp
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4.4.3 State Agency Heritage Guide (2005)
This document acknowledges that management of state-owned heritage assets is a State agency service
responsibility, to be jointly managed with other service delivery responsibilities and given a high priority in
the corporate planning and budgetary processes. It recognises that the effective management of heritage
assets will achieve an appropriate balance between the twin objectives of efficient provision of government
services and conservation of the State’s heritage for future generations.
In accordance with the guide, each agency is required to identify, list and manage/conserve heritage
assents that fall within their respective jurisdictions in an appropriate, sustainable and integrated manner.
The guide requires that each agency:

•

Actively identifies heritage assets & keeps a S170 Heritage & Conservation Register

•

Prepare Statement of Heritage Impact for works that may have an impact on a listed item

•

Update and review information on heritage assets & their management from time to time

•

Take a strategic approach to the management of heritage assets (including the application of
Heritage Asset Management Plans, Management Action Plans & Maintenance Action Plans)

•

Manage assets according to & with respect for their significance

•

Consider archaeology as well as structural & moveable heritage

•

Appropriately and sensitively manage change & alteration to use and function

•

Acquire the relevant approvals when altering or conserving an asset

•

Monitor, report on, interpret & promote heritage assets & agency conservation initiatives.

https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/heritagebranch/heritage/StateAgencyHeritageGuide.pdf
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5 Project
5.1 Understanding
•

RMS desire a safe bridge that will meet current & future operational requirements without
prohibitive upfront expense or ongoing maintenance & repair costs.

•

Timber truss bridges of the late-nineteenth & early-twentieth century - such as Briner - were
designed to be economic structures with limited load-bearing capacity & a finite lifespan.

•

RMS acknowledge in their endorsed Timber Truss Bridges Overarching CMP (2018) & Timber
Truss Bridge Conservation Strategy (2012) that not all timber truss bridges can be conserved &
a management approach that sees representative examples conserved & retained, while others
are demolished & replaced, is the only practical way to manage these items.

•

Briner Bridge has been identified as one of six Dare Truss bridges to be retained in the RMS’s
Timber Bridge Conservation Strategy (refer table below).

•

Application to have the bridge listed on the SHR will be made after the proposed works program has
been completed, as recommended in the Heritage Assessment (Futurepast 2014: 40).
Management of RMS-controlled Dare-Type Timber Truss Bridges in NSW

To be Retained & Conserved

To be Demolished

Briner (Clarence Valley LGA)
Colemans (Lismore City LGA)
Rawsonville (Dubbo City LGA)
Scabbing Flat (Wellington LGA)
New Buildings Rd (Bega LGA)
Waroo (Forbes LGA)

Bulga (Singleton LGA)
Coonamit & Gee Gee (Wakool LGA)
Coorei (Dungog LGA)
Korns Crossing (Tweed LGA)
Mungindi (Moree Plains LGA)
Sportsmans Creek (Clarence Valley LGA)

Table based on information in RMS’s Timber Truss Bridge Conservation Strategy 2012: iii; 53 I

5.2 Rationale
Structural inspection and appraisal of the bridge has found that it requires upgrade works - including
widening and strengthening - to improve safety, amenity, capacity and longevity:
•

The crossing is limited to 33t & is required to meet regulatory limits of at least T44 Standard.

•

There is a minor possibility that an over-mass vehicle travelling across the bridge may cause it to
collapse. This could result in injury/or loss of life to vehicle occupants & loss of the bridge.

•

The timber ordinance fence does not meet the current requirements for safety barriers &, if
subjected to vehicle impacts, is likely to fail.

•

The single lane is problematic as the steep grade of the approach spans, and the distinctive hump
at the bridge apex, mean travellers from either end are often unable to see each other’s approach.
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5.3 Proposal
The following bridge treatment options were considered by RMS:

1. Do nothing: This option maintains the status quo.
2. Restore truss span only: This option involves strengthening the truss span. However, the
bridge would be unable to be widened as the width of the approach spans would remain
unchanged.
3. Full bridge upgrade: This option involves restoration of the truss span and approach spans
(including new abutments and piers), as well as widening of the bridge to allow two cars to pass
and a higher load capacity to be achieved.
Preferred Option
The preferred Option 3 – full bridge upgrade - has been designed as ‘… an outcome that meets the project
safety objectives whilst balancing the requirement of retaining the heritage significance of the bridge’
(RMS). It is a proposal that is best described as a ‘capacity upgrade’ and will see extant bridge elements
removed and then replaced with stronger, hardier componentry that is up to code and will increase the
safety, functionality and lifespan of the structure. The Option 3 works program will involve:
Establishment

•

Establishment if site compound/works area

•

Utility relocation (water, electricity &c)

•

Installation of a temporary bridge crossing (to immediate south/upstream of extant bridge).

Deconstruction
•

Removal of truss span super structure

•

Removal of approach span superstructure

•

Removal of truss span timber trestle piers

•

Removal of approach span timber trestle piers

•

Removal of approach span walers & cutting-off of timber piles

•

Removal of timber abutments at both ends.

Groundworks
•

Excavation of the land approach span footings & cutting-off of timber piles

•

Excavation of abutment footings & cutting-off of timber piles.

Construction
•

Driving-in of steel H-piles for new land approach span piers (in existing locations)

•

Driving-in of steel H-piles for new abutments (in existing locations)
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•

Forming & pouring of reinforced concrete pile caps (around new steel piles) to form the land
approach span foundations

•

Forming & pouring of reinforced concrete abutments (around new steel piles) to form abutments

•

Installation of new steel trestle piers to new approach span pile caps & existing river pile caps.
The steel trestles will retain the geometry of the current timber trestles

•

Installation of elastomeric bearings to the top of piers & abutments

•

Installation of new steel girders to approach spans

•

Forming & pouring new reinforced concrete deck for approach spans

•

Fabrication of new timber trusses with steel cross girders & the lifting into position on the truss
span

•

Fabrication of the SLT (Stress Laminated Timber) deck & installation on the truss span

•

Creation of deck joints & installation of AC wearing course.

Completion
•

Switching of traffic to new bridge

•

Removal of temporary crossing

•

Landscaping.

Works phases are anticipated to be:

1. Construction temporary bridge
2. Removal existing bridge
3. Foundation work
4. Pier work
5. Construction of approach span
6. Construction of truss span
7. Roadworks & traffic switch
8. Removal of temporary bridge.
Details of select modifications/fabrication

•

Replacement of timber ordnance fencing with safer, visually recessive steel traffic barriers

•

Replacement of truss cross girders with steel members (rather than timber)

•

Provision of Stress Laminated Timber (SLT) deck over the truss span (replacing deck planking)

•

Replacement of deteriorated wrought iron elements (such as tension rods) with ductile steel

•

Replacement of brittle cast iron shoes with ductile cast iron shoes (of equivalent dimensions)
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•

Replacement of timber abutments with reinforced concrete abutments (on driven steel piles)

•

Replacement of timber piles under the land piers with steel piles & reinforced concrete pile caps

•

Replacing of timber trestle piers with steel trestle piers (of comparable design)

•

Provision of steel beam/reinforced concrete deck for the approach spans.

Figure 47 presents the proposed site area.
Figures 48 – 54 show details of the proposed bridge upgrade compared to the existing bridge.
Figures 55 – 57 show details of the proposed temporary crossing.

A full set of current concept design drawings for the both the bridge upgrade and the temporary
crossing accompany the REF.
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Figure 47: PROPOSED SITE AREA (October 2018)
Image provided by GeoLINK
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Figure 48: BRINER BRIDGE UPGRADE COMPARISON (ISOMETRIC VIEW)
RMS 2018

Existing Bridge

Proposed Bridge
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Figure 49: BRINER BRIDGE UPGRADE (PLAN)
RMS 2018

Existing Bridge

Proposed Bridge
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Figure 50: BRINER BRIDGE UPGRADE (TRUSS SPAN SECTIONS)
RMS 2018

Existing Bridge

Proposed Bridge
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Figure 51: BRINER BRIDGE UPGRADE (PIER 3 & 4 UPGRADE DETAIL)
RMS 2018

Existing Bridge
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Proposed Bridge

Figure 52: BRINER BRIDGE UPGRADE (PIERS 1, 6, 7 & 8 UPGRADE DETAIL)
RMS 2018

Existing Bridge
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Proposed Bridge

Figure 53: BRINER BRIDGE UPGRADE (ABUTMENT)
RMS 2018

Existing Bridge
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Proposed Bridge

Figure 54: BRINER BRIDGE UPGRADE (SAFETY BARRIER DESIGN) RMS 2018
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Figure 55: TEMPORARY BRIDGE CROSSING (ARRANGEMENT) RMS 2018
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Figure 56: TEMPORARY BRIDGE CROSSING (ELEVATION) RMS 2018
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Figure 57: TEMPORARY BRIDGE CROSSING (APPROACHES) RMS 2018
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6 Impacts
6.1 Assessment
The following questions derive from the NSW Heritage Branch guideline document Statements of Heritage
Impact and are the established means of assessing the impact of proposals on heritage items in NSW.
What aspects of the proposal respect or enhance the heritage significance of Briner Bridge?
The upgrade proposal will see Briner Bridge retained and is consistent with the Timber Truss Bridge
Overarching CMP (2018) in the following ways:

•

The bridge will be retained (policies 1 & 4)

•

The significance of the bridge will be further acknowledged with application to have the bridge
listed on the SHR on completion of the works program (policy 5)

•

Use of the bridge as an operational vehicular thoroughfare will continue (policy 6)

•

Works to upgrade bridge capacity will incorporate ‘new work’ that will be sympathetic to the
overall design & form of the bridge & make use of contemporary design & modern materials
(policy 8)

•

The bridge setting will be returned to a pre-works state (or better) at completion (policy 10).

While the bridge will effectively be replaced, both its form (including its distinctive Dare trusses) and
functionality, and the nature of its rural setting, will be endure. Furthermore, the use of modern
materials to upgrade the capacity of the bridge, such as concrete and steel composite – which has
historic precedent in the remediation of other significant RMS-controlled bridges – will ensure that the
bridge survives into the future without the recurrent maintenance expenditure typically associated
with full-timber truss bridges.
What aspects of the proposal could detrimentally impact upon the heritage significance of Briner
Bridge?
The capacity upgrade of Briner Bridge will alter the bridge physically. Notable elements, including the
abutments and trestles, will be replaced with concrete and concrete-steel composite respectively. The
trusses too will be removed, strengthened and replaced. Changes to some lesser elements, including the
timber ordnance fences, which will also be replaced with a metal barrier that meets modern safety
standards, will also alter the bridge’s appearance.
That said, these alterations are in keeping with the overarching CMP and will ensure the survival of the
bridge into the future in a form that is both recognisable and consistent with the past presentation of the
structure. Importantly, the highly significant and defining Dare trusses will remain as operational
components of the bridge, as opposed to non-functional decorative adornments, and their future
protection will be aided by the new steel barrier fence.
In order to ameliorate the impact of any visual alterations to the bridge, a program of pre and post-works
archival photographic recording is recommended as a means of capturing the bridge ‘before and after’
(refer recommendations).
The temporary crossing will be constructed in part where the former punt eastern approach was located.
As mentioned previously there is no indication of any in situ or significant archaeology associated with the
former punt on account of its ephemeral nature and the high level of impact to the locale, both at the time
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of bridge construction and from bridge, road and bank works hence. The erection of the temporary bridge
will therefore have no impact on the overall heritage values of the bridge and its broader setting.
Have more sympathetic bridge treatment solutions been considered? If so, why were they
discounted?
A recent options study for the bridge upgrade considered (and discounted) a number of bridge treatment
options beyond the preferred option 3:
Option 1: Leave the Bridge ‘as is’ (do nothing approach)
The treatment option of least impact would be to leave the bridge as and where it is. This however is an
unrealistic and undesirable option from both an operational and heritage point-of-view, as the bridge
would continue to degrade, with both its viability and heritage value significantly reduced over time.
Option 2: Restore Truss Span
This option would have a moderate upfront cost and some project objectives would be met. However, the
overall project objectives would not be not met, as:

•

the bridge would not be able to accommodate two lanes of traffic

•

approach is not entirely consistent with RMS Timber Truss Bridge Conservation Strategy

•

RMS will not meet its legal obligations for safety

•

option does not meet community expectations

•

ongoing maintenance costs higher than other options.

Option 3: Restore Truss & Approach Spans (including traffic barrier) – Preferred Option
This option has reduced bridge asset lifecycle costs and arguably meets all essential project objectives,
because:

•

option is broadly consistent with RMS Timber Truss Bridge Conservation Strategy (as the
bridge, in a comparable though more durable form, will be retained).

•

capacity/load requirements & bridge traffic barrier safety improved

•

community expectations better met.

6.2 Summary
The capacity upgrade of Briner Bridge via option 3 will see much of the fabric of the bridge renewed.
While this will alter the structure physically, it is consistent with the modern approach to timber truss
bridge management as espoused in the NSW Heritage Office-endorsed, Timber Truss Bridge Overarching
CMP (2018). Importantly, the recognizable heritage form of the bridge (including its iconic Dare trusses)
will be retained, and survival and safe operation of the bridge well into the future will be assured.
Overall, the changes resultant of the capacity upgrade will not devalue the heritage significance of the
bridge, nor deleteriously impact application to have the bridge listed in the SHR.
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7 Consultation
Consolation with the NSW Office of Environment & Heritage (OEH) and the community was an important
part of the works planning process and has been undertaken by the RMS Environmental team.

7.1 OEH
February 2018
A site meeting with OEH (Sarah-Jane Brazil & Gary Escort), occurred on 22nd February where the
proposal design scope was discussed. OEH and RMS reviewed the Briner Bridge upgrade design plans.
RMS highlighted the proposed changes to the bridge, which would include new land piers/foundations,
steel beam approach spans, stress laminated timber (SLT) decking, larger section truss members,
reinforced concrete abutments. RMS also discussed the proposal to construct a temporary crossing
during the works to minimise disruption to the community.
March 2018
OEH provided clear direction in March 2018 to RMS regarding the Briner Bridge upgrade. OEH was
presented with and agreed to the design. OEH specified that Briner Bridge should meet the requirements
of RMS policies, procedures and priorities, Australian Standards and CMPs. Direction from OEH included:

•

Community consultation to be captured in the SOHI

•

SOHI to be prepared & submitted prior to construction of the new bridge

•

CMP to be completed after the new bridge is built

•

No further formal consultation required on the design

•

Conflicting requirements to be assessed through the process of project development.

In addition to the above, monthly meetings between with RMS and OEH regarding the project have also
occurred, as well as ad hoc impromptu phone calls discussing the design of the project. As recently as 12
October 2018, OEH confirmed in communications with the RMS team that design of the modern
handrail/safety barrier was considered an appropriate modification commensurate with the upgrade.

7.2 Community
With respect to the community consultation process, this commenced some time ago and has included:
September 2016
Community update went out, which included consultation on heritage.
Monday 10 & Tuesday 11 October 2016
Community drop in sessions held on the above dates. Key messages related to retaining the key features
of the bridge to maintain heritage significance. Feedback forms were collected by RMS. In general, the
community was supportive (or neutral) towards the proposal, which was amended to reflect public
feedback (including the addition of a temporary bridge to improve amenity during the upgrade process).
April 2017
Community update provided, presenting an overview of the project following consultation. The project
website has also been updated periodically, when necessary, with project news and documents:
https://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/projects/northern-nsw/briner-bridge/index.html
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8. Recommendations
The following recommendations acknowledge:

•

Burra Charter & NSW Heritage Division guidelines & best practice

•

NSW Heritage Council State Agency Heritage Guide (2005)

•

RMS cultural heritage guidelines, operational requirements & procedures

•

RMS Timber Truss Bridge Conservation Strategy (2012) & Timber Truss Bridge Overarching
Conservation Management Plan (2018).

It is recommended that:

1. As per policy 11 of RMS’ Timber Truss Bridge Overarching CMP (2018), the bridge and its
setting should be subject to a pre and post-works archival photographic recording. The
recording should be undertaken by a suitably qualified professional & meet NSW Heritage
Office standards as per:
NSW Heritage Office. 2005. Photographic Recording of Heritage Items using Film or Digital
Capture.
When the archival record is complete, it should be made available to the Clarence River
Historical Society; Clarence Valley Council & Library (Local History Collection) and NSW
Heritage Office.
Furthermore, it is recommended that:

2. RMS implement its Recycling of Used Bridge Timbers Policy, if when dismantling the bridge,
RMS or its contractors are able to recover timber suitable for research or reuse purposes.
3. Application to the NSW Heritage Office for the SHR listing of Briner Bridge be undertaken as
planned and as recommended in the Briner Bridge Heritage Assessment (Futurepast 2014).
Updated listing information should acknowledge the history & original form of the bridge but be
amended to reflect alterations associated with the proposed program of works (if approved).
The RMS s170 listing for the site should also be altered accordingly.
4. Although any remains associated with the former 1880s ferryman’s cottage/hut are likely to be
minimal and are outside of the immediate works impact area, an exclusion zone and
appropriate buffer should be established at the approximate location of the structure prior to
the commencement of any works (as per the overlay presented at figure 58).
5. Should unexpected items of potential historical archaeological value be unearthed during the
rupgrade process, RMS’ Standard Management Procedure: Unexpected Heritage Items
(2015) should be instigated and adhered to as a means of appropriately addressing such
finds.
Note:
The reader is reminded that any potential subsurface material associated with the pre-bridge punt is likely
to be ephemeral, disturbed by periodic flooding, and impacted by the construction and ongoing
maintenance activities associated with the bridge that replaced it. As such, the punt site (including the
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former approach alignments) has no potential research value and requires no additional archaeological
oversight or intervention as part of the upgrade project.

Figure 58: SATELLITE IMAGE COMPOSITE PLAN
Google Earth Pro image overlayed with best-fit/rubber-sheet 1907 Site Plan (B+W). Temporary bridge location (denoted in yellow);
Indicative cottage exclusion zone (shaded in red)
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10. Attachments
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A1. SHI Listing
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known to travellers as the "timber bridge state".

Historic themes
Australian theme
(abbrev)

New South Wales theme

Local
theme

3. Economy-Developing local,
regional and national economies

Technology-Activities and processes associated with the knowledge or use of
mechanical arts and applied sciences

(none)-

3. Economy-Developing local,
regional and national economies

Transport-Activities associated with the moving of people and goods from one
place to another, and systems for the provision of such movements

(none)-

Assessment of signi4cance
SHR Criteria a)
[Historical
significance]

SHR Criteria c)

Through the bridge's association with the expansion of the NSW road network, its ability
to demonstrate historically important concepts such as the gradual acceptance of NSW
people of American design ideas, and its association with Harvey Dare, it has historical
significance.

significance]

The bridge exhibits the technical excellence of its design, as all of the structural detail is
clearly visible. In the context of its landscape it is visually attractive. As such, the bridge
has a small amount of aesthetic significance.

SHR Criteria d)

The Briner bridge is valued by the people of the Grafton district.

[Aesthetic

[Social significance]

Timber truss bridges are prominent to road travellers, and NSW has in the past been
referred to as the "timber truss bridge state". Through this, the complete set of bridges
gain some social significance, as they could be said to be held in reasonable esteem by
many travellers in NSW.
SHR Criteria e)
[Research potential]

SHR Criteria f)

The bridge has technical significance because it is a Dare truss, is representative of some
major technical developments that were made in timber truss design by the Public Works
Department.

[Rarity]

Rare - In 1998 there were 27 surviving Dare trusses in NSW of the 40 built, and 82
timber truss road bridges survive from the over 400 built.

SHR Criteria g)

Representative of Dare truss bridges

[Representativeness]

Integrity/Intactn
ess:

Intact

Assessment
criteria:

Items are assessed against the
State Heritage Register (SHR) Criteria to
determine the level of significance. Refer to the Listings below for the level of statutory
protection.

Recommended management:
continued sympathetic management

Listings
Heritage Listing
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Listing
Title

Listing
Number

Gazette
Date

Gazette
Number

Gazette
Page
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Executive Summary
Introduction
Roads and Maritime Services propose to upgrade Briner Bridge over the Coldstream River near Tucabia
(the proposal). The bridge is currently load limited to 33 tonnes and requires regular, ongoing maintenance.
The upgrade would increase the capacity to 44.0 tonnes and reduce maintenance requirements whilst
retaining the heritage significance of the truss span. Briner Bridge is listed on the Roads and Maritime
Section 170 Heritage & Conservation Register (Section 170 Register) and would be nominated for listing on
the State Heritage Register upon completion of the upgrade works. In developing plans to upgrade the
bridge, Roads and Maritime Services are working closely with the NSW Office of Environment and
Heritage. This report documents the socio-economic impacts of the proposed bridge upgrade work.

Proposal objectives
The objectives of the proposal are to:
•

Increase traffic loading on the bridge from 33 to 44 tonnes (T44 traffic loading)

•

Alleviate sight distance issues associated with the vertical alignment of the bridge

•

Reduce future maintenance.

The proposal
Key features of the proposal include:
•

Increasing the width of the bridge deck to 5.4 metres between barriers to allow two cars to pass

•

Restoration and strengthening of the Dare Truss span

•

Restoration of the deck on the truss span with stress laminated timber

•

Replacement of the timber approach spans with reinforced concrete and steel girder approach spans

•

Replacement of the timber abutments with new reinforced concrete abutments

•

Replacement of timber piles below ground with new driven piles

•

Replacement of timber trestle piers with steel trestle piers

•

Replacement of the timber handrail with a new steel traffic barrier

•

Installation of a temporary bridge linked to Coldstream Terrace for public access during construction

•

Establishing site facilities associated with the works.

A temporary two span bridge would be built immediately upstream of Briner Bridge to enable traffic to cross
Cold Stream River during construction of the new bridge. New approach roads would be built to tie in with
Coldstream Terrace. The approach roads would have two lanes, and the bridge would be one lane
controlled by temporary traffic lights. The intersection of Bowlings Road and Coldstream Terrace would be
temporarily modified for the duration of the works to tie in to the temporary bridge approach roads. The
temporary bridge would be removed, and the intersection restored upon completion of the works.
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Traffic would have access across the temporary bridge for most of the works, however full closures would
be required on occasion to allow a crane to work from the temporary bridge approach road to install
elements to the river spans. The temporary bridge would be removed prior to forecasted flood events and it
would take up to one week to reinstate the temporary bridge post flood event. This would result in the full
closure of Coldstream Terrace (over Coldstream River) until the temporary bridge is reinstated
(approximately one week). Traffic would be diverted via Tyndale or Glenugie to access the Pacific Highway,
Ulmarra and Grafton.
The construction is expected to begin in early 2019 and would take approximately 14 months to complete,
including installation and removal of the temporary bridge and restoration of the project area.
The construction methodology involves:
•

Community notifications prior to undertaking the works

•

Establishment of site compounds and environmental controls

•

Construction of a temporary bridge and approach roads

•

Closure of the existing bridge to the general public (approximately ten months) and rehabilitating the
bridge

•

Roadworks and traffic switch and removal of the temporary bridge

•

Site compound decommission and site stabilisation.

Some access/navigational restriction would be in place under the existing and temporary bridges during the
works. There would be reduced clearance and access at times during the construction of the temporary
bridge and upgrade of the current bridge. The public would be notified of all restrictions.

Socio-economic issues and management measures
The main socio-economic issues identified from the assessment relate to the following:

Access and connectivity
The proposal has potential to affect access and connectivity for road users, including residents,
businesses, tourists and transport. A second temporary bridge would be constructed to reduce access and
connectivity impacts during works on the Briner Bridge. Alternate detours to Tucabia would be required
during some weekends and flood event closures of the temporary bridge. The alternate detour routes via
Tyndale and Glenugie would add 18 kilometres and 10 kilometres to travel distances (respectively). In most
instances, the impact would be an inconvenience, with minor additional travel time and fuel cost incurred.
The bridge closure and detour options are not expected to adversely disadvantage people as there is a lack
of reliance on alternative modes of transport in the local community which could otherwise be impacted.
People have access to private vehicles for their transport, meaning most people can effectively use the
detours. Any closure and detour could generally be tolerated in the short-term. It is largely acknowledged
that the works have a long-term benefit for the bridge’s longevity and serviceability.
Briner Bridge would be a designated construction site during the construction phase. Therefore, access to
Coldstream River would be restricted around the bridge during construction. Access under the bridge via
watercraft would also be restricted during certain periods of construction. This would need to be
communicated to the users of the river as part of the consultation phase of the proposal.
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The works are important to maintain the bridge and connectivity for the local community into the future. Not
undertaking the works may result in additional degradation and could lead to bridge closure and larger and
long-term socio-economic impacts.

Local business, industry and economy
Impacts to businesses stem from reduced transport links across the Coldstream River due to the temporary
bridge closure, requiring local traffic to use detours. Subsequent effects of this on business and local
economic activity can relate to reduced efficiency, increased travel time, fuel costs and the need for
additional logistics planning or resourcing. Additional planning and appropriate notice would enable
businesses to adequately plan for the changed road conditions during the works. No long-term or
unmanageable impacts are considered likely.

Tourism
Any closure of the temporary bridge reduces route options to access a tourist site or business within
Tucabia (eg bed and breakfast), these sites would still be accessible via the detour routes of Tyndale and
Glenugie. This would ensure that tourism places and businesses remain accessible. Both routes travel
through Tucabia so it would be unlikely that there would be a decrease in tourists travelling through the
town as a result of the proposal. Both options also provide a scenic route to Wooli/Diggers Camp or Minnie
Water. Whilst some inconvenience could be experienced, it is not expected to be significant. People
planning to visit a place would continue to be able to readily access them. Despite inconvenience, the
detours would ensure that tourism places and businesses remain accessible.

Local amenity
The local environment and amenity could be adversely impacted because of the works. Water quality,
noise and vibration, air quality, traffic and parking and visual impacts all have the potential to be affected. In
most of these contexts, the potential impacts posed by the proposal are not significant and would be of a
temporary duration. Noise generated by the works could adversely impact nearby sensitive receivers
(dwellings). However, specific safeguards and management measures would be implemented to minimise
and appropriately manage any such impacts.

Property and land use
No property acquisition would be required for the proposal. The site compounds would be primarily located
within the existing road reserve. There would be some short-term occupation of private property for the
fabrication and storage of bridge elements and positioning of cranes. Other land use and property impacts
relate to the road closure and detours, as well as construction related amenity impacts, as assessed further
in this report.

Utilities and services
A Clarence Valley Council water valve is located on the Ulmarra side abutment and a Clarence Valley
Council submarine watermain pipeline is located along the northern side of the bridge. The submarine
watermain pipeline would not be affected by the proposal. Consultation would be undertaken with Clarence
Valley Council regarding relocation/removal of the stop valve in proximity to the proposed work. Above
ground Telstra cables are also located along the northern side of the bridge and would not be affected by
the proposal. Subterranean cables located running underneath the approach spans on the Ulmarra side of
the bridge would require relocation in order to install the temporary bridge approach road.
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Social and recreational infrastructure
No key social or recreational infrastructure would be affected. Some short-term restriction on the use of and
access along the Coldstream River in the vicinity of the works would be required, however this would only
affect particular sections of the river at a time and no significant impact on social/recreational activity is
expected.

Health and safety
Health and safety issues could arise if road users are not aware of the proposed work or potential
disruptions. Emergency services and their response could be affected by the bridge closure (dependant on
origin and destination). However, the available detours would maintain access to the localities either side of
the bridge and emergency services/agencies would be consulted.

Community and cultural (heritage) values
Road infrastructure is generally highly valued and relied upon in rural and regional contexts. The proposal
is consistent with the community value linked to the provision and maintenance of quality road
infrastructure. However, in the short-term the closure and detours could affect values associated with
connectivity and severance of this local river crossing. Any such impact would be managed and would be
removed at the completion of the works. While construction activities could detract from the amenity of the
surrounding environment, this would be short-term and such values would be maintained postconstruction/long-term.
Although Briner Bridge is a listed heritage item under Section 170 register listing under Heritage Act, the
proposal does not present any significant adverse impact to the existing bridge. The changes resultant of
the capacity upgrade would not devalue the heritage significance of the bridge, nor impact application to
have the bridge listed in the State Heritage Register.

Cumulative impact
Although the proposal has the potential to contribute to cumulative impacts such as construction noise, air
quality, ecological impacts and traffic, these are not expected to be significant given the context of the site
and nature/scope of works. Mitigation measures within the Review of Environmental Factors (REF) and
Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) would ensure any such effects are minimised and
managed appropriately.

Management measures
As outlined above, the proposal would present various potential impacts. While the proposal is not
expected to result in significant detriment or long-term socio-economic effects, short-term effects would
have a varying degree of impact for the local community. A number of safeguards and mitigation measures
have been specified and would be implemented, along with those in the REF and CEMP, to assist in
avoiding (where possible) and minimising or mitigating any socio-economic impacts. These can be
appropriately addressed through consultation, notification and specific measures as recommended in this
report and summarised below:
•

Notification to key stakeholders and parties potentially affected by the proposal

•

Community consultation, including key affected parties and stakeholders

•

Noise and vibration specific notification and consultation
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•

Advanced signage and traffic management to maintain safety, minimise delays, and facilitate use of the
detours

•

Waterway/maritime management to maintain safety and adequate access

•

Specific measures to maintain connectivity for school transport bus services

•

A complaint handling process

•

Relevant health and safety protocols.
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1.

Introduction

1.1. The proposal
Roads and Maritime Services NSW (Roads and Maritime) proposes to upgrade Briner Bridge over the
Coldstream River near Tucabia (the proposal). The bridge is currently load limited to 33 tonnes and
requires regular, ongoing maintenance. The upgrade would increase the capacity to 44 tonnes and
reduce maintenance requirements whilst retaining the heritage significance of the truss span. Briner
Bridge is listed on the Road and Maritime Section 170 Heritage & Conservation Register (Section 170
Register) and would be nominated for listing on the State Heritage Register upon completion of the
upgrade works. In developing plans to upgrade the bridge, Roads and Maritime Services are working
closely with the NSW Office of Environment and Heritage.
Key features of the proposal include:
•

Increasing the width of the bridge deck to 5.4 metres between barriers to allow two cars to pass

•

Refurbishment and strengthening of the Dare Truss span

•

Refurbishment of the deck on the truss span with stress laminated timber

•

Replacement of the timber approach spans with reinforced concrete and steel girder approach
spans

•

Replacement of the timber abutments with new reinforced concrete abutments

•

Replacement of timber piles below ground with new driven piles

•

Replacement of timber trestle piers with steel trestle piers

•

Replacement of the timber handrail with a new steel traffic barrier

•

Installation of a temporary bridge linked to Coldstream Terrace for public access during
construction

•

Establishing site facilities associated with the works.

A temporary two span bridge would be built immediately upstream of Briner Bridge to enable traffic to
cross Cold Stream River during construction of the new bridge. New approach roads would be built to
tie in with Coldstream Terrace. The approach roads would have two lanes, and the bridge would be
one lane controlled by temporary traffic lights. The intersection of Bowlings Rd and Coldstream Terrace
would be temporarily modified for the duration of the works to tie in to the temporary bridge approach
roads. The temporary bridge would be removed, and the intersection restored upon completion of the
works.
Traffic would have access across the temporary bridge for most of the works, however full closures
would be required on occasion to allow a crane to work from the temporary bridge approach road to
install elements to the river spans. The temporary bridge would be removed prior to forecasted flood
events and it would take up to one week to reinstate the t emporary bridge post flood event. This would
result in the full closure of Coldstream Terrance (over Coldstream River) until the temporary bridge is
reinstated (approximately one week). Traffic would be diverted via Tyndale or Glenugie to access
Ulmarra, the Pacific Highway and Grafton.
The construction methodology involves:
•

Community notifications prior to undertaking the works

•

Establishment of site compounds and environmental controls
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•

Construction of a temporary bridge and approach roads

•

Closure of the existing bridge to the general public (approximately 10 months) and rehabilitating the
bridge

•

Roadworks, traffic switch and removal of the temporary bridge

•

Site compound decommission and site stabilisation.

Some access/navigational restriction would be in place under the bridge during the works. There would
be reduced clearance and access at times during the construction of the temporary bridge and upgrade
of the current bridge. The public would be notified of all restrictions.
Typical plant and equipment used for the works would include:
•

Franna cranes

•

Site sheds

•

Manitou

•

Decontamination showers

•

Delivery vehicles

•

Toilet

•

Containers

•

Scaffold and containment

•

Generators

•

Boat and barge

•

Piling machines

•

•

Concrete trucks

Elevating work platform (EWP) (possibly on
barge)

•

Concrete pumps

•

Winches

•

Moving gantries/ launching trusses

•

Vibratory rollers

•

Paving machines

•

Compactors

•

Asphalt trucks

•

Curing machines

•

Rollers

Construction is expected to begin in early 2019 and will take approximately 14 months to complete,
including installation and removal of the temporary bridge and restoration of the project area.
Work would be undertaken during the hours detailed below:
Monday – Friday

7:00 am to 6:00 pm

Saturday

7:00 am to 6:00 pm. Noisy work would be confined from 8.00 am to
4.00 pm

Sunday and Public Holidays

Generally no work (with the exception of works required during
temporary bridge closures). 7:00 am to 6:00 pm when required. Noisy
work would be confined from 8.00 am to 4.00 pm.

Work would be undertaken outside of standard hours on weekends to minimise traffic impacts on the
community.

1.2. Study objectives
This socio-economic assessment has been carried out as a specialist component of the REF for the
Briner Bridge upgrade to identify and assess the potential socio-economic impacts to the community as
a result of the construction and operation of the proposal, identify options to avoid or reduce socio-
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economic impacts and recommend management and mitigation measures to address unavoidable
impacts.

1.3. Consultation
Roads and Maritime has undertaken community consultation in 2016 which resulted in a change in
methodology from the 2016 proposal to include a temporary crossing to minimise travel impacts to the
community during upgrade of Briner Bridge.
As per the requirements of the State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007, consultation
with Clarence Valley Shire Council, State Emergency Service and NSW Maritime has occurred. Roads
and Maritime has also previously met with Clarence Valley Shire Council to discuss the proposal and
potential implications of the temporary bridge closure.
DPI Fisheries were also consulted regarding the potential impacts of the bridge works on key fish
habitat and comments by DPI Fisheries has been incorporated into the biodiversity assessment
component of the project.
The Roads and Maritime Procedure for Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation and Investigation
(PACHCI – Stage 1) was previously undertaken in September 2018 by Roads and Maritime’s
Aboriginal Cultural and Heritage Advisor, Mr Barry Williams. Mr Williams advised that the proposal was
unlikely to have an impact on Aboriginal cultural heritage (refer to Appendix D of REF).
Review of the National Native Title Tribunal (NNTT) Online Register (September 2018) indicates the
site compound/fabrication area is subject to NCD2015/003 - Yaegl People #2 (Lot 1 DP 1104017).
Notification is required to any representative Aboriginal/Torres Strait Islander bodies for an area
concerned where an act is to take place. Roads and Maritime Services is therefore required to issue
notification to representatives of the Native Title holders for their consideration and comment prior to
undertaking the works.
Key findings of the consultation informed the proposal, the potential impacts and required impact
avoidance or mitigation measures.
A communications officer has been appointed to the proposal. A project-specific consultation strategy
would be developed and implemented in accordance with the Roads and Maritime Community
Involvement – Practice Notes and Resource Manual and Roads and Maritime Minor Project procedure,
Communications for minor projects (ILC-MP-TP0-301).
The following stakeholders are to be contacted as part of ongoing consultation:
•

Clarence Valley Shire Council

•

Residents and businesses within a minimum of 2.7 kilometres of the proposal

•

Emergency services

•

Tucabia Rural Fire Service

•

Bus operators

•

Local schools.

Roads and Maritime would undertake a media announcement, letterbox drops (notice to the local
community and affected parties) and post information on the Roads and Maritime website and
Facebook page, including updates as works progress.
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2.

Methods

2.1. Personnel
Qualifications and experience of personnel involved in the assessment is provided in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1 Qualifications and experience
Name

Qualification

Years of
experience

Role

Simon Waterworth

Bachelor of Urban and Regional Planning
Masters in Business Administration

21

Assessment advice and
review

Sean Cochran

Graduate Diploma in Urban and Regional
Planning

7

Socio-economic impact
assessment

2.2. Methodology
The socio-economic impact assessment was prepared in accordance with Environmental Impact
Assessment Practice Note - socio-economic assessment (EIA-N05). Given the locality, scale/scope of
the proposal and the likely impacts anticipated, a moderate level of assessment was deemed
appropriate (based on the Practice Note’s assessment levels of basic, moderate and comprehensive).
The Draft methodology for assessing the significance of socio-economic impacts has also been applied
to the preparation of this assessment. The assessment of significance of socio-economic impacts
considers sensitivity and magnitude impacts to determine the overall level of significance of the impact
when compared to the baseline conditions as shown in Table 2-2 below.
Table 2-2 Roads and Maritime significance of the impact matrix

To facilitate the assessment, a study area needs to be determined to guide the establishment of the
socio-economic profile and assessment. The extent of the study area for the socio-economic impact
assessment depends on the extent or scale of potential impacts, including both direct and indirect
impacts, and the context of the area surrounding the project (ie whether it is in an urban, rural or
regional setting).
The study area for this assessment has been derived based on the largely rural context of the locality,
the scale/scope of the proposal and the anticipated impacts. The primary study area for this
assessment is based on the Tucabia NSW State Suburb. Not only does this provide for a set of area
based statistical information relevant to the proposal footprint and immediately surrounding community,
it encompasses the main area likely to be subject to anticipated impacts resulting from the proposal.
In addition to this primary study area, this assessment also considers a broader context of the Clarence
Valley LGA, with comparisons also drawn from the State of NSW.
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The location of the bridge site and associated works areas (the site) is shown at Figure 1-1. A locality
plan relevant to the study area is provided at Figure 1-2.
The preparation of the socio-economic assessment involved the following:
1. Scoping: identify the range of issues of concern relevant to the social and economic environment of
the study area and the nature of the likely impact of the proposal.
2. Social and economic environment: describe the existing social and economic environment of the
study area to provide an understanding of the potentially affected individual, groups or communities.
This can involve both quantitative and qualitative indicators to describe the socio-economic profile.
3. Assessment: identify and assess the social and economic benefits or impacts of the proposal, who
is affected, to what extent and for how long.
4. Developing management and mitigation measures: including measures to enhance the
proposal’s benefits and avoid, minimise or mitigate its potential adverse impacts.
These steps are further described in the following sections.

2.2.1

Scoping

Scoping of issues involves consideration of the range of potential socio-economic impacts of the
proposal. The range of potential impacts was assessed through:
•

Completion of a preliminary scoping checklist and consideration of potential or likely impacts and
their effect

•

Site visit (20/08/2018) of the study area and a desktop survey of land uses surrounding the existing
bridge and its approaches and near to the proposal.

2.2.2

Social and economic environment

A description of the existing social and economic environment provides a basis for development of a
community profile and predicting likely changes and impact management strategies (refer to Chapter
3). Socio-economic data/information include quantitative and qualitative indicators (also informed by
consultation). These are relevant to establishing an understanding of the social and economic
environment, and include:
•

Review of existing State and local government, plus other organisations, strategies relevant to the
existing and future land use and social and economic environment of the study area

•

A description of the regional context of Clarence Valley Shire and the local context of Tucabia and
surrounds

•

Key transport networks and travel patterns

•

Key population, housing and demographic indicators, based on a review of data from the Australian
Bureau of Statistics (ABS) 2011 and 2016 Census, id The Population Experts demographic
resources, and Department of Planning and Environment for the Tucabia State Suburb, including
the Clarence Valley LGA and NSW

•

A review of existing land uses in the study area including primary industries, commercial,
residential, riverside, tourist and recreational land uses

•

Analysis of the local and regional economy, including gross regional product, industry, employment
and income and nature of local business within the study area

•

Review of social infrastructure, including open space and community services and facilities closest
to the proposal

•

Identification of existing community values, including those relating to lifestyle and amenity,
neighbourhood and local character, access, connectivity and community.
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Consultation regarding the proposal would be undertaken as outlined in Section 1.3. Key findings of the
consultation would inform the proposal, the potential impacts and required impact avoidance or
mitigation measures. It should also be noted that consultation undertaken in 2016 resulted in a change
in methodology from 2016 proposal to include a temporary crossing to minimise delays to the
community during the upgrade.

2.2.3

Assessment

2.2.4

Management and mitigation measures

The assessment in Chapter 4 has been informed by various reports and demographic data as outlined
previously, a site inspection, consultation undertaken by Roads and Maritime and by considering and
understanding relevant research and literature. The assessment involved identifying, analysing and
assessing the likely social and economic impacts or benefits of the proposal.

Specific management and mitigation measures have been developed to address the identified socioeconomic impacts for this proposal (refer to Chapter 5).
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3.

Existing environment

3.1. Policy context
This chapter provides an overview of government strategies and policies relevant to the proposal and
socio-economic considerations. A visual plan showing land uses within Tucabia is provided at
Figure 3-3.

3.1.1 North Coast Regional Plan 2036
The North Coast Regional Plan 2036 applies to 12 North Coast Councils including Clarence Valley
Shire Council. The Plan provides the strategic policy, planning and decision-making framework to guide
the region to sustainable growth over the next 20 years. It contains goals and directions for achieving
the vision for the North Coast which is: a stunning environment, thriving and interconnected economy,
vibrant and engaged communities and great housing choice and lifestyle options (Development of
Planning and Environment 2017).
The proposal is consistent with the overall intent of the North Coast Regional Plan 2036. It supports an
interconnected economy and community through important maintenance of a bridge asset that
connects business and the community either side of the Coldstream River.

3.1.2

Clarence Valley Settlement Strategy 1999

The Clarence Valley Settlement Strategy 1999 was prepared to guide and manage future growth within
the shire for a 20-year planning horizon. The strategy was developed to address urban and rural issues
on a cooperative valley-wide basis and includes focus towards retention of small rural residential
settlements in areas linked to existing settlements which can provide services and community identity.
This Strategy provides an analysis for the Clarence Valley LGA, including its towns and settlements in
relation to potential/planned growth.
The upgrade of the Briner Bridge provides essential rural linkages and is therefore consistent with the
strategy focus of connecting communities and providing essential services to rural settlements.

3.2. Regional context
Briner Bridge is located in the Clarence Valley LGA which has a dispersed settlement pattern over a
sizeable area (10,440 square kilometres). In addition to numerous small villages and rural localities,
settlement is based around the City of Grafton, which is the primary focus of commercial, industrial,
institutional and administrative activities. Other main towns include Yamba, Maclean and Iluka. The
LGA includes a number of smaller villages and towns along the coast or inland, particularly near the
Clarence River. Tucabia, which is the closest settlement to Briner Bridge, is located approximately
1.5 kilometres southeast of the site.
The Clarence River provides a link between several rural villages and communities. The rural area is
used for forestry, agriculture and grazing, including beef and sugarcane growing. Fishing is an
important industry on the Clarence. Tourism and recreation have become a major industry in recent
years, particularly in coastal areas, national parks, State forest and nature reserves including beaches,
rainforests, mountains and rivers.
The Clarence Valley is strongly reliant on road transport, with a road system which radiates out from
Grafton and includes the Pacific and Gwydir highways and Summerland Way. The Clarence River is a
highly valuable natural resource and represents the region’s key competitive advantage. Council has
identified the role of the Clarence River as a link between settlements in council’s strategic planning
initiatives. The Clarence River Way Master Plan (2009) is council’s main document that outlines the
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importance of the Clarence River and establishes the river as the primary driver for destination
development. The initiatives, strategies, actions and objectives conveyed in the plan identify the value
that the Clarence River and its tributaries provides to the region in terms of environmental, economic,
community and social activity.
Briner Bridge is located over Coldstream River, which is a major tributary of the Clarence River and
separates the villages of Tucabia and Ulmarra. Briner Bridge therefore plays a critical role in
connecting the two villages. Tucabia does not have a specific commercial area and has a limited
number of commercial uses. The main commercial premise in town is the Tucabia general store, which
also operates as the local petrol station, newsagency, bottle shop, café, chemist and post office.
Tucabia also has a public primary school, a community preschool, a community hall and sporting fields
and facilities.
Ulmarra is served by a small traditional commercial area focused on Coldstream Street, west of the
Pacific Highway. Commercial premises include a service station, hotel, coffee shops/restaurants,
tourist accommodation, tourist related and other retail shops, post office, newsagency, the Clarence
Valley NSW Rural Fire Service Control Centre. Ulmarra also has a public primary school and sporting
facilities.
There are variations in the socio-economic structure of communities of Tucabia and Ulmarra compared
to Grafton. The two villages have a higher proportion of residents on low incomes and more vulnerable
sections of the community. There is a dependence on Grafton and Maclean for services to meet the
needs of both communities.
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3.3. Environmental amenity
The landscape adjoining the proposal is predominantly a rural context, with interspersed rural
residential uses. The landscape is generally flat to gently undulating, with low-lying areas subject to
periodic flooding. It is largely cleared of vegetation, except for remnant and regrowth vegetation along
the river corridor and road margins.
The surrounding area presents a typical rural setting within north-eastern NSW. There is a strong
presence of primary industry/agricultural activity (predominantly grazing and dairy industries) in the
area. The landscape is picturesque, and the general amenity of the area would be considered high.
The nearby presence of the current Pacific Highway (6.5 kilometres west) and future Pacific Highway
alignment (4.0 kilometres east) allows for efficient regional road connectivity; however, background
road noise is present at various locations.

3.4. Heritage
Non-Aboriginal heritage
The bridge is listed as Briner Bridge over Upper Coldstream River under s.170 of the NSW Heritage
Act.
Details regarding the heritage significance of the bridge under the Section170 register include:
The Briner bridge is a Dare type timber truss bridge and was completed in 1908. In 1998 it was in good
condition. As a timber truss road bridge, it has strong associations with the expansion of the road
network and economic activity throughout NSW, and Harvey Dare, the designer of this type of truss.
Dare trusses were fifth in the five-stage design evolution of NSW timber truss road bridges. They were
similar to Allan trusses, but contain improvements which make them stronger and easier to maintain.
This engineering enhancement represents a significant evolution of the design of timber truss bridges,
and gives Dare trusses some technical significance. In 1998 there were 27 surviving Dare trusses in
NSW of the 40 built, and 82 timber truss road bridges survive from the over 400 built. The Briner bridge
is a representative example of Dare timber truss road bridges, and is assessed as being Regionally
significant, primarily on the basis of its technical and historical significance.
Upon completion of the proposal, Briner Bridge would be nominated for listing on the State Heritage
Register.
Aboriginal heritage
The proposal is located over a river and within a landscape where Aboriginal objects may occur
because of Aboriginal people’s use of the water course in their everyday lives and for traditional cultural
activities. However, given the highly disturbed nature of the area, it is unlikely that ‘in situ’ (original
location) Aboriginal objects or relics would exist. The Upper Coldstream Biodiversity Project 2013-2017
identifies strong cultural ties for the Yaegl community regarding the Coldstream River and adjoining
landscapes. The Roads and Maritime Procedure for Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation and
Investigation (PACHCI) was previously undertaken in November 2015 by Roads and Maritime’s
Aboriginal Cultural and Heritage Advisor, Mr Graham Purcell; identifying the proposal was unlikely to
have an impact on Aboriginal cultural heritage. A second PACHCI was also undertaken by Mr Barry
Williams in 2018 with consistent findings as the previous PACHCI.
Notification is required to any representative Aboriginal/Torres Strait Islander bodies for an area
concerned where an act is to take place. The site is located within Crown Land. Review of the National
Native Title Tribunal (NNTT) Online Register (September 2018) identifies that the site
compound/fabrication area is subject to NCD2015/003 - Yaegl People #2 (Lot 1 DP 1104017). Roads
and Maritime Services is therefore required to issue notification to representatives of the Native Title
holders for their consideration and comment prior to undertaking the works.
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3.5. Socio-economic profile
In order to better understand the composition and dynamics of Tucabia and Clarence Valley Shire’s
community, including social, economic and lifestyle influences, a socio-economic and demographic
analysis is undertaken.
This section describes the key socio-economic characteristics of the area including population,
demographic, household and economic characteristics. Data is provided for the main study area of the
Tucabia NSW. Data is also presented for the Clarence Valley LGA and State of NSW for comparison.
The information in this section provides a demographic overview of the Tucabia suburb and provides
for an appropriately scaled local study area. This is then compared with the Clarence Valley LGA and
State of NSW. Data from the ABS Census (2016 as available at the time of preparing this report) and id
The Population Experts provides indicators that highlight different aspects of the social and economic
structure of the community, locality and region. In turn, it helps to identify the profile and composition of
the community and relative susceptibility to social impact resulting from the proposal. The relationship
between these indicators can be complex. It is generally accepted that no single socio-economic factor
can predict a person’s or community’s susceptibility to impact.

3.5.1

Population and age structure

In the 2016 Census, there were 367 people in Tucabia. Of these 50.7 per cent were male and 49.3 per
cent were female. Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander people made up 3.5 per cent of the
population. There were 108 families in Tucabia with an average of 1.6 children in each family. The
largest number of residents in Tucabia were in the 55 to 59-year bracket (14.5 per cent) followed by the
65 to 69-year bracket (10.9 per cent). The median age of people in Tucabia was 54 years. This is
compared to the Clarence Valley LGA where the 2016 Census population was 50,671, with the largest
numbers of residents in the 60 to 64-year bracket (8.3 per cent). The Clarence Valley LGA had a
median age of 49. Compared to NSW, the State had 7,480,228 people, with the median age being 38.
In Tucabia in 2016, children aged 0-14 years made up 13.2 per cent of the population and people aged
65 years and over made up 23 per cent of the population. Across the LGA children aged 0 - 14 years
made up 16.4 per cent of the population and people aged 65 years and over made up 25.7 per cent of
the population. This is compared with NSW which has 18.5 per cent of people 0 - 14 years and 16.2
per cent aged 65 years and over.
Table 3-1 shows population trends of Tucabia in comparison to the Clarence Valley LGA and NSW for
the 2011 and 2016 Census. As can be identified from Table 3-1, Tucabia has had a high growth rate
during this period; however, the broader Clarence Valley LGA experienced a low increase in population
between 2011 and 2016. The population growth trend was slightly higher for NSW (refer to Table 3-1)
compared to the LGA.
Table 3-1 Population trend 2016 (Source ABS 2011 and 2016)
Region

Population 2011

Population 2016

Change 20112016

Percentage
change

Tucabia

287

367

80

27.8%

Clarence Valley LGA

49,665

50,671

1006

2.0%

New South Wales

6,917,658

7,480,228

562,570

8.1%
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3.5.2

Cultural diversity

In 2016, the proportion of the population who were Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander people
made up 3.5 per cent of the population in Tucabia, lower than the proportion of indigenous people living
in the Clarence Valley LGA (6.5 per cent) and higher when compared to NSW (2.9 per cent).
In Tucabia, 86.1 per cent of people were born in Australia. The most common other countries of birth
were England 3.6 per cent and New Zealand 0.8 per cent. In Clarence Valley LGA, 83.8 per cent of
people were born in Australia, with other common countries of birth being England 2.5 per cent, New
Zealand 1.1 per cent, Germany 0.3 per cent, Netherland at 0.3 per cent and Philippines 0.3 per cent.
This is different from the NSW response where 65.5 per cent were born in Australia and China (3.1 per
cent) and England (3 per cent) were the highest responses for country of birth.
In Tucabia (2016), 91.8 per cent of people only spoke English at home. The only other response for
languages spoken at home included Russian at 0.8 per cent.
In Clarence Valley LGA, similarly to Tucabia, 90.3 per cent of people only spoke English at home, with
the two other highest languages spoken at home included German 0.2 per cent, Cantonese
0.1 per cent, Spanish 0.1 per cent, Mandarin 0.1 per cent and Dutch 0.1 per cent. In NSW, a much
lower proportion of people (68.5 per cent) only spoke English at home.

3.5.3

Household family structure

There were 160 private dwellings in Tucabia in 2016, with an average household size of 2.2 people per
household. Clarence Valley LGA had 24,848 private dwellings with a similar proportion of average
people per household compared to Tucabia at 2.3 people per household. The average people per
household for NSW is 2.6 people per household.
In 2016, of the families in Tucabia, 29.1 per cent were couple families with children, 53.4 per cent were
couple families without children and 17.5 per cent were one parent families, with the majority being
female single parents (82.4 per cent). The proportion of couple family households with children was
slightly higher in the LGA (32.9 per cent) than Tucabia, whereas one parent families were higher
(18.1 per cent) and 48.4 per cent of people in the LGA were couple families without children. Single
parents in the LGA were predominantly female (81.3 per cent).
The majority of NSW recorded couple families with children at 45.7 per cent which presents higher than
rates for Tucabia and the LGA. In NSW, couple families without children was 36.6 per cent and one
parent families comprising 16 per cent. Single parents in NSW were also predominantly female
(82.2 per cent).

3.5.4

Education, workforce and occupation

In Tucabia in 2016, 25.3 per cent of people were attending an educational institution. Of these, 23.2 per
cent were in primary school, 20.0 per cent in secondary school and 17.8 per cent in a tertiary or
technical institution. This is compared to 27.5 per cent and 31.1 per cent of people attending an
educational institution in Clarence Valley and NSW respectively.
On average, Tucabia had a higher proportion of people who had not completed Year 11 or equivalent
(23.2 per cent) compared to the Clarence Valley LGA (18.2 per cent) but was lower than that for
regional NSW (47.9 per cent) and NSW (35.4 per cent).
In 2016, the Tucabia had a labour force participation of 44.4 per cent and an unemployment rate of 7.4
per cent. The labour force participation was higher than that recorded for the LGA (38.0 per cent) and
lower than regional NSW (56.4 per cent) and the NSW rate of 59.7 per cent.
An outline of the workforce’s occupation responses in Tucabia in comparison to the LGA and NSW is
provided in Table 3-2.
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Table 3-2 Occupations comparison 2016
Occupation

Tucabia (%)

Clarence Valley
LGA (%)

NSW (%)

Professionals

12.3

15.4

22.7

Technicians and trades workers

14.3

14.2

13.2

Managers

12.3

11.7

13.3

Clerical and administrative workers

6.5

12.2

15.1

Labourers

11.7

12.8

8.7

Community and personal service workers

12.3

13.8

9.5

Sales workers

16.9

10.7

9.3

Machinery operators and drivers

13.6

7.4

6.4

Source: ABS 2016 Census.

Based on available information (2016 Census data) the most common occupations in Tucabia included
sales workers 16.9 per cent, technicians and trades workers 14.3 per cent, and machinery operators
and drivers 13.6 per cent.
Industry is discussed in Section 3.6 of this report.

3.5.5

Income

Household income is one of the most important indicators of socio-economic status. Low income
households refer to those receiving less than $650 per week (before tax in 2016). High income
households refer to those receiving more than $3,000 per week (before tax in 2016).
In 2016, the median weekly household income in Tucabia was $900. This was similar to the median
weekly household income for the Clarence Valley LGA which was $997; both lower than the NSW
average of $1,486.
Tucabia recorded low income households of 26.0 per cent with 2.4 per cent being high income.
Clarence Valley LGA presented lower with 30.6 per cent for low income households, and both being
higher than the NSW low income rate of 19.7 per cent. Clarence Valley LGA presented 5.2 per cent
and NSW presented 18.7 per cent for high income households.

3.5.6

Mortgage and rental stress

Mortgage stress is defined as per the NATSEM (National Centre for Social and Economic Modelling)
model as households in the lowest 40 per cent of incomes who are paying more than 30 per cent of
their usual gross weekly income on home loan repayments. Similarly, rental stress, relates to
households in the lowest 40 per cent of incomes who are paying more than 30 per cent of their usual
gross weekly income on rent.
In 2016, 5.4 per cent of Clarence Valley Shire's households purchasing their dwelling were
experiencing mortgage stress compared to 9.8 per cent in regional NSW. Tucabia presented mortgage
stress of 15.2 per cent.
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In 2016 Tucabia presented rental stress of 2.2 per cent compared to a higher rate of 11.7 per cent
within the Clarence Valley LGA and 32.5 per cent in regional NSW.

3.5.7

Dwelling characteristics

Tucabia (160 private dwellings), the Clarence Valley LGA (22675 private dwellings) and NSW
(3,059,599 private dwellings) recorded comparable proportions of occupied private dwellings in 2016
(being 89.4 per cent, 86.4 per cent and 90.1 per cent respectively). Most dwellings in Tucabia and the
Clarence Valley LGA are separate detached houses (100 per cent and 85.6 per cent). The proportion
of separate houses recorded in NSW was notably lower at 66.4 per cent.
In 2016, 48.0 per cent of homes were owned outright in Tucabia, with 43.9 per cent being mortgaged
and 4.1 per cent being rented. Outright ownership in Clarence Valley LGA was lower at 44.0 per cent,
as was the proportion of mortgages at 26.8 per cent. Renting in Clarence Valley LGA was higher at
25.6 per cent. Compared to Tucabia and Clarence Valley LGA, across NSW outright house ownership
presented at 32.2 per cent and mortgages at 32.3 per cent with renting being more prevalent at
31.8 per cent.

3.5.8

Need for assistance and unpaid care

This population group is defined as people who provided care for children and assisted family members
or others due to a disability, long term illness or problems related to old age.
Across the Clarence Valley LGA in 2016, 23.3 per cent provided care for children and 14.0 per cent
assisted family members or others due to a disability, long term illness or problems related to old age.
Across NSW, 27.2 per cent provided care for children and 11.6 per cent assisted family members or
others due to a disability, long term illness or problems related to old age. Tucabia presented
19.9 per cent provided care for children and 13.8 per cent assisted family members or others due to a
disability, long term illness or problems related to old age.

3.5.9

Socio-Economic Indexes for Areas (SEIFA)

The ABS has developed indexes, known as Socio Economic Indexes for Areas (SEIFA), which provide
an indication of the socio-economic conditions of people living in an area, relative to other areas. For
each index, every geographic area in Australia is given a SEIFA number, which shows how
disadvantaged that area is compared with other areas in Australia. Each index summarises a different
aspect of the socio-economic conditions of people living in an area.
The Index of Relative Socio-Economic Disadvantage is a general socio-economic index created using
measures of relative disadvantage. It has been constructed so that relatively disadvantaged areas have
low index values. It accounts for disadvantage within an area as it relates to income levels, degree of
educational/training attainment, unemployment, proportion of unskilled workers and variables that
reflect disadvantage rather than measuring specific aspects of disadvantage (eg Indigenous and
separated/divorced). All areas are ordered from lowest to highest score, the lowest 10 per cent of areas
are given a decile number of one and so on, up to the highest 10 per cent of areas, which are given a
decile number of 10. A low score on this index indicates a higher proportion of relatively disadvantaged
people in an area. For Statistical Areas Level 1 (SA1s) across Australia, the average (population
weighted) SEIFA score on the index of disadvantage is 1000. Therefore, areas with an index above
1000 are above the Australian average and so relatively less disadvantaged; while index figures below
1000 indicate areas of relatively greater disadvantage when compared to the nation.
In 2011, NSW had a SEIFA score of 995.8, with regional NSW recording 968.6. The Clarence Valley
LGA had a score of 926, meaning it had higher disadvantage than regional NSW on average.
The Index of Relative Socio-economic Disadvantage (IRSD) ranks areas in terms of their relative socioeconomic disadvantage under the SEIFA system. Tucabia is identified as having a IRSD score of 1;
representing the highest level of disadvantage available under the scoring system.
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3.5.10

Internet access and digital communication

In terms of internet access, quantifying broadband access assists in gauging the extent to which people
have access to communication technology and the ability for communities to gain access to service
and information delivery via electronic means. In 2016, 80.1 per cent of households in Tucabia had
access to the internet from the dwelling, with 15.1 per cent recording that internet was not accessed
from the dwelling. This compares to 73.8 per cent in the Clarence Valley LGA where households
accessed the internet, and 82.5 per cent in NSW.

3.5.11

Transport

In Tucabia in 2016 (Census), no households responded as having no registered motor vehicles
compared to 5.8 per cent within the Clarence Valley LGA and 9.2 per cent for NSW. Tucabia recorded
as having at least one registered motor vehicle. It is noted that within Tucabia 42.7 per cent of private
occupied dwellings had two registered motor vehicles, which was higher than the Clarence Valley LGA
(36.7 per cent) and NSW (34.1 per cent).
In Tucabia in 2016, 66.6 per cent of Clarence Valley Shire's employed population travelled to work by
car, compared to 71.2 per cent in regional NSW. In Tucabia (2016) 69.4 per cent travelled to work by
car.

3.5.12 Population and projections
The Clarence Valley LGA is expected to maintain its population level at a relatively static rate over the
long-term, with minor growth to 2026 and then a minor decline to 2036 as highlighted in Table 3-3.
Furthermore, a modest decline in the average household size from 2.36 in 2011 to 2.19 in 2036 is
expected.
Table 3-3 Population projections Clarence Valley LGA 2011-2036
Year

Population

% Growth p.a.

Extra persons p.a

2011

51,300

-

-

2016

52,800

0.6%

300

2021

54,450

0.6%

330

2026

55,800

0.5%

270

2031

56,800

0.4%

200

2036

57,450

0.2%

130

Source: NSW Dept. Planning and Environment 2016

3.6. Business and industry
Of the employed people in Tucabia based on the 2016 Census, the most common occupations in
Tucabia included Sales Workers (16.9 per cent), Technicians and Trades Workers (14.3 per cent), and
Machinery Operators and Drivers (13.6 per cent).
In the 2016 Census there were 16,345 jobs with the Clarence Valley LGA.
Local businesses operating in the Tucabia area include:
•

Cattle farms
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•

General store/service station (Tucabia)

•

Wedding hire (Tucabia)

•

Computer repairs (Tucabia)

•

Australia Post (Tucabia)

•

Bed and breakfast (Tucabia).

3.6.1

Gross regional product

The gross regional product (GRP) for Clarence Valley LGA was $2.16 billion in the year ending June
2017, growing 3.7 per cent since the previous year (id 2018).
In Clarence Valley Council area, Construction had the largest output by industry, generating $1,046
million in 2016/17 (id 2018). This was followed by Rental, Hiring and Real Estate Services with $423
million and then Manufacturing with $322 million. In combination these three industries accounted for
$1,791 million in total or 43 per cent of the total output by total industry in Clarence Valley Shire.
The fastest growing sector in terms of output was Rental, Hiring and Real Estate Services, followed by
Construction and then Finance and Insurance Services (id 2018). Output by industry sector in 2016/17
is shown is shown in Figure 3.2 and change in output by industry is shown in Figure 3-3.

Figure 3-2 Output by Industry, 2016/17 (per cent of total output)
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Figure 3-3 Change in output by sector from 2011/12 to 2016/17

3.6.2

Agriculture and primary industries

Clarence Valley LGA supports mapped Strategic Agricultural Land Biophysical, particularly around the
flood plains of the Clarence River. This includes a substantial area of Tucabia.
In 2016/17, the total value of agricultural output in Clarence Valley Council area was $106m (id 2018).
The largest commodity produced was Livestock slaughterings, which accounted for 42.7 per cent of
Clarence Valley Council area’s total agricultural output in value terms. Specifically, in the context of
Tucabia, a key industry visible in the local context is cattle farming (comprising 4.9 per cent of
employment in Tucabia).

3.6.3

Tourism

In 2016/17, the total tourism and hospitality sales in Clarence Valley Council area was $222.1 m, the
total value added was $111.2 m (id 2018). Based on 2016/17 figures, the tourism and hospitality
workforce, make up 4.5 per cent of direct employment within the LGA (id 2018).
According to the 2016 Census, tourism and hospitality do not form part of the most common
occupations or industry within both the Clarence Valley LGA or Tucabia. One bed and breakfast
business (Squatters Rest) is located in the east of Tucabia.

3.7. Existing land uses
The proposal is located on land that is covered by the Clarence Valley Local Environmental Plan (LEP)
2011. The site of the proposal, and nearby surrounds, comprises the following land use zones:
•

RU1 – Primary Production

•

W2 – Recreational Waterways.

The objectives for each of these zones are:
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RU1 – Primary Production
•

To encourage sustainable primary industry production by maintaining and enhancing the natural
resource base

•

To encourage diversity in primary industry enterprises and systems appropriate for the area

•

To minimise the fragmentation and alienation of resource lands

•

To minimise conflict between land uses within this zone and land uses within adjoining zones.

W2 – Recreational Waterways
•

To protect the ecological, scenic and recreation values of recreational waterways

•

To allow for water-based recreation and related uses

•

To provide for sustainable fishing industries and recreational fishing.

The Clarence Valley LGA comprises rural areas, coastal areas, national parks, residential and ruralresidential areas, and commercial and industrial land use. The main urban areas are concentrated
around the Grafton, Maclean and Yamba townships. Rural land is used largely for agriculture,
particularly beef farming, sugar cane and forestry.
The area of Tucabia is a rural setting, with a small dispersal of residential land and associated
development, including some businesses. The area otherwise supports agriculture, which provides not
only a way of life but is a notable contributor to the local and regional economy.
The Coldstream River is a distinct feature of the local landscape and environmental quality. It supports
aesthetic, environmental and recreational value and activity.
Land uses around the proposal include:
•

The waterbodies of the Coldstream River and riparian areas (immediately adjacent)

•

Some local businesses within Tucabia (approximately 1.5 kilometres southeast of the site)

•

Low density residential development within Tucabia (approximately 1.5 kilometres southeast of the
site)

•

Rural land holdings and agriculture (nearest receiver located approximately 75 metres southwest of
the site)

•

Limited urban infrastructure.

3.8. Social infrastructure
Social infrastructure generally includes:
•

Education facilities

•

Health, emergency and aged care services

•

Sport, recreation, and cultural and civic facilities

•

Transport facilities, including roads and school bus routes.

Social infrastructure is generally concentrated around the main urban centres of Grafton, Maclean and
Yamba, with limited presence in the immediate locality; however, that which exists in the study area
includes:
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•

Tucabia public/primary school, approximately 2.0 kilometres south-east of the site

•

Coldstream Community Pre-School, approximately 1.6 kilometres south-east of the site.

3.9. Access and connectivity
Briner Bridge was built in circa 1908 and was original a key link in the road infrastructure of the area,
representing and expansion and improvement of the NSW road network. The river crossing of this type
enabled safe bulk freight movement and reduced transporting costs for businesses within the region.
The route over Briner Bridge is used by various modes of traffic, including car, trucks, buses, tractors
and implements. The bridge provides a valuable link enabling Tucabia residents to access nearby
businesses and services located at Ulmarra. The bridge also provides the shortest transport route for
residents accessing Grafton’s commercial and services centres with alternate routes via Tyndale and
Glenugie adding 18 kilometres and 10 kilometres to travel distances (respectively).
Common use of the bridge is by private car travel, school buses, and agricultural/primary industry
activity. Motor vehicle ownership in the locality and broader region is very high and, as outlined
previously, most people travel to work by private vehicle. The rural context reinforces the heavy
reliance on private vehicle use.
Coldstream River is known to support formal and informal boating and navigation mostly recreational
purposes. A boat ramp is located approximately 1.9 kilometres south of the site. The proposed works
would have a temporary impact to navigation under the bridge during construction, however some short
term full restrictions may be required.

3.10.

Recreational facilities

There are no formal recreational facilities or open space within the site. There are also no parks or
informal areas of open space likely to be used for recreational purposes. A boat ramp is located
approximately 1.9 kilometres south of the site. The Coldstream River is known to support recreational
activities (including kayaking/canoeing/boating/fishing).

3.11.

Community values

It can be derived from desktop analysis, including the Clarence Valley Settlement Strategy (CVSS
1999) and the Upper Coldstream Biodiversity Project 2013-2017, as well as knowledge of the Clarence
Valley Shire that community values and aspirations likely to be held within the study area and broader
region would include (but not necessarily be limited to):
•

Access and connectivity to nearby villages and Grafton’s facilities and services. This includes that
residents of regional areas often nominate the quality of roads as one of their biggest transport
concerns/values

•

The landscape qualities of the locality/region, particularly rural areas and waterways including
Coldstream River

•

Environmental and cultural values associated with the Coldstream River and adjoining
environments and habitats.

Based on the CVSS (1999), the community is aiming to enhance community facilities (within the
existing scale of the village) to increase self-reliance and reduce the need to constantly travel to other
larger communities. People living in these small communities tend to do so for a number of reasons.
These reasons include:
•

Links to families in the region
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•

Reduced stress and a more relaxed lifestyle

•

A greater sense of community

•

More space

•

Cheaper real estate options

•

Rural living

•

A safer environment

•

Less competition for services.
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4.

Socio-economic impact assessment

4.1. Introduction
A preliminary scoping assessment of the proposal has concluded there would be social and economic
impacts to the local community from the proposal. This socio-economic impact assessment has been
prepared to assess and address all likely impacts, including:
•

Access and connectivity

•

Local business, industry and economy

•

Tourism

•

Local amenity

•

Population and employment

•

Property and land use

•

Utilities and services

•

Social and recreational infrastructure

•

Distribution of social impact and housing

•

Community health and safety

•

Community values

•

Cultural values (heritage)

•

Cumulative impacts.

This section examines the social and economic impacts of the proposal during the construction phase.
The operational phase would not result in any adverse impacts. While positive and negative impacts
are discussed in the sections below, the level of significance of impacts has been specified for only
negative impacts.

4.2. Impacts on access and connectivity
The proposal would temporarily impact local access and connectivity for road users, including light and
heavy vehicles, agricultural equipment, emergency services and cyclists. The proposal would also
impact local access and connectivity for some businesses and residents during the weekend. A
temporary single lane bridge would be constructed on the upstream side of the bridge with approach
roadworks tying in to Coldstream Terrace. The temporary bridge would be available for the entire
project duration (except for occasional weekend closures and around flood events) and would be
controlled by temporary traffic lights. The temporary bridge would otherwise provide access over
Coldstream River while Briner Bridge is closed for the upgrade works.
Coldstream River is known to support formal and informal boating and navigation, mostly recreational
purposes. A boat ramp is located approximately 1.9 kilometres south of the site. The proposed works
would alter access within this section of the waterway (under the bridge).
As part of the communication/consultation process to the local community and affected stakeholders,
Roads and Maritime would provide information regarding the detour routes, with approximate additional
travel distances and times to assist in planning their journey.
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Emergency services are generally regarded with high community value and play a critical role in the
community. The closure of the temporary bridge could also affect the route emergency services take
when responding to an incident, depending on their origin and destination. This may also affect
emergency response times if they are unable to use what would normally be the most direct route.
Nonetheless, the detours available would maintain access via the Pacific Highway north and south of
Tucabia (via Tyndale and Glenugie), ensuring access to the local surrounding communities.
Emergency services would be consulted to ensure any impacts and use of the detours is appropriately
planned for and managed.
The proposed detours during the short term temporary bridge closure would result in some additional
traffic utilising local roads (Tucabia Road and Wooli Road) to access the Pacific Highway and other
areas. While there would be an increase, the volume of additional traffic using the detours is not
expected to be significant and would be predominantly local traffic movements. While there may be
some impacts and inconvenience, the short duration of the temporary bridge closure (some weekends
and during floods) and the length of the available detours are not considered to be significant or
prohibitive and connectivity remains possible.
Upon completion of the works and reopening of the rehabilitated bridge, connectivity and access
conditions would be restored to pre-work conditions. The works would improve the longevity and future
use of the bridge and therefore result in a long-term positive outcome for the maintenance of access
and connectivity of this important river crossing. Upon completion of the works and bridge reopening,
any socio-economic impacts experienced during the construction would be removed.
The sensitivity of the community to access and connectivity is moderate due to the dependence of
locals on their vehicles and local roads. The magnitude of impacts is considered to be low due to the
provision of a temporary bridge immediately adjacent to the existing bridge and the short-term impacts
on access and connectivity. Overall, the level of significance of impacts on access and connectivity
during construction is considered to be moderate.

4.3. Impact on local business, industry and economy
Local businesses operating in the Tucabia area, includes:
•

Cattle farms

•

General store/service station (Tucabia)

•

Wedding hire (Tucabia)

•

Computer repairs (Tucabia)

•

Australia Post (Tucabia)

•

Bed and breakfast (Tucabia).

Most of the impacts to business stem from the temporary closure of the temporary bridge as discussed
in Section 4.2. This would reduce transport links across the Coldstream River, requiring traffic to use
detours via the Pacific Highway north and south of Tucabia. Subsequent effects of this on business and
local economic activity relate to reduced efficiency, increased fuel costs and travel time and additional
logistics planning and/or resourcing.
Suitable planning and appropriate notice would enable affected businesses to adapt to the short-term
change, which would occur only when the temporary bridge is closed on some weekends and during
floods. The proposal does not sever access completely. Detours are available via the Pacific Highway
(north and south) to support continued farm and business operations.
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On this basis, and given the analysis provided in Section 4.2 regarding access and connectivity, while
there would be disruption to the normal road network, businesses are expected to continue to service
and receive trade within the locality as well as tourists (see Section 4.4). The diversion would cause
impacts and require adaptation and advanced planning, yet the scale of impact is not expected to
significant and can be managed.
With a minor increase in workers in the area during the construction phase, there may be an increase
in demand for local goods and services.
Upon completion of the works, the local road network would operate as normal and no long-term
impact to business or the local economy is predicted.
The sensitivity of local business, industry and economy are considered to be moderate. The magnitude
of impacts is considered to be low, due to the short-term impacts during construction, the provision of
the temporary bridge to minimise impacts, and the provision of detours during the temporary bridge
closures. The level of significance of impacts is moderate- low.

4.4. Tourism
As outlined previously, the proposal would impact access and change local connectivity during any
closure of the temporary bridge during the weekend or flood events. While this may alter the route
taken to access a tourist site or business (e.g. bed and breakfast), these places would still be
accessible via the detours routes of Tyndale and Glenugie. This would ensure that tourism places and
businesses remain accessible. Both options also provide a scenic route to Wooli/Diggers Camp or
Minnie Water. While some inconvenience could be experienced, it is not expected to be significant.
People planning to visit a particular place would continue to be able to readily access it.
The sensitivity of tourist sites in the area is considered to be moderate. The magnitude of the impacts is
considered to be low due to the short-term nature of the impacts, the provision of the temporary bridge
and continued access to the sites provided by the detours. The level of significance of impacts on
tourism is moderate- low.

4.5. Impacts on local amenity
Some amenity impacts to adjoining and surrounding properties are possible during the proposal. These
could include, noise and vibration, air quality and visual impacts.

4.5.1.

Noise and vibration

Construction noise and vibration impacts have been assessed by a qualified noise consultant as part of
the REF (refer to Section 6.8 of the REF). The assessment methodology involved the use of
background noise data, analysis of data and modelling of predicted noise and vibration impacts.
The rural landholding located approximately 75 metres southwest of the site would likely be subject to
construction noise levels exceeding the acceptable levels; relating to the driven piling activity
associated with the bridge works. Construction mitigation measures as part of the REF for the project
would be implemented.
Vibration emitted during construction is predicted to be within appropriate criteria for the protection of
human comfort and building damage. No significant vibration emitting plant is anticipated to be required
and therefore negligible impacts are expected.
The proposal would not result in any increase to road operational noise following completion of the
work.
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The noise and vibration assessment report and REF outline specific mitigation measures to address
and manage potential work-related noise and vibration impacts. These measures would be
incorporated into the CEMP.
The sensitivity of the nearby rural landholding to noise associated with the bridge works is considered
to be high. The magnitude of the impacts is considered to be low due to the short-term nature of the
impacts associated with the piling activity and the limited receivers being impacted. The level of
significance of impacts associated with noise is high-moderate.

4.5.2

Visual impacts

The aesthetic qualities or value of the locality are not expected to be adversely impacted by the
proposal in the long-term. The character of the area would largely remain the same post-construction
and no significant visual impact is expected.
During construction, site compounds, structures and machinery would be located around the site. This
would be visible in the local area and present a notable change to the character and visual appearance
of the site. However, this would be temporary and limited to the short-term construction phase. At the
end of the construction phase, all site compounds, structures and machinery would be removed, and
the bridge’s visual appearance reinstated.
The sensitivity of the community to visual impacts associated with construction is moderate due to the
visual presence of site compounds, structures, machinery and staff located around the site. The
magnitude of impacts is considered to moderate due to the clearly visible yet short-term nature of the
impact. Overall, the level of significance of visual impacts is considered to be moderate.

4.5.3

Air quality

Some potential air quality impacts may result from the proposal during construction work including
disturbance and exposure of soil (dust), and the operation of plant and equipment. Any air quality
impacts would be short-term and mitigation measures as part of the REF addressing air quality would
be prepared and implemented as part of the CEMP.
Some additional traffic would be experienced on local roads, during the construction. This would
consist of work vehicles and machinery, as well as other vehicles using the required detours during the
periodic short-term closure of the temporary bridge. This is not expected to be significant and is unlikely
to result in any notable change in air quality based on vehicle emissions given the rural context and no
significant increase in traffic is expected.
The sensitivity of the community to air quality impacts is negligible during the construction phase as the
works are unlikely to impact air quality of any nearby receptors. The magnitude of impacts is also
considered to be negligible due to the limited number of receptors located within the rural setting of the
bridge works and short-term duration of the works. Overall, the level of significance of impacts on air
quality is considered to be negligible.

4.6. Impact on population and employment
The proposed works would take approximately 12 months and over that time the average construction
workforce on site would be up to approximately 26 people (depending on the activities). The work
would be completed by Roads and Maritime and relevant contractors. This does not amount to a
significant influx of workers to the local area; however, it would provide some modest economic shortterm stimulus for the locality. Additional indirect jobs could be created as a result of multiplier effects in
associated industries supplying goods and services for the works.
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Overall, there may be a minor short-term positive effect on employment and economic stimulus for the
local area. Given the nature of the works, they would not influence population growth or decline.
Population distribution would also not be influenced.

4.7. Property and land use impacts
No property acquisition would be required for the proposal. The site compounds would be primarily
located within existing road reserve. There would be some short-term occupation of private property for
the fabrication and storage of bridge elements and positioning of cranes. Other land use and property
impacts relate to the road closure and detours, as well as construction related amenity impacts,
discussed elsewhere in this report.
The sensitivity of property and land use to the proposal is low due to the short-term occupation of
private property that ultimately does not diminish the rural activity for the landholders. The magnitude of
impacts is also considered to be low due to the limited capacity of the works to affect the rural activity
of the landholder. Overall, the level of significance of impacts on property and land use is considered to
be low.

4.8. Utilities and services
A CVC water stop valve is located on the Ulmarra side abutment and a CVC submarine watermain
pipeline is located along the northern side of the bridge. The submarine watermain pipeline would not
be affected by the proposal. Consultation would be undertaken with CVC regarding relocation/ deletion
of the stop valve in proximity to the proposed work. Above ground Telstra cables are also located along
the northern side of the bridge and would not be affected by the proposal. Subterranean cables located
running underneath the approach spans on the Ulmarra side of the bridge would require relocation in
order to install the temporary bridge approach road.
The sensitivity of the community to the relocation of utilities and services to the proposal is low due to
the ability of the utility works to be accommodated without impacts on local services. The magnitude of
impacts is also considered to be low due to the limited capacity of the works to affect services locally.
Overall, the level of significance of impacts on utilities and services is considered to be low.

4.9. Impact on social and recreational infrastructure
4.9.1

River access and recreation

4.9.2

Tucabia Primary School and Coldstream Community
Pre-school

Briner Bridge would be a designated construction site during the construction phase. Therefore, access
to Coldstream River would be restricted around the bridge during construction. Access under the bridge
via watercraft would also be restricted during certain periods of construction. This would need to be
communicated to the users of the river as part of the consultation phase of the proposal. The sensitivity
of the community requiring river access in the area is considered to be moderate. The magnitude of the
impacts is considered to be moderate due to the noticeable yet short-term nature of the impacts. The
level of significance of impacts on river access and recreation is moderate.

The proposal may impact on students who live west of Briner Bridge and attend Tucabia Primary
School and Coldstream Community Pre-school, however this would only occur during flood events. The
temporary bridge would be removed during flood events and would take up to one week to reinstate
post flood event. The worst-case scenario is for the students closest to Briner Bridge who would have
to travel approximately 30 minutes (30 kilometres) extra each way to school while the temporary bridge
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in not available. This is considered a moderate inconvenience during construction phase and only while
the temporary bridge is closed during flood events. Roads and Maritime would consult with the schools
and other stakeholders regarding the potential impacts. The temporary bridge would otherwise provide
access across the river during school days (Monday to Friday).
The sensitivity of Tucabia Primary School and Coldstream Community Pre-school are considered to be
moderate. The magnitude of impacts is considered to be low, due to the short-term impacts during
construction, the provision of the temporary bridge to minimise impacts, and the provision of detours
during the temporary bridge closures. The level of significance of impacts is moderate- low.

4.10.
4.10.1

Impacts on cultural values
Non-Aboriginal heritage

The bridge is listed as Briner Bridge over Upper Coldstream River under section170 of the NSW
Heritage Act and within the State Heritage Inventory.
A Statement of Heritage Impact (SoHI) has been prepared by Dan Tuck (2018) for the proposal (refer
to Section 6.10 of the REF). As part of the assessment, desktop and historical research was completed
in addition to a field inspection.
The Briner Bridge upgrade would result in all of the fabric of the bridge renewed. While this would alter
the structure physically, it is consistent with the modern approach to timber truss bridge management
as espoused in the NSW Heritage Office-endorsed, Timber Truss Bridge Overarching CMP (2018).
Importantly, the recognizable heritage form of the bridge (including its iconic Dare trusses) would be
retained, and survival and safe operation of the bridge well into the future would be assured. Overall,
the changes resultant of the capacity upgrade would not devalue the heritage significance of the
bridge, nor impact the application to have the bridge listed on the State Heritage Register.
Due to the heritage significance of the bridge the sensitivity is considered to be moderate. The
magnitude of impacts is considered to be low, due to the upgrade design not devaluing the heritage
significance of the bridge, nor impacting the application to have the bridge listed on the State Heritage
Register. The level of significance of impacts is moderate-low.

4.10.2 Aboriginal heritage

The proposal is near a river and within a landscape where Aboriginal objects may occur as a result of
Aboriginal people’s use of the water course in their everyday lives and for traditional cultural activities.
However, given the highly disturbed nature of the area, it is unlikely that ‘in situ’ (original location)
Aboriginal sites would exist. The Upper Coldstream Biodiversity Project 2013-2017 identifies strong
cultural ties for the Yaegl community regarding the Coldstream River and adjoining landscapes. The
Roads and Maritime Procedure for Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation and Investigation
(PACHCI) was previously undertaken in November 2015 by Roads and Maritime’s Aboriginal Cultural
and Heritage Advisor, Mr Graham Purcell; identifying the proposal was unlikely to have an impact on
Aboriginal cultural heritage. A second PACHCI was also undertaken by Mr Barry Williams in 2018 with
consistent findings as the previous PACHCI.
Notification is required to any representative Aboriginal/Torres Strait Islander bodies for an area
concerned where an act is to take place. The site is located within Crown Land. Review of the National
Native Title Tribunal (NNTT) Online Register (September 2018) identifies that the site
compound/fabrication area is subject to NCD2015/003 - Yaegl People #2 (Lot 1 DP 1104017). Roads
and Maritime Services is therefore required to issue notification to representatives of the Native Title
holders for their consideration and comment prior to undertaking the works.
Damage to heritage items could result from the proposal if such items occur undiscovered at the site;
however, this is a low risk, particularly given the nature of the works and ground disturbance would be
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minimal. Safeguards are provided in the REF to ensure any undiscovered Aboriginal heritage items
uncovered during the proposal are not significantly affected. The PACHCI has identified that the
potential for Aboriginal impacts is low, therefore the sensitivity is low. The magnitude of impact is low,
due to the PACHCI findings that the proposal was unlikely to have an impact on Aboriginal cultural
heritage. The level of significance of impacts is low.

4.11.

Cumulative socio-economic impacts

The proposal has the potential to have cumulative environmental impacts with other existing or likely
future activities in the locality. The most notable project in the locality is the upgrade to the Pacific
Highway from Woolgoolga to Ballina (W2B). The proposal is in the vicinity of Glenugie to Tyndale
section of this project. The W2B project is a State significant infrastructure project that would see
significant changes to traffic conditions, speed limits, increased construction traffic and other impacts to
the general locality. All of these impacts were assessed as part of the Project approval and are being
addressed by way of various construction environmental management plans for each section of the
project. W2B is currently under construction and is due to open to traffic by 2020.
Another significant project in the locality is the new Grafton Correctional Centre. The new Grafton
Correctional Centre would be a safe and secure correctional facility servicing the northern part of NSW.
It would be located on a 195-hectare site at Lavadia approximately 12.5 kilometres south-east of
Grafton and about 10 kilometres south-west of Tucabia. Construction of the new correctional complex
is underway and estimated to be completed by 2020. The new Grafton Correctional Centre project is
also a State significant infrastructure project that would also see changes to local traffic conditions,
speed limits, increased construction traffic during the construction phase.
The Briner Bridge proposal would reduce the choice of routes when the temporary bridge is closed
during weekends or flood events. However, as discussed in previous sections, the short-term nature of
the bridge closures would create minor inconveniences to residents and road users.
It is considered that other impacts from the bridge works would not significantly contribute to negative
cumulative impacts in the locality. Any potential impacts on the environment from the proposal would
also be minimised with the implementation of safeguards provided in the REF for the project. When
finished the project would result in social economic benefits for the local and broader community (refer
Section 4.15).

4.12.

Socio-economic benefits of the proposal

Upon completion of the works and reopening of the bridge, conditions would be restored to that prior to
the works. Despite some short-term impacts, the works would result in improved longevity and future
use of the bridge, including reduced need for future maintenance. Therefore, upon completion of the
works and bridge reopening, any potential socio-economic impacts that were experienced during the
closure would be removed, and there are no anticipated long-term adverse socio-economic impacts
associated with the proposal.
The current Briner Bridge operation enables one lane of traffic to pass over the waterway. The bridge
works once complete would enable two-way traffic flow across Briner Bridge enabling safe traffic flow
along this section of Coldstream Terrace.
The proposal also represents a socio-heritage benefit of retaining a dare timber truss heritage bridge in
the Clarence Valley; especially in context of the removal Sportsmans Creek bridge at Lawrence which
is a dare truss bridge.
Most benefits resulting from the proposal accrue for local road users and include:
•

Improved road infrastructure
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•

Improved road safety outcomes

•

Maintained serviceability of an important river crossing

•

Continued access support for service delivery and emergency services

•

Reduced maintenance and improved bridge longevity.
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5.

Mitigation measures

This section provides a range of measures for avoiding, managing, or mitigating potential socioeconomic impact and maximising or enhancing the proposal’s benefits.

5.1. Objectives
The objectives of the proposal for managing potential socio-economic impacts during construction and
operation include:
•

Ensure effective consultation and ongoing communication occurs at all stages of construction

•

Prepare and implement a community communication/notification plan

•

Minimise and manage impacts on local access and connectivity

•

Minimise and manage impacts to business

•

Minimise and manage impacts to amenity for nearby properties through measures such as noise,
water and air quality controls (developed under the REF and CEMP)

•

Manage social and recreational infrastructure impacts relating to the restricted use of land
surrounding the site and waterway restrictions, as well as addressing school bus service impacts
and other critical daily services/traffic

•

Maintain community health and safety.

5.2. Summary of socio-economic safeguards and
management measures
Recommended strategies to avoid, minimise and manage socio-economic impacts during the
construction phase are provided in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1 Summary of safeguards and management measures
No

Impact/issue

Environmental safeguard/measure

1

Communication
Plan

A Communication Plan (CP) would be
Contractor
prepared and implemented as part of the
CEMP to help provide timely and
accurate information to the community
during construction. The CP would
include (as a minimum):
• Mechanisms to provide details and
timing of proposed activities to
affected residents, including changed
traffic and access conditions.
• Contact name and number for
complaints.
The CP would be prepared in
accordance with the Community
Involvement and Communications
Resource Manual (RTA, 2008).
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Responsibility

Timing
Preconstruction

No

Impact/issue

Environmental safeguard/measure

Responsibility

Timing

2

Notification

All businesses, residential properties and
other key stakeholders (eg schools,
council, bus operators) affected by the
activity would be notified at least 10
working days prior to commencement of
the activity. Project/community updates
would be provided throughout the
duration of works as relevant.

Roads and
Maritime project
manager and
communications
officer

Preconstruction
and during
construction

Notification would utilise both digital and
conventional (non-digital) modes of
communication (eg media release, letter
box drops, newsletters and regular
updates to a project website).
Notification would include an information
package, including contact name and
number for enquiries or complaints, the
expected timeframe of works and any
planned or potential disruptions to
utilities/services and changed road and
traffic conditions. The package is also to
include details on the Briner Bridge/road
closure and the available detours.
As part of the notification process,
advanced warning signage would be
established prior to and during the work
to ensure road users are aware of the
road closure and detours. Directional
signage is to be placed along the detour
routes.
Additional and immediate notification to
all affected stakeholders would also be
undertaken during anticipated closure of
the temporary bridge due to flood events
including anticipated timeframes and
dates for reinstatement of the temporary
bridge post flood event.
Roads and Maritime Services shall issue
notification to representatives of the
Native Title holders (NCD2015/003 Yaegl People #2) for their consideration
and comment prior to undertaking the
works within Lot 1 DP 1104017.
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No

Impact/issue

Environmental safeguard/measure

Responsibility

Timing

3

Consultation

Ongoing stakeholder and community
consultation would be undertaken in
accordance with the Roads & Maritime
Communication Toolkit. Consultation
would include:
• Clarence Valley Shire Council.
• Residents and businesses within a
minimum of 2.7 kilometres of the
proposal.
• Emergency services.
• Tucabia Rural Fire Service.
• Bus operators.
• Local schools.

Roads and
Maritime project
manager and
communications
officer

Preconstruction
and during
construction

4

Noise and
vibration
specific
notification and
consultation

Implement notification and community
consultation measures with regard to
airborne noise and ground-borne
vibration impacts from the works,
including:
• Periodic notification of all identified
receivers (monthly letterbox drop or
equivalent)
• Website
• Project info line
• Construction Response Line
• Email distribution list
• For highly noise emitting activities
and activities scheduled outside of
standard construction hours, provide
phone calls or specific notification for
each of the identified receivers (this
is an additional measure as per noise
assessment).

Roads and
Maritime project
manager and
communications
officer

Preconstruction
and during
construction

5

Traffic

As per the notification process,
advanced warning signage would be
established prior to and during the work
to ensure road users are made aware of
changed traffic conditions and detour
directions.

Roads and
Maritime project
engineer and
work supervisor

Preconstruction
and during
construction

Roads and
Maritime project
engineer and
work supervisor

Preconstruction
and during
construction

Excluding the required detours, where
possible, current traffic movements and
property accesses would be maintained
during the work. Any disturbance would
be minimised to prevent unnecessary
traffic delays.
6

Waterway

Advanced warning signage and/or
beacons (appropriate for any applicable
day and night time maritime
requirements) would be established prior
to and during the work to ensure any
users of the Coldstream River are aware
of restricted access, changed
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No

Impact/issue

Environmental safeguard/measure

Responsibility

Timing

navigational conditions or hazards within
the work area and waterway. Signage
would be provided at boat ramp to inform
waterway users of changed access
conditions at the bridge.
7

School bus
services

Maintain ongoing consultation and
cooperation between Roads and
Maritime and School Bus Services prior
to and for the duration of the project, to
ensure no adverse or unmanageable
impact to important services. Any
anticipated closure of the temporary
bridge during flood events would need to
be communicated to the affected School
Bus Service.

Roads and
Maritime project
manager,
communications
officer, project
engineer and
work supervisor

Preconstruction
and during
construction

8

Complaints

A complaint handling procedure and
register would be included in the CEMP
and would include that all complaints
would be responded to within 24 hours.

Roads and
Maritime project
manager and
communications
officer

During
construction

9

Health and
safety

Suitable site induction relating to site
specific hazards would be undertaken for
all contractor and Roads and Maritime
staff.

Roads and
Maritime project
engineer and
work supervisor

Preconstruction
and during
construction

The work would be undertaken in
accordance with all NSW health and
safety legislative requirements and
relevant Australian Standards.
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6.

Conclusion

This report provides an assessment of potential social and economic impacts associated with the
upgrade of Briner Bridge. The assessment of social and economic impact included:
•

Scoping the potentially affected groups and individuals, including potential issues of concern and
the nature of the likely impact

•

Profiling the nature of the individuals or groups likely to be affected

•

Identifying the social impact associated with the proposal, who is affected and to what extent

•

Assessing the likelihood of the impact and its significance

•

Identifying and recommending measures to avoid, manage, or mitigate potential impact.

Overall, some short-term works and amenity related impacts would be experienced. Local residents
and businesses would need to plan for and adapt to the changed road connectivity in the short-term;
during weekend and flood event closures of the temporary bridge. However, the potential impacts
associated with the temporary bridge closure are manageable with appropriate advanced planning and
notification.
The proposal is expected to provide a net long-term benefit for the community and road users
including:
•

Improved safety outcomes

•

A more reliable road network

•

Maintain ongoing serviceability and operational access for road users.

The proposal’s potential impacts can be managed by safeguards and management measures
presented in this report, the REF and subsequent CEMP. Overall, while the short-term impacts cannot
be avoided completely, no significant or long-term adverse impacts are likely. The proposal is
necessary to maintain the long-term function of the bridge which is important to the local community.
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Terms and acronyms
Cumulative
impact

Locality
Mitigation
measure
State Suburb
(SSC)

Statistical Area
Level 1 (SA1)

The impact on the environment which results from the incremental impact of
the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
future actions. Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but
collectively significant actions taking place over a period of time.
The area of Tucabia, NSW.
Action to reduce the severity of an impact.
State Suburbs (SSCs) are an ABS approximation of localities gazetted by
the Geographical Place Name authority in each State and Territory. SSCs
are built from Mesh Blocks (MBs) that form an approximation of Gazetted
Localities.
SSCs cover most of Australia. Presently there remain areas of rural South
Australia and rural Australian Capital Territory that are undefined. Various
islands offshore from New South Wales, Victoria and Tasmania and some
inshore water areas and islands are also undefined.
The Statistical Area Level 1 (SA1) is the second smallest geographic area
defined in the ASGS, the smallest being the Mesh Block. SA1s are built from
whole Mesh Blocks. Whole SA1s aggregate directly to SA2s in the ASGS
Main Structure, as well as Commonwealth and State Electoral divisions in
the Non-ABS Structure.
For the 2016 Census, SA1s would also be the basis of output for most data,
the exception being some Place of Work destination zones and Usual
residence one and five years ago. For 2016, SA1s also serve as one of the
building blocks in the ASGS and are used for the aggregation of statistics to
larger Census geographic areas.

Study area

The site (works/
proposal
footprint)

SA1s are designed to remain relatively constant over several Censuses.
Future change would largely be dealt with by splitting existing SA1s. SA1s
cover the whole of Australia with no gaps or overlaps.
The area directly affected by the proposal and any additional areas
potentially affected by the proposal, either directly or indirectly. For this
socio-economic assessment, the study area is the proposal footprint and
nearby surrounds, within the locality of the Tucabia State Suburb (also
based on two Statistical Areas Level 1).
The area of land that is directly impacted by the proposal. This includes
Tucabia Bridge, as well as compound/ stockpile sites and area of road
closure (refer to Figure 1-2).
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